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INTRODUCTION
The large question in this symposium is whether it is appropriate for state courts to “depart” from the Federal Supreme
Court’s construction of search-and-seizure doctrine. Because
the Federal Supreme Court has adopted a fairly minimalist
view of search-and-seizure protections during recent decades,1
the practical question is whether it is appropriate for state
courts to construe state constitutions to provide stronger state
search-and-seizure protections than the federal protections.
This article assesses the implications that the history of searchand-seizure doctrine holds for that question.
Some recent Federal Supreme Court opinions have purported to base search-and-seizure decisions on the original or
intended meaning of the Fourth Amendment. Because it may
appear that those recent assertions are at least broadly consistent with the conventional history of search-and-seizure doctrine, those originalist claims may seem plausible. Hence, because it may seem that history is on the side of the Federal
Court’s construction, it may seem that history inclines against
the legitimacy of state court “departures” from the federal construction.
I argue that is not the case. As I have on prior occasions, I
argue that the current conception of Fourth Amendment “reasonableness” substantially understates the limits that the
1 For a brief summary of current doctrine and recent developments, see for example, Craig M. Bradley, The Fourth Amendment: Be Reasonable, in THE REHNQUIST
LEGACY 81-105 (Craig Bradley ed., 2006); Thomas Y. Davies, Fourth Amendment, in
THE OXFORD COMPANION TO THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES 360-64 (2d ed.
Kermit L. Hall ed., 2005).
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Framers thought they had placed on government searches and
seizures. I argue that the conventional history of the Fourth
Amendment is itself invalid,2 and that the historical claims in
recent Supreme Court search-and-seizure rulings usually
amount to only fictional originalism.3 Thus, I conclude that the
authentic history does not oblige state courts to defer to the
Federal Supreme Court’s construction of search-and-seizure
rights.
I do not deny that a substantial literature on search-andseizure history has endorsed the notion that the Fourth
Amendment was always understood to create a comprehensive
reasonableness standard applicable to all forms of government
intrusions. However, I argue that the conventional history reflected in this literature is not grounded in fact. Rather, previous commentaries typically have not inquired whether the history announced in modern Supreme Court opinions was actually
continuous with the historical meaning so much as they have
interpreted the historical sources to comport with the modern
Supreme Court’s rendition of Fourth Amendment reasonableness.
As a result, the conventional history is both incorrect and
incomplete. It is incorrect insofar as it treats the Fourth
Amendment and the comparable state warrant provisions as
though they were meant to comprehensively assess all government intrusions, including warrantless searches, arrests, and
detentions, according to a reasonableness standard. Instead,
the Fourth Amendment and its state counterparts were simply
intended to control the issuance of warrants.

2 See Thomas Y. Davies, Recovering the Original Fourth Amendment, 98 MICH. L.
REV. 547, 557-58 (1999).
3 For some examples of fictional originalist claims regarding search and seizure, see
Thomas Y. Davies, The Fictional Character of Law-and-Order Originalism: A Case
Study of the Distortions and Evasions of Framing-Era Arrest Doctrine in Atwater v.
Lago Vista, 37 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 239, 256-66 (2002) [hereinafter, Davies, Arrest].
Fictional originalist claims also appear in opinions dealing with other aspects of criminal procedure. See, e.g., Thomas Y. Davies, Not the Framers’ Design: How the FramingEra Ban Against Hearsay Evidence Refutes the Crawford-Davis “Testimonial” Formulation of the Scope of the Original Confrontation Clause, 15 BROOK. J. L. & POL. 439
(2007) [hereinafter, Davies, Hearsay].
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The conventional history is also seriously incomplete insofar as it ignores the degree to which historical common-law arrest standards informed the original understandings of the state
“law of the land” and “due process of law” constitutional provisions, as well as the “due process of law” clause in the Federal
Fifth Amendment.4 Indeed, inattention to framing-era commonlaw arrest standards has even tended to obscure the primary
reason that the Framers were so intensely opposed to the issuance of too-loose warrants: general warrants were “unreasonable” precisely because they bestowed discretionary arrest and
search authority on ordinary peace officers.
A. The Errors in Conventional Fourth Amendment History
Of course, modern search-and-seizure doctrine treats the
Fourth Amendment (and the comparable state warrant provisions) as the constitutional locus of search-and-seizure doctrine.
Specifically, the Supreme Court has construed the statement of
a “right” against “unreasonable searches and seizures” in the
first clause of the Fourth Amendment as a free-standing “Reasonableness Clause” that comprehensively requires (only) that
all government intrusions into citizens’ privacy be “reasonable.”
Indeed, recent Supreme Court opinions sometimes quote only
the first clause when construing the Fourth Amendment.5
Moreover, the Court has construed Fourth Amendment
“reasonableness” to mean that the constitutionality of government intrusions should be assessed by balancing citizens’ interest in privacy against the government’s interest in suppressing
crime. Under this balancing regime, warrants are rarely required and, although custodial arrests and full searches still
require probable cause (albeit defined rather loosely), lesser intrusions are permitted on even less demanding grounds, depending on the setting and circumstances—even to the point of

4 To preserve a clear distinction between historical meanings and current doctrine,
I adopt the convention in this article of referring to the former as the “due process of law
clause” and reserve the usual “Due Process Clause” for the latter.
5 See Davies, supra note 2, at 558 n.11.
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permitting suspicionless searches when government institutions
have special needs.6
Conventional search-and-seizure history comports with
modern doctrine insofar as it asserts that the first clause of the
Fourth Amendment was always understood to create a comprehensive reasonableness standard applicable to all types of government intrusions. However, as I have previously documented,
the relevant historical sources show that the Fourth Amendment and the comparable state provisions were originally understood simply as bans against too-loose warrants, especially
in the form of “general” (that is, unparticularized) warrants.
Indeed, most of the state warrant provisions adopted prior to
the Fourth Amendment did not contain any mention of “unreasonable searches and seizures” or any other language that could
have addressed anything more than warrant standards. Likewise, the drafting of the Fourth Amendment itself is also devoid
of any evidence of a comprehensive “reasonableness” standard.7
Additionally, post-framing sources do not reveal any notion
of a “reasonableness” standard distinct from the probable cause
and particularity standards expressly set out for valid warrants
in the second clause of the Fourth Amendment. Rather, the notion of a broad “reasonableness” standard does not appear until
an 1886 Supreme Court opinion, roughly a century after the
framing.8 Additionally, the Justices did not construe the Fourth
Amendment to reach warrantless searches until 1914,9 and did
not construe it to reach warrantless arrests until 1959.10 The
modern “reasonableness” construction of the Fourth Amendment is only a modern invention, not a framing-era understanding.
Of course, recognizing that the original Fourth Amendment
simply banned too-loose warrants poses what may seem an ob6
7

91.

See infra notes 39-44 and accompanying text.
See generally Davies, supra note 2. See also Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 389-

8 Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616 (1886), discussed infra notes 626-39 and
accompanying text.
9 Weeks v. United States, 232 U.S. 383 (1914), discussed infra notes 641-55 and
accompanying text.
10 Draper v. United States, 358 U.S. 307 (1959), discussed infra notes 677-80 and
accompanying text.
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vious quandary: why would the Framers have been content to
regulate only arrests or searches made under warrants, but ignore warrantless arrests and searches? Indeed, why would they
have prohibited conferring discretionary authority on officers in
the form of too-loose warrants if officers could exercise broad
discretion in deciding to make warrantless arrests or searches?
Even recognizing that the warrant was a far more important
source of arrest and search authority in 1789 than it is today,11
it seems implausible that the Framers would not have erected
some constitutional limit on warrantless arrests. Indeed, the
implausibility of the Framers having left warrantless intrusions
completely unregulated may seem to support the modern reasonableness construction of the historical Fourth Amendment.12
However, the historical sources provide an answer to this
seeming quandary: namely, the Framers understood that common law provided settled and rigorous warrantless arrest standards and that those standards informed another set of constitutional provisions. However, conventional search-and-seizure
history has overlooked those provisions because the framing-era
common-law arrest standards were forgotten, or suppressed,
during the nineteenth century—before the conventional history
of search and seizure was composed.
B. Common-Law Arrest Standards and the “Law of the Land”
and “Due Process of Law” Provisions
Specifically, framing-era sources reveal that the commonlaw standards for warrantless arrest, along with other commonlaw requisites for initiating valid criminal prosecutions such as
the requirement of a valid grand jury indictment for a felony
trial, were salient components of the framing-era understanding
of the state “law of the land” and “due process of law” provi11 See Davies, supra note 2, at 627-34 (explaining that the framing-era peace officer
had little authority beyond that of a private person except when he executed a judicial
warrant).
12 Cf. Cady v. Dombrowski, 413 U.S. 433, 448 (1973) (opinion of the Court by
Rehnquist, J.) (stating that “[t]he Framers of the Fourth Amendment have given us only
the general standard of ‘unreasonableness’ as a guide in determining whether searches
and seizures meet the standard of that Amendment in those cases where a warrant is
not required”).
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sions. Those provisions drew upon Sir Edward Coke’s thenfamous rendition of the “law of the land” chapter of Magna
Carta—a rendition in which Coke treated “due process of law”
as a near synonym for “the law of the land” and in which he also
set out the common-law standards for warrantless arrests as
aspects of “process of law.”13
Moreover, when the initial state constitutions were adopted
during the late eighteenth century, the common-law authorities
that Americans consulted still set out virtually the same arrest
standards that Coke had in the early seventeenth century.
Thus, during the framing era, common-law arrest standards
were understood to be firmly settled aspects of “the law of the
land” and “due process of law.” Although it is possible that arrest authority was not as prominent a concern among the Federal Framers in 1789 as it had been among the earlier State
Framers, it nevertheless appears likely that the Cokean tradition and common-law arrest standards still informed the “due
process of law” guarantee in the Federal Fifth Amendment.
Thus, the conventional history of search-and-seizure doctrine is incomplete insofar as it omits any consideration of the
original Cokean understandings of the constitutional provisions
that required compliance with “the law of the land” and “due
process of law.” Indeed, the reason that too-loose warrants were
of such special concern as to merit their own specific constitutional provision was precisely that the potential for legislative
authorization of such warrants posed a unique threat to the
otherwise settled common-law limits on arrests, searches, and
seizures.

13 2 SIR EDWARD COKE, THE INSTITUTES OF THE LAWES OF ENGLAND 45-56 (written
prior to Coke’s death in 1634, published by order of the House of Commons in 1642). For
later publication history, see 1 A LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
OF NATIONS 546 (W. Harold Maxwell & Leslie F. Maxwell eds., 2d ed. 1955) [hereinafter
MAXWELL]. The four volumes of Coke’s Institutes are usually referred to by the volume
number; thus, the second volume is the “Second Institute.” The second volume is sometimes called “Coke on Magna Carta” in colonial sources. The first volume is usually
called “Coke on Littleton.”
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1. Common-Law Arrest Standards and “The Law of the Land”
Of course, a reader who is familiar with the conventional
account of search-and-seizure history may react to my thesis
with incredulity. A reader who is familiar with the conventional
history of due process may have the same reaction. Let me
meet that by previewing a telling historical fact: the 1780 Massachusetts Declaration of Rights, drafted by John Adams, was
the first provision that prefaced the ban against too-loose warrants with a declaration of a right against “unreasonable
searches and seizures”—the textual basis for the modern “reasonableness” construction of the Fourth Amendment. However,
an earlier provision in that same Massachusetts Declaration
commanded that no one was to be “arrested, imprisoned,” or
punished except by “the law of the land.” Hence, Adams and the
Massachusetts Framers had no need to stretch the ban against
general warrants to reach warrantless arrests. Rather, the
Massachusetts warrant provision simply set standards for the
issuance of warrants and used “unreasonable searches and seizures” as a pejorative label for the gross illegality of searches
made under general warrants.14
Moreover, the treatment of arrests and warrants in the
Massachusetts Declaration was neither idiosyncratic nor novel.
The Massachusetts “law of the land” clause was a fairly direct
paraphrase of the then-famous “law of the land” chapter of
Magna Carta. In the more traditional phrasing, that chapter
banned any person being “taken or imprisoned” except in conformity with “the law of the land”—that is, it banned arrest and
pretrial imprisonment except according to the common law that
was the Englishman’s birthright.15 Several states that had
adopted declarations of rights prior to Massachusetts had used
the more traditional term “taken” in phrasing their “law of the
land” provisions—and “taken” was a synonym for arrest. Like
the Massachusetts Declaration, several other state declarations
adopted prior to the Federal Bill of Rights also included both a
broad “law of the land” guarantee and a focused ban against
14
15

See the provisions quoted infra, text accompanying notes 356, 360.
See infra note 109 and accompanying text.
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issuance of “general” or otherwise too-loose warrants. Additionally, several other states adopted a constitutional “law of the
land” clause that used “taken” or “arrested” even though they
did not adopt any provision that addressed warrant standards
themselves.16
The explanation for the different characters of the two
search-and-seizure provisions is apparent. The conventional
account of Fourth Amendment history is correct insofar as it
treats the ban against too-loose warrants in that Amendment as
a response to a series of specific controversies involving general
warrants that occurred during the decades leading up to the
American Revolution, as well as to a revival of fears of the potential for federal general warrant searches during the ratification debates of 1787-1788. Precisely because those controversies were recent, and the illegality of general warrants only recently settled, the American Framers adopted explicit and detailed bans against the issuance of too-loose warrants.
In contrast, as of 1789 the common-law rules regarding
warrantless arrest authority appeared to be so firmly settled as
to be permanent. During the seventeenth century, enforcement
of common-law limits on arrests and pretrial imprisonment had
been a salient feature of the Whig struggle to contain the prerogative power of the English crown. The issue had not involved any controversy over the content of the common-law arrest standards, but only whether the crown was obliged to abide
by those standards. In the course of that struggle, Coke and
other Whigs had invoked the “law of the land” chapter of Magna
Carta as authority for the illegality of arrests that did not comport with legal standards. Thus, when the Whigs triumphed in
the Glorious Revolution of 1688, that triumph removed any
question as to whether arrests had to conform to the already
settled common-law standards.17

Discussed infra notes 313-96 and accompanying text.
My use of the term “Whig” in referring to Coke and his contemporaries is temporally incorrect insofar as that term did not come into use until the late seventeenth
century. Nevertheless, because the later Whigs regarded themselves as a continuation
of the earlier resistance to the crown, it is a useful and convenient label for the earlier
opponents of the royal prerogative.
16
17
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Because common-law arrest standards appeared fixed and
noncontroversial throughout the eighteenth century—indeed,
there had been virtually no change since Coke’s writings from
the early seventeenth century—the American Framers saw no
need to set them out in any detail. Instead, they simply invoked
the settled common-law arrest standards by using the Whig
rhetorical label of “the law of the land” or its near synonym “due
process of law” and assumed that terminology would suffice to
constitutionalize the common-law standards for initiating
criminal prosecutions, including arrest and indictment standards.
Thus, the state declarations of rights and the Federal Bill of
Rights set out constitutional limits on what we now call “searchand-seizure” authority in two provisions rather than one. The
general search-and-seizure provision, which regulated warrantless arrests as well as other requisites for initiating criminal prosecutions, was stated in the traditional invocative language of “the law of the land” or “due process of law,” while the
ban against general warrants was stated separately, explicitly,
and in detail.
2. The Post-Framing Loss of the
Common-Law Arrest Standards
The reason the authentic story of search-and-seizure history is now obscure is that the constitutionalization of pretrial
common-law standards failed. The Cokean content of “the law
of the land” and “due process of law” was lost and disappeared
during the nineteenth century when judges and commentators
either forgot or deliberately jettisoned the settled warrantless
arrest standards that were implicit in those terms. Instead,
judges and commentators began to describe “due process” as
though it referred only to criminal trial rights or to the protection of property interests. Indeed, during the late nineteenth
century, the Federal Supreme Court essentially erased the
original criminal procedure content of “due process of law” when
it construed the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to exclude all but the most “fundamental” criminal proce-
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dure standards—not including arrest standards or indictment.18
As a result, by the late nineteenth century there no longer was
any constitutional standard for warrantless arrests.
The deconstitutionalization of arrest standards during the
nineteenth century was an important development in the evolution of American criminal procedure. It appears that the political elite lost their fear of government oppression but became
increasingly fearful of property crime, and that state court
judges responded to that shift by relaxing the rigorous warrantless arrest standards that had been a salient feature of
common-law accusatory procedure. In particular, although
common law had severely restricted warrantless misdemeanor
arrests and had permitted warrantless arrests for felonies only
when a felony had actually been committed, nineteenth-century
state judges began to permit police officers, but not private persons, to make warrantless arrests simply on “probable cause”
that a crime might have been committed. Additionally, although common law had limited warrantless arrest authority to
complainants who personally had knowledge of committed felonies, state judges appear to have construed the probable cause
standard to allow officers to act on the basis of hearsay information from informants.
This relaxed standard for warrantless arrests increased
lawful opportunities for government investigation of crime to
such a degree that it was the doctrinal catalyst for a transformation of criminal procedure. The adoption of the probable
cause warrantless arrest standard facilitated the invention of
the modern police officer, and led to the emergence of modern
investigatory procedure. Indeed, warrantless arrests under the
relaxed standards became the dominant form of arrest—so
much so that the badge of the new police officer began to carry
the sort of discretionary arrest and search authority that general warrants had conferred in the eighteenth century. As a
consequence, the warrant standards set out in the Fourth
Amendment and in the state warrant provisions became largely
irrelevant to real-world criminal procedure.
18 See, e.g., Hurtado v. California, 110 U.S. 516 (1884), discussed infra notes 613-22
and accompanying text.
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3. The Supreme Court’s Reinvention of
Search-and-Seizure Doctrine
The modern Supreme Court eventually responded to the
new regime of discretionary policing by reinventing search-andseizure doctrine under the umbrella of the Fourth Amendment.
During the twentieth century, the Justices extended the scope of
the Fourth Amendment to reach warrantless searches and later
extended it even to warrantless arrests—but the Justices did
not revive the rigorous common-law arrest standards. Rather,
they addressed arrest in terms of the Fourth Amendment’s
probable cause and reasonableness standards. As a result, the
creation of modern search-and-seizure doctrine only partly offset the earlier expansion of government law enforcement powers. Additionally, the formulation of Fourth Amendment “reasonableness” proved to be two-edged. During the first half of
the twentieth century, the Justices sometimes employed that
formulation to expand protections of citizens’ security and privacy. More recently, however, the Justices have employed that
formulation to further expand government investigatory powers.
The bottom line is that search-and-seizure history did not
follow the steady path that the Framers expected. In contrast
to the conventional account of doctrinal continuity, the authentic history of search-and-seizure doctrine is a story of lost meanings and substantial discontinuity. Indeed, the authentic history is a story of considerable irony: it appears that the Framers were content to simply invoke common-law arrest standards
under the rubrics of “the law of the land” and “due process of
law” because those standards seemed so settled that there was
no reason to set them out explicitly. However, when later generations became increasingly ignorant of the common-law standards, the invocative character of the Framers’ texts ultimately
left once-settled arrest standards vulnerable to change and loss.
C. Recovering Authentic Constitutional History
This article undertakes to correct the conventional history
of search-and-seizure doctrine by explicating the historical
common-law warrantless arrest standards and documenting the
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relationship of those standards to the “law of the land” and “due
process of law” provisions. It also begins to trace out how those
rigorous common-law arrest standards and the original understanding of the “law of the land” and “due process of law” provisions were lost during the nineteenth century, and the implications of that loss for the evolution—or more accurately, transformation—of pretrial criminal procedure. However, because of
the complexity of the developments by which the original meanings of “the law of the land” and “due process of law” were lost, I
only sketch out some of the more prominent features of the latter part of the story.
The historical analysis in this article is shaped by a crucial
methodological premise: that authentic legal history can be recovered only by closely examining what the constitutional texts
and relevant historical sources actually reveal, rather than by
making assumptions, derived from modern doctrine, as to what
“must have” been meant. My previous research in criminal procedure history has taught me that the past really is a foreign
country—so much so that one cannot reach it if one starts out
with the expectation that historical doctrine must somehow
connect with and conform to modern doctrine.19 I have also
learned not to rely upon historical claims that appear in judicial
opinions. Judges are deciders, not historians; they shape history to support their decisions at least as much as they base decisions on history.20
19 In chronological order, my previous articles on historical criminal procedure include: Davies, supra note 2 [1999] (discussing the original understanding of the Fourth
Amendment); Davies, Arrest, supra note 3 [2001] (discussing framing-era arrest law);
Thomas Y. Davies, Farther and Farther from the Original Fifth Amendment: The Recharacterization of the Right Against Self-Incrimination as a “Trial” Right in Chavez v.
Martinez, 70 TENN. L. REV. 987 (2003) [hereinafter, Davies, Fifth Amendment] (discussing the original understanding of the right against compelled self-accusation); Thomas
Y. Davies, What Did the Framers Know, and When Did They Know It? Fictional
Originalism in Crawford v. Washington, 71 BROOK. L. REV. 105 (2005) (discussing the
original understanding of the Sixth Amendment Confrontation Clause) [hereinafter
Davies, Crawford]; Thomas Y. Davies, Revisiting the Fictional Originalism in Crawford’s “Cross-Examination Rule”: A Reply to Mr. Kry, 72 BROOK. L. REV. 557 (2007)
[hereinafter, Davies, Cross-Examination Rule]; Davies, Hearsay, supra note 3 [2007]
(discussing framing-era hearsay doctrine).
20 Professor Reid has summed up judicial use of history nicely:

Today a judge writing a decision in, let us suppose, a native American land
case, does not say to his law clerk, “What rule does history support?” Rather,
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That said, I call the reader’s attention to substantial differences in the quality and quantity of evidence that pertain to the
larger points that I argue in this article. I think the reader will
find that there is substantial and fairly direct evidence that the
State and Federal Framers addressed only warrant standards,
but not warrantless intrusions, in the Fourth Amendment and
the comparable state warrant provisions. Likewise, it is plain
that the Cokean tradition treated common-law arrest standards
as components of the “law of the land” chapter of Magna Carta,
and there is also substantial and fairly direct evidence that the
State and Federal Framers required compliance with the legal
standards for arrest, including warrantless arrest, in the “law of
the land” and “due process of law” constitutional provisions.
However, at least as things currently stand, there are maddeningly few surviving statements that directly illuminate the
precise content that the Framers assigned to the clauses requiring compliance with the “law of the land” and “due process of
law.” Viewed analytically, and from a modern perspective,
there are two possibilities. One, which might be labeled the
weak construction, is that those provisions simply required that
legal process and proceedings comport with then-prevailing legal standards, but did not undertake to fix the standards themselves. Under that view, “due process of law” would not limit
legislative authority to alter criminal procedure standards. A
majority of the Justices of the Supreme Court endorsed that
the judge tells her, “We’re going to adopt such-and-such rule. Find me some
history to support it.” It will not matter to the judge or his colleagues on the
court the quality of the historical evidence that she finds.
John Phillip Reid, The Jurisprudence of Liberty: The Ancient Constitution in the Legal
Historiography of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, in THE ROOTS OF LIBERTY:
MAGNA CARTA, ANCIENT CONSTITUTION, AND THE ANGLO-AMERICAN TRADITION OF RULE
OF LAW 228 (Ellis Sandoz ed. 1993). As Reid suggests, judges are in the business of making and justifying decisions, not of searching out and recovering historical modes of
thought. Because continuity is a basic source of legal justification, judges tend to characterize their rulings as though they are continuous with historical doctrine—even when
the rulings are novel and the invocation of history distorts earlier doctrine. In particular, the purportedly “originalist” claims in modern Supreme Court search-and-seizure
opinions have often diverged from the authentic history. Thus, the only way to get the
history right is to focus on the historical evidence while setting aside the modern claims.
See, e.g., Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 418-21; Davies, Cross-Examination Rule, supra
note 19, at 633-37.
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view in 1884 in Hurtado v. California,21 and that would appear
to be the current interpretation as well.
The other view, which might be labeled the strong construction, is that the Framers understood that the “law of the land”
and “due process of law” provisions actually constitutionalized
the salient common-law rules and standards in effect at the
time of the framing. Under that view, “due process of law” referred to the common-law forms of legal process and proceedings
that were in use in America at the time of the framing, and the
constitutional provisions prohibited legislative relaxation of
those standards. The Supreme Court earlier endorsed that
strong construction of “due process” in the 1855 ruling in
Murray’s Lessee v. Hoboken Land & Improvement Co.,22 and
110 U.S. 516, 528-38 (1884), discussed infra notes 613-22 and accompanying text.
59 U.S. (18 How.) 272, 275-80 (1855). The case involved the constitutionality of
an 1820 statute that authorized the use of a “distress warrant” proceeding to collect
revenue that a federal revenue collector owed the federal government. The Justices
unanimously rejected a claim that that proceeding violated the due process of law clause
of the Fifth Amendment. Writing for the Court, Justice Curtis stated that the distress
warrant constituted a form of legal process and stated the following regarding “due
process of law”:
21
22

The constitution contains no description of those processes which it was intended to allow or forbid. It does not even declare what principles are to be
applied to ascertain whether it be due process. It is manifest that it was not
left to the legislative power to enact any process which might be devised. The
article is a restraint on the legislative as well as on the executive and judicial
powers of the government, and cannot be so construed as to leave congress free
to make any process ‘due process of law,’ by its mere will. To what principles,
then, are we to resort to ascertain whether this process, enacted by congress, is
due process? To this the answer must be twofold. We must examine the constitution itself, to see whether this process be in conflict with any of its provisions. If not found to be so, we must look to those settled usages and modes of
proceeding existing in the common and statute law of England, before the emigration of our ancestors, and which are shown not to have been unsuited to
their civil and political condition by having been acted on by them after the settlement of this country.
Id. at 276-77 (emphasis added). Thereafter, Justice Curtis’s opinion found that the
distress warrant was well established in English law. Id. at 277-78. Additionally, he
found that distress warrant statutes were enacted in a number of American states during or shortly after the framing era, and also in earlier federal statutes. Id. at 278-80.
Thus, he concluded that, because it met the test of being a form of process in use when
the due process of law clause was framed, the distress warrant satisfied the requirements of “due process of law” in the Fifth Amendment. Id. at 280. The Justices continued to interpret due process according to historical English procedure in use at the time
of the framing of the Bill of Rights in Davidson v. City of New Orleans, 96 U.S. 97, 10102 (1877), and Munn v. Illinois, 94 U.S. 113, 123-25 (1876). Professor Mott identified a
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Justice Harlan still did so in his dissenting opinion in Hurtado.23
Although there seems to be relatively little specific historical evidence on this issue, I think there are persuasive reasons
to think it highly probable that the American Framers held the
strong view of “due process of law” and would have understood
that the “law of the land” and “due process of law” provisions
incorporated common-law warrantless arrest standards. Most
basically, Coke explicitly construed the “law of the land” chapter
of Magna Carta—a document of constitutional stature—to incorporate the common-law standards for warrantless arrest,
and there is no doubt that the Framers were familiar with and
attached importance to Coke’s writings.24 Additionally, arrest
law was still a matter of common law rather than statute law
during the framing era—so much so that to speak of the “law” of
arrest during the framing era was to speak of the settled common-law standards.25 Moreover, on those occasions when proponents of a federal bill of rights did discuss the larger purpose of
such a declaration, they tended to refer to that project in terms
of protecting “common-law securities” or rights.26
Along the same lines, there is significant evidence that the
criminal procedure provisions in the state declarations of rights
were intended to limit the otherwise plenary powers of the state
legislatures, and there is clear evidence that the criminal procedure provisions in the Federal Bill of Rights were aimed at limiting the power of Congress.27 That goal would not have been
well served unless the “law of the land” and “due process of law”
guarantees were understood to place settled criminal procedure
number of earlier state cases that advanced a similar view of due process of law as that
advanced by the Federal Supreme Court in Murray. See MOTT, infra note 91, at 241-42.
23 110 U.S. at 538-58, discussed infra notes 613-22 and accompanying text.
24 See infra notes 103, 123-26, 249-58 and accompanying text.
25 See 3 William J. Cuddihy, The Fourth Amendment: Origins and Original Meaning
1514 (1990) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Claremont Graduate School) (three volumes) (on file with the author) (noting that arrest authority was not defined by statutes
in America prior to 1791); Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 327-33 (discussing the marginal significance of early English and early colonial arrest statutes); id. at 344-54 (discussing framing-era state statutes); id. at 355-56 (discussing the absence of federal
statutory authority for warrantless arrests until 1935).
26 See infra notes 263-64, 412 and accompanying text.
27 See infra notes 447-54 and accompanying text.
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standards such as common-law arrest standards beyond legislative revision. Hence, that goal also implies incorporation of
common-law arrest standards.
Indeed, it seems likely that the scarcity of surviving statements by the Framers regarding the incorporation of commonlaw criminal procedure standards simply reflects the degree to
which the Framers’ generation thought that the incorporation of
common-law standards was so obvious that it need not be
stated. Authors and drafters typically do not expend words on
points that seem unquestionable. As a result, all texts are incompletely explicit insofar as they omit to state premises that
are taken for granted. This is especially the case when the author or drafter is trying to be as concise as possible, which
seems to have been the traditional approach to drafting constitutional provisions. Hence, one cannot reach a historically authentic understanding of a constitutional provision simply by
parsing its words with the aid of a historical dictionary. Rather
the text has to be understood to include the shared expectations
of the time.
The crucial fact about the early state declarations and the
Federal Bill of Rights is that they were framed in the era of
common law. The principles and rules of common law were
generally regarded as settled and permanent.28 Legislation was
still limited in scope and statutes were generally understood to
be either declaratory of existing common law or remedial of specific gaps or defects in common law; certainly there was no expectation that legislation would supplant or replace common
law.29 Thus, the criminal procedure provisions in the Federal
Bill of Rights and the earlier state declarations implicitly incorporated a shared expectation that then-settled common law procedural standards would persist. As a result, the American declarations of rights were not framed to be comprehensive catalogs of procedural rights. Rather, they explicitly addressed
those aspects of common-law rights that had been contested in

28 See, e.g., WILLIAM E. NELSON, AMERICANIZATION OF THE COMMON LAW: THE
IMPACT OF LEGAL CHANGE ON MASSACHUSETTS SOCIETY, 1760-1830, at 18-19 (1994 ed.).
29 See id. at 13-14, 90-91.
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the recent or distant past, but they left uncontested aspects of
those rights largely or entirely implicit.30
One prominent silence of this sort is familiar to any student
of search-and-seizure doctrine—the absence of any statement in
the Fourth Amendment or any of its state predecessors as to
whether or when warrants were required to justify a search or
arrest. Those provisions obviously reflected an assumption that
warrants were important—why else specify the minimum standards for their issuance? Moreover, framing-era common-law
authorities reveal that there were well-settled understandings
that misdemeanor arrests generally required a warrant and
that only a valid felony warrant could justify an intrusion into a
house. Indeed, the only contested issue during the famous general warrant controversies that arose prior to the framing was
whether an unparticularized warrant could be valid—it does not
appear that anyone questioned the common-law rule that a
warrant was needed to justify a house search.31
Thus, the fact that the constitutional provisions regarding
warrants do not say when warrants need be used does not mean
that the Framers had no expectation on that subject. Rather,
the warrant requirement went unstated because it was such a
well-settled and noncontroversial element of common law that it
did not occur to the Framers that there was any need to state
it.32 Hence, because the Framers composed the constitutional
texts around a pervasive assumption that common-law rules
would persist, they confined their explicit formulations to those
points that then seemed potentially problematic—not to the

30 Professor Reid has made a similar point regarding what was and was not discussed during the prerevolutionary debates, noting that “[m]ost of what colonial whigs
said about rights had to do with the basis for the authority of rights, rather than their
definition. The rights were British rights and well known. Why Americans were entitled
to them was more controversial and more complicated.” See JOHN PHILLIP REID,
CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION: THE AUTHORITY OF RIGHTS
65 (1986) (emphasis added).
31 See infra notes 47-57 and accompanying text.
32 Some commentaries have claimed that the Framers were actually hostile to the
use of specific warrants as well as general warrants. In particular, Professors Telford
Taylor and Akhil Amar have advanced such claims. However, those claims were devoid
of valid evidence, and ignored clear evidence to the contrary. See Davies, supra note 2,
at 571-90.
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points that seemed settled.33 Indeed, James Madison described
the contents of the Bill of Rights as those essential rights
“thought to be in danger.”34
Hence, what now seem like odd silences or gaps in a constitutional text may merely indicate that the Framers were not
troubled by issues that trouble us because, from their perspective, those matters were already controlled by settled and noncontroversial doctrines. We now find these points problematic
only because we no longer draw upon the settled common-law
standards that informed the Framers’ understanding. Thus,
when state or federal “law of the land” or “due process of law”
provisions required compliance with legal standards when a
person was “taken” or “arrested,” it appears to be highly probable that framing-era Americans would have understood those
provisions to implicitly constitutionalize settled common-law
arrest standards.
I discuss this point at the outset because I want to make it
clear that I take a different approach to assessing original
meaning in this article than that which often appears in Supreme Court opinions or commentaries. I do not think that one
can reach an authentic understanding of the meaning a provision held at the time of the framing simply by parsing the words
of the text because that approach ignores the shared, implicit
assumptions that informed the public meaning that text carried
at the time it was framed. Rather, authentic original meaning
can be recovered only by construing the text in the context of
the underlying but unstated common-law principles. I concede
that an assessment of the Framers’ unstated premises is inescapably dependent upon a broader assessment of the Framers’
attitudes toward common-law procedure. Nevertheless, the
33 Another similar silence is evident in treatments of bail: American constitutional
provisions routinely prohibited “excessive” bail but, with only one exception, did not
state a right to the availability of bail in non-capital cases—even though the commonlaw authorities set out a settled understanding of that availability. See infra notes 296302 and accompanying text. A similar silence is evident in some provisions that asserted the principles of habeas corpus but that did not otherwise refer to standards for
arrest; because habeas corpus would serve no purpose in the absence of settled arrest
standards, it would appear that such provisions rested on an implicit expectation of
settled arrest standards. See infra note 406.
34 See infra note 444 and accompanying text.
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original meaning cannot be recovered without making that assessment.35
D. The Organization of this Article
Part I begins with a brief summary of the conventional account of search-and-seizure history as Fourth Amendment history. Because I have criticized the conventional history in earlier articles, I simply review the highlights of that criticism in
this article.
Part II discusses the inclusion of common-law arrest standards in the Cokean conception of “the law of the land” and “due
process of law.” I begin by discussing the prominence of Coke’s
interpretation of the “law of the land” chapter of Magna Carta
and then describe the rather precise meaning Coke assigned to
“due process of law” in that chapter. In particular, I note that
Coke’s discussion of “due process of law” included: the standards
for arrests and, especially, warrantless arrests; the need for a
35 This is a large topic that cannot be treated in detail here. Prominent examples of
American claims to common-law rights would include Patrick Henry’s resolves, adopted
by the Virginia colonial legislature in May 1765, which asserted that the American
colonists were entitled to “all the Liberties, Privileges, Franchises, and Immunities, that
have at any Time been held, enjoyed, and possessed, by the people of Great Britain” as if
“they had been abiding and born within the Realm of England.” See REID, supra note
30, at 18-19. Likewise, the Declaration of Rights promulgated by the Continental Congress in 1774, which Professor Reid describes as “the most comprehensive statement of
colonial privileges made during the revolutionary period,” included among the nine
significant rights asserted the right to “the common law of England,” and also asserted
the right to “such of the English statutes, as existed at the time of colonization.” Id. at
19-20. (Note that the latter would have included Magna Carta and the various parliamentary confirmations of Magna Carta.) Reid also has commented that “the right to
common law, a right claimed by all the colonies,” was “a general right, guarding other
rights,” and that

In its more narrow aspect, the right [to common law] was a claim to the doctrines and forms of common law, both public and private. At its broadest, it
embraced more than rule by British constitutional law and blended into the
notion of rule by law, for the right claimed the protection of law binding not
only on the judiciary but also on the sovereign, and was superior in form, content, and substance to legislative promulgations. In eighteenth-century legal
theory, there could be no absolute rights of persons if Parliament was constitutionally empowered to promulgate absolute law. It was that issue—whether
parliamentary supremacy meant parliamentary sovereignty—that made the
right to common law a central part of the American whig constitutional case.
Id. at 23.
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warrant to justify “breaking” a house to make an arrest; the requirement of a valid indictment as a prerequisite of a felony
trial; and the enforcement of those standards through the remedy of the writ of habeas corpus.
To show the continuity of the Cokean understanding of
warrantless arrest standards, I also briefly set out and compare
the common-law arrest and search standards that appear in
framing-era authorities—that is, the standards that the State
and Federal Framers thought they were preserving when they
adopted the “law of the land” and “due process of law” provisions—and explain how those accusatory standards, which included a requirement of proof that a crime had actually been
committed, were more stringent than modern “probable cause”
doctrine.36 I then complete this discussion by noting that, during the framing era, the term “due process of law” was used infrequently and still usually connoted pretrial criminal procedure.
Part III examines the framing of the state declarations of
rights that were adopted prior to the Federal Bill of Rights. I
note that those declarations were understood to place limits on
the powers of the state legislature, and document that the initial state declarations typically included two search-and-seizure
provisions: (1) a general provision that paraphrased the “law of
the land” guarantee of Magna Carta and usually referred to a
person’s being “taken” or “arrested”; and (2) a much more focused and detailed ban against general warrants. I also explain
that the Hamiltonian faction in the New York legislature substituted “due process of law” in place of “the law of the land” in
the 1787 New York Declaration of Rights in order to make it
clearer that the legislature could not abrogate that protection.
Additionally, I discuss the state warrant provisions in this
part and reiterate evidence that those provisions were focused
on banning too-loose warrants, but did not address warrantless
intrusions.
36 In particular, I note that both warrantless arrests and criminal search warrants
required that a person with direct knowledge make a sworn charge that a crime had
been committed “in fact,” and that the accuser had strong grounds to believe that the
accused person had committed the crime—in other words, a more rigorous standard
than modern “probable cause.” See infra notes 149-54, 221-27 and accompanying text.
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Part IV moves on to the framing of the Federal Bill of
Rights. I note that when state ratification conventions proposed
provisions for a federal bill of rights, they typically included the
same two-provision treatment of search and seizure as had been
used in the earlier state declarations. Similarly, James Madison appears to have followed that model when he made the initial proposals for a federal bill. Thus, the Fifth Amendment
(which Madison placed ahead of the Fourth Amendment) addressed the legal requisites for initiating a criminal prosecution,
including the requirements of lawful arrest and indictment connoted by “due process of law,” while the Fourth Amendment
specifically set out the requisites for issuing valid warrants and
thereby banned use of general warrants.
Because there is clear evidence that the Federal Bill was
drafted primarily to impose limits on the power of Congress, I
argue that it makes sense that the Federal Framers would have
intended for “due process of law” to incorporate common-law
arrest and indictment standards. However, I note that Madison
chose an unusually brief paraphrase of Magna Carta for the
Fifth Amendment due process of law clause which did not call
attention to arrests as directly as the earlier state law of the
land provisions had insofar as it did not include either the term
“arrested” or “taken,” but rather simply referred to deprivation
of “life, liberty, or property.”37
I conclude this part by briefly reviewing the framing of the
Fourth Amendment. I call attention to the novelty of the “probable cause” standard for warrants and argue that the Fourth
Amendment was aimed primarily at controlling customs
37 I also note that a last-minute reordering of the proposed amendments in the
House of Representatives may have also made the arrest content of “due process of law”
less apparent. As proposed by Madison and debated in the House, the Fifth Amendment
was the first of the criminal procedure amendments, followed by the Eighth Amendment
(which prohibited excess bail), and then the Fourth Amendment and Sixth Amendment
(which dealt with trial rights). In that order, the Fifth Amendment clearly dealt with
the initiation of a criminal proceeding, while the Fourth Amendment had the appearance of being a distinct, focused treatment of warrant standards. In contrast, in the
final ordering—which was made by a committee without debate or explanation—the
Fourth Amendment appears as first of the criminal procedure provisions (perhaps because, if a warrant were used in a criminal prosecution, it would be used at the outset).
Thus, the final ordering makes it less apparent that warrantless arrests were addressed
in the Fifth Amendment. See infra notes 530-36 and accompanying text.
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searches but was not intended to be a comprehensive regulation
of search and seizure and was not intended to create any broad
reasonableness standard.
Part V provides an overview of the post-framing changes
that occurred in search-and-seizure doctrine. The initial change
was that, for a variety of reasons, state courts and commentators either forgot or rejected the Cokean content of “the law of
the land” and “due process of law,” with the result that warrantless arrest standards were effectively deconstitutionalized.
At the same time, the state courts responded to increasing fears
of crime and disorder by relaxing the earlier common-law warrantless arrest standards and treating “probable cause” of a
crime as a sufficient justification for a warrantless felony arrest
by a peace officer. That relaxed warrantless arrest standard,
which seems to have been understood to allow the officer to act
on hearsay information regarding crime, had the effect of conferring what amounted to discretionary arrest authority on the
new police officer. That change also marginalized the use of
arrest and search warrants and opened the way for the emergence of modern policing and the invention of modern investigatory criminal procedure.
Although the relaxation of arrest standards was primarily
the work of the state courts, the Federal Supreme Court also
facilitated the transformation of pretrial criminal procedure insofar as the Justices evaded review of state criminal proceedings under the Fourteenth Amendment Due Process Clause by
jettisoning the criminal procedure standards that “due process
of law” had earlier connoted. Hence, when the Supreme Court
later reinvented search-and-seizure doctrine to respond to the
discretionary authority of the new law enforcement officer during the early twentieth century, it treated the Fourth Amendment as though it were the only relevant constitutional provision. The Justices then created the “reasonableness” construction of that Amendment and also extended its reach to the regulation of warrantless searches as well as warrants, and—
somewhat later—even to the regulation of warrantless arrests
and detentions. Notably, the conventional history of search and
seizure was formulated after the Supreme Court had invented
the central tenets of modern Fourth Amendment doctrine; per-
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haps for that reason, the conventional account formulated the
history to comport with the doctrine that had already been announced.
Finally, I conclude in Part VI by discussing several lessons
and implications that I think the authentic history of searchand-seizure doctrine suggests. One regards the infeasibility of
originalism: the authentic history reveals the essential foreignness of our legal past, and that foreignness demonstrates that
the “originalist” project evident in recent Supreme Court opinions is inherently misguided. Additionally, because modern federal search-and-seizure doctrine does not have genuine roots in
original meaning but, instead, substantially understates the
search-and-seizure protections the Framers expected, I suggest
that the authentic history should not inhibit a state supreme
court from exercising its own judgment regarding the searchand-seizure protections its citizens should enjoy under the state
constitution.
I. THE ERRORS IN CONVENTIONAL
SEARCH-AND-SEIZURE HISTORY
The first step toward a more authentic history of searchand-seizure doctrine is identifying and clearing away the errors
in the conventional account. Those errors are best understood
against the backdrop of current Fourth Amendment doctrine.
A. Contemporary Fourth Amendment Doctrine
In contemporary doctrine, the Fourth Amendment is construed as the comprehensive search-and-seizure provision. It
reads:
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses,
papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but
upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and
particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.38
38

U.S. CONST. amend. IV.
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The second clause in this text—now typically called the
“Warrant Clause”—explicitly sets the standards for search warrants or arrest warrants. The first clause—now often called the
“Reasonableness Clause”—is construed to require that all government intrusions into a person’s privacy not be “unreasonable.” The puzzle of relating the first clause to the second, and
particularly as to whether the first clause requires use of warrants that conform to the second clause, has provoked considerable controversy and commentary.39
The overarching reasonableness requirement that is derived from the first clause is usually understood to create a sliding-scale in which the degree of justification required shifts according to the intrusiveness of the government action.40 Thus
the “probable cause” standard for warrants is regarded as the
most stringent justification required for government searches or
arrests (although probable cause is now interpreted to merely
require that available information indicates a “substantial
chance” of criminal activity),41 and that standard is usually also
applied to warrantless searches and custodial arrests.42 However, less intrusive law enforcement “detentions” or “frisks” are
assessed in terms of an even less demanding “reasonable suspicion” standard.43 Additionally, the reasonableness standard is
understood to apply to and regulate a wide range of non-law
enforcement government searches or inspections by balancing
the government and personal interests involved; thus, in cases
involving “special needs” of government institutions or programs, intrusions may not need to be based on individualized
suspicion at all.44

39 See, e.g., 1 JOSHUA DRESSLER & ALAN C. MICHAELS, UNDERSTANDING CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE: INVESTIGATION 52-53, 167-75 (4th ed. 2006). For other commentaries that
discuss the relationship of the two clauses, see Davies, supra note 2, at 557 n.9, 569 n.38.
40 See, e.g., Delaware v. Prouse, 440 U.S. 648 (1979).
41 See Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213, 238, 246 (1983) (discussed in Davies, Arrest,
supra note 3, at 379-82).
42 See, e.g., United States v. Watson, 423 U.S. 411 (1976).
43 See, e.g., Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968).
44 See, e.g., Vernonia Sch. Dist. 47J v. Acton, 515 U.S. 646 (1995).
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B. The Conventional History
The most significant feature of conventional search-andseizure history is that it treats the modern construction of the
Fourth Amendment as though it were the original understanding. In particular, the conventional history claims that the
Fourth Amendment was always understood to be a comprehensive search-and-seizure provision and always understood to articulate a broad “reasonableness” standard.
The conventional account of search-and-seizure history derives from a 1937 monograph by Nelson B. Lasson.45 Lasson’s
account of Fourth Amendment history made two major assertions: (1) the Fourth Amendment and earlier state warrant
provisions were prompted by a series of specific historical controversies over the legality of general search warrants, but (2)
the Fourth Amendment was expanded beyond the general warrant controversies themselves so as to require that all government searches satisfy a “reasonableness” standard. A number
of later works have expanded upon and embellished Lasson’s
formulation of these two propositions.46
45 NELSON B. LASSON, THE HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE FOURTH
AMENDMENT TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION, (1937). Lasson’s monograph was
developed from his Ph.D. dissertation, Nelson B. Lisansky, The History and Development of the Fourth Amendment (1934) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Johns Hopkins
University) (on file with the University). See also 1 Cuddihy, supra note 25, at xlvii, xcxci.
46 In chronological order, other principal works on search-and-seizure history include: JACOB W. LANDYNSKI, SEARCH AND SEIZURE AND THE SUPREME COURT: A STUDY
IN CONSTITUTIONAL INTERPRETATION (1966); TELFORD TAYLOR, TWO STUDIES IN
CONSTITUTIONAL INTERPRETATION: SEARCH, SEIZURE, AND SURVEILLANCE AND FAIR
TRIAL AND FREE PRESS 19-46 (1969); Joseph J. Stengel, The Background of the Fourth
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States (pts. 1 & 2), 3 U. RICH. L. REV. 278
(1969), 4 U. RICH. L. REV. 60 (1969); POLYVIOS G. POLYVIOU, SEARCH & SEIZURE:
CONSTITUTIONAL AND COMMON LAW 1-19 (1982); William J. Cuddihy & B. Carmon
Hardy, A Man’s House Was Not His Castle: Origins of the Fourth Amendment to the
United States Constitution, 37 WM. & MARY QUARTERLY 371 (1980); Yale Kamisar, Does
(Did) (Should) the Exclusionary Rule Rest on a “Principled Basis” Rather than an “Empirical Proposition”?, 16 CREIGHTON L. REV. 565, 571-79 (1983); Cuddihy, supra note 25;
James Etienne Viator, The Fourth Amendment in the Nineteenth Century, in THE BILL
OF RIGHTS: ORIGINAL MEANING AND CURRENT UNDERSTANDING (Eugene W. Hickock, Jr.
ed., 1991); Akhil Reed Amar, Fourth Amendment First Principles, 107 HARV. L. REV. 757
(1994) [hereinafter, “Amar, Fourth”] (reprinted in AKHIL REED AMAR, THE
CONSTITUTION AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 1-45 (1997)); William Stuntz, The Substantive
Origins of Criminal Procedure, 105 YALE L.J. 393 (1995); Tracey Maclin, The Complexity
of the Fourth Amendment: A Historical Review, 77 B.U. L. REV. 925 (1997); George C.
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The most significant fact about the conventional history is
that it was formulated after the Supreme Court had already
formulated the basic tenets of modern Fourth Amendment doctrine. Thus, the conventional account of search-and-seizure history has focused only on the Fourth Amendment itself. Part of
that conventional history is essentially correct; the Fourth
Amendment and the earlier state provisions were responses to
several prerevolutionary controversies over “general warrants.”
However, the notion that the historical Fourth Amendment was
intended to create a general reasonableness standard that
would apply to more than warrants is entirely a modern fiction.
Let me begin with what the conventional history more or less
got right.
C. The General Warrant Controversies
Warrants were an extremely important source of law enforcement authority in framing-era law. Constables, the primary peace officers of that period, did not possess the sort of
discretionary ex officio arrest authority that modern police officers exercise. Rather, the constable acted with the full authority (and protection) of the law only when he acted pursuant to a
judicial warrant.47 Moreover, because there was a strong notion
that judges rather than ordinary officers should decide whether
searches or arrests were justified by the evidence and circumstances, common law endorsed only “special” or specific warrants by which the issuing magistrate identified who was to be
arrested, or what place was to be searched.48 Thus, eighteenthcentury common-law authorities deemed “general” warrants to

Thomas III, Time Travel, Hovercrafts, and the Framers: James Madison Sees the Future
and Rewrites the Fourth Amendment, 80 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 1451 (2005); OTIS H.
STEPHENS & RICHARD A. GLENN, UNREASONABLE SEARCHES AND SEIZURES: RIGHTS AND
LIBERTIES UNDER LAW 19-63 (2006). Of course, many additional works discuss the history to varying degrees, especially with regard to the debate over whether the Fourth
Amendment includes a warrant requirement. See the sources cited in Davies, supra
note 2, at 557 n.9.
47 See Davies, supra note 2, at 627-34.
48 See id. at 650-54.
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be illegal precisely because they effectively conferred discretionary search or arrest authority on an ordinary officer.49
Nevertheless, there were three episodes of controversy regarding the legality of general warrants during the late colonial
period. Significantly, these episodes did not involve any controversy over the need for a warrant to justify a search of a
house—no one argued that officers could lawfully search houses
without warrants. Rather, the controversies extended only to
the legality of unparticularized warrants which were not based
on a sworn showing of individualized cause to search a house.
The earliest of these controversies, the 1761 Writ of Assistance Case, arose in Boston when customs officers began to use
a form of general warrant called a “writ of assistance” to authorize customs searches of houses and other buildings.50 James
Otis, representing Boston merchants, argued that such writs
were illegal because they contravened the common-law “Privilege of the house” by conferring discretionary search authority
on customs officers. Indeed, Otis quoted Sir Edward Coke’s ruling in Dr. Bonham’s Case51 in arguing that if a statute authorized such general writs, it would be “against common right and
reason” and void. However, Otis’s argument was unsuccessful,
and the colonial court upheld use of the writ of assistance and
issued such writs to customs officers in that colony (although
popular hostility seems to have inhibited their actual use).52
A few years after the Boston case, the English central
courts in London decided a series of high-visibility trespass
49 The leading common law authorities condemned general warrants as illegal by
the early eighteenth century. Id. at 576-90, 655-59. The only issue during the general
writ controversies discussed immediately below was whether Parliament (that is, legislation) could authorize general warrants that were illegal at common law. Id at 657-60.
50 See Petition of Lechmere, in 2 LEGAL PAPERS OF JOHN ADAMS 125-26 (L. Kinvin
Wroth & Hiller B. Zobel eds. 1965) (reprinting John Adams’s notes of James Otis’s argument during the 1761 Writs of Assistance Case); see also M. H. SMITH, THE WRITS OF
ASSISTANCE CASE (1978). Customs officers in Boston apparently did undertake to
search warehouses without warrants prior to 1760. However, when it was objected that
a warrant was required, they began to use writs of assistance. It does not appear that
there was any attempt to justify warrantless customs searches; rather, the arguments in
the 1761 Writs of Assistance Case were solely directed to whether general warrants
could provide a legal justification for searches.
51 8 Coke Rep. 113b, 77 Eng. Rep. 646 (C.P. 1610).
52 See Davies, supra note 2, at 561, 689-91 (discussing the 1761 Writs of Assistance
Case).
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cases involving general search warrants. Lord Halifax, the English Secretary of State, had issued search warrants that commanded government messengers to find and seize papers regarding a purported publication of a seditious libel, and to arrest any person in whose custody libelous papers were found.
These warrants either did not specify what houses were to be
searched or what papers were to be seized. In executing these
warrants, the messengers searched the house of John Wilkes,
an opposition politician, seized his papers, and arrested him.
They did likewise with several of his associates. Afterwards,
Wilkes and other victims of the general warrant searches
brought trespass cases against the messengers and even against
Halifax on the ground that the unparticularized warrants were
illegal. The messengers attempted to defend the searches as
having been authorized by the warrants, but the English judges,
especially Lord Camden, ruled that the searches were illegal
because general warrants violated fundamental legal principles.
Shortly after these rulings, Parliament also expressed its disapproval of general warrants—but reserved unto itself the power
to authorize such warrants.53
A few years later, the third and most important round of
controversy broke out in America when—notwithstanding the
condemnation of general warrants by the English courts—
Parliament reauthorized use of general writs of assistance for
customs searches in the American colonies in the Townshend
Duties Act of 1767. Except in Massachusetts, where the 1761
case was a precedent for the validity of general writs, controversies occurred throughout the colonies when customs officers
asked the general court in the colony to issue such writs. The
colonial courts typically either did not act on those requests or
actually refused to issue such warrants because they could be
used “discretionally.” Some colonial courts declared that general writs were illegal or even “unconstitutional.” As a result,
general writs were not issued in most of the colonies.54
Nevertheless, Americans regarded Parliament’s authorization of general writs as further evidence that Parliament was
53
54

See id. at 562-65, 657-58 (discussing the Wilkesite general warrant cases).
See id. at 566-67, 581 (discussing the Townshend Act general writ controversies).
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set on denying American colonists their birthright liberty as
Englishmen.55 As a result, the grievance against general warrants became one of the increasing set of grievances against
Parliament that eventually prompted the American Revolution.
Thus, when the newly independent American States adopted
new constitutions and declarations of rights, they often included
a provision banning general warrants in those declarations.56
Moreover, when the need for a federal bill of rights became
a major issue during the 1787-1788 debates regarding ratification of the proposed Federal Constitution, Antifederalists who
opposed ratification warned that the new Federal Congress
would be tempted to authorize issuance of general search warrants to collect customs and excise revenues for the new federal
government.57 In response, a number of state ratification conventions proposed that a federal bill of rights should include a
ban against general warrants.58 The First Congress responded
to those demands by including a ban against general warrants
in the Fourth Amendment when the Bill of Rights was framed
in 1789. Thus, the conventional history is generally correct insofar as it treats the Fourth Amendment as a response to the
earlier controversies over too-loose warrants.59
55 See, e.g., REID, supra note 30, at 197 (1986) (“For Americans, writs of assistance
were grievous because they were authorized by Parliament and were yet another potential threat to rights posed by Parliament’s claim to legislative supremacy.”).
56 The state warrant provisions are discussed in detail infra Part III. See also Davies, supra note 2, at 668-93.
57 See id. at 609-11, 694-96, 721-22.
58 The state ratification convention proposals are discussed infra notes 416-37 and
accompanying text. See also Davies, supra note 2, at 695-96.
59 That is not to say that the conventional account of the ban against general warrants is beyond criticism. Rather, it can be faulted for giving too much emphasis to the
English Wilkesite cases (the reports of which were mostly published years after the
actual decisions) and too little to the later widespread American controversies over the
Townshend Act customs writs. That misemphasis has distorted the history insofar as it
has tended to obscure the degree to which the state and federal bans against general
warrants were prompted more by fears of arbitrary customs or revenue searches of
houses, rather than of criminal arrest or search warrants.
For example, the concerns about general warrants that were expressed during the
Ratification debates were overwhelmingly about use of such warrants to search houses
to enforce customs or excise revenue collections. See Davies, supra note 2, at 601-11. In
fact, Madison’s novel use of the “probable cause” standard for warrants in the Fourth
Amendment—it never appeared in any earlier provision or proposal—also appears to
reflect a specific concern with customs searches. As I explain below, “probable cause”
alone was not sufficient to justify issuance of a criminal search warrant at common law.
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D. The Focused Ban Against Too-Loose Warrants
However, the conventional history distorts the historical
evidence when it claims that the Fourth Amendment was meant
or originally understood to address more than warrant standards themselves. Although a number of commentaries have
repeated that claim, none has identified any significant evidence that the Fourth Amendment was actually meant to do
anything more than prohibit issuance of too-loose warrants. In
particular, no commentary has identified any instance during
the framing era in which the legality of warrants or warrantless
arrests or searches was assessed according to mere “reasonableness.”60
Rather, the conventional history skims past highly inconvenient facts. As I document below, the bans against general
warrants in the first six of the eight state declarations that preceded the Fourth Amendment did not contain any mention of a
right against “unreasonable searches and seizures” or any other
language that could have reached anything other than too-loose
Rather, that standard had emerged only as a justification for issuance of customs search
warrants. See infra notes 513-19 and accompanying text; see also Davies, supra note 2,
at 703-06. Additionally, as I document below, the warrant provisions in the state ratification convention proposals for federal amendments sometimes were not integrated into
the criminal procedure provisions in those texts, but appear to have been a free-standing
concern. See infra notes 429, 437 and accompanying text. Hence, the conventional history does not adequately acknowledge the degree to which the concerns that prompted
the Fourth Amendment were directed specifically at customs searches of houses.
60 See Davies, supra note 2, at 591-601. Justice Scalia’s claim that “colonial juries”
decided trespass actions involving warrantless searches according to a “reasonableness”
standard in California v. Acevedo, 500 U.S. 565, 581 (1991), is illustrative of the absence
of genuine evidence for any such standard. In support of that claim, Justice Scalia cited
only Huckle v. Money, 2 Wils. 205, 95 Eng. Rep. 768 (K.B. 1763) (one of the Wilkesite
cases) and Akhil Reed Amar, The Bill of Rights as a Constitution, 100 YALE L.J. 1131,
1178-80 (1991). However, there is no mention of anything like a “reasonableness” standard in Huckle, and, although Professor Amar’s article did make a similar historical
claim, it offered as support for that claim only a “Cf.” citation to Justice Scalia’s own
earlier normative assertion in a law review article that search and seizure should be
assessed according to reasonableness. See Amar, supra, at 1179 n.214, citing Antonin
Scalia, The Rule of Law as a Law of Rules, 56 U. CHI. L. REV. 1175, 1180-86 (1989).
Thus, neither source that Justice Scalia cited in Acevedo provided any historical evidence for a framing-era reasonableness standard. Professor Amar subsequently purported to offer evidence of a historical “reasonableness” standard in a 1994 article, but
did so only by selectively quoting a statement by Lord Mansfield out of context. See
Amar, Fourth, supra note 46, at 776, discussed in Davies, supra note 2, at 592-94.
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warrants.61 For example, the first ban against general warrants
in the 1776 Virginia Declaration of Rights read as follows:
Sec. 10. That general warrants, whereby any officer or messenger may be commanded to search suspected places without
evidence of a fact committed, or to seize any person or persons
not named, or whose offence is not particularly described and
supported by evidence, are grievous and oppressive, and ought
not to be granted.62

There is no language in this text that could be construed to
do more than ban too-loose warrants. Additionally, even the
two later state provisions that included a preamble declaring a
right against “unreasonable searches and seizures” still articulated standards only for warrants.63 Likewise, as I explain in
more detail in Part IV, the framing of the Fourth Amendment
was also focused on banning too-loose warrants. Although
James Madison’s draft of the proto-Fourth Amendment used the
phrase “unreasonable searches and seizures,” it took the form of
a one-clause text that clearly addressed only warrant standards.64 Moreover, in the aftermath of the framing of the Bill of
Rights, judicial opinions and commentaries described the
Fourth Amendment simply as a prohibition against too-loose
warrants. None mentioned a “reasonableness” standard.65

61 See infra notes 306, 309, 316, 320, 331, 338, 339 and accompanying text. See also
Davies, supra note 2, at 674-84.
62 See, e.g., Virginia Declaration of Rights, reprinted in EDWARD DUMBAULD, THE
BILL OF RIGHTS AND WHAT IT MEANS TODAY, app. at 172 (1979). The provisions in the
state declarations and later state ratification convention proposals are reprinted in a
number of sources. I cite Dumbauld’s book because it has the virtue of presenting the
entire Virginia Declaration and the entire state ratification convention proposals. The
early state declarations of rights are also available in SOURCES AND DOCUMENTS OF
UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONS (William F. Swindler, ed. 1973) (11 volumes) [hereinafter, STATE CONSTITUTIONS]. For the Virginia warrant provision, see 10 id. at 48-50.
Some recent works have the disadvantage of presenting only the individual provisions from these sources, but not the overall declarations or sets of proposals. As a result, they tend to encourage an overly compartmentalized approach and to obscure the
interrelationships between the rights enumerated. For an example, see THE COMPLETE
BILL OF RIGHTS: THE DRAFTS, DEBATES, SOURCES, AND ORIGINS (Neil H. Cogan, ed.
1997) [hereinafter COMPLETE BILL].
63 See infra notes 360-67, 378 and accompanying text.
64 See infra notes 502-04 and accompanying text.
65 See Davies, supra note 2, at 611-19.
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There was no historical “reasonableness” standard; rather,
the conventional history created the illusion of a Fourth
Amendment “reasonableness” standard by prochronistically inserting the modern “reasonableness” concept into historical
statements and documents in which it had not actually appeared.66 For example, Lasson asserted that “[t]he principle
that search and seizure must be reasonable, that there must be
a balancing of the problems of the administration of justice with
those of the freedom of the individual, was emerging slowly” just
before he discussed seventeenth-century statements about warrant authority—even though no seventeenth-century source
used the term “reasonableness” or “balancing.”67
Additionally, Lasson gave only a superficial summary of the
warrant provisions in the state declarations that preceded the
Federal Bill of Rights68 and incorrectly treated the 1776 Pennsylvania provision as though it had introduced the “reasonableness” standard even though it never used any form of that
term.69 As a result, Lasson glossed over the important fact that
the term “unreasonable” appeared rather late in the framing of
the American constitutional texts and did not inquire as to
whether there might be a specific explanation as to why that
term first appeared in the 1780 Massachusetts Declaration
drafted by John Adams—the seventh of the eight state warrant
provisions that preceded the Fourth Amendment.70
However, the most grievous error in Lasson’s account was
his completely implausible account of the framing of the Fourth
66 A “prochronism” is a specific form of anachronism in which aspects of a later
period in time are erroneously imposed on an earlier period. Prochronistic expectations
pose a serious obstacle to recovering accurate legal history. See, e.g., Davies, Crawford,
supra note 19, at 116 n.34.
67 LASSON, supra note 45, at 34-37. See also supra note 60.
68 Id. at 79-82.
69 Id. at 81. As I document below, the Pennsylvania provision announced the right
of the people to hold themselves and their houses, papers, and possessions “free from
search and seizure,” but did not use “unreasonable” or any other qualifying adjective.
See infra notes 330-33 and accompanying text.
70 LASSON, supra note 45, at 82. Notwithstanding his earlier comments about the
Pennsylvania provision, Lasson did note that the Massachusetts provision “offered the
first expression of the phrase ‘unreasonable searches and seizures’” but he did not inquire whether there might be any connection between that statement and the earlier
1761 Boston Writs of Assistance Case. I suggest that there is a fairly direct connection.
See infra notes 365-70 and accompanying text.
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Amendment itself. The proposal for a warrant provision that
was under consideration in the House of Representatives in
1789 was as follows:
The right of the people to be secure in their person, houses,
papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated by warrants issuing, without probable cause supported by oath or affirmation, and not particularly describing the places to be searched, and the persons or
things to be seized.71

Although Lasson recognized that this single-clause text
“was a one-barrelled affair, directed apparently only to the essentials of a valid warrant,”72 he claimed that a subsequent revision of the text into the final two-clause format was intended
to create a broad, free-standing “reasonableness” standard.73
In Lasson’s account of that revision, Egbert Benson objected
to this single-clause draft on the ground “that although the
clause was good as far as it went, it was not sufficient.”74 However, when Benson moved to change the text to read “and no
warrant shall issue”—a change that would have altered the one
clause text to two clauses—the House defeated the motion.75
Nevertheless, when Benson chaired a three-member committee
of the House that was assigned to put the proposed amendments in final form for submission to the Senate, Benson was
able to slip the change in anyway.76 Thus, when the Senate approved Benson’s language, and the House ultimately endorsed it
71 See infra note 521. The language quoted in the text shows the provision after it
was corrected by reinserting “against unreasonable searches and seizures,” a phrase
that had apparently been accidentally omitted from the report of the proposed amendments. Id.
72 LASSON, supra note 45, at 103. Lasson wrote of Madison’s draft that “the wording
of this clause was such that seemed to be directed against improper warrants only,”
LASSON, supra, at 100-01, and that in the draft considered by the full House, “[t]he general principle of freedom from unreasonable search and seizure seems to have been
stated only by way of premise, and the positive inhibition upon action by the Federal
Government limited consequently to the issue of warrants without probable cause, etc.”
Id. at 103.
73 Id. at 103.
74 Id. (emphasis in original).
75 Id. at 101 (quoting an account that the motion “lost by a considerable majority”).
76 Id. Lasson described this as “[t]he most interesting thing about the passage of
the Fourth Amendment.” Id.
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as part of the overall Bill of Rights, Benson’s surreptitious
change became part of the Fourth Amendment.77 On that basis,
Lasson concluded:
That the prohibition against “unreasonable searches” was intended, accordingly, to cover something other than the form of
the warrant is a question no longer left to implication to be derived from the phraseology of the Amendment.78

This account was grossly implausible. Although Lasson’s
tale of a surreptitious change has had surprising traction among
later commentators,79 it simply reflected errors in the single
account of the House debate that Lasson exclusively relied
upon. Other sources indicate that the motion was almost certainly made by Eldridge Gerry rather than Benson, and also
show that the House approved the change.80
More fundamentally, Lasson’s account distorted the stated
purpose of the final change by leaving out crucial aspects of
what actually had been said. Here is the full statement of the
motion, which Lasson quoted but only selectively discussed:
Mr. [Gerry] objected to the words “by warrants issuing.” This
declaratory provision was good as far as it went, but he
thought it was not sufficient; he therefore proposed to alter it
so as to read “and no warrant shall issue.81

Note that Gerry did not voice a general objection that Madison’s draft “was not sufficient”; rather, he specifically objected to
the “declaratory” character of Madison’s phrase that the right
against unreasonable searches and seizures shall not be violated “by warrants issuing,” and the only change he proposed
was “to alter [the draft] so as to read ‘and no warrant shall issue.’”82 It is perfectly plain that Gerry’s objection was simply
Id. at 102-03.
Id. at 103 (emphasis added). Lasson also claimed that the Fourth Amendment
carried a “principle [of] freedom from unreasonable search and seizure” that was
“broader” than the ban against too-loose warrants. Id. at 81.
79 See Davies, supra note 2, at 718-19, n.484.
80 See id. at 716-19.
81 LASSON, supra note 45, at 101 (quoting ANNALS OF CONGRESS) (I have altered the
name of the movant from “Benson” to “Gerry.”).
82 Id. (emphasis added).
77
78
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that Madison’s draft had not explicitly forbidden the issuance of
a general warrant; rather, it had referred, in a “declaratory”
style, to general warrants “issuing.” Thus, Gerry sought to
make the language unambiguously imperative by commanding
that “no warrant shall issue.” That is all the change was
about.83 Gerry did not set out to create a broad reasonableness
standard.
Moreover, there was nothing the least bit novel about the
language Gerry proposed—the earlier state provisions and the
proposals of the state ratification conventions had included imperative language that explicitly ordered that general warrants
“not be granted.”84 Gerry simply proposed including that explicit command in the simplest way possible by inserting “and
no warrants shall issue” in place of “by warrants issuing.”85
In sum, although Gerry’s motion had the side-effect of dividing the text into a two-clause format, there is no evidence it
was made for that purpose; rather, the final two-clause format
was merely an artifact of a change made simply to state the ban
against issuing general warrants more emphatically. Although
numerous Supreme Court opinions and later commentaries
have uncritically reiterated Lasson’s claim that this final
change was made for the purpose of creating a reasonableness
standard broader than the standards for warrants themselves,
the salient fact is that Lasson never identified any evidence that
the language change had any such purpose—and neither have
any of the later commentaries.86

83

22.

See also infra notes 522-29 and accompanying text; Davies, supra note 2, at 719-

84 See infra notes 306 (Virginia committee draft), 309 (Virginia Declaration), 316
(Maryland Declaration), 319 (North Carolina Declaration), 331 (Pennsylvania Declaration), 338 (Vermont Declaration), 340 (Delaware Declaration), 360 (Massachusetts Declaration), 378 (New Hampshire Declaration), 418 (Pennsylvania ratification convention
minority proposed amendments), 423 (Maryland ratification convention proposed
amendments), 429 (Virginia ratification convention proposed amendments), 431 (North
Carolina ratification convention proposed amendments), 436 (New York ratification
convention proposed amendments) and accompanying text.
85 Gerry, who was from Massachusetts, may even have borrowed the phrase “no
warrant shall issue” from the Massachusetts warrant provision. See Davies, supra note
2, at 722.
86 Davies, supra note 2, at 719-20, n.489.
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It is also worth noting that Lasson said little about the nature or content of the supposed historical reasonableness standard. The reason may be that, although Lasson’s book was published in 1937, he discussed Supreme Court decisions only
through 1927.87 That date is significant because the Supreme
Court was still generally tying the reasonableness of a search to
the use of a warrant at that time; the “generalized reasonableness” approach to the Fourth Amendment that disparages the
use of warrants did not appear for another two decades.88 Thus,
Lasson apparently did not anticipate that “reasonableness”
could have problematic implications for the strength of Fourth
Amendment protections. Instead, he still concluded with a celebratory passage that the Supreme Court’s development of
Fourth Amendment doctrine “has been marked in general, and
especially of late, by a fine sensibility for the spirit and purpose
of this fundamental safeguard in order to give it that effectiveness which its history and terms require.”89 Thus, because the
Court was still interpreting the Fourth Amendment to require
substantial protections, Lasson was never pressed to inquire
whether a “reasonableness” standard for arrests and searches
would actually have been consistent with the Framers’ values
and expectations.
Additionally, at the time Lasson wrote, the Supreme Court
had begun to apply the Fourth Amendment to warrantless
searches, but had not yet applied it to warrantless arrests.
Probably for that reason, Lasson never probed the common-law
standards for lawful arrest. Had he undertaken that inquiry,
and had he anticipated how the modern notion of Fourth
Amendment reasonableness might develop, he would not have
been able to conclude that the Framers had endorsed mere “reasonableness.” Rather, he would have found that the Framers’
expectation had been that the law of arrest and search would be
a law of rules—common-law rules.

LASSON, supra note 45, at 106-43.
The “generalized reasonableness” construction of the Fourth Amendment was
first advanced in Justice Minton’s majority opinion in United States v. Rabinowitz, 339
U.S. 56, 66 (1950).
89 LASSON, supra note 45, at 143.
87
88
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II. “THE LAW OF THE LAND” AND
“DUE PROCESS OF LAW”
Lasson’s account of search-and-seizure history suffered
from undue compartmentalization as well as errors. Because he
seemed to have started out with an expectation that the Fourth
Amendment was the only search-and-seizure provision, he
skimmed past historical evidence that suggested that “due process of law” might also be relevant.90 However, at the time Lasson wrote, his dismissal comported with the conventional history of due process, particularly as set out in Rodney L. Mott’s
earlier 1926 book on that topic.91 In effect, deficiencies in the
conventional history of due process fed into the errors that
marred the conventional history of the Fourth Amendment.
A. The Shortcomings in the Conventional History of Due Process
Like Lasson’s account of search-and-seizure history, Mott
composed what became the conventional account of due process
90 In Lasson’s survey of earlier English history, he noted that Magna Carta had
been aimed at King John’s practice of

taking the law into his own hands and, without legal judgment of any kind or
respect for any form of legal procedure whatever, proceeding with, or send an
armed force to punishment by imprisonment or seizure of property or worse,
some person who displeased or disobeyed him.
LASSON, supra note 45, at 20. Additionally, Lasson mentioned, in connection with the
Petition of Right of 1628, that Charles I had “imprisoned” opponents. Id. at 29-31.
Nevertheless, he did not pursue these topics, and did not address the fact that a wide
variety of American constitutional provisions paraphrased the law of the land chapter of
Magna Carta and used words that indicated seizures of persons such as “taken,” “imprisoned,” and even “arrested.”
Instead, Lasson downplayed the significance of the law of the land chapter of
Magna Carta, and brushed aside “Coke’s generally discredited exposition” of that chapter. Id. at 22 (citing Coke’s “Institutes of the Laws of England (London, 1671), I, 45 ff.”).
Lasson’s reference to Coke’s “discredited exposition” reflects a serious historiographic
error. The relevant question for interpreting American constitutional understandings is
not whether modern historians think that Coke gave correct accounts of earlier English
law or even what Coke “really” meant. Rather, the important inquiry is whether framing-era Americans gave weight to Coke’s views, and what they thought he meant. As I
explain in this part, I think it is plain that Coke’s writings, especially his chapter on the
law of the land chapter of Magna Carta, exerted substantial influence on the American
framing.
91 RODNEY L. MOTT, DUE PROCESS OF LAW: A HISTORICAL AND ANALYTICAL TREATISE
OF THE PRINCIPLES AND METHODS FOLLOWED BY THE COURTS IN THE APPLICATION OF
THE CONCEPT OF THE “LAW OF THE LAND” (1926).
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after the Supreme Court had already stretched “due process” to
reach a wide variety of forms of business regulation,92 and after
the Justices had already jettisoned the criminal procedure content that term might have seemed to carry.93 Thus, like Lasson,
Mott did not so much ask whether the Supreme Court’s construction of “due process” was consistent with the historical understanding, but rather construed the historical materials in
light of the Supreme Court’s announced doctrine.
Although Mott concluded that “due process of law” had historically connoted common-law rights,94 he insisted that that
concept had always carried a variety of broad and indefinite
meanings rather than “merely guaranteeing proper procedure in
criminal cases.”95 As a result, although he recognized that “the

92 See, e.g., Munn v. Illinois, 94 U.S. 113 (1877) (assessing whether state business
regulation was “reasonable”); Allgeyer v. Louisiana, 165 U.S. 578 (1897) (overturning
Louisiana law requiring all businesses doing business with Louisiana residents to pay
fees to the state); Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905) (overturning state maximum
working hours law); Adair v. United States, 208 U.S. 161 (1908) (voiding federal statute
that prohibited dismissals of employees of interstate common carriers for union membership); Adkins v. Children’s Hospital, 261 U.S. 525 (1923) (striking down minimum
wage set by District of Columbia commission).
93 See, e.g., Hurtado v. California, 110 U.S. 516 (1884), discussed infra notes 613-21
and accompanying text.
94 MOTT, supra note 91, at 142 (noting that “There is also little question that the
colonists looked upon the ‘law of the land’ as being the common law of England and that
it embodied the general rights and privileges of Englishmen”).
95 Id. at 123. For example, Mott concluded that:

It is evident that the colonists looked upon due process of law as a guarantee
which had a wide, varied and indefinite content. At no time was there any serious attempt to define it, and it is noteworthy that they should seize upon
these particular words under such diverse circumstances. It is not probable
that any of the colonists realized how much was wrapped up in the [law of the
land chapter] of the Great Charter, but it is certain that many of them realized
that it had a much wider import than merely guaranteeing proper procedure
in criminal cases.
Id. For clarity, I have replaced Mott’s reference to the “thirty-ninth section” of Magna
Carta with “law of the land chapter”; although modern works often assign the number
39 to that chapter, framing-era sources followed Coke in designating it as the twentyninth chapter. See infra note 108.
Similarly, Mott also wrote:
[T]he colonies had invoked the protection of [Magna Carta] in such a variety of
cases and under such a variety of conditions that to say they had any definite
concept of the meaning of any portion of it is impossible. It is certain that it
did not mean the same thing to everyone.
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English conception of due process has always revolved around
the idea of criminal procedure in one form or another,”96 and
also even recognized that the earliest references to “due process
of law” in American colonial texts had used that term in the
context of criminal procedure,97 he nevertheless downplayed the
historical criminal procedure contents of “due process of law.”
In particular, although Mott generally acknowledged that
Sir Edward Coke had invoked the “law of the land” chapter of
Magna Carta in the struggle against arbitrary arrests and punishments during the reigns of James I and Charles I, and that
Coke’s writings exerted substantial influence on the American
Founders,98 Mott nevertheless omitted to say much about what
Coke had actually written about the contents of that chapter of
Magna Carta.99 Additionally, although Mott provided detailed
accounts of nineteenth-century judicial interpretations of “the
law of the land” and “due process of law” in American state
There are, however, some general observations which can be made. It seems
quite certain that a trial by jury according to the regular forms of the common
law was considered essential to due process. There is also little question that
the colonists looked upon the “law of the land” as being the common law of
England and that it embodied the general rights and privileges of Englishmen.
Due process of law in this light appears to be a catch-all phrase for human
rights rather than a phrase with a well defined content. Nevertheless, its ambiguity must not be taken to prove that the colonists did not consider that it
limited the legislative bodies as well as the executive or judiciary. The evidence on this matter is clearly all on one side. Practically without exception,
strenuous objections were raised whenever the colonists were met with a
situation involving a legislative violation of due process of law. So overwhelming is the proof of the importance of this protection in this regard that it is difficult to understand how there would have been any serious question regarding it when the courts considered it a half century later. It was, indeed, the
very importance which was universally attached to the thirty-ninth section of
the Great Charter that produced its complexity. This complexity, it carried
with it into the fundamental law of the new nation.
MOTT, supra note 91 at 141-42.
96 Id. at 83 (but also noting that even in England there has been an “intermittent
stream of statements which indicate that the [law of the land chapter of Magna Carta] is
broader than frequently has been thought”).
97 Id. at 97-98, n.43 (noting that a 1692 Massachusetts Bay statute that was “in the
nature of a Declaration of Rights” provided that “No man, of what state or condition
soever, shall be put out of his lands, or tenements, nor be taken or imprisoned nor disherited nor banished nor any ways destroyed, without being brought to answer by due
process of law”).
98 Id. at 76-80.
99 Id. at 75-83.
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property and regulatory cases, he only superficially skimmed
the framing and contents of the pertinent state and federal constitutional provisions themselves.100
As a result, Mott’s seemingly detailed discussion of due
process did not really put his readers on notice of the degree to
which “due process of law” had historically addressed pretrial
criminal procedure. Probably for that reason, that content is
also missing from later works on the history of due process.101
Indeed, that content is now so obscure that some recent works
that have purported to describe the historical meanings of the
criminal procedure provisions of the Bill of Rights omit the Fifth
Amendment Due Process Clause altogether.102
100 Id. at 143-44, 168 (discussing briefly the state constitutions adopted prior to the
Federal Bill of Rights); id. at 145-61 (discussing the general history of the framing of the
Federal Bill of Rights but paying relatively little specific attention to the framing of the
“due process of law” clause in the Fifth Amendment).
101 See, e.g., JOHN V. ORTH, DUE PROCESS OF LAW: A BRIEF HISTORY (2003); Christopher Wolfe, The Original Meaning of the Due Process Clause, in THE BILL OF RIGHTS:
ORIGINAL MEANING AND CURRENT UNDERSTANDING 213 (Eugene W. Hickock, Jr., ed.,
1990). Professor Dumbauld has also offered a fairly typical account of the “essence” of
“due process of law”:

The notion of due process of law is derived historically from Magna Charta.
The essence of its meaning was that no person could be punished by the king’s
government save for a violation of law (which the people participated in making) and after a jury trial (which the people participated in administering).
These twin pillars of freedom were deemed essential features of American government by patriots such as Samuel Adams and Thomas Jefferson, who were
at all times mindful of the unrelenting struggles against the arbitrary power of
the crown which emblazoned the history of English constitutional practice.
DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 90 (footnotes omitted).
102 For example, Professor Leonard Levy discussed the self-incrimination, double
jeopardy, and grand jury indictment provisions in the Fifth Amendment, but omitted
any mention of the “due process of law” clause in that Amendment except for a passing
mention that Madison had used that terminology instead of “the law of the land.” See
LEONARD W. LEVY, ORIGINS OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS 180-230, 247-48 (1999). Similarly,
Professor Akhil Reed Amar discussed only the self-incrimination clause of the Fifth
Amendment in his 1997 book. See AKHIL REED AMAR, THE CONSTITUTION AND CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE: FIRST PRINCIPLES (1997). Other works also frequently ignore the significance of the “due process of law” clause in the Fifth Amendment as well as the “law of
the land” clauses in the state declarations and constitutions when summarizing the
rights included or proposed for declarations or bills of rights. For example, one recent
synopsis of the proposals for a federal bill of rights put forward by Pennsylvania Antifederalists mentions “the right of trial by jury,” “[t]he right of defendants to confront
their accuser and a prohibition of self-incrimination,” “[a] prohibition of excessive bail
and fines and of cruel and unusual punishment,” and “[a] prohibition of general warrants”—but omits any mention of the “law of the land” guarantee that those Antifederal-
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The path to correcting this omission is straightforward; it
consists of simply paying attention to what Mott and later due
process commentators have ignored. In this part, I explicate the
pretrial criminal procedure contents that Coke actually assigned to the “law of the land” chapter of Magna Carta. Then,
in the next two parts, I work through the “law of the land” and
“due process of law” provisions that were included in the state
declarations and Federal Bill of Rights and show that these provisions also addressed pretrial criminal procedure, including
arrest standards.
B. Magna Carta, Coke, and the Whig Canon
There is no doubt that the American Framers were well
versed in the Whig canon of English constitutionalism. Indeed,
the American Framers widely accepted the Saxon myth in
which English constitutional history was presented as a long
struggle by the English people to regain their immemorial
birthright of liberty following the Norman Conquest and the
oppressions of later monarchs.103 In particular, the American
Framers were quite familiar with both the then-famous “law of
the land” chapter of Magna Carta and Sir Edward Coke’s thenfamous explication of that chapter. Thus, to recover the Framers’ understanding, one must first recover the framing-era content assigned to “the law of the land” in Magna Carta.
1. Magna Carta
Magna Carta was the product of a running conflict between
early English monarchs and their immediate feudal vassals, the
barons. The monarchs demanded that the barons provide the
crown with money and manpower, especially for foreign wars.
In the early thirteenth century, King John injudiciously overreached in making such demands. In response, the barons of
the kingdom gathered an army and threatened civil war unless
ists also proposed. See SAUL CORNELL, THE OTHER FOUNDERS: ANTI-FEDERALISM AND
THE DISSENTING TRADITION IN AMERICA, 1788-1828, at 32 (1999).
103 See, e.g., A. E. DICK HOWARD, THE ROAD FROM RUNNYMEDE: MAGNA CARTA AND
CONSTITUTIONALISM IN AMERICA 108-12 (1968) (discussing the acceptance of Whig History in colonial America).
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John recognized and guaranteed their rights in writing. When
the two sides met at Runnymede in 1215, the barons presented
John with their list of nonnegotiable demands—the document
that became known as Magna Carta, the Great Charter. John
capitulated and agreed.104 John was not true to his word, and
subsequently reneged on the guarantees in the charter. Nevertheless, on thirty-some later occasions involving political crises
or transfers of the crown, Magna Carta was reconfirmed by the
crown or enacted as a statute by Parliament, sometimes with
minor alterations.105
To a contemporary reader, Magna Carta appears to be a
somewhat disordered collection of archaic and sometimes patently trivial provisions. However, the “law of the land” chapter
in Magna Carta—as construed in Coke’s writings—became a
central component of the Whig ideology that would later shape
the constitutional ideology of the American Founders and
Framers.106
2. The “Law of the Land” in Magna Carta 29
Coke discussed the version of Magna Carta that had been
reconfirmed in the ninth year of Henry III (1225).107 As a result,
that was the version of Magna Carta with which the American
Framers were most familiar. In that version, the law of the
land chapter was designated as chapter 29, and I refer to it as
“Magna Carta 29.” (In other editions, the same content was as104 See, e.g., SOURCES OF OUR LIBERTIES: DOCUMENTARY ORIGINS OF INDIVIDUAL
LIBERTIES IN THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION AND BILL OF RIGHTS 1-22 (Richard L.
Perry & John C. Cooper, eds., 1959) [hereinafter “SOURCES”] (discussing the historical
setting of Magna Carta and setting out the document itself). See also MOTT, supra note
91, at 1-8 (discussing antecedents and variations of Magna Carta).
105 See, e.g., MOTT, supra note 91, at 23-31 (discussing the aftermath of Magna Carta
and setting out the Confirmatio Cartarum of 1297, one of the reaffirmations of Magna
Carta).
106 See, e.g., JAMES R. STONER, JR., COMMON LAW AND LIBERAL THEORY:
COKE,
HOBBES, AND THE ORIGINS OF THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION (1992).
107 2 COKE, supra note 13, first unnumbered page after the opening “Proeme” (reciting “MAGNA CARTA. EDITA Anno nono H. III”). Coke apparently chose this version
because it had been “established by the authority of parliament” and “so entered into the
parliament roll” as a statute. 2 id. “A Proeme” (pages unnumbered). This 1225 version
of Magna Carta appears as the first statute in the first volume of the various editions of
the English STATUTES AT LARGE.
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signed chapter numbers 39 and 40.108) Coke translated Magna
Carta 29 from the Latin as follows:
No freeman shall be taken, or imprisoned, or be disseised of
his freehold, or liberties, or free customs, or be outlawed, or exiled, or any otherwise destroyed; nor will we not pass upon
him, nor condemn him, but by lawful judgement of his peers,
or by the law of the land. We will sell to no man, we will not
deny or defer to any man either justice or right.109

This chapter became the foundational component of the
Whig canon of English liberty during the later seventeenthcentury struggle to curtail the prerogative power of the crown
because Whigs construed it as documentary evidence that the
“immemorial rights” of the English people placed common-law
limits on the prerogative powers of the crown. It is worth noting
here that some of the later reconfirmations of Magna Carta had
rendered “law of the land” by the somewhat more specific term
“due process of law.”110
3. The Whig Struggle for Common-Law Securities
The large issue in English constitutionalism during the
seventeenth century was the conflict between the crown’s claim
to prerogative powers and the gentry’s insistence that even the
crown was obliged to respect the basic common-law rights of the
English people. The struggle came to a head when James I, the
first of the Stuart monarchs, ascended to the throne in 1603.
James, who adhered to the divine right of kings, asserted a
108 The chapter numbering for Magna Carta varies depending on the edition used.
The chapters in the original 1215 text were not numbered. Modern scholarship on
Magna Carta tends to assign the chapter number 39 to the law of the land chapter.
However, one does not encounter references to Magna Carta 39 in framing-era sources;
rather, they follow Coke in referring to Magna Carta 29. See Davies, supra note 2, at
671 n.332.
109 2 COKE, supra note 13, at 45. (In the other chapter numbering, all but the last
sentence of this passage is chapter 39, while the last sentence (“we will sell . . .”) is separately numbered as chapter 40.)
110 A 1354 English Statute, 28 Edw. III. c. 3, stated, “[n]o Man of what Estate or
Condition that he be, shall be put out of land or tenement, nor taken, nor imprisoned,
nor disinherited, nor put to death, without being brought in answer by due process of
the law.” See Keith Jurow, Untimely Thoughts: A Reconsideration of the Origins of Due
Process of Law, 19 AM. J. LEGAL HIST. 266 (1975).
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broad claim of his prerogative.111 Sir Edward Coke emerged as
a leading opponent of that claim. As a judge of the central royal
courts, Coke initially insisted that common-law adjudication
was insulated from the king’s interference. In a famous exchange, Coke informed the king that the king was not competent to participate personally in the decision of cases in his royal
courts because the king lacked the necessary knowledge of the
artificial reason of the law.112 However, in a subsequent conflict, the king removed Coke from the bench.113
Coke then began to play a role as a member of the Whig
faction in the House of Commons in Parliament. Taxes again
became a salient issue when James demanded additional revenues, but Parliament declined to provide James with all of the
revenues that he demanded. The conflict over taxes increased
when Charles I succeeded to the throne in 1625. In the face of
Parliament’s intransigence, Charles resorted to collecting additional revenues by such subterfuges as forced “loans” and “ship
money” assessments. Whigs viewed those collections as a violation of the common-law right of Englishmen not to be taxed
without “consent”—that is without the constructive consent of
their representatives in Parliament (the common-law principle
that American Whigs would later restate as “no taxation without representation”). When some members of the gentry refused to make such “loans,” royal revenue officers arrested and
imprisoned them—without ever asserting any criminal charge—
and the king’s judges refused to order the release of such persons in habeas corpus proceedings. As a result, criminal procedure became a salient issue in the larger constitutional struggle.114
In 1628, Whigs in the House of Commons, led by Coke, insisted that common law was an English birthright, and invoked
the “law of the land” and “due process of law” guarantees asso111 See, e.g., DANIEL R. COQUILLETTE, THE ANGLO-AMERICAN LEGAL HERITAGE 32831 (1999) (reprinting excerpts of James I’s Charge to the Judiciary).
112 Prohibitions del Roy, 12 Coke Rep. 63, 77 Eng. Rep. 1342 (1608) (stating that the
king could not personally participate in judicial decision-making in court cases).
113 See COQUILLETTE, supra note 111, at 342-53 (excerpting material from the 1616
Case of the Commendams).
114 See SOURCES, supra note 104, at 62-65 (discussing the Five Knights’ Case, also
called Darnel’s Case, 3 St. Tr. (1719 folio ed.) 1, 3 How. St. Tr. 1 (K.B. 1627)).
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ciated with Magna Carta 29 as authority for that claim. During
the debate, Coke was said to have asserted that “Magna Carta
is such a Fellow, that he will have no Sovereign.”115 The Whigs
then presented their claims of rights, including, among others,
the claim of entitlement to common-law procedure and the right
of consent to taxation, in the Petition of Right.116
In pertinent part, the Petition complained that the king’s
subjects had been illegally “imprisoned, confined, and sundry
other ways molested and disquieted,” recited the text of Magna
Carta 29 and cited related statutes (including one requiring
“due process of law”117), complained that “no cause was certified”
to justify imprisonments when they had been challenged in habeas corpus proceedings in the courts, and demanded that the
king reaffirm, among other things, “that no freeman, in any
such manner as before-mentioned, be imprisoned or detained.”118 Charles initially offered only an ambiguous response
to the Petition, but when that was not accepted he eventually
acceded (but then dissolved Parliament and governed arbitrarily, anyway).119
C. Coke’s Rendition of the Law of Warrantless Arrest
in Magna Carta 29
Coke’s role in the Whig struggle lent increased stature to
his legal commentary. Indeed, Coke’s writings—which included
115 It appears that Coke may actually have made the somewhat tamer statement
that “Magna Carta is such a Fellow, that he will have no saving,” but that the final word
was corrupted to “sovereign” in a later source. See STONER, supra note 106, at 46. Nevertheless, it appears that the American Framers were familiar with the “sovereign”
version. See, e.g., HOWARD, supra note 103, at 182 (quoting William Henry Drayton’s
1774 quotation, attributed to Coke, that “Magna Charta is such a fellow that he will
have no sovereign”).
116 Id. at 65-69 (discussing the debate in Parliament). Another grievance addressed
in the Petition was the quartering of troops in private houses. Id.
117 After quoting Magna Carta 29, the Petition of Right also recited the statute 28
Edw. III, c. 3, to the effect “[t]hat no man of what estate or condition that he be, should
be put out of his land or tenements, nor taken, nor imprisoned, nor disinherited, nor be
put to death without being brought to answer by due process of law.” See SOURCES,
supra note 104, at 73, 74. The Petition also recited another statute to the same effect,
though it did not use the term “due process of law.” See id. (reciting 25 Edw. III, stat. 5,
c. 4).
118 SOURCES, supra note 104, at 73-75 (setting out the Petition of Right).
119 Id. at 69-70.
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eleven volumes of case reports120 and a four-volume treatise titled The Institutes of the Laws of England121—became prominent components of the Whig canon, and exerted considerable
influence on American constitutionalism.122
Because Coke’s Institutes comprised the earliest comprehensive commentary on English law generally, and common law
in particular, lawyers and judges from the Framers’ generation
learned law by reading the Institutes,123 and both the Institutes
and Coke’s Reports were widely cited in the other treatises and
manuals available in framing-era America.124 Moreover, Coke’s
writings were held in the highest regard. For example, Thomas
Jefferson said of Coke that “a sounder Whig never wrote, nor a
profounder learning in the orthodox doctrines of the British
Constitution, or in what was called British liberties,”125 and
John Rutledge of South Carolina wrote in 1769 that “Coke’s Institutes seem to be almost the foundation of our law.”126
Two chapters in the Institutes are especially important for
the present topic: Coke’s chapter on Magna Carta 29 in the
Second Institute and his chapter on the office of the justice of
the peace, in which he discussed arrest and search warrants, in
the Fourth Institute. The first of these, Coke’s chapter on
Magna Carta, was probably regarded as the most important of
Coke’s writings, and there is ample evidence that framing-era
Americans were familiar with its contents.127 For present pur120 For bibliographic information, see 1 MAXWELL, supra note 13, at 295-97 (publication in French commenced 1600; eleven volumes published in English 1658).
121 For bibliographic information, see 1 MAXWELL, supra note 13, at 21 (generally);
449-52 (first volume, also known as Coke on Littleton); 546 (second volume, also known
as Coke on Magna Carta); 360 (third volume); 258 (fourth volume).
122 See, e.g., WILLIAM M. WIECEK, THE LOST WORLD OF CLASSICAL LEGAL THOUGHT
20-21 (1998) (noting that Chief Justice Sir Edward Coke was “the supreme exponent” of
the English constitutional tradition that held that “a legislature might not infringe
legally created rights, such as those recognized at common law . . . or by traditional
institutional procedures”); TREVOR H. COLBURN, THE LAMP OF EXPERIENCE: WHIG
HISTORY AND THE ORIGINS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION (1965); CHARLES F. MULLETT,
FUNDAMENTAL LAW AND THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION (1933, reprinted 1966).
123 See, e.g., HOWARD, supra note 103, at 117-25.
124 Framing-era criminal procedure treatises and justice of the peace manuals are
discussed infra notes 217-20 and accompanying text.
125 See 12 THE WRITINGS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON iv (Julian Boyd ed., 1950).
126 See HOWARD, supra note 103, at 128.
127 For example, James Otis, who argued against general writs of assistance in the
1761 Boston case, had made marginal markings in the “law of the land” chapter in his
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poses, the notable feature of Coke’s chapter on Magna Carta 29
is that it set out a fairly comprehensive discussion of the common-law of arrest, including especially warrantless arrest. Because Coke’s writings sometimes assume knowledge on the part
of the reader, it is worthwhile to work through the relevant contents of this chapter.
1. Coke’s Chapter on Magna Carta 29
Coke’s “Proeme” (that is, preface) to the second volume of
the Institutes made it clear that Magna Carta, the first of the
historic statutes discussed in that volume, was of supreme importance. Notably, Coke did not characterize Magna Carta as
the source of English rights. Rather, he described it as being
“for the most part declaratory of the principall grounds of the
fundamentall laws of England . . .”128 He also noted that it had
been “adjudged in parliament” that it “should be taken as the
common law,”129 and that if any statute were made contrary to
Magna Carta it would be “holden for none” (that is, void).130
Thus, although Magna Carta was not the complete English constitution, it certainly comprised a part of it.
Coke began his chapter on Magna Carta 29 by quoting that
text in Latin and translating it into English, as set out above.131
Coke then construed the language of that chapter phrase by
phrase. At the outset, he broadly defined the “freemen” who
enjoyed the protection of the chapter, and then described the

copy of Coke’s Second Institute, and he referred to that chapter in his 1761 argument.
See Quincy’s Reports 483 app. I. E. (titled “Otis’s Quotations from Coke on Magna Carta,
cap xxix”). John Adams invoked Coke’s discussion of Magna Carta 29 on several occasions. See infra note 369 and accompanying text. Likewise, Alexander Hamilton still
quoted from Coke’s chapter on Magna Carta 29 when he construed the meanings of “the
law of the land” and “due process of law” in 1787. See infra note 394 and accompanying
text. Coke’s chapter on Magna Carta 29 was reprinted or abstracted in a number of
other works available in framing-era America. See infra notes 249-58 and accompanying text.
128 2 COKE, supra note 13, at “A Proeme” (pages unnumbered). See also REID, supra
note 30, at 68-69 (noting that Magna Carta was regarded as “a statement of ancient
common-law privileges”).
129 2 id. at Proeme (pages unnumbered) (referring to the statute “25 E. 1.”).
130 2 id.
131 See supra text accompanying note 109.
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chapter as containing “nine several branches” (or topics) which
he proceeded to list.
The first of the nine branches Coke identified was the requirement that arrest and imprisonment be “per legem terrae”—
that is, according to “the law of the land,” or the law of England.
Coke identified this “branch” as being of the first importance:
1. That no man be taken or imprisoned, but per legem terrae,
that is, by the common law, statute law, or custome of England; for these words, per legem terrae, being towards the end
of this chapter, doe referre to all the precedent matters in this
chapter, and this hath the first place, because the liberty of a
mans person is more precious to him, then all the rest that follow, and therefore it is great reason, that he should by law be
relieved therein, if he be wronged, as hereafter shall be
shewed.132

After the initial listing and brief discussion of each of the
nine “branches,” Coke returned to a more detailed discussion of
each. Regarding the first branch, he wrote:
(3) Nullus liber homo capiatur, aut imprisonetur.] Attached
and arrested are comprehended herein.
1. No man shall be taken (that is) restrained of liberty, by petition, or suggestion to the king, or to his councell, unless it be
by indictment or presentment of good, and lawfull men, where
such deeds be done.133

Coke then had more to say about arrest in a subsequent
discussion of “Nisi per legem terrae”—“unless by the law of the
land”—a discussion in which he referred repeatedly to “due
process of law” as the requisite for a man’s being brought to answer (that is, held for trial) in a criminal prosecution:

2 COKE, supra note 13, at 45.
2 id. at 46-47. The Latin passage “Nullus liber homo capiatur, aut imprisonetur”
translates as “[n]o Freeman shall be taken, or imprisoned.” 2 id.
For present purposes, “attached” was a form of arrest. Technically, a person was
“attached” when he was “take[n] or apprehend[ed] by commandment of a writ or precept.” See, e.g., 1 GILES JACOB, A NEW LAW DICTIONARY 157 (First American ed., 1811).
132
133
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(8) Nisi per legem terrae.] But by the law of the land. For the
true sense and exposition of these words, see the statute of 37
E. 3. cap. 8 where the words, [“but] by the law of the land,[“]
are rendered [“]without due process of law,[“] for there it is
said, [just as] though it be contained in the great charter, that
no man be taken, imprisoned, or put out of his free-hold without process of the law; that is, by indictment or presentment of
good and lawfull men, where such deeds be done in due manner, or by writ original of the common law.
Without being brought in to answer but by due process of the
common law.
No man be put to answer without presentment before justices,
or thing of record, or by due proces, or by writ original, according to the old law of the land.134

As this passage makes clear, Coke did not treat “process” in
“due process” as a general term for “procedure”; rather he used
“process” in the more specific sense of a “writ original” or an
“indictment or presentment” by a grand jury—that is, as a term
for the written authority for a civil lawsuit for damages or a
criminal prosecution.135 (An “original writ” was required for a
134 2 COKE, supra note 13, at 50 (material within double brackets added). The Latin
passage “Nisi per legem terrae” means “but by the law of the land.” 2 id. I have inserted
several words and quotation marks to avoid a potential misreading of this text. Coke’s
passage “see the statute of 37 E. 3. cap. 8 where the words, by the law of the land, are
rendered without due process of law” is potentially confusing because it may initially
seem that Coke was distinguishing “law of the land” from “due process of law” insofar as
he used “by” the law of the land, but used “without” due process. Actually, however, 37
E. 3. cap. 8 simply substituted “due process of law” for “the law of the land.” Coke’s
passage is confusing only because he omitted to include the word “but” in “but by the law
of the land.” (See the quote of Magna Carta 29, supra note 109.) Thus, it appears that
what Coke actually meant was that “without due process of law” took the place of “but
by the law of the land.” Likewise, the passage “though it be contained in the great charter” would appear to mean “just as though” the words had appeared in the great charter
itself.
135 The reference to “writ original of the common law” refers to the “original writ”
that was used to confer jurisdiction on a court to try a civil “action” (lawsuit) for damages. See, e.g., 3 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES ON THE LAWS OF ENGLAND 11617 (1st ed. 1765). See also 3 id. (1st ed. 1768) at 270-78 (Chapter 18: “Of the PURSUIT of
REMEDIES by ACTION; and, first, of the ORIGINAL WRIT”).
It is important, when addressing the original understanding of the state declarations and Federal Bill of Rights, to use the editions of treatises that Americans actually
consulted during the framing era. The first printings of the four volumes (1765 to 1769)
of Blackstone’s Commentaries were reprinted in Philadelphia in 1771-1772, and were in
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civil action for damages, and—unlike modern practice—
defendants in such lawsuits were commonly arrested or “attached” to assure their appearance in court; thus, arrest was
important in both criminal and civil contexts.)136
There is a significant shift in the passage just quoted that
should be noted: although Coke initially described “law of the
land” to include “the common law, statute law, or custome of
England,” in this later passage he asserted that “the true sense”
of “by the law of the land” was “due process of law,” a term that
he then defined in terms of the process issued by the commonlaw courts. Thus, Coke rendered “due process of law” as a
somewhat narrower, more precise term than “law of the land”
and specifically linked “due process of law” to the requirement
that a felony prosecution be based on an indictment.137
Following this passage, Coke briefly discussed the invalidity of a former statute that had conflicted with the requirement
of indictment that was basic to “due process of law”138 and also
mentioned that the law of the land provided some (limited) prowide circulation in the colonies and early states. Hence, the American Framers were
most likely to consult that edition. Additionally, there would have been a question
whether changes Blackstone made in later editions to reflect English developments after
1776 would have been regarded as American law. For those reasons, the conventional
practice of citing the “star-paginated” editions of Blackstone’s Commentaries is usually
inappropriate if one is assessing framing-era American understandings. The “starpaginated” editions are based on the 1783 ninth London edition, the last to which Blackstone personally made changes or additions. However, no American printing that incorporated those changes was published until 1790, after the framing of the Federal Bill of
Rights.
For an example of a significant misuse of the wrong edition of Blackstone by the
Supreme Court, see Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 297-98 (discussing the Supreme
Court’s erroneous interpretation of the original meaning of the Speech and Debate
Clause).
136 See 3 BLACKSTONE (1st ed, 1768), supra note 135, at 279-92 (discussing arrest of
the defendant as an aspect of “Process” in civil lawsuits for damages).
137 Coke appears to have emphasized indictment in defining due process of law because he also treated indictment as a requisite for an arrest or search warrant. See
infra notes 188-92 and accompanying text. Thus, when he wrote that due process required indictment that also implicated an arrest standard. That may explain why, in
some passages on “due process,” he did not refer to arrest warrants, as such, but only to
indictments.
138 2 COKE, supra note 13, at 51 (stating that an act of parliament that had permitted
justices of the peace to try prosecutions on the basis of “a bare information for the king
before them made,” but in the absence of an indictment, violated “this fundamentall
law” and resulted in abuses, but was later “made voide, and repealed by parliament”).
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tections associated with examination upon interrogatories (although the fuller protection against self-accusation had not yet
developed when Coke wrote).139 Coke then returned to a more
extended discussion of the content of the “law of the land” as it
pertained to arrest and pretrial imprisonment.
As I explain below, Coke assumed that arrests would usually be by arrest warrant if an indictment had first been obtained (and that an indictment was usually required for the issuance of a warrant).140 However, Coke then turned his discussion to the standards for arrests “before” indictment:
Now here it is to be knowne, in what cases a man by the law of
the land, may be taken, arrested, attached, or imprisoned in
case of treason or felony, before presentment, indictment, &c.
Wherein it is to be understood, that process of law is two fold,
viz. By the kings writ, or by due proceeding, and warrant, either in deed, or in law without writ.141

This discussion of “process of law” for arrest is of crucial
importance, because it indicates that common-law authority for
warrantless arrests constituted a form of “process of law.” The
reference to an arrest “[b]y the kings writ” is most likely a reference to an arrest of the defendant at the commencement of a
civil lawsuit based on an “original writ”;142 however, the reference to arrest “by due proceeding, and warrant, either in deed,
or in law without writ” refers to criminal arrests. In this passage Coke used the term “warrant” as a synonym for “authority”: an arrest by a “warrant . . . in deed” (that is, by a formal,
written warrant) would be what we would call a warrant arrest,
while an arrest by “warrant . . . in law without writ” would be
what we now describe as a warrantless arrest.

139 The protection that Coke mentioned was for the person being examined to be
allowed to take time to respond, to do so in writing, and to have a copy of his response to
the interrogations. 2 id. at 51.
140 See infra notes 188-92 and accompanying text.
141 2 COKE, supra note 13, at 51.
142 See supra note 135.
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2. Coke’s Rendition of Warrantless Arrest Standards
Coke then made a number of statements about justifications for warrantless arrests. He first stated:
As first, where there is any witnesse against the offendor, he
may be taken and arrested by lawfull warrant, and committed
to prison.143

To the modern eye, this statement about arrest “by lawfull
warrant” may appear to discuss an arrest by a judicial warrant,
but that is not what Coke meant, or what eighteenth-century
readers would have understood him to mean. As I explain below, Coke took the view in the fourth volume of the Institutes
that an arrest warrant usually could be issued only after indictment,144 but this statement appears in Coke’s discussion of
“[in] what cases a man by the law of the land, may be taken,
arrested, attached, or imprisoned in case of treason or felony,
before presentment, indictment, &c.”145 Thus, the arrest by “lawfull warrant” in this statement referred to an arrest by “warrant
in law without writ”—that is, a warrantless arrest.
Moreover, this passage appears to state the basic commonlaw ex post standard that a felony (or treason) arrest was lawful
if the person was subsequently convicted of the felony for which
the arrest was made, and the corollary that a person who actually witnessed commission of a felony could make a lawful warrantless arrest.146 Note that it refers to the arrest of “the offendor” rather than of the accused, and also refers to there being a
“witnesse” to the crime. This statement appears to use “witnesse” in the legal sense of a person who testifies, under oath, to
2 COKE, supra note 13, at 51.
See infra note 189 and accompanying text. Although Coke conceded that the issuance of felony arrest warrants had been relaxed somewhat by the mid sixteenth-century
Marian statutes, he still took the position that a pre-indictment warrant could authorize
a constable only to keep the peace while the complainant made the actual arrest—thus
the warrant did not justify the arrest itself. See infra notes 190-91 and accompanying
text.
145 See passage quoted supra text accompanying note 141 (emphasis added).
146 See infra note 223 (entries 1 and 2). See also Davies, supra note 2, at 631 n.223.
Note that this ex post justification did not excuse a warrantless arrest for a misdemeanor, but only for a felony. Id. at 630, n.222.
143
144
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direct knowledge of the “offendor[’s]” guilt.147 Moreover, because
criminal trials offered little in the way of protections for a defendant in Coke’s time, if there was a direct witness against a
defendant it was highly likely that he would be convicted.148
The more difficult issue at common law was whether a warrantless arrest of a person who was later not prosecuted or acquitted could be justified—that is, whether a mistaken arrest
was excusable rather than being an actionable trespass. Coke
began his discussion of this topic by stating the following:
When treason and felony is committed, and the common fame
and voice is, that A. is guilty, it is lawfull for any man, that
suspects him, to apprehend him.149

Three aspects of this statement are significant.
First, this justification applies only to arrests for treason or
felony, but not for lesser offenses. That was an important limitation on warrantless arrests because the category of felonies
was narrower than it is today.150
Second, this justification requires that treason or felony
have been committed in fact—that is, a warrantless arrest could
be lawful only if a felony “is committed” (not just probably committed).151 This requisite for a lawful warrantless felony arrest
was also routinely reiterated in the framing-era treatises.152
The implicit conception seems to have been that authority for an
arrest arose from the fact that a treason or a felony had been
147 See, e.g., Davies, Hearsay, supra note 3, at 396, 407 (quoting statements by Serjeant William Hawkins and Chief Baron Geoffrey Gilbert).
148 In Coke’s time, in criminal trials, defendants were not entitled to counsel, the
principle that witnesses against the defendant had to testify in person and be subject to
cross-examination had not solidified, the defendant was not permitted to be a witness
and testify under oath in his own behalf, and witnesses for the defendant were not permitted to testify under oath.
149 2 COKE, supra note 13, at 51. After this statement, Coke also quoted Bracton’s
earlier statement that “[t]he rumour which begets a suspicion ought to arise from good
and serious men, not men of ill will and slanderers, but careful and trustworthy persons,
and it must not be only on one occasion, but frequently that complaint arises and bad
reputation is manifested.” 2 id. (translated from the Latin in 2 SELECTED WRITINGS OF
EDWARD COKE 861 n.77 (Steve Sheppard ed. 2003) [hereinafter COKE’S WRITINGS]).
150 See, e.g., Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 283-84 (noting, for example, that neither
attempted murder nor kidnapping was a felony at common law).
151 See Davies, supra note 2, at 632-33.
152 See infra notes 222, 239, 257 and accompanying text.
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committed; hence, if there had not been an actual crime, a warrantless arrest could not be lawful.153
Third, this justification meant that a lawful warrantless arrest could be made only by a man who personally “suspect[ed]”
the arrestee of the committed felony (that is, person A could not
arrest another person on the basis of person B’s suspicion). This
requisite for a lawful warrantless arrest was also routinely reiterated in the framing-era treatises. Although it may sound
metaphysical, it carried the significant practical implication
that the person who initiated the arrest had to be prepared to
present proof of the defendant’s guilt. Thus, a peace officer
could not justify a warrantless arrest he initiated simply by reference to someone else’s personal “suspicion.”154
Coke then added an even more detailed discussion of the
basic common-law rule for a lawful warrantless felony arrest:
If treason or felony be done, and hath just cause of suspicion,
this is a good cause, and warrant in law, for him to arrest any
man, but he must shew in certainty the cause of his suspicion:
and whether the suspicion be just, or lawfull, shall be determined by the justices in an action of false imprisonment
brought by the party grieved, or upon a habeas corpus. &c.155

This passage again sets out the requirements (1) that the
felony or treason (not just a misdemeanor) (2) “be done”—that
is, actually committed—and (3) that the arresting person must
act on “his [own] suspicion.” Moreover, the arresting person’s
suspicion must be “just” and he must be able to show it “in certainty”—that is, the grounds for suspecting a particular person
must be strong. Additionally, the validity of a warrantless arrest can be tested by habeas corpus prior to trial, and if the requisites of a valid arrest were not met, an acquitted arrestee was

153 See also 2 COKE, supra note 13, 590 (stating with regard to imprisonment that it
was not a crime for a person to escape from prison if no arrest warrant had been issued
and no felony had actually been committed).
154 See also infra text accompanying note 224.
155 2 COKE, supra note 13, at 52. A mark appears in the margin of this passage in
James Otis’s personal copy of Coke’s Second Institute. See Quincy’s Reports 483.
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entitled to bring an “action,” a civil lawsuit for damages, against
the person who arrested him.156
Coke next addressed several specific situations which, in effect, amounted to alterations or exceptions to the stringent
standards that usually applied to a warrantless felony arrest.
For example, Coke noted that if a person who is suspected of
felony “fleeth, or hideth himselfe, it is a good cause to arrest
him.”157
Coke also noted that an arrest could be made without warrant under the “hue and cry,” but, again, only when “[a] felony
is done”:
A felony is done, and one is pursued upon hue and cry, that is
not of ill fame, suspicious, unknown, nor indicted; he may be
by warrant in law [that is, without written warrant], attached
and imprisoned by the law of the land.158

This statement indicated that when the victim of a robbery
or other felony raised the “hue and cry”—that is, cried out that a
felony was committed—anyone in fresh pursuit of the person
the victim identified or described could arrest that person and
the arrest was valid provided only that “[a] felony is done.”159
Note that this was an exception to the usual requirement that
the arresting person personally suspect the arrestee of the felony. The obvious reason for this exception, as well as for the
“hue and cry” procedure itself, was the need to arrest a felon
promptly, lest he escape.160
156 The term “action” was a term of art that referred to a civil lawsuit for damages.
See supra note 135.
157 2 COKE, supra note 13, at 52.
158 2 id. at 52. Coke also stated, in a slightly earlier passage on warrantless arrest
authority: “So it is of hue and cry, and that is by the statue of Winchester, which is but
an affirmance of the common law . . . .” 2 id.
159 Later commentators clarified that in a hue and cry arrest persons who acted in
response to the “hue and cry” were not liable for trespass even if there had been no felony. See, e.g., 2 RICHARD BURN, JUSTICE OF THE PEACE AND PARISH OFFICER 438 (1770
edition). This leading four-volume justice of the peace manual was first published in
1755 and republished in numerous later editions during the eighteenth century. See 1
MAXWELL, supra note 13, at 225-26. All cites to this work in this article are to the 1770
edition unless otherwise noted.
160 Initially the “hue and cry” statute actually imposed an obligation on those persons
who were residents of a locale in which a felony occurred to catch and turn over the
person who committed the felony; if the felon was not arrested, the residents were sub-
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Another exception to the usual rule for warrantless arrest
applied to night watchmen in towns: “A watchman may arrest a
night walker by a warrant in law.”161 This rule was set out in
an early English statute that provided that towns should have a
night watch and that persons found wandering at night were to
be detained until they could be examined by a justice of the
peace the next morning. In effect, being out after dark in town
was so suspicious that it was grounds for a temporary arrest to
determine if any felony had been committed in the night.162 Notably, Coke described the earlier statute that authorized this
detention as being “in affirmation of the common law.”163
Another passage permitted a warrantless arrest of the confederate of a known thief:
If a man keep the company of a notorious thiefe; whereby he is
suspected, &c. it is a good cause, and a warrant in law to arrest him.164

At first blush, this may seem to allow a warrantless arrest
merely because the arrestee had kept bad company, but I think
a framing-era reader would have understood that there was
more to it. To begin with, theft was a felony. Additionally, the
ampersand in “whereby he is suspected, &c.” is pregnant with
implied meaning. Ampersands appear in historic texts where
the rest of the meaning was thought to be too obvious to require
the expenditure of ink. I think the “&c.” connotes the usual requirement that a theft (a felony) had been “done” for which the
“notorious thiefe” was a suspect. Thus, a confederate of the “notorious theife” would also be a suspect in the theft that had been
committed.165
The distinction between felonies and lesser offenses was an
important factor in common-law arrests because common law
ject to fine. Notably, “hue and cry” was described as “the old common law process after
felons.” 2 BURN, supra note 159, at 434, 435 (emphasis added) (entry for “hue and cry”).
161 2 COKE, supra note 13, at 52.
162 See, e.g., Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 328-29.
163 2 COKE, supra note 13, at 51.
164 2 id. at 52.
165 A late eighteenth-century treatise interpreted this passage along the same lines I
have. See infra note 257.
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permitted warrantless arrests on the basis of “necessity.”166
Even mistaken warrantless arrests were permitted for felonies
because the potential punishment for a felony (usually death)
was so severe that a person who had committed a felony had a
strong motivation to flee the vicinity, and if they were successful
in leaving the vicinity it was unlikely they would be caught.
Thus, in the case of felony, provision had to be made for immediate arrest.
In contrast, the punishment for a misdemeanor was less severe, so there was less likelihood that a misdemeanant would
flee the vicinity. Hence, because there was no necessity for an
immediate arrest, warrantless misdemeanor arrests were usually restricted to situations in which an ongoing offense amounting to a breach of the peace was being committed in the presence of the arresting person.167 Thus, in keeping with the general common-law principle that no arrest authority existed
unless it was affirmatively recognized in the law, Coke indirectly invoked the usual rule that a misdemeanor arrest required a judicial warrant by identifying the specific situations in
which a warrantless misdemeanor arrest was permitted. One
such exception involved a specific rule regarding a “dangerous
wounding”:
If a man woundeth another dangerously, any man may arrest
him by a warrant in law [that is, without a written warrant],
until it may be known, whether the party wounded shall die
thereof, or no.168

This passage implicitly rests on the different rules for felony or misdemeanor arrests. If there was only a wounding, but
not an actual homicide—that is, what we would term an aggravated assault or an attempted murder—that would not have

See Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 319-26.
See id. at 321-26. It does not appear that Coke objected to a justice of the peace
issuing a pre-indictment arrest warrant for a misdemeanor, because he seems to have
taken it as a given that a misdemeanor arrest warrant would not justify “breaking” a
house to make an arrest. See infra notes 188, 192.
168 2 COKE, supra note 13, at 52. An arrest by “warrant in law” was a warrantless
arrest. See supra text accompanying notes 141-42.
166
167
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constituted a felony at common law;169 hence, a lawful arrest
could be made only pursuant to a judicial arrest warrant. However, because murder and voluntary manslaughter were felonies, if the wounded person died a warrantless arrest would be
lawful.170 The difficulty, in the immediate aftermath of an attack, was determining whether the victim would die. Thus, the
common law provided a specific rule for a “dangerous wounding”
that permitted at least a temporary warrantless arrest to determine whether or not there was a felony.171
The other rule that Coke mentioned regarding non-felony
warrantless arrests pertained to an “affray” that constituted a
“breach of the peace”—that is, a fight that occurred in public
sight or hearing:
If an affray be made to the breach of the kings peace, any man
may by a warrant in law [that is, without a written warrant],
restrain any of the offenders, to the end the kings peace may
be kept, but after the affray ended, they cannot be arrested
without an expresse [that is, written] warrant.172

This passage implicitly rests on the basic common-law rule
that a warrantless arrest for a crime less than a felony could be
made only if (1) the crime amounted to a “breach of the peace”
(that is, an offense that would put the public in fear of disorder173) and (2) the arrest was made during the commission of
the breach by a person who personally witnessed the offense
being committed.174 As long as a breach of the peace was ongoing, there was an immediate need to restore order; however,
that need ended when the affray ended. Thus, a warrantless
169
170

cide).

See supra note 150 (noting that attempted felonies were only misdemeanors).
See 4 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1769), supra note 135, at 176-204 (discussing homi-

171 The dangerous wounding rule is an example of an exception to the usual rule
based on “necessity.” See id. at 320-21.
172 2 COKE, supra note 13, at 52. In this passage an arrest by “a warrant in law”
refers to what we call a warrantless arrest, while an arrest by “an expresse warrant”
would be a warrant arrest. See supra notes 141-42 and accompanying text.
173 See Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 284-87.
174 See id. at 323-24.
This prohibition against warrantless misdemeanor arrests
except when the offense was committed in the officer’s presence was still a basic tenet of
arrest law during the framing era and even as late as the Supreme Court’s analysis in
the 1925 ruling in Carroll v. United States, 267 U.S. 132. See infra note 223.
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arrest could not be made after a breach of the peace had ended;
in that instance, a judicial warrant was required.175
Taken together, Coke’s statements actually constituted a
fairly complete, if sometimes cryptic, summary of the commonlaw justifications for felony and less-than-felony warrantless
arrests. Moreover, as I discuss below, these same rules were
still repeated with virtually no change of substance in the
criminal procedure treatises and manuals used in framing-era
America. Thus, these passages in Coke’s explication of Magna
Carta 29 effectively rooted the common-law doctrines that governed warrantless arrest during the framing era in Magna
Carta’s “law of the land” guarantee.
Following these passages on warrantless arrest, Coke addressed commitment of an arrestee to prison to await trial. In
that context, Coke wrote that the principle that “no man can be
taken, arrested, attached, or imprisoned but by due processe of
law” also meant that certain requisites had to be met in committing an arrestee to prison to await trial. In particular, “due
processe of law” meant that the offense for which a person was
committed to await trial had to be specified so that the lawfulness of the arrest could be tested in a habeas corpus proceeding.176
Coke then concluded the discussion of arrest and imprisonment in his chapter on Magna Carta 29 with a discussion of
the writ of habeas corpus as a remedy for unlawful arrest and
imprisonment, and set out forms for writs of habeas corpus.177
In the course of this latter discussion, he revisited the most basic principle of arrest and imprisonment that had been addressed in the Petition of Right—that an arrest had to be based
on a charge of a specific and recognized crime. Indeed, he
rooted that principle in the Biblical account of the trial of the
Apostle Paul:

See Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 324 n.253.
2 COKE, supra note 13, at 52 (citing the Marian committal statutes and stating
that a warrant or mittimus of commitment to jail to await trial must be in writing, state
the cause for the imprisonment, and have a “lawful conclusion” that the person be held
until “delivered by law”).
177 2 id. at 52-53.
175
176
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By these writs [of habeas corpus] it manifestly appeareth, that
no man ought to be imprisoned, but for some certain cause:
and these words, ad subjiciend. et recipiend. &c. [appearing in
the forms for writs of habeas corpus] prove that cause must be
shewed: for otherwise how can the court [hearing the habeas
corpus proceeding] take order therein according to law?
And this doth agree with that which is said in the holy history,
[It seems to me without reason to put a convicted person in
prison and not to signify the causes thereof.]. But since we
wrote these things, and passed over to many other acts of parliament; see now the petition of right, [1628], resolved in full
parliament by the king, the lords spirituall, and temporall, and
the commons, which hath made an end of this question, if any
were.178

Thus, Coke construed the Petition of Right as a reiteration
of the principles of Magna Carta 29 and treated both of those
documents as demanding compliance with common-law arrest
standards. In a later passage, Coke also reiterated, “[n]o man to
be arrested, or imprisoned contrary to the forme of the great
charter.”179
3. Coke’s Discussion of Search and Arrest Warrants
Although Coke wrote little about written arrest or search
warrants (“warrants in deed”) in his chapter on Magna Carta 29
itself, he discussed that topic in more detail in the fourth volume of his Institutes in the chapter on the authority of a justice
of the peace—the judicial officer who typically issued such war-

178 2 id. at 53 (citing “Act Apost. Ca. 25. ver. ult.”). The Latin passage translated in
the brackets was: “Sine ratione mihi videtur, mittere vinctum in carcerem, et causas ejus
non significare.” The translation in the brackets is from 2 COKE’S WRITINGS, supra note
149, at 864 n.95. The Book of Acts attributed this statement to the Roman Governor
Festus during the trial of the Apostle Paul. Blackstone later paraphrased the same
passage when he noted that Coke had asserted, “like Festus the Roman governor; that it
is unreasonable to send a prisoner, and not to signify withal the crimes alleged against
him.” 1 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1765), supra note 135, at 133.
Coke also asserted that arrests without charge were “against reason” during the
debate in the House of Commons preceding the adoption of the Petition of Right. See
Davies, supra note 2, at 688-89 n.397.
179 2 COKE, supra note 13, at 54.
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rants.180 Because that office comprised the most numerous judicial office in America as well as in England, it is likely that
Americans were also familiar with this chapter.
Three aspects of Coke’s discussion of warrants are particularly noteworthy. First, Coke again tied the standards for warrants, and the rules regarding when warrants were required, to
Magna Carta 29 when he stated, “for [a] justice[] of peace to
make warrants upon surmises, for breaking the houses of any
subjects to search for felons, or stol[e]n goods, is against Magna
Carta.”181 In particular, Coke called attention to the language
in Magna Carta 29, “Nec super eum ibimus, nec super eum mittemus, nisi per legale judicum parium suorum, vel per legem
terrae” [“nor will we not pass upon him, nor condemn him, but
by the lawful judgment of his peers, or by the law of the
land”].182 (The phrase that Coke translated as “nor will we not
pass upon him” is sometimes translated as “nor will we go upon
him.”183)
Second, Coke indicated that only a judicial arrest warrant
for felony or a search warrant for “stol[e]n goods” (also a felony)
could justify “breaking” a house (that is, entering except by an
already open door), but stated that a writ for a civil lawsuit for
debt or trespass could not justify “the sherif or any other” to
break a house.184 (Coke also set out this rule in his report of
Semayne’s Case.185) The only exception Coke noted to this warrant requirement was that a house could be broken when an
officer was in fresh pursuit of a felon under “hue and cry”—if,
that is, the occupants refused to allow entry.186 These passages

4 id. at 176-77 (discussing authority of justices of the peace to issue warrants).
4 id. at 177 (citing “Mag. Cart. c. 29” in the margin).
182 4 id.
183 See, e.g., SOURCES, supra note 104, at 17 (translating the “law of the land” chapter of Magna Carta, but referring to it as chapter 39 rather than 29; see supra note 108
and accompanying text).
184 4 COKE, supra note 13, at 177.
185 5 Coke. Rep. 91a, 77 Eng. Rep. 194 (K.B. 1604); see also Davies, supra note 2, at
643 n.264.
186 4 COKE, supra note 13, at 177 (“upon hue and cry of one that is slain or wounded,
so as he is in danger of death, or robbed, the kings officer that pursueth may (if denyall
be made [to open the door]) break a house to apprehend the delinquent”). It should be
noted that the common-law knock and announce rule was not as flexible as the purport180
181
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invoked the importance the common law assigned to the security of the house—what James Otis would later call “[t]he Privilege of House” during the 1761 arguments in the Boston Writs of
Assistance Case.187 Thus, Coke effectively presented the requirement of a warrant to justify breaking a house as a component of “the law of the land” in Magna Carta 29.
The third aspect of Coke’s discussion is that he took a very
restrictive view of when justices of the peace could issue felony
arrest or search warrants. In particular, he asserted that a justice of the peace was not authorized to issue a search warrant
for “stol[e]n goods” unless the accused person had already been
indicted, because it was not the place of a justice of the peace to
issue a warrant upon mere “surmises” or “suggestions.”188
Along the same lines, Coke asserted that justices of the
peace had not been empowered at common law to issue felony
arrest warrants before indictment,189 but he recognized that the
edly originalist rule announced in Wilson v. Arkansas, 514 U.S. 927, 932-33 (1995). See
Davies, supra note 2, at 742 n.561.
187 See 2 LEGAL PAPERS OF JOHN ADAMS, supra note 50, at 125-26 (reprinting Adams’s notes of the arguments in the 1761 Writs of Assistance Case). See also Davies,
supra note 2, at 642-50 (discussing historical sources indicating that the privilege of the
house at common law effectively made a felony warrant a requirement for a house
search).
188 For example, Coke wrote:
One or more justice or justices of peace cannot make a warrant upon a bare
surmise to break any mans house to search for a felon, or for stoln goods, for
they being created by act of parliament have no such authority granted unto
them by any act of parliament: and it should be full of inconvenience, that it
should be in the power of any justice of peace being a judge of record upon a
bare suggestion to break the house of any person of what state, quality, or degree soever, and at what time soever, either in the day or night upon such
surmises. But if the party suspected be indicted, then the sherif by force of the
kings writ may demand the party indicted to be delivered; and that not done,
he may break open the house, &c. and apprehend the felon, for that the kings
writ is a Non omittas propter aliquam libertatem [that is, that the thing commanded is not to be omitted] . . . And yet it is to be understood, that if one be
indicted of felony, the sherif may by processe thereupon after denyall made,
&c. break the house for his apprehension.
4 COKE, supra note 13, at 176-77.
189 Coke stated that prior to the Marian statutes (which were enacted in the midsixteenth century during the reign of Mary Tudor):
this warrant to take a felon should be in the nature of a capias for felony,
which cannot be granted before indictment, nor after indictment, but in open
court. And this is the reason wherefore justices of peace before indictment
could not have let any charged with felony or suspition [of felony] to bail, or
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Marian committal and bail statutes, enacted in the midsixteenth century, had altered that practice.190 Even so, Coke
took a narrow view of the nature of the pre-indictment arrest
warrants that could be issued even under Marian practice; specifically, he described the warrant that could be issued regarding a felony arrest as a command to a constable to keep the
peace while the complainant actually made the arrest, rather
than as a command to the constable to make the arrest.191 Similarly, Coke insisted that only a post-indictment felony arrest
warrant, but not a pre-indictment warrant, could justify breaking a house.192

mainprise, because justices of peace are judges of record, and ought to proceed
upon record, and not upon surmises.
4 id. at 177. A capias is a form of arrest warrant.
190 For a brief description of the Marian committal statutes and procedure, see Davies, Crawford, supra note 19, at 127-29.
191 Coke conceded that the Marian statutes had changed that rule by writing, “[s]ed
distinguenda sunt tempora, et concordabis leges; for since the [enactment of the Marian
statutes] . . . “ 4 COKE, supra note 13, at 177. The Latin translates as “but times (or
circumstances) must be distinguished, and the laws brought into agreement.” Thus,
Coke seems to have acknowledged a statutory alteration of the earlier common law
regarding arrest warrants:
since the statutes of 1 & 2 Ph. & Mar. cap. 13. and 2 & 3 Ph. & Mar. cap. 10
(the words whereof be, that the said justices, or one of them being of the quorum, when any such prisoner is brought before them for any manslaughter, or
felony, shall take examination, &c.) if any person be charged with any manner
of felony or suspition of felony, and feareth that the kings peace may be broken
in apprehending of him, the said justice may make a warrant to the constable
of the town to see the kings peace kept in the apprehending and bringing of
the party charged with or suspected of the felony before him, and the party
that giveth the information of his knowledge or suspition to be present and arrest the delinquent; and in this manner it is implied and intended by the said
[Marian] statutes for the prisoner to be brought before them : and this (as we
take it) agreeth with the common use and observance ever since those statutes. And this agreeth also with the said book in 14 H. 8. that a justice of
peace may make his warrant for the salvation of the peace, meaning to assist
the party that knoweth or hath suspition of the felony. But in this case neither the constable, nor any other can break open any house for the apprehension of the party suspected or charged with the felony, for it is in law the arrest of the party that hath the knowledge or suspition, who cannot break open
any house: but if the door of the house be open, he may enter into the same,
and arrest the party.
4 id. at 177-78 (footnotes omitted).
192 However, even after recognizing that the Marian statutes had brought about a
change, Coke still wrote:
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Coke based his view of the limited authority for a justice of
the peace to issue warrants on three points. First, Coke asserted that the statutes that created the office of justice of the
peace had not conferred such authority.193 Second, he asserted
that a justice of the peace constituted a court of record and thus
could not act on mere “surmises” or “suggestions” (an indictment constituted a “record,” but testimony by a complainant
seeking an arrest or search warrant did not); thus, a justice of
the peace lacked authority to issue a warrant until presented
with an indictment.194 Third, Coke based his restrictive view of
warrants on the basic rule that arrests could be made only by a
person who personally had knowledge of the crime and “suspected” the arrestee; thus although a justice of the peace could
arrest on the basis of his own personal knowledge of a crime, he
could not issue a warrant on the basis of another person’s allegations because that did not constitute his own “suspition.”195
Of course, it seems likely that Coke’s very restrictive approach to warrants reflected a continuing concern with the sort
of abusive arrests that had prompted the Petition of Right. It
appears that the arrests that had been at issue at that time had
typically been made under some kind of royal “writ” or warrant.
Hence, Coke took some pains to restrict arrest warrants.196
a justice of peace may make his warrant for the salvation of the peace, meaning to assist the party that knoweth or hath suspition of the felony. But in
this case neither the constable, nor any other can break open any house for the
apprehension of the party suspected or charged with the felony, for it is in the
law the arrest of the party that hath the knowledge or suspition, who cannot
break open any house : but if the door of the house be open, he may enter into
the same, and arrest the party.
4 id. at 177-78 (footnotes omitted).
193 4 id. at 176-77.
194 4 id. at 177 (stating that “justices of peace are judges of record, and ought to proceed upon record, and not upon surmises”).
195 4 id. at 176 (stating that “the justice himself cannot arrest one for felony, unlesse
he himself suspect him, (as any other may) and by the same reason he cannot make a
warrant to another”).
196 It may be significant that Coke pointed out that warrants could be used against
the gentry as well as against the poor:
For though commonly the houses or cottages of poore and base people be by
such warrants searched, &c. yet if it be lawfull, the houses of any subject, be
he never so great, may be searched, &c. by such warrant upon bare surmises.
4 id. at 178.
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(However, as I discuss below, Coke’s narrow view of the authority of justices of the peace to issue arrest and search warrants
was later rejected, in part, because later commentators viewed
the oath of the complaint as being sufficient to bestow “suspicion” on the justice who heard the oath of the complainant.197)
4. Summary of Coke’s Rendition of Arrest Authority
In summary, passages in Coke’s Institutes described the
common-law standards for warrantless felony arrests, the general rule that a warrant was usually required for less-thanfelony arrests, and the principle that warrants were usually required to “break” a house in the case of felony (and that houses
could not be broken for less-than-felony offences). Moreover,
Coke had portrayed those common-law rules as being part of the
content of Magna Carta 29’s command that no freeman be
“taken” or “imprisoned” except by “the law of the land” or “due
processe of law.”198
However, it is important to note that Coke had not actually
treated “law of the land” and “due process of law” as complete
synonyms. Rather, Coke used the latter term as a more specific
term of art that referred primarily to the requirement of grand
jury indictment, but that also included “process of law” in the
form of arrest warrants and even included arrest authority by
“warrant in law without writ”—that is, authority for warrantless arrest.199 Thus, “due process of law” had a more focused meaning than “the law of the land.”
5. What Coke Did Not Treat as
“Due Process of Law”—Trial Procedure
It is also important to recognize what Coke did not discuss
under the labels of “the law of the land” or, particularly, “due
See infra text accompanying note 229.
See, e.g., 2 COKE, supra note 13, at 187 (stating that “regularly no man ought to
be attached by his body, but either by proces of law that is, (as hath beene said) by the
kings writs, or by indictment, or lawfull warrant, as by many acts of parliament is manifestly enacted and declared, which are but expositions of Magna Charta”).
199 See supra notes 141-42 and accompanying text (including “warrant in law without
writ” as a form of “process of law”).
197
198
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process of law.” Most notably, he did not apply the term “due
process of law” to criminal trial procedure. In common-law legal
terminology, trial procedure was typically referred to as “course
of law,”200 not as “process.” The term “process” was usually reserved for various forms of written authority such as writs, warrants, or indictments. Coke’s discussion adhered to that specific
understanding of “process”—in fact, he wrote very little about
ordinary criminal jury trial procedure in his rendition of the
“law of the land” chapter of Magna Carta.
Magna Carta 29 had stated that no person was to be arrested or punished “but by lawful judgment of his peers, or by
the law of the land,”201 and later commentators would treat the
“lawful judgment of his peers” as though it were a reference to a
trial by a jury of one’s equals.202 However, that is not how Coke
used that term. Rather, he treated the “lawful judgment of his
peers” to refer, literally, to right of the “peers” of the realm (that
is, nobles) to be tried in the court of the king’s steward rather

200 Common-law authorities routinely referred to the requirement of conformity with
court and trial procedure as “due course of law,” rather than “due process of law.” For
example, the mittimus forms (that is, the forms for a warrant committing a person to
jail to await trial) typically ordered the jailer to hold the arrestee until he was delivered
by “due course of law” or sometimes “due order of law.” For examples, see Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 395 n.521. The phrase “due course of law” also appears in discussions of trial verdicts.
This usage of “course” as opposed to “process” is also evident in several of the
American provisions discussed below. For example, the 1776 Maryland Declaration of
Rights stated that the inhabitants of that state were “entitled to the common law of
England, and the trial by jury, according to the course of that law.” See 4 STATE
CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 372 (art. III) (emphasis added). Similarly, the 1777
New York Constitution provided that any new courts were to be “such as shall proceed
according to the course of the common law.” See 7 id. at 179 (art. XLI) (emphasis
added). Although the 1787 New York Bill of Rights used “due Process of Law” in the
criminal procedure provision that addressed arrests (that is, a person being “taken”), see
infra text accompanying note 396, it shifted to “due Course of Law” when it referred to
the requisites for a valid conviction, see infra text accompanying note 399 (emphasis
added). Additionally, the 1787 Northwest Ordinance guaranteed that citizens of that
territory would enjoy “judicial proceedings according to the course of the common law” as
well as the protections of the “law of the land.” See infra note 474 (emphasis added).
201 See supra text accompanying note 109 (emphasis added).
202 For example, in 1765, Blackstone construed the “lawful judgment of his peers” to
be equivalent to “the lawful judgment of his equals.” See the passage quoted infra note
214.
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than “by an ordinary jury of twelve men,” and discussed the levels of nobility that were entitled to be treated as peers.203
Thus, Coke treated the “or” between “the lawful judgment
of his peers or the law of the land” in Magna Carta 29 as a disjunctive that distinguished between different aspects of criminal
procedure. In particular, Coke never used the term “due process” at all in discussing the trial rights of nobles denoted under
“the lawful judgment of his peers,” and used “law of the land” in
that discussion only once, saying that “[i]f a noble man be indicted, and cannot be found, proces of outlawrie shall be
awarded against him per legem terrae [by the law of the land] . .
. but he shall be tried per judicium parium suorum [by the
judgment of his peers], when he appeares and pleads to issue.”204 Even in that passage, “law of the land” pertains to the
pretrial process of outlawry, not to trial proceedings, as such.205
Additionally, Coke had little or nothing to say about a variety of the other criminal procedure rights that would later be
included in the American declarations of rights. He wrote little
about a right against self-accusation or about a prohibition
against double-jeopardy. The reason is that those rights were
developed by English judges largely after Coke’s time.
The struggle against royal abuses of criminal justice powers
did not end with the Petition of Right of 1628. Like his predecessors, Charles I ignored the guarantees in the Petition, and
his officers then used other abusive criminal procedures against

203 2 COKE, supra note 13, at 48-50.
Coke discussed “by lawful judgment of his
peers” under two headings. Under the heading “(6) Per judicium parium suorum,” Coke
discussed the general right of peers to be tried in the court of the king’s steward, but
noted exceptions; for example, in instances when an appeal (a private prosecution,
rather than a prosecution in the king’s name) was brought against a peer, the peer was
subject to an ordinary criminal trial. 2 id. at 48-49. Under the heading “(7) Per legale
judicium,” Coke discussed various aspects of procedure in the court of the king’s steward. 2 id. at 49.
204 2 id. at 49.
205 Remarkably, post-framing commentators such as Justice Story would later treat
“due process of law” as though that term merely referred to the right to jury trial. See
infra notes 563-64 and accompanying text. However, that was such a complete distortion of Coke’s explication that it is difficult to see how anyone who actually read Coke
could have come to that conclusion. The phrase “judgment of his peers” was treated as a
reference to jury trials during the eighteenth century, but that was not the case with
“due process of law.”
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his political opponents.206 For example, they used the “oath ex
officio” in the prerogative Court of Star Chamber and in the ecclesiastical Court of High Commission to trap political opponents into making heretical or seditious statements that could
be used as a basis for a criminal prosecution.207 Parliament responded to that and related abuses by abolishing the Courts of
Star Chamber and High Commission in 1641.208 Subsequently,
however, there were further deprivations of criminal procedure
rights during the English Civil War and Cromwellian Commonwealth. Likewise, after the Stuart monarchy was restored
in 1660, Charles II and James II again engaged in arbitrary imprisonments and a variety of stratagems to blunt the remedy of
habeas corpus. For example, they took to keeping prisoners on
Channel Islands that were not technically part of England and
thus were beyond the writs of habeas corpus issued by the
common-law courts at Westminster.209 Parliament responded
by strengthening the habeas corpus remedy in the Habeas Corpus Act of 1679,210 and—following the Glorious Revolution of
1688 that deposed the Stuarts and installed William and
Mary—further strengthened that remedy by including a protection against excessive bail in the English Bill of Rights of
1689211 (a provision that would later be copied in a number of
American state declarations of rights as well as in the Federal
Eighth Amendment212), and Parliament also included further
reforms of habeas corpus in the Treason Act of 1696 (which also
made reforms regarding the law and evidence of treason that
were later incorporated in the Treason Clause in Article III of
the Constitution).213
There is no doubt that the American Framers were conversant with this entire line of abuses and reforms, starting with
the invocation of Magna Carta 29 in the Petition of Right.
Those abuses and reforms constituted the Whig canon and were
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213

See, e.g., SOURCES, supra note 104, at 70, 130-31.
Id. at 132-33.
Id. at 125-42.
Id. at 193 & n.20.
Id. at 189-203.
Id. at 235-36, 247 (sec. 10); see generally id. at 222-50.
See infra notes 296-97, 455, and accompanying text.
See SOURCES, supra note 104, at 240-41.
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described by numerous later commentators. For example,
Blackstone discussed the full sequence of those constitutional
reforms in his discussion of the absolute right, inherent in every
Englishman, to personal liberty.214
Moreover, after the Glorious Revolution of 1688, the
Cokean claim of immemorial rights was reinforced by Lockean
social contract theory under which each individual gave up
natural liberty only to the extent “necessary” for mutual security. The American Framer James Wilson expressed that understanding in his 1790-1791 law lectures:

214

See 1 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1765), supra note 135, at 130-31 (footnotes omitted):
This personal liberty consists in the power of loco-motion, of changing situation, or removing one’s person to whatsoever place one’s own inclination may
direct; without imprisonment or restraint, unless by due course of law. Concerning which we may [observe] that it is a right strictly natural; that the laws
of England have never abridged it without sufficient cause; and, that in this
kingdom it cannot ever be abridged at the mere discretion of the magistrate,
without the explicit permission of the laws. Here again the language of the
great charter [i.e., Magna Carta] is, that no freeman shall be taken or imprisoned, but by the lawful judgment of his equals, or by the law of the land. And
many subsequent old statutes expressly direct, that no man shall be taken or
imprisoned by suggestion or petition to the king, or his council, unless it be by
legal indictment, or the process of the common law. By the petition of right, 3
Car. I, it is enacted, that no freeman shall be imprisoned or detained without
cause shewn, to which he may make answer according to law. By 16 Car. I c.
10. if any person be restrained of his liberty by order or decree of any illegal
court, or by command of the king’s majesty in person, or by warrant of the
council board, or of any of the privy council; he shall, upon demand of his
counsel, have a writ of habeas corpus, to bring his body before the court of
king’s bench or common pleas; who shall determine whether the cause of his
commitment be just, and thereupon do as to justice shall appertain. And by 31
Car. II c. 2. commonly called the habeas corpus act, the methods of obtaining
this writ are so plainly pointed out and enforced, that . . . no subject of England can be long detained in prison, except in those cases in which the law requires and justifies such detainer. And, lest this act should be evaded by demanding unreasonable bail, or sureties for the prisoner’s appearance, it is declared by 1 W.& M. [i.e., the English Bill of Rights] st. 2. c. 2. that excessive
bail ought not to be required.

See also 1 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1765), supra note 135, at 123-25; 4 BLACKSTONE (1st ed.
1769), supra note 135, at 416-17, 429-33. Blackstone also stated that “the preservation
of this personal liberty” was “[o]f great importance to the public” because arbitrary arrests were “a more dangerous engine of arbitrary government” than even “unjust attacks, even upon life or property, at the arbitrary will of the magistrate.” 1 BLACKSTONE
(1st ed. 1765), supra note 135, at 131-32. Blackstone also referred to the Habeas Corpus
Act as “that second magna carta.” See id. at 133. See also 3 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1768),
supra note 135, at 135 (describing the Habeas Corpus Act as “another magna carta”).
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Every wanton, or causeless, or unnecessary act of authority,
exerted, or authorized, or encouraged by the legislature over
the citizens, is wrong, and unjustifiable, and tyrannical: for
every citizen is, of right, entitled to liberty, personal as well as
mental, in the highest possible degree, which can consist with
the safety and welfare of the state. [We are servants of the law
so that we can be free].215

This notion that only “necessary” constraints were lawful
carried over to arrest doctrine. Thus, Blackstone described warrantless arrest authority as arising from “some other special
cause warranted, for the necessity of the thing, either by common law, or act of parliament.”216 In keeping with this outlook,
framing-era common-law authorities continued to state the
same strict standards for warrantless arrest that Coke had described in his rendition of “the law of the land” and “due process
of law” in Magna Carta 29.
D. The Continuity of Common-Law Arrest Doctrine
During the framing era, Americans drew their understanding of common-law criminal procedure primarily from the leading treatises—especially Sergeant William Hawkins’s A Treatise
of the Pleas of the Crown217 and Sir Matthew Hale’s The History
215 2 THE WORKS OF JAMES WILSON 649 (Robert McCloskey ed., 1967) (bracketed
sentence translated from Latin). Blackstone expressed the same principle:

But every man, when he enters into society, gives up a part of his natural liberty, as the price of so valuable a purchase ; and, in consideration of receiving
the advantages of mutual commerce, obliges himself to conform to those laws,
which the community has thought proper to establish. . . . Hence we may collect that the law, which restrains a man from doing mischief to his fellow citizens, though it diminishes the natural, increases the civil liberty of mankind :
but every wanton and causeless restraint of the will of the subject, whether
practiced by a monarch, a nobility, or a popular assembly, is a degree of tyranny. . . .[T]hat constitution or frame of government, that system of laws, is
alone calculated to maintain civil liberty, which leaves the subject entire master of his own conduct, except in those points wherein the public good requires
some direction or restraint.
1 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1765), supra note 135, at 121-22.
216 3 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1768), supra note 135, at 127.
217 WILLIAM HAWKINS, A TREATISE OF THE PLEAS OF THE CROWN (London, 2 volumes:
volume 1 published 1716; volume 2 published 1721). Additional editions that were virtually identical to the first edition were published in 1724-1726, 1739, and 1771. See 1
MAXWELL, supra note 13, at 362-63. For simplicity, I cite only the 1771 edition. The
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of the Pleas of the Crown218—as well as from a variety of derivative works, including especially justice of the peace manuals.
The leading English manual was Richard Burn’s Justice of the
Peace and Parish Officer,219 and the manuals printed in framing-era America borrowed heavily from it.220 The discussions of
arrest authority in these framing-era treatises and manuals
were sufficiently similar to the common-law arrest doctrines
that Coke had assigned to Magna Carta 29 that framing-era
Americans would have perceived those doctrines to be settled
and virtually permanent.
1. Warrantless Arrest Standards
In particular, the framing-era authorities continued to restrict warrantless misdemeanor arrests to on-going breaches of
the peace committed in view of the arresting person—an espetitle “Serjeant” indicated that Hawkins was a senior barrister in the London courts. The
various editions of Hawkins’s treatise were widely imported by Americans. See Davies,
Hearsay, supra note 3, at 427 & n.194.
In 1787, Thomas Leach edited a two-volume edition of Hawkins’s treatise to
which he added substantial notes and some new textual material; that edition was reprinted in Dublin in 1788 and most of the surviving copies of that edition in American
libraries are of the 1788 Dublin reprinting. For clarity, I cite the Dublin printing of this
edition separately: WILLIAM HAWKINS, A TREATISE OF THE PLEAS OF THE CROWN (Thomas Leach ed., Dublin, Eliz. Lynch 6th ed. 1788) [hereinafter LEACH’S HAWKINS].
218 MATTHEW HALE, THE HISTORY OF THE PLEAS OF THE CROWN (Sollom Emlyn ed.,
Savoy, E. & R. Nutt & R. Gosling 1736) (written prior to Hale’s death in 1675 but published only posthumously). Subsequent editions that were virtually identical to the first
were published in 1778 and 1800. See 1 MAXWELL, supra note 13, at 362. Hale was a
judge of the superior courts in London. Note that Hale’s treatise was written before that
by Hawkins, but published later.
219 BURN, supra note 159.
220 Four substantial justice of the peace manuals were published in America between
1765 and 1788, and each drew heavily on Burn’s English manual. The earliest of these
was CONDUCTOR GENERALIS: OR, THE OFFICE, DUTY AND AUTHORITY OF JUSTICES OF THE
PEACE (Woodbridge N.J. 1764; printed by James Parker, “[o]ne of his Majesty’s Justices
of the Peace for Middlesex County, in New Jersey”). This manual was also reprinted in
two 1788 printings in New York: THE CONDUCTOR GENERALIS (New York, 1788; printed
by Hugh Gaine) [hereinafter GAINE’S CONDUCTOR]; CONDUCTOR GENERALIS (New York,
1788; printed by John Patterson for Robert Hodge) [hereinafter HODGE’S CONDUCTOR].
The three other prominent manuals were: AN ABRIDGMENT OF BURN’S JUSTICE OF THE
PEACE AND PARISH OFFICER (Boston, 1773; printed by Joseph Greenleaf); RICHARD
STARKE, THE OFFICE AND AUTHORITY OF A JUSTICE OF PEACE (Williamsburg, 1774;
printed by Alexander Purdie & John Dixon); and THE SOUTH-CAROLINA JUSTICE OF
PEACE (Philadelphia, R. Aitken & Son 1788) (published anonymously but attributed to
Judge John Fauchereaud Grimke; see Davies, Crawford, supra note 19, at 185 n.256).
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cially important restriction because many serious crimes were
still classified as non-felonies.221 Additionally, the framing-era
authorities continued to limit warrantless felony arrests to instances in which (1) a felony was actually committed, and (2)
the arresting person personally had cause to suspect the arrestee of the felony. Thus, warrantless arrests continued to be
limited to instances in which the necessity criterion was met.
For example, Burn’s discussion of warrantless arrest authority largely tracked Coke’s earlier discussion. Burn stated
that warrantless arrests for felony could be based on various
forms of strong or probable “suspicion” that the person had
committed the crime, but noted that no such arrest could be
lawful unless “such crime hath been committed.”222 Also like
221
222

See supra note 150 and accompanying text.
1 BURN, supra note 159, at 95. Burn stated the following:
And the causes of suspicion, which are generally agreed to justify the arrest of
an innocent person for felony, are these that follow :
(1) The common fame of the country ; but it seems, that it ought to appear
upon evidence, in an action brought for such arrest, that such fame had some
probable ground. 2 Haw. 76.
(2) The being found in such circumstances, as induce a strong presumption of
guilt ; as coming out of a house wherein murder hath been committed, with a
bloody knife in one’s hand ; or being found in possession of any part of goods
stolen, without being able to give a probable account of coming honestly by
them. 2 Haw. 76.
(3) The behaving one’s self in such a manner as betrays a consciousness of
guilt ; as where a man accused of felony, on hearing that a warrant is taken
out against him, doth abscond. 2 Haw. 76.
(4) The being found in company with one known to be an offender, at the time
of the offence, or generally at other times keeping company with persons of
scandalous reputation. 2 Haw. 76. 2 Inst. 52.
(5) The living an idle, vagrant, and disorderly life, without having any visible
means to support it. 2 Haw. 76.
(6) The being pursued by hue and cry. 2 Haw. 76.
For if a felony is done, and one is pursued upon hue and cry, that is not of ill
fame, suspicious, unknown, nor indicted ; he may be attached and imprisoned
by the law of the land. 2 Inst. 52.
But generally, no such cause of suspicion, as any of the above mentioned, will
justify an arrest, where in truth no such crime hath been committed ; unless it
be in the case of hue and cry. 2 Haw. 76.

1 BURN, supra note 159, at 95 (citations to “Haw.” are to Hawkins’s treatise; those to
“Inst.” are to Coke’s Institutes). Compare to Coke’s statements quoted supra notes 14964 and accompanying text.
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Coke, Burn conveyed the limited scope of warrantless arrest
authority for misdemeanors by stating only those instances in
which such arrests were permitted; namely, a dangerous
wounding or an on-going affray in the presence of the arresting
officer.223
The framing-era authorities also continued to reiterate the
rule that a warrantless arrest could be made only by a person
who personally had grounds to suspect that the arrestee was the
person who was guilty of the felony that had been committed.
For example, Hawkins wrote that
the Law hath so tender a Regard to the Liberty and Reputation of every Person, That no Causes of Suspicion whatsoever,
let the Number and Probability of them be ever so great, will
justify the [warrantless] Arrest of an innocent Man, by one
223 Burn wrote the following regarding warrantless arrest in “criminal cases”—note
that the specific entries distinguish between felony and less-than-felony criminal offenses and that items four and five deal with misdemeanors amounting to on-going
breaches of the peace:

1. In criminal cases, a person may be apprehended and restrained of his liberty, not only by process out of some court, or warrant from a magistrate, but
frequently by a constable, watchman, or private person, without any warrant
or precept.
2. Thus all persons, who are present when a felony is committed, or a dangerous wound given, are bound to apprehend the offender, on pain of being fined
and imprisoned for their neglect. 2 Haw. 74.
....
3. Also, a watchman may arrest a night walker, without any warrant from a
magistrate. 2 Inst. 52.
4. In like manner, a constable may ex officio arrest a breaker of the peace in
his view, and keep him in his house, or in the stocks, till he can bring him before a justice. 1 H.H. 587.
5. Or any person whatsoever, if an affray be made to the breach of the king’s
peace, may without any warrant from a magistrate, restrain any of the offenders, to the end the king’s peace may be kept; but after the affray is ended, they
cannot be arrested without an express warrant. 2 Inst. 52.
6. So much concerning an arrest without warrant . . .
1 BURN, supra note 159, at 95-96 (citations to “Haw.” are to Hawkins’s treatise, “H.H.”
are to Hale’s treatise, and “Inst.” are to Coke’s Institutes). Compare to Coke’s statements about non-felony warrantless arrests set out supra notes 158-72 and accompanying text. For a more complete discussion of framing-era warrantless arrest authority for
less-than-felony offenses, see Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 301-27. The restrictions on
warrantless misdemeanor arrests have persisted in some American states. See infra
note 576.
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who is not himself induced by them to suspect him to be guilty,
whether he make such Arrest of his own Head, or in Obedience
to the Commands of a private Person, or even of a Constable.224

Indeed, it may be that this requirement of personal “suspicion” for warrantless arrests had taken on even more practical
significance as the ban against hearsay evidence in criminal
cases became more firmly established after Coke’s time. In
eighteenth-century doctrine, “hearsay” was defined to include
any unsworn statement, and the settled rule was that
“[h]earsay is no [e]vidence.”225 The ban against hearsay evidence would appear to have meant that the person who initiated
an arrest, including a constable, had to be prepared to justify
the arrest by their own knowledge (or at least by presenting additional witnesses who could testify under oath as to their own
knowledge), rather than by repeating information someone else
had told them.226
Likewise, although an eighteenth-century constable possessed somewhat broader authority than a private person to
arrest for some breaches of the peace other than affrays, the
renditions of arrest law in the framing-era authorities still did
not indicate that a peace officer possessed any broader authority
to make a warrantless felony arrest than any private person
possessed. Rather, as Hawkins put it, “as to the justifying of . . .
Arrests by the Constable’s own Authority ; it seems difficult to
find any Case, wherein a Constable is impowered to arrest a
Man for a Felony committed or attempted, in which a private
Person might not as well be justified in doing it.”227
2. Search Warrant and Arrest Warrant Standards
The framing-era authorities also reiterated much of Coke’s
discussion of arrest and search warrants. For example, both
224 2 HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 76 (sec. 15) (footnote omitted); see also 2 LEACH’S
HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 119-20.
225 See, e.g., Davies, Hearsay, supra note 3, at 400-01, 407, 410.
226 See generally id.
227 2 HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 80. This statement was unchanged in Thomas
Leach’s 1788 edition. See 2 LEACH’S HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 130.
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Hawkins and Burn reiterated the need for a warrant “to break
[a] man’s house” (that is, to enter through a closed door).228
However, there had been a significant expansion of the authority of justices of the peace to issue arrest or search warrants
prior to indictment insofar as Hale and Hawkins had disagreed
with Coke’s insistence that a justice could not issue preindictment search or arrest warrants.
As Burn noted, Hale had concluded that “though the original suspicion be not in himself, but in the party that prays his
warrant,” the justices of the peace were “judges of the reasonableness of the suspicion” so “if they find the causes of suspicion
to be reasonable, it is now become the justice’s suspicion as well
as [the complainant’s].”229 Notably, Hale’s rationale did not reflect a rejection of the requirement that an arrest had to be
based on the arresting person’s own suspicion so much as it allowed the justice to absorb the complainant’s suspicion through
the complainant’s sworn testimony, so that the warrant was
issued on the basis of the justice’s own “suspicion.” Nevertheless, Coke’s resistance to pre-indictment criminal warrants had
been rejected.230
However, although Hale and Hawkins differed with Coke
insofar as they permitted justices of the peace to issue arrest
warrants prior to an indictment, they did not challenge the requirement of a sworn charge of crime “in fact” for issuance of a
search warrant—thus, a search warrant for stolen goods could
be issued only if there was a sworn statement that a theft had
occurred in fact.231

228 2 HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 86-87 (“CHAP. XIV. Where Doors may be broken in
Order to make an Arrest”); 4 BURN, supra note 159, at 105 (entry for search warrant).
229 4 BURN, supra note 159, at 329 (citing Coke’s Institutes, “4 INST. 177,” and Hale’s
treatise “2 H. H. 107-10” and “2 H. H. 80”).
230 See 4 BURN, supra note 159, at 329-30.
231 Burn still cited Coke to the effect that a search warrant could not be issued for
stolen goods “upon a bare surmise.” 4 id. at 105 (citing “4 Inst. 177”). However, citing
Hale, Burn wrote that justices of the peace could issue a search warrant for stolen goods
“in the case of a complaint, and oath made, of goods stolen, and that the party suspects
that goods are in such a house, and shews the cause of his suspicion.” 4 id. (citing “2 H.
H. 113, 150”). The requirement of “oath made, of goods stolen” indicated a requirement
of an oath that there had been a theft in fact.
Hale had written that:
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Hale and Hawkins differed, however, as to the crime-in-fact
requirement for a felony arrest warrant. Writing in the middle
of the seventeenth century, Hale still wrote that an arrest warrant for felony required “information upon oath” by the complainant “that a felony was committed” as well as sufficient
grounds of suspicion as to the identity of the felon.232 However,
Hawkins’s later treatise, written in the early eighteenth century, asserted that “the better Opinion” was that a felony arrest
warrant was valid “whether any Felony were in Truth committed or not”233 and that it “seems probable” that such a warrant
In case of a complaint and oath of goods stolen, and that [the complainant]
suspects the goods are in such a house, and shews the cause of his suspicion,
the justice of peace may grant a warrant to search in those suspected places
mentioned in his warrant, and to attach the goods and the party in whose custody they are found. . . .
2 HALE, supra note 218, at 113. Hale also wrote, in a chapter on warrants to search for
stolen goods, that such warrants “are not to be granted without oath made before the
justice of a felony committed, and that the party complaining hath probable cause to
suspect they are in such a house or place, and do shew his reasons of such suspicion.” 2
id. at 150-51.
Thomas Leach also repeated the requirements of an allegation of a theft in fact in
his 1787 edition of Hawkins’s treatise. 2 LEACH’S HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 135 n.6
(summarizing Lord Camden’s earlier ruling in Entick v. Carrington, 11 St. Tr. (17761781 edition) 321 (C.P. 1765), to the effect that, for a search warrant, “[t]here must be a
full charge upon oath of a theft committed”).
However, it should be noted that Hale had made inconsistent statements as to
whether doors to houses could be broken to execute search warrants for stolen goods. In
one instance he said doors could not be broken. 2 HALE, supra note 218, at 114 (statement “3”). In a later passage, however, he stated that doors could be broken “if the
stolen goods be in the house.” If the stolen goods were not found, the officer who broke
the door while executing the warrant was “excused” but the complainant who obtained
the warrant was “punishable” (liable for trespass) because the lawfulness of the search
depended on whether the goods were ultimately (“in eventu”) found or not. 2 id. at 151.
Thomas Leach adopted Hale’s second statement in his 1787 edition of Hawkins’s
treatise and noted that Lord Camden’s ruling in Entick was consistent with Hale on this
point because Camden reiterated that the complainant who sought the search warrant
“must abide the event at his peril; for if the [stolen] goods are not found, HE is a trespasser; and the officer being an innocent person will be always be a ready and convenient witness against him.” 2 LEACH’S HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 135 n.6 (citing “Vide
[see] also 2 Hale 113, 151.”).
232 1 HALE, supra note 218, at 582.
233 2 HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 82. The passage reads:
Sect 11. Yet perhaps it is the better Opinion at this Day, That any Constable,
or even Private Person to whom a Warrant shall be directed from a Justice of
Peace to arrest a particular Person for Felony, or any other Misdemeanor
within his Jurisdiction, may lawfully execute it, whether the Person mentioned in it be in Truth guilty or innocent, and whether he were before indicted
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was valid if there were “strong Grounds of Suspicion for a Felony or other Misdemeanor” amounting to “such a probable
Cause, as might induce a candid and impartial Man to suspect
the Party to be guilty.”234
Hawkins’s position regarding felony arrest warrants may
not have involved as large a change as it may initially seem,
however, insofar as Hawkins still cautioned that justices of the
peace should exercise great caution in issuing felony arrest warrants235 and also noted that the “safe way of proceeding” would
be for the complainant “who hath the suspicion, to make the
arrest in his proper person, and to get a warrant from a justice
of peace to the constable to keep the peace”—that is, Hawkins
still advised the same indirect use of a warrant to keep the
peace during a felony arrest that Coke had endorsed for felony
arrest warrants under Marian practice.236
Additionally, writing in 1769, Blackstone followed Hale,
rather than Hawkins, in asserting that it was “fitting” for a
magistrate “to ascertain that there is a felony or other crime
actually committed, without which no warrant should be
granted,” and even some post-framing American manuals continued to repeat that requirement.237 Thus, notwithstanding

of the same Offence or not, and whether any Felony were in Truth committed
or not ; for however the Justice himself may be punishable for granting such a
Warrant without sufficient Grounds, it is reasonable that he alone be answerable for it, and not the Officer, who is not to examine or dispute the Reasonableness of his Proceeding ; and therefore it seems that old Books . . . which
say generally, That no one can justify an Arrest upon a Suspicion of Felony,
unless he himself suspect the Party, and unless the Felony were in Truth
committed, ought to be intended only of Arrests made by a Person of his own
Head, or in Obedience to the Command of a Constable, or other such like ministerial Officer, and not of such as are made in Pursuance of the Warrant of a
Justice of Peace . . . .
2 id. See also 2 LEACH’S HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 135-36.
234 2 HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 84-85; 2 LEACH’S HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 13536.
235 2 HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 84-85 (stating that “a Justice of Peace cannot well
be too tender in his Proceedings” involving arrest warrants); 2 id. at 135 (same).
236 2 id. at 85 (sec. 19), 136. Compare to Coke’s discussion of pre-indictment felony
arrest warrants set out in supra notes 189-91 and accompanying text.
237 4 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1769), supra note 135, at 287. This statement was still
repeated in post-framing American sources such as RICHARD BACHE, THE MANUAL OF A
PENNSYLVANIA JUSTICE OF THE PEACE CONTAINING PRINCIPALLY THE LAWS,
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Hawkins’s views, it appears that an allegation of a crime-in-fact
was still widely regarded as a requirement for an arrest warrant in framing-era law.
For present purposes, the most significant point is that the
differences between the framing-era authorities and Coke’s
writings had to do primarily with the authority of justices to
issue warrants prior to an indictment, but that there was virtually no change in the standards for warrantless arrests. In particular, the framing-era authorities still reiterated both the rule
that only a person who personally suspected guilt could make a
warrantless arrest238 and the rule that a warrantless arrest
could be lawful only if a felony had actually been committed.239
(Indeed, these requirements were still restated by American
authorities contemporaneously with the framing of the Federal
Bill of Rights.240)
Thus, despite the changes regarding the issuance of preindictment criminal warrants and the potential relaxation of the
crime-in-fact standard for felony arrest warrants, the commonlaw standards for warrantless criminal arrests as well as for
search warrants remained virtually unchanged during the century and half between Coke’s writings and the framing era.
Additionally, the law of arrest and search continued to be a
matter of common law explicated by the courts rather than
statutory law.241 (As noted above, Coke had described the early
ADJUDICATIONS, AND PROCESS FOR THE EXERCISE OF HIS JURISDICTION IN CRIMINAL
CASES 138 (Philadelphia, 1814).
238 See supra note 155 and accompanying text.
239 See, e.g., supra note 155 and accompanying text.
240 For example, James Wilson, one of the American Framers, made the following
statement in the law lectures he gave in Philadelphia in 1790-1791:
It is a general rule, that, at any time, and in any place, every private person is
justified in arresting a traitor or a felon; and if a treason or a felony has been
committed, he is justified in arresting even an innocent person, upon his reasonable suspicion that by such person it has been committed.
2 THE WORKS OF JAMES WILSON, supra note 215, at 685 (emphasis added).
Similarly, a 1788 New York printing of the justice of the peace manual Conductor
Generalis included excerpts of an essay by a London high constable which noted that, in
making a warrantless arrest, it was crucial to first determine “that a felony has really
been committed” because that “is absolutely necessary to justify an arrest; a mistake
here is fatal.” HODGE’S CONDUCTOR, supra note 220, at 116. See also infra note 586.
241 See 3 Cuddihy, supra note 25, at 1514 (noting that arrest authority was not addressed in American statutes prior to 1791). Cuddihy also noted the overall consistency
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English statutes that had authorized arrests as having been
merely “an affirmance of the common law.”242) Thus, during the
framing-era, the law of arrest was still understood to be a component of the Cokean conception of “the law of the land.” However, there is an important caveat: the framing-era criminal
procedure treatises and manuals did not use the terms “law of
the land” or “due process of law” as frequently as one might expect. In fact, they rarely used “due process of law” at all.
E. The Framing-Era Connotations of “the Law of the Land” and
“Due Process of Law”
The framing-era treatises and manuals on criminal procedure were works on legal doctrine intended for the practicing
bench and bar, not political tracts. Hence, when they set out
the common law of arrest, they cited earlier legal treatises (including Coke’s) and cases, but rarely cited Magna Carta 29 itself. Likewise, although they often used “the law of the land” to
refer broadly to the national law, they rarely explicitly linked
arrest standards to “the law of the land.”243
Framing-era commentators continued to use “process” and
“process of law” primarily as Coke had used those terms to refer
to written authority for an arrest or for the commencement of
judicial proceedings.244 Although “process” may occasionally

of framing-era warrantless arrest standards with the common law articulated by Hale,
Hawkins and, Burn. See id. (noting that “in the absence of legislation, the principal
authority on [arrests without warrant] when the [Fourth A]mendement was forged and
ratified were the customary practices of arrest that the three contemporary manuals for
justices of the peace described” and that “[t]hese guides were fairly consistent on these
practices, which were, essentially, summaries by Hale, Hawkins, and Burn of case law
one and two centuries old”).
242 See supra note 158.
243 For example, a word search indicates that “law of the land” appears seventeen
times in the first volume of Blackstone’s Commentaries (1765 ed.) and ten times in the
fourth volume (1769 ed.) which deals with criminal law and procedure. A handful of
these references involved Magna Carta.
244 Like Coke, the later treatises and manuals treated “process of law” to include
“original writs,” “indictments,” warrants, and other kinds of writs and precepts. For
example, Hawkins discussed various forms of arrest warrants and outlawry in his chapter “Of Process.” 2 HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 281-307 (“CHAP. XXVII”); 2 LEACH’S
HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 399. Blackstone did the same in his chapter on “Process
upon Indictment.” 4 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1769), supra note 135, at 313-16 (“Chapter
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have been used loosely to mean procedure, court procedure was
usually designated as “course of law” or “due course of law.”245
As a result, framing-era Americans would still have understood
that “process of law” referred primarily to written instruments
that conferred authority.246 Hence, “due process of law” also
would have still carried that connotation.
However, it is important to note that eighteenth-century legal commentators rarely used the term “due process of law” at
all. For example, Hale and Hawkins used the term only in quotations of an early statute that had reiterated Magna Carta 29
or in referring to a few distinct forms of written judicial writs or
precepts.247 Likewise, Blackstone used “due process” only twice
the twenty-fourth. Of Process upon an Indictment,” discussing “process to bring in the
offender after indictment found”).
245 See supra note 200.
246 For example, James Wilson, one of the American Framers and an early justice of
the Supreme Court, stated the following in his 1790-1791 lectures in law in Philadelphia:
On an indictment for any crime under the degree of treason or felony, the
proper process to be first awarded, at common law, is a venire facias, which,
from the very name of it, is only in the nature of a summons to require the appearance of the party. . . . On an indictment for felony or treason, a capias is
always the first process.
2 THE WORKS OF JAMES WILSON, supra note 215, at 689-90 (second emphasis added).
247 Hale used the phrase “due process” very sparingly in his two-volume The History
of the Pleas of the Crown. He used it in one passage that recited a partial paraphrase of
Magna Carta 29 and also quoted a later statutory confirmation of that provision to the
effect that no man was to be “taken, or imprisoned . . . or put to death without being
brought to answer by due process of law.” 2 HALE, supra note 218, at 108 (quoting the
statute “42 E. 3. cap. 3”). Beyond that, he twice observed that taking a life without “due
process of law” (that is, without a warrant of execution issued on a valid conviction) was
a felony. 1 HALE, supra note 218, at 411, 497. Hale also used the phrase when he wrote
that “to compass a divorce between the king and queen by the king’s commission by due
process of law was no treason,” but that it was treason if a man “without due process of
law expressly compasseth the wounding or death” of the queen or prince. 1 HALE, supra
note 218, at 128.
Sergeant William Hawkins’s Pleas of the Crown, the leading eighteenth-century
two-volume treatise on criminal law and procedure, also used the phrase only as Hale
had. Like Hale, Hawkins did quote Magna Carta 29 and confirmatory statutes that
paraphrased that provision to the effect “[t]hat no Man shall be taken . . . imprisoned,
&c. without being brought to answer by due Process of Law; nor be put to answer without
Presentment before Justices, or Matter of Record, or by due Process, and Writ Original.”
2 HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 107-08; see also 2 LEACH’S HAWKINS, supra note 217, at
166-67. Hawkins quoted this statute in his discussion of bail.
Beyond that, there were few occasions when Hawkins referred to “due process.”
Hawkins used “due process” once in the context of arrests (possibly arrest warrants);
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in the four volumes of his Commentaries, and in both instances
quoted one of the early statutes that reiterated Magna Carta 29
to the effect “that no man shall be put to death, without being
brought to answer by due process of law.”248
Despite these caveats, however, there is no doubt that the
American Framers were quite conversant with the Cokean conception of “the law of the land” and “due process of law.” A
number of early colonial declarations of rights had paraphrased
Magna Carta 29,249 and William Penn had published a copy of
Magna Carta, including commentary largely taken from Coke’s,
in Philadelphia in 1687.250 Moreover, during the eighteenth
Hawkins observed that “the Hindrance of the due Process of publick Justice” was a
crime. 1 HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 66; see also 1 LEACH’S HAWKINS, supra note 217,
at 100. A later passage indicates that the “Hindrance” referred to was of an arrest. See
2 HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 74; 2 LEACH’S HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 115 (stating,
in a passage regarding arrest of criminals, that “assistants” (that is, accomplices) were
punishable “for an hindrance in bringing them to publick justice”). Hawkins also used
“due process” in a different context, seemingly referring to another form of written writ,
when he stated that land forfeited for felony did not return to the local lord “till it appear by due Process that the King hath had his Prerogative” to waste the land for a
year. 2 HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 448; see also 2 LEACH’S HAWKINS, supra note 217,
at 637.
Additionally, to the extent that digital searches for “due process” can be trusted,
that phrase seems to be completely missing from the leading framing-era authorities on
civil litigation. For example, I have not been able to locate that phrase in FRANCIS
BULLER, INTRODUCTION TO THE LAW RELATIVE TO TRIALS AT NISI PRIUS (London, 1772).
For bibliographic information on this treatise, see 1 MAXWELL, supra note 13, at 335
(entry 3). Likewise, I have not found the phrase in ISSAC ESPINASSE, A DIGEST OF THE
LAW OF ACTIONS AND TRIALS AT NISI PRIUS (London, 1793) (two volumes). For bibliographic information on this treatise, see 1 MAXWELL, supra note 13, at 335 (entry 6).
248 1 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1765), supra note 135, at 129-30 (quoting 28 Edw. III. c. 3);
4 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1769), supra note 135, at 313 (quoting same statute; this latter
passage appears on the same page on which the chapter “OF PROCESS UPON AN
INDICTMENT” begins).
249 In 1692, the legislature of Massachusetts Bay passed a declaration of rights that
paraphrased Magna Carta 29 and also included a provision that “[n]o man . . . be taken
or imprisoned . . . without being brought to answer by due process of law.” See MOTT,
supra note 91, at 97, 98 n.43. New York copied those provisions in 1683, 1691, and
1697. Id. at 98 & n.46. Pennsylvania paraphrased Magna Carta 29 in enactments in
1683 and 1693. Id. at 99 & n.50. There were similar enactments in Maryland. Id. at
101-03. And in 1712 South Carolina enacted Magna Carta 29, the Petition of Right, and
the Habeas Corpus Act, as did North Carolina in 1749. Id. at 104. See also HOWARD,
supra note 103, at 35-98.
250 See WILLIAM PENN, THE EXCELLENT PRIVILEDGE OF LIBERTY AND PROPERTY
(Philadelphia, 1687). According to one authority, the commentary on Magna Carta in
Penn’s book was “largely taken from Coke’s Second Institute.” ELDON REVARE JAMES, A
LIST OF LEGAL TREATISES PRINTED IN THE BRITISH COLONIES AND THE AMERICAN STATES
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century, Coke’s Institutes were among the most widely held law
books in American colonial libraries,251 and the Framers’ generation still learned law by reading Coke’s Institutes.252 Additionally, although information on colonial court proceedings is
incomplete, surviving records indicate that Coke’s writings appear to have been the most frequently cited authorities in colonial cases.253 Indeed, the Cokean conception of the immemorial
common-law rights of Englishmen became especially prominent
during the decade leading up to the American Revolution when
American Whigs sought authority to support their claims to
English rights and liberty.254 During that period, Blackstone
also recited the entire Whig canon of Magna Carta, the Petition
of Right, and the Habeas Corpus Act,255 while praising Magna
Carta 29 in particular.256
It also appears that framing-era Americans imported substantial numbers of Francis Sullivan’s Lectures, a work initially
published in 1772 which virtually replicated Coke’s specific
statements regarding the incorporation of common-law warrantless arrest authority in Magna Carta 29.257 A number of
BEFORE 1801, at 7 (Lawbook Exch., Ltd. 2002) (1934). An excerpt of Penn’s book is
reprinted in HOWARD, supra note 103, at 412-25.
251 See, e.g., HOWARD, supra note 103, at 118-19, 122-24 (asserting that Coke’s writings were more often found in colonial libraries than any other law books).
252 See supra note 123.
253 See HOWARD, supra note 103, at 132 & n.55.
254 See, e.g., HOWARD, supra note 103, at 145-64 (discussing references to Coke and
Magna Carta in prerevolutionary arguments).
255 See supra note 214 and accompanying text.
256 For example, Blackstone wrote the following about the importance of Magna
Carta 29:
And, lastly, (which alone would have merited the title that it bears, of the
great charter [Magna Carta]) it protected every individual of the nation in the
free enjoyment of his life, his liberty, and his property, unless declared to be
forfeit by the judgment of his peers or the law of the land.
4 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1769), supra note 135, at 417.
257 FRANCIS STOUGHTON SULLIVAN, LECTURES ON THE CONSTITUTION AND LAWS OF
ENGLAND: WITH A COMMENTARY ON MAGNA CHARTA (London, 1770). Subsequent editions were published in 1776 and 1790 by Gilbert Stuart. See 1 MAXWELL, supra note
13, at 108. I cite the 1776 edition. An American edition was published in 1805.
In his discussion of the content of Magna Carta 29, Sullivan wrote:
THE maxim, then, is that no man shall be taken and committed to prison but
by judicium parium, vel per legem terrae, that is, by due process of law. Now
to understand this, it is necessary to see in what cases a man may be taken before presentment or indictment by a jury ; and in the enquiry it is to be consid-
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ered, that process of law, for this purpose, is two-fold, either by the king’s writ,
to bring him into a court of justice, to answer, or by what is called a warrant in
law. And this is, again, two-fold, in[ ]deed, by the authority of a legal magistrate, as a Justice of Peace’s mittimus, or that which each private person is invested with, and may exercise.
SULLIVAN, supra note 257, at 368-69 (bracketed space inserted to correct apparent typographical error). After discussing requirements for valid written warrants, id. at 369,
Sullivan then discussed the authority a private person possessed to make warrantless
arrests. I set out this passage to allow the reader to compare how closely it tracks the
passages from Coke’s discussion.
LET us see how far the law warrants a private person to take another, and
commit him to prison. First, then, if a man is present when another commits
treason, felony, or notorious breach of the peace, he hath a right instantly to
arrest and commit him, lest he should escape[;] if any affray be made, to the
breach of the peace, any man present may, during the continuance of the affray, by a warrant in law, in order to prevent imminent mischief, restrain any
of the offenders ; but if the affray is over, so that the danger is perfectly past,
there is a necessity of an information, and an express warrant; so, if one man
wounds another dangerously, any person may arrest him, that he be safely
kept, until it be known whether the party wounded shall die or not. Suspicion,
also, where it is violent and strong, is, in many cases, a good cause of imprisonment. Suppose a felony done, and the hue and cry of the country is raised,
to pursue and take the offender, any man may arrest another whom he finds
flying; for what greater presumption of guilt can there be, than for a person,
instead of joining the hue and cry as his duty prompts him, to fly from it ? His
good character or his innocence, how clear it may after appear, shall not avail
him. His imprisonment is lawful.
ANOTHER lawful cause of arresting and imprisoning upon suspicion is, if a
treason or felony is certainly done ; and though there is no certain evidence
against any person as the perpetrator, yet if the public voice and fame is, that
A is guilty, it is lawful for any man to arrest and detain him. So, if a treason or
felony be done, and though there be no public fame, any one that suspects another for the author of the fact may arrest him. But let him that so doth, take
care his cause of suspicion will be such as will bear the test; for otherwise he
may be punishable for false imprisonment. The frequent keeping company
with a notorious thief, that is, one that had been convicted, or outlawed, or
proclaimed as such, was a good cause of imprisonment. Lastly, a watchman
may arrest a night-walker at unseasonable hours by the common law, however
peaceably he might demean himself ; for strolling at unusual hours was a just
cause of suspicion of an ill intent. With respect to persons arrested by private
authority, I must observe, that the law of England so abhors imprisonment,
without a certain cause shewn, that if there is not an information on oath
sworn before a magistrate, and his commitment thereon in a competent time,
which is esteemed twenty-four hours, the person is no longer to be detained.
SUCH is the law of England with respect to the personal liberty of the subject.
Id. at 369-70 (emphases added; footnotes omitted) (citing 2 Institute, p. 51-55.). I have
italicized portions of this discussion to highlight the warrantless arrest requirement of a
crime actually committed in fact. Compare the statements by Coke quoted supra text
accompanying notes 149, 155.
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other works that were available in framing-era America also
included the text of Magna Carta and commentaries derived
from Coke’s, several of which printed an “abstract” of Coke’s
chapter on Magna Carta 29, including his general statements
treating warrantless arrest authority as a form of “process of
law” and requiring that such arrests comply with “the law of the
land” (though these abstracts did not set out Coke’s more detailed presentation of common-law warrantless arrest standards).258 Thus, we can be confident that the Framers of the
initial state declarations were familiar with what Coke had
written about Magna Carta 29.
F. Summary
In sum, it appears that framing-era Americans would have
understood the term “the law of the land” to include the common-law requisites for initiating and conducting valid criminal
prosecutions, as well as other aspects of common-law criminal
procedure. It also appears that they would have understood
“due process of law” as Coke had used that term to connote primarily the legal requisites for initiating criminal prosecutions,
including arrests and indictments. Indeed, that is how those
terms appear to have been used in the “law of the land” and
“due process of law” provisions that the State Framers included

My conclusion that Sullivan’s Lectures was widely imported is based on a Worldcat search of the catalogs of public libraries in the United States which identified fortynine copies of the 1772 edition and forty-three copies of the 1776 edition. (There are also
thirty copies of a 1790 edition and roughly one hundred of an 1805 American edition of
the work.) I am indebted to my colleague, Professor Sibyl Marshall, for that information.
258 See, e.g., HENRY CARE, ENGLISH LIBERTIES, OR THE FREE-BORN SUBJECT’S
INHERITANCE (initially published in London in 1684; later London editions in 1691,
1700, 1703, 1719; reprinted in Boston 1721, Providence 1774) (see 1 MAXWELL, supra
note 13, at 154-55); GILES JACOB, EVERY MAN HIS OWN LAWYER 367 (Ten London editions 1736-1788) (see 1 MAXWELL, supra note 13, at 33); SAMUEL JOHNSON, A HISTORY
AND DEFENCE OF MAGNA CARTA (London and Dublin printings 1769, 1772) (see 1
MAXWELL, supra note 13, at 550); JOHN SOMERS, A GUIDE TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE
RIGHTS AND PRIVELEGES OF ENGLISHMEN (London printings in 1757, 1771) (see 1
MAXWELL, supra note 13, at 159); GOLDEN PASSAGE IN THE GREAT CHARTER OF
ENGLAND CALLED MAGNA CARTA (London printings 1775, 1776); GAINE’S CONDUCTOR,
supra note 220, at 442 (Appendix including “Notes on Magna Carta”).
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in the state declarations of rights adopted prior to the Federal
Bill of Rights.
III. THE TWO SEARCH-AND-SEIZURE PROVISIONS
IN THE STATE DECLARATIONS OF RIGHTS
Two strands of earlier English Whig thought shaped the
ideology of the American Revolution: the Lockean claim of social
contract and self-government by a representative legislature,
and the Cokean claim to immemorial common-law rights.259
The Lockean component is evident insofar as the state constitutions plainly made the elected legislatures the primary lawmaking bodies. However, the State Framers embraced only the
concept of legislative primacy, not the notion of legislative “sovereignty” that emerged in England after the Glorious Revolution
of 1688, under which Parliament itself was not subject to legal
constraints.260

See, e.g., MOTT, supra note 91, at 90.
See, e.g., Blackstone’s 1765 statement asserting parliamentary sovereignty and
rejecting judicial review of parliamentary statutes:
259
260

. . . if the parliament will positively enact a thing to be done which is unreasonable, I know of no power that can control it: and the examples usually alleged in support of the rule [that acts of parliament that are impossible to be
performed are of no validity] do none of them prove, that where the main object of a statute is unreasonable the judges are at liberty to reject it; for that
were to set the judicial power above that of the legislature, which would be
subversive of all government.
1 Blackstone (1st ed. 1765), supra note 135, at 91.
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Americans rejected parliamentary sovereignty.261 Indeed,
the grievances that prompted the American Revolution were
largely grievances against parliamentary statutes that Americans perceived as infringements on their entitlement to the immemorial rights possessed by Englishmen. Thus, when the
American Framers adopted state constitutions, they usually
limited the otherwise plenary powers of the state legislature by
setting out a declaration of reserved rights.262
261 Historians of the American Revolution generally identify American rejection of
parliamentary sovereignty as the central constitutional dimension of that conflict. For
example, Professor Reid has observed:

The British were looking ahead to a constitution of parliamentary command,
in which the government was entrusted with arbitrary power and civil rights
were grants from the sovereign. What remained [for British reformers] was to
make the sovereign [legislature] more representative of society, so that government, even though arbitrary, would be government by consent. The Americans were looking backward, not to government by [representative] consent
but to government by the rule of law, to . . . a sovereign that did not grant
rights but was limited by rights, a sovereign that was, like rights, created by
law, the guardian of civil rights. What remained [for American whigs] was to
devise an instrument to limit government when it threatened rights, so that
rights, not government, would be secured.
....
American whigs began their resistance in 1765 in the belief that Parliament
was acting unconstitutionally. They went to war in 1775 in the belief that
they were fighting to defend . . . the constitution of limited government and of
property in rights that once had been the English constitution. They were rebelling against the constitution of arbitrary power that the British constitution
[of parliamentary sovereignty] was about to become.
REID, supra note 30, at 236-37. See also GORDON S. WOOD, THE CREATION OF THE
AMERICAN REPUBLIC: 1776-1787, at 260-62 (1969); C. BRADLEY THOMPSON, JOHN ADAMS
AND THE SPIRIT OF LIBERTY 79-87 (1998); MOTT, supra note 91, at 56-65, 90-105.
262 See, e.g., WOOD, supra note 261, at 271-73. Although there are a number of booklength studies of the early state constitutions and declarations of rights, they tend to be
largely directed to the overall frame of government and appear to have been written by
authors who were neither particularly interested in nor knowledgeable about framingera criminal procedure. Additionally, although these works tend to recognize the tension
between legislative power and rights, they typically stop short of demarcating the limits
of legislative power. For example, Professor Kruman made the following general statement regarding the American perception that legislators could be “oppressors”:
In developing theories of rights and governmental restraint, the authors of the
first state constitutions retained the traditional belief that declarations of
rights protected the people from their rulers, but they perceived danger in different parts of government. Whereas English constitutionalists located the
threat of tyranny in the monarch, revolutionary constitution makers identified
both legislators and executives as political oppressors.
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A. The State Declarations of Rights
Upon independence, twelve of the fourteen original states
(counting Vermont) adopted new constitutions; of those, eight
also adopted declarations of rights (and New York also later did
so in 1787). The contents of the state constitutions and declarations reflect the Cokean conception of pre-existing common-law
rights. For example, George Mason, the principal drafter of the
initial 1776 Virginia Declaration of Rights, described that declaration as having set out rights “paramount to the power of the
legislature.”263 Likewise, Edmund Randolph also described the
Virginia Declaration as having been adopted to assure “that the
legislature should not in their acts violate any of those cannons,”264 and Patrick Henry described the Virginia declaration

MARC W. KRUMAN, STATE CONSTITUTION MAKING IN REVOLUTIONARY AMERICA 36
(1997). However, in a subsequent discussion of the state declarations of rights themselves, Kruman asserted that “[t]o some extent, [state] constitution makers designed the
declarations of rights to inhibit the power of magistrates [i.e., governors] and enhance
the authority of legislatures, which they viewed as bulwarks of popular liberty against
executive prerogative,” and, further, “[t]he [state] framers . . . expressed this traditional
understanding of a declaration of rights as a curb on the magistrate by permitting the
legislatures to limit key procedural rights.” As the first example of legislative empowerment, Kruman noted (incorrectly) that “[a]ll of the declarations prescribed that only
‘by the judgment of peers, or by the law of the land’ could a person be imprisoned or
deprived of property, liberty, or life.” Id. at 42. Kruman does not explain how a state
law of the land provision in a declaration of rights permitted the legislature to “limit”
criminal procedure rights, but it would appear that he misinterpreted those provisions
as though legislatures, rather than common law, would determine the content of the law
of the land. Some studies generally assert that legislative power was meant to trump
rights. See, e.g., DONALD S. LUTZ, POPULAR CONSENT AND POPULAR CONTROL: WHIG
POLITICAL THEORY IN THE EARLY STATE CONSTITUTIONS 66 (1980) (asserting that the
state “bills of rights were not generally incorporated into constitutions” and that they
“did not effectively prohibit or limit legislative action”). For other generalized studies of
the early state constitutions, see the works cited in Davies, supra note 2, at 669 n.328.
263 3 THE DEBATES IN THE SEVERAL STATE CONVENTIONS ON THE ADOPTION OF THE
FEDERAL CONSTITUTION 444 (Jonathan Elliot ed., 2d ed. 1838) [hereinafter ELLIOT’S
DEBATES] (reporting Mason’s description of the 1776 Virginia declaration during the
1788 Virginia ratification convention).
264 Randolph wrote the following regarding the 1776 Virginia Declaration of Rights:
In the formation of this bill of rights two objects were contemplated: one, that
the legislature should not in their acts violate any of those cannons; the other,
that in all the revolutions of time, of human opinion, and of government, a
perpetual standard should be erected, around which the people might rally,
and by a notorious record be forever admonished to be watchful, firm and virtuous.
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as having guaranteed “the common law” would be “in force.”265
That goal was not confined to Virginia; the voters of Massachusetts refused to endorse a state constitution until a declaration
of rights was added to protect common-law rights against the
possibility of legislative usurpation.266
The State Framers also focused on controlling the legislature, the courts, and possibly the governor,267 rather than controlling the conduct of ordinary officers. Although this point has
been almost entirely overlooked in constitutional commentaries,
the Framers drafted declarations of rights under a different and
more restrictive conception of the boundary of government action than that used in modern constitutional theory. The current notion that constitutional standards, such as search-andseizure standards, address the conduct of ordinary officers dates
back only to the beginning of the twentieth century.268 Under
framing-era doctrine, legislation and court orders were governmental in character, so it was possible to conceive of an “unconstitutional” statute or an “unconstitutional” general warrant
issued by a court.269 However, there was no conception that an
ordinary officer could act “unconstitutionally”; rather, an ordinary peace officer acted as the government only when he acted
within the lawful authority of his office, but if he exceeded that
authority and acted unlawfully, he was deemed to act in
“dece[it]” of the government and his conduct lost any official
character.270 Thus, the Framers would never have described a
constable’s unlawful arrest or search as an “unconstitutional”
arrest (which is why the Framers never considered an excluEdmund Randolph’s Essay on the Revolutionary History of Virginia, (1774-1782), in 44
VIRGINIA MAGAZINE OF HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY 47 (1936).
265 See infra note 412.
266 See infra note 353 and accompanying text.
267 The state constitutions gave governors relatively little power. See, e.g., WOOD,
supra note 261, at 272 (noting that “precisely because the power of the rulers or governors was so circumscribed by the body of the [initial state] constitutions, men in [several] states saw no need for any such lengthy and separate delineations of the people’s
liberties [in declarations of rights]”). See also id. at 148-50.
268 See infra note 647 and accompanying text.
269 See Davies, supra note 2, at 660.
270 See 3 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1768), supra note 135, at 255 (noting that in the event
of misconduct by an officer “the king has been deceived”); see also Davies, supra note 2,
at 660-67.
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sionary rule).271 Rather, the officer who acted unlawfully was
simply a private wrongdoer who was subject to trespass lawsuits like any other private wrongdoer.272
The State Framers did not undertake to impose novel limits
on the state legislatures; rather, they undertook to preserve existing rights against legislative usurpation. Indeed, that is why
they initially crafted “declarations” of rights. Thus, the State
Framers drew the contents of the curbs they placed on legislative power from the obvious source, the Cokean tradition of settled common-law rights.
The criminal procedure provisions included in the state declarations reflected two different sets of concerns. Some of the
provisions included in the state declarations were specific responses to prerevolutionary grievances: these included, for example, the grievance over the use or threatened use of general
warrants for customs searches of houses (which prompted the
provisions banning general warrants);273 the grievance over the
use of civil-law inquisitorial procedure in criminal prosecutions
conducted in the vice-admiralty courts (which prompted provisions protecting trial by jury and various trial rights);274 and the
271 The restrictive framing-era conception of what we now call “state action” also
explains why the framing-era remedy for an unlawful arrest or search was a damages
lawsuit against the offending officer, rather than exclusion of unconstitutionally seized
evidence; the exclusionary rule that was announced in the early twentieth century is a
response to governmental illegality rather than private unlawfulness, so it could not be
formulated under the framing-era conception that unlawful acts by officers were only
private wrongs. However, once the Supreme Court expanded the boundary of government “action” to include all acts committed by officers in connection with their office,
including unlawful acts, the necessary premise for applying the doctrine of the nullity of
unconstitutional government acts to unlawful searches was met. See Davies, supra note
2, at 664-66. See also Yale Kamisar, The Writings of John Barker Waite and Thomas
Davies on the Search and Seizure Exclusionary Rule, 100 MICH. L. REV. 1821, 1852-66
(2002); Thomas Y. Davies, An Account of Mapp v. Ohio That Misses the Larger Exclusionary Rule Story, 4 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 619, 622-25 (2007).
272 See Davies, supra note 2, at 661-62. There was no concept of official immunity.
In fact, if a justice of the peace acted outside of the lawful authority of his office, for
example by issuing a general warrant, he was also subject to trespass damages. See id.
at 588.
273 See REID, supra note 30, at 193-98 (discussing the colonial “search warrant grievance”). See also supra notes 50-57 and accompanying text.
274 See REID, supra note 30, at 177-83; Davies, Crawford, supra note 19, at 122-23
n.52 (discussing the grievance against the expansion of the vice-admiralty courts generally and the famous smuggling prosecution of John Hancock in the Boston ViceAdmiralty Court).
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grievance over the threat that colonists might be transported to
London to stand trial (which prompted provisions requiring jury
trials in the local vicinity or vicinage).275
Other criminal procedure provisions included in the state
declarations did not respond to recent grievances but instead
reiterated protections that had emerged in response to earlier
abuses in English constitutional history. For example, the
Framers of the state declarations drew upon the Whig canon
when they included provisions that guaranteed habeas corpus,
and prohibited excessive bail, self-accusation, and doublejeopardy, matters that do not appear to have been the subject of
specific prerevolutionary controversies. The most common provisions of this latter sort took the form of paraphrases of the
“law of the land” chapter of Magna Carta that typically included
prohibitions against a person being “taken” or “arrested” except
according to the law of the land.276 Indeed, provisions of this
type had long been included in earlier colonial assertions of
rights.277
Thus, the state declarations typically included two provisions that addressed the topic that we now call search and seizure: a broadly stated “law of the land” or “due process of law”
provision that included the traditional protection against arbitrary arrest and a more focused ban against the use of too-loose
warrants that specifically responded to the then-recent generalwarrant controversies.
This part of the article presents evidence that the state “law
of the land” and “due process of law” provisions were understood
to address the initiation of criminal prosecutions, including arrests, but that the state provisions relating to warrants were
focused on warrant standards. I think that aspect of the story is
quite clear. As previously noted, there is relatively little direct
evidence as to how strongly the state “law of the land” and “due
process of law” clauses were understood to constitutionalize
common-law arrest standards themselves, but that silence

275
276
277

See REID, supra note 30, at 173, 175.
See infra notes 289, 314, 320, 323, 342, 348, 356, 396 and accompanying text.
See supra note 249.
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likely reflects a shared assumption that the legal standards for
arrest were set by the settled common-law standards.
B. Search-and-Seizure Protections in the
Initial 1776 Virginia Declaration
Virginia adopted the first state constitution and declaration
of rights in the late spring of 1776, shortly before the Declaration of Independence.278 The Virginia Declaration of Rights included three provisions that addressed criminal procedure, two
of which implicated what we now call search and seizure. The
final clause in the main criminal procedure provision, Section 8,
provided that “no man be deprived of his liberty except by the
law of the land, or the judgment of his peers.”279 Section 10 then
banned “general warrants.”280 Tracing the textual evolution of
these provisions sheds some light on their respective contents.
1. Mason’s Draft
Although very little in the way of legislative history for the
early state declarations has survived, there is a surviving copy
of the draft that George Mason initially submitted to the larger
Virginia committee.281 Mason, who was well versed in English
constitutional history,282 seems to have undertaken to limit the
contents of the declaration to only the most essential principles
of liberty. In keeping with that approach, he proposed only a
single section on criminal procedure:
That in all capital or criminal Prosecutions, a Man hath a
right to demand the Cause and Nature of his Accusation, to be
confronted with the Accusers or Witnesses, to call for Evidence
in his favour, and to a speedy Tryal by a Jury of his Vicinage;
without whose unanimous Consent, he can not be found guilty,
nor can he be compelled to give Evidence against himself. And
278 See 10 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 48-56 (setting out 1776 Virginia
Declaration of Rights and Constitution).
279 See DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 170-71.
280 See id. at 170, 172 (sec. 10).
281 See HELEN HILL MILLER, GEORGE MASON: GENTLEMAN REVOLUTIONARY 337-38
(app. 1) (1975).
282 See HOWARD, supra note 103, at 205.
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that no Man, except in times of actual Invasion or Insurrection,
can be imprisoned upon Suspicion of Crimes against the State,
unsupported by Legal Evidence.283

I have italicized the final sentence in this proposed provision because I think it amounted to an incorporation of the
common law of arrest, albeit with a focus on arrests for treason.
Admittedly, a modern reader unfamiliar with common-law
jargon could easily overlook the arrest standards that are connoted by Mason’s language.
Today, a reference to “imprison[ment]” would usually connote punishment after a conviction at trial. However, in framing-era legal discourse, “imprisonment” was still a virtual synonym for arrest.284 (Indeed,
death, rather than imprisonment, was the usual punishment for
treason.) Moreover, as noted in the prior part, the big issues
surrounding imprisonment in English constitutional history had
involved arbitrary arrest and imprisonment prior to (or without
any) trial. Thus, when Mason condemned imprisonment “upon
Suspicion . . . unsupported by Legal Evidence” he rejected arrests on nothing more than “suspicion” of treason and implicitly
invoked the common-law requisites for a lawful arrest: “Evidence” meant testimony under oath,285 so “Legal Evidence” in
Mason’s passage invoked the usual common-law requirements,
set out above, that an arrest (with or without warrant) had to be
based upon a sworn accusation by a named complainant that a
crime had actually been committed “in fact,” as well as grounds
to suspect the arrested person as the offender.286 Thus, the final
clause in Mason’s criminal procedure section seems to have implicitly invoked common-law arrest standards, albeit only with
regard to treason.

See MILLER, supra note 281, at 337 (emphasis added).
See 2 COKE, supra note 13, at 589 (stating that “a felon that is under custody of
the kings officer” is “an imprisonment” and that “he that is in the stockes, or under
lawful arrest, is said to be in prison”); 1 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1765), supra note 135, at
132 (stating that “[t]he confinement of the person, in any wise, is an imprisonment. So
that the keeping [of] a man against his will in a private house, putting him in the stocks,
arresting or forcibly detaining him in the street, is an imprisonment.”).
285 See supra note 147.
286 See supra notes 151, 222, 239, 257 and accompanying text.
283
284
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There is no direct evidence as to why Mason was content to
address only treason arrests. One possibility is that he perceived the law of arrest to be generally settled and noncontroversial, but thought that treason was the situation in which legal standards were most likely to be stretched or breached;
hence, his final clause may have focused on what he perceived
to be problematic rather than what he perceived to be settled.
Thus, Mason apparently perceived that departures from settled
arrest law were most likely in instances of treason, so he included an arrest provision that was the functional equivalent of
the Habeas Corpus Suspension Clause later included in the
1787 Federal Constitution. Notably, Mason’s final statement
regarding treason arrests was the only search-and-seizure provision Mason proposed; he did not propose any ban against general warrants.
2. The Virginia Committee Draft
The legislative committee charged with drafting the Virginia declaration (which included the young James Madison
among others)287 apparently concluded that the declaration
should set out a fuller treatment of important criminal procedure rights than Mason had proposed. Thus, the committee expanded on Mason’s articulation of criminal procedure protections in three ways: (1) the committee broadened the statement
of the arrest protection regarding treason at the end of Mason’s
criminal procedure provisions by substituting a broader paraphrase of Magna Carta’s “law of the land” provision; (2) the
committee added language—copied from the English Bill of
Rights of 1689—that forbid excessive bail, excessive fines, and
“cruel or unusual” punishments; and (3) the committee added a
provision that specifically banned unparticularized or unsupported warrants.288
a.“Law of the land.” In the criminal procedure provision
that Mason had proposed, the committee replaced Mason’s final
287 See 1 THE PAPERS OF JAMES MADISON 170-71 (William T. Hutchinson & William
M.E. Rachal, eds., 1962).
288 See MILLER, supra note 281, at 338-39 (secs. 10, 11, and 12).
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sentence forbidding arrest for treason without “Legal Evidence”
with the italicized language:
10. That in all capital or criminal prosecutions a man hath a
right to demand the cause and nature of his accusation, to be
confronted with the accusers and witnesses, to call for evidence
in his favour, and to a speedy trial by an impartial jury of his
vicinage, without whose unanimous consent he cannot be
found guilty; nor can he be compelled to give evidence against
himself; that no man be deprived of his liberty except by the law
of the land, or the judgment of his peers.289

This final clause obviously paraphrased the “law of the
land” chapter of Magna Carta. Moreover, because this provision
replaced Mason’s arrest provision, and because the Virginia
committee addressed only deprivation of “liberty” in this paraphrase, rather than the full range of protected interests set out
in Magna Carta 29 itself,290 it seems apparent that this “law of
the land” provision was focused on arrest and pretrial criminal
procedure.
Additionally, it seems probable that this “law of the land”
clause constitutionalized common-law arrest standards. For
one thing, the Virginia Framers were quite familiar with Coke’s
writings in 1776, and Coke had treated “the law of the land” as
including common-law arrest law.291 For another, arrest standards were still a matter of common law rather than legislation
in Virginia.292 As noted above, there also are some recorded
statements that indicate that leading Virginia Framers intended for the declaration to set limits on the legislature;293 that
being the case, the invocation of “the law of the land” would not
289 See id at 339. Because the Cokean meaning of the “law of the land” guarantee in
Magna Carta 29 included the requirement of an indictment as a predicate to a felony
trial, this language would have connoted the common-law requirement of a valid indictment prior to a criminal trial. Thus, in contrast to modern assessments based solely
on parsing the words of the text, the Virginia committee did not omit the requirement of
a grand jury indictment; rather, the committee simply expressed that requirement in
the framing-era idiom of “the law of the land.”
290 Magna Carta 29 itself protected against deprivations of life, liberty, and a variety
of property interests in addition to “liberty.” See the text set out supra note 132.
291 See supra notes 143-79 and accompanying text.
292 See supra note 25.
293 See supra notes 263-65 and accompanying text.
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seem to have served the purpose unless that term were understood as an invocation of common-law standards.
It should not be surprising that the committee used the invocatory phrase “the law of land” rather than spell out commonlaw arrest and indictment standards. As described in the previous part, those standards were sufficiently complex (for example, applying different rules for felony and misdemeanor arrests) that they could not easily be reduced to a short clause appropriate to a declaration of rights. Additionally, there had
been no prerevolutionary controversy over arrest law itself;
rather, the common law of arrest and indictment appeared to be
quite settled.294 Thus, it seems likely that the Virginia committee assumed that the traditional “law of the land” formulation
would be sufficient to preserve common-law arrest standards.
The committee’s proposed criminal procedure provision was
then adopted by the legislature without change, but was numbered Section 8.295
b. Excessive bail. The Virginia committee next added a provision taken directly from the English Bill of Rights of 1689:
11. That excessive bail ought not to be required, nor excessive
fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.296

Of course, this also became the content of the Federal
Eighth Amendment.297 Although we now tend to regard this
provision primarily as a ban against “cruel and unusual punishments”—especially because American jurisdictions have
moved away from the concept of a right to bail298—in 1776, the
ban against excessive bail likely was viewed as the most salient
aspect of the protection. That likely was so because the habeas
See supra notes 238-40 and accompanying text.
See DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 170-71.
296 See MILLER, supra note 281, at 339. The English Bill of Rights of 1689 had included the provision:
294
295

That excessive bail ought not to be required, nor excessive fines imposed; nor
cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.
See SOURCES, supra note 104, at 245, 247.
297 U.S. CONST. amend. VIII (“Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive
fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted”).
298 See, e.g., United States v. Salerno, 481 U.S. 739 (1987).
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corpus remedy for unlawful arrest or imprisonment often involved release on bail, and English history demonstrated that
excessive bail could effectively blunt the value of the habeas
corpus remedy.299 Of course, the fact that the Virginia Framers
took a provision verbatim from the English Bill of Rights of
1689 underscores their familiarity with the Whig canon of the
historic rights of Englishmen.
The fact that this provision (like virtually all of the other
state bail provisions) only banned excessive bail, but did not set
an explicit right to bail is significant.300 That silence cannot be
interpreted to mean that there was no right to bail because
there was a settled doctrinal understanding that bail had to be
available except for offenses “of a very enormous nature” (typically capital cases).301 Moreover, the historical abuses had
taken the form of requiring excessive bail, rather than outright
denials of bail. Thus, the absence of an explicit statement of a
right to bail appears to have been another instance in which the
constitutional text explicitly addressed what appeared to have
been problematic, but left unstated a crucial but commonly understood premise.302
The inclusion of a distinct protection regarding bail also reveals that the Virginia Framers understood that the Cokean
concept of “the law of the land” did not encompass all aspects of
common-law criminal procedure. Rather, that concept was
time-bound insofar as Coke’s writings did not mention protections, such as the ban against excessive bail, that were not
achieved until the late seventeenth century, long after Coke’s
time. Hence, the protection against excessive bail was not ade-

299 See SOURCES, supra note 104, at 235-36. See also Blackstone’s reference to the
protection against excessive bail in the English Bill of Rights, quoted supra note 214.
300 There was one exception; the short bill of rights included in the 1787 Northwest
Ordinance stated a right to bail. See infra note 474.
301 4 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1769), supra note 135, at 295. According to Blackstone,
justices of the peace could not release on bail arrestees charged with treason, murder, or
other specified offenses, and justices had some discretion with regard to some other
offenses of a “dubious nature,” but there was a “last class” of arrestees “such as must be
bailed upon offering sufficient surety.” Moreover, the judges of the Court of King’s
Bench could order release on bail “for any crime whatsoever.” See 4 BLACKSTONE (1st
ed. 1769), supra note 135, at 295-96.
302 See supra text accompanying notes 28-34.
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quately protected simply by invoking the “law of the land”;
rather, it had to be stated separately.303
c. The ban against general warrants. The Virginia committee also responded to the then still-recent grievance against
general warrants by explicitly banning such warrants. Here
also, the committee members would have recognized that the
“law of the land” provision would have been insufficient to ban
general warrants themselves because that common-law prohibition had developed after Coke’s time, and had only recently been
finally settled.304 Thus, in contrast to their use of the invocatory
“law of the land” language for arrest authority, the Virginia
committee proposed a specific and explicit prohibition that tooloose warrants “ought not be granted”:305
12. That warrants unsupported by evidence, whereby any officer or messenger may be commanded or required to search
suspected places, or to seize any person or persons, his or their
property, not particularly described, are grievous and oppressive, and ought not to be granted.306

Two aspects of this provision should be noted. One is that
it is the most detailed of any of the criminal procedure clauses
in the Virginia declaration. Presumably, that is because it addressed a topic on which the law had not been long settled. The
other aspect is that this provision is very narrowly focused, as it
simply bans the use of too-loose warrants, but says nothing
about when warrants must be used.
This silence regarding the need for warrants appears to reflect an implicit assumption that common-law rules would per303 As noted above, the prohibition against excessive bail was not fully accomplished
until the English Bill of Rights of 1689. See supra note 299.
304 See supra notes 47-55 and accompanying text (discussing the general writ controversies of the late eighteenth century).
305 Some historians have insisted that the use of “ought” in the state declarations
was not as imperative as the use of “shall” in the Federal Bill of Rights. I think that is
incorrect, and that the change was merely stylistic. See Davies, supra note 2, at 675
nn.349-50.
306 See MILLER, supra note 281, at 339. The use of the term “messenger” in this
provision is noteworthy; the officers who executed the general warrants in the Wilkesite
cases were “messengers” who served the English Secretary of State, so use of that term
appears to reflect the influence in Virginia of the English Wilkesite cases in which general warrants were ruled to be contrary to common law. See supra note 53.
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sist. As noted above, the common-law rule that a felony warrant was required to justify breaking a house was a settled part
of the Cokean content of “the law of the land.”307 Additionally,
there had been no prerevolutionary controversy as to whether a
warrant was necessary to justify a search of a house; rather, the
controversy had been over the standards for valid warrants.
Hence, it appears that the Virginia drafters explicitly addressed
only the point that had been a matter of controversy, but left the
settled underlying premise of the necessity of a warrant for a
house search unstated.308
Although the committee draft set out warrant standards
that effectively banned general warrants, it did not actually use
the term “general warrant.” The legislature was apparently
unhappy that the provision did not ban “general warrants” explicitly, because it rewrote the committee proposal so that it did
include that term. In final form (and final numbering), this section then read:
Sec. 10. That general warrants, whereby any officer or messenger may be commanded to search suspected places without
evidence of a fact committed, or to seize any person or persons
not named, or whose offence is not particularly described and
supported by evidence, are grievous and oppressive, and ought
not to be granted.309

In addition to explicitly condemning “general warrants,”
this final provision also stated the requisites for valid warrants
more forcefully than the draft’s requirement that warrants not
be “unsupported by evidence.” The final provision forbade warrants unless they were based upon “evidence of a fact committed.” Because “evidence” meant testimony given under oath,
and “fact” was used as a synonym for a committed crime,310 this
“evidence of a fact committed” requirement called for sworn testimony that a crime had actually been committed—the commonSee supra notes 184-87, 228 and accompanying text.
See supra text accompanying note 31.
309 See DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 172.
310 See, e.g., 4 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1769), supra note 135, at 301 (noting that the
date and township “in which the fact was committed” must be included in an indictment).
307
308
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law crime-in-fact requirement discussed above.311 Thus, the
Virginia Framers plainly did not adopt anything like the weaker
“probable cause” standard that would later be used in the
Fourth Amendment.312 Likewise, the Virginia warrant standard did not contain anything resembling the “reasonableness”
standard now assigned to the Fourth Amendment.
d. Two search-and-seizure provisions. In sum, the Virginia
declaration set out two provisions that dealt with what we now
call search and seizure: the “law of the land” provision constituted the broad search-and-seizure provision which addressed
the central search-and-seizure issue of English constitutional
history by effectively banning arrests and pretrial imprisonment
that did not conform to common-law standards. The ban
against general warrants then set out a more focused prohibition against too-loose “general warrants” and employed the
common-law crime-in-fact standard. That two-provision approach to search and seizure then served as a model for subsequent state declarations, including those of Maryland and North
Carolina.
C. The 1776 Maryland Provisions
It is fairly evident that the search-and-seizure provisions
adopted by Maryland in August, 1776 were derived from Virginia’s. The criminal procedure provisions in the Maryland Declaration of Rights track the odd inverted procedural order of the
Virginia declaration by starting with trials and then moving to
pretrial matters, but the Maryland Framers separated out the
various protections more than Virginia had. In the Maryland
declaration, Article 19 set out trial rights and Article 20 set out

311 See supra notes 152, 222, 239 and accompanying text and note 257. There is one
perplexity—the language might be read to set slightly different standards for search and
arrest warrants. Was it meant to apply the “fact committed” standard only to search
warrants, but leave more room for justification for arrest warrants, as per Hawkins’s
commentary (see supra nn. 233-36)? That seems doubtful, because the arrest warrant
language refers to persons “whose offense” is not supported by evidence.
312 See infra notes 513-19 and accompanying text.
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self-accusation.313 Article 21 then set out a fuller paraphrase of
Magna Carta 29 than had Virginia:
XXI. That no freeman ought to be taken, or imprisoned, or
disseized of his freehold, liberties, or privileges, or outlawed, or
exiled, or in any manner destroyed, or deprived of his life, liberty, or property, but by the judgment of his peers, or by the
law of the land.314

Because “taken or imprisoned” connoted arrested, this article meant, among other things, that no one could be legally arrested except in accordance with “the law of the land.”
Next, Maryland’s Article 22 prohibited excessive bail or
punishment.315 Then Article 23 set out a detailed ban against
general warrants:
XXIII. That all warrants, without oath or affirmation, to
search suspected places, or to seize any person or property, are
grievous and oppressive; and all general warrants—to search
suspected places, or to apprehend suspected persons, without
naming or describing the place, or the person in special—are
illegal, and ought not to be granted.316

The Maryland Framers reserved the term “general warrants” for unparticularized warrants, but also condemned even
a specific warrant issued “without oath or affirmation.” Although the Maryland provision did not explicitly say what the
oath had to be about, it seems highly likely that this provision
313 See 4 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 372-75 (setting out the 1776 Maryland Declaration of Rights).
314 See 4 id. at 373. Maryland also included, in Article XVII, a statement that every
freeman was entitled to a remedy for any wrong.
315 See 4 id. Like Virginia, the Maryland provision copied the language from the
1689 English Bill of Rights. See supra notes 296-99 and accompanying text.
316 See 4 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 374. This provision appears to
have been a reworking of the Virginia committee’s draft warrant provision, rather than
the final Virginia provision. Compare the language of the Virginia committee draft,
supra text accompanying note 306 and the language of the final Virginia provisions,
supra text accompanying note 309. The Virginia draft was widely circulated at the
Continental Congress meeting in Philadelphia in the summer of 1776. See 1 THE
PAPERS OF JAMES MADISON, supra note 287, at 171 (indicating that the Virginia committee draft for a declaration of rights was carried to the Second Continental Congress and
printed in a Philadelphia newspaper). Thus, the draft probably exerted more influence
on other states than the final Virginia declaration.
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would have been understood to implicitly require an oath that
complied with the common-law standard for issuing a warrant—
that is, sworn testimony that a crime had been committed and
specific grounds for suspecting a person or for suspecting the
location of stolen goods.317 Thus, the “oath or affirmation” requirement would appear to be equivalent to the Virginia committee draft’s “[s]upported by evidence” standard.318
D. The 1776 North Carolina Provisions
North Carolina’s Framers also started from Virginia’s declaration, but unpacked the criminal procedure provisions into
separate provisions.319 Like Maryland’s, North Carolina’s Declaration of Rights included a fuller rendition of Magna Carta 29:
XII. That no freeman ought to be taken, imprisoned, disseized
of his freehold, liberties or privileges, or outlawed, or exiled, or
in any manner destroyed, or deprived of his life, liberty, or
property, but by the law of the land.320

Unlike the prior renditions of Magna Carta 29, this provision omitted the traditional but archaic reference to “the judgment of his peers” and referred only to “the law of the land.”
See supra note 231.
See supra text accompanying note 306.
319 The North Carolina Declaration of Rights set out criminal trial evidence and selfaccusation in article VII; added an explicit statement in article VIII “[t]hat no freeman
shall be put to answer any criminal charge, but by indictment, presentment, or impeachment”; set out a unanimous jury verdict standard in article IX; banned excessive
bail or punishment in article X; adopted the final version of Virginia’s ban against general warrants in article XI; and set out a “law of the land” provision in article XII, and
adopted a guarantee of habeas corpus in article XIII (although it does not use that
term). See 7 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 402-04 (setting out the 1776
North Carolina Declaration of Rights).
The North Carolina ban against general warrants appears to have been derived
quite directly from the final Virginia warrant provision:
317
318

XI. That general warrants—whereby an officer or messenger may be commanded to search suspected places, without evidence of the fact committed, or
to seize any person or persons, not named, whose offences are not particularly
described, and supported by evidence—are dangerous to liberty, and ought not
to be granted.
See 7 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 402. Compare to the Virginia provision
set out supra text accompanying note 306.
320 See 7 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 403.
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Thus, it is apparent that this provision addressed pretrial protections, including arrest, rather than trial protections, and it
seems highly probable that it was understood to constitutionalize common-law arrest standards. However, the language in
some other state provisions was more problematic on the latter
point.
E. The 1776 Pennsylvania Provisions and
the 1777 Vermont Provisions
The 1776 Pennsylvania Constitution was more radically
democratic than those of the other states; hence its Framers
may have been somewhat less concerned with controlling legislative power, and more inclined to extol the legislative power.321
Thus, although the drafters of the Pennsylvania Declaration of
Rights also began from the Virginia committee’s draft,322 they
made several potentially significant adjustments in the criminal
procedure provisions.
In particular, the paraphrase of Magna Carta 29 in the final clause in the Pennsylvania criminal procedure provision
stated “nor can any man be justly deprived of his liberty except
by the laws of the land, or the judgment of his peers.”323 The
“deprived of liberty” language, which was taken directly from
Virginia’s committee draft, coupled with the omission of references to life or other property interests, indicates that this provision was focused on pretrial arrest and imprisonment.324
321 See generally J. PAUL SELSAM, THE PENNSYLVANIA CONSTITUTION OF 1776: A
STUDY IN REVOLUTIONARY DEMOCRACY (1971).
322 See supra note 316 (noting that the Virginia committee draft was widely circulated).
323 See 8 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 278-79 (art. IX). Comparison of
the final language to Benjamin Franklin’s draft of the Pennsylvania Declaration indicates that no change was made in this clause during the framing. See 22 THE PAPERS OF
BENJAMIN FRANKIN 529, 531-32 (William B. Willcox ed., 1982).
324 The focus on pretrial criminal procedure in the Pennsylvania law of the land
clause is especially evident because an earlier clause in the same article had dealt with
jury trial, as in the Virginia criminal procedure section. Additionally, the Pennsylvania
declaration contained another provision that broadly stated the right to “the enjoying
and defending life and liberty, acquiring, possessing and protecting property, and pursuing and obtaining happiness and safety.” See 8 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at
278 (art. I). Another provision also stated a right to “the enjoyment of life, liberty, and
property” and included a takings clause of sorts: “no part of a man’s property can be
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However, the Pennsylvania provision required compliance with
the “laws of the land,” plural, rather than “law,” singular, and in
framing-era usage “laws” typically denoted statutes, while
common law was denoted as “law.”
It is difficult to assess how significant this textual difference was meant or understood to be. There was a clear understanding in 1776 that the legislature could define crimes, and it
is likely that there was a growing sense that common-law definitions of crimes should be replaced by statutory codification.325
Thus, the use of “laws” in the Pennsylvania law of the land provision at least acknowledged legislative definitions of substantive crimes for which arrests could be made; the difficult question is whether it did more than that. On its face, the use of
“laws” would seem to have left room for the legislature to alter
criminal procedure standards, including arrest standards.
There were instances in which colonial and early state statutes
that created minor offenses such as blasphemy or vagrancy had
also conferred warrantless arrest authority on peace officers
regarding such offenses.326 However, as of 1776, statutes had
neither codified nor altered felony warrantless arrest standards,
which remained matters of common law.327 Additionally, the
Pennsylvania legislature had used “laws of this province” in
several early eighteenth-century provisions based on Magna
Carta 29, when there was some dispute as to whether English
common law applied to that colony. The use of “laws” in 1776
may have simply echoed those earlier texts.328 Hence, it is unclear whether the Pennsylvania use of “laws” was actually in-

justly taken from him, or applied to public uses, without his own consent, or that of his
legal representatives.” See 8 id. at 278 (art. VIII).
325 Indeed, William Penn, the original proprietor of Pennsylvania, had earlier had his
own run-in with unwritten judge-defined criminal offenses. See HOWARD, supra note
103, at 78-82 (discussing Penn’s trial).
326 See the examples in Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 345-54.
327 See supra note 25.
328 See HOWARD, supra note 103, at 92-95 (discussing Pennsylvania provisions
adopted in 1700, 1711, and 1715 and controversy over application of common law in
colony).
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tended to connote broad legislative authority to alter arrest
law.329
Pennsylvania did not adopt a ban against excessive bail as
Virginia had, but did adopt a ban against general warrants that
appears to have been based on the Virginia committee’s draft
provision (rather than the final Virginia provision).330 However,
Pennsylvania added the following italicized preamble articulating a “right” of “the people”:
X. That the people have a right to hold themselves, their
houses, papers, and possessions free from search or seizure, and
therefore warrants without oaths or affirmations first made,
affording a sufficient foundation for them, and whereby any officer or messenger may be commanded or required to search
suspected places, or to seize any person, or persons, his or
their property, not particularly described, are contrary to that
right, and ought not to be granted.331

There is no indication that this invocation of the right of the
people regarding “search or seizure” at the start of this provision was meant to broaden this provision to reach warrantless
arrests or searches—especially given that the earlier “laws of
the land” provision had addressed arrest. Rather, this language
appears to simply reflect a rhetorical style adopted by the Pennsylvania drafters. Perhaps because of its democratic bent, the
Pennsylvania declaration included an unusual number of provisions that began with a statement of a “right of the people” that
“therefore” required some particular rule, standard, or prohibition.332

329 As I describe below, the Pennsylvania Antifederalists at that state’s 1788 ratification convention later rejected the “laws” formulation and instead proposed a federal “law
of the land” protection. See infra notes 416-17 and accompanying text.
330 See supra note 316 (noting that the Virginia committee draft was circulated in
Philadelphia).
331 See 8 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 279. The language after “therefore” is from the Virginia committee draft and, like that draft, does not use the term
“general warrant.” See supra text accompanying note 306. I have also discussed this
provision in Davies, supra note 2, at 677-84.
332 See Davies, supra note 2, at 679-80. There are some indications that the preamble statement of a right of the people was added late during the deliberations. See id. at
677 n.355.
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The statement of the right in this provision was peculiar,
however, insofar as it appeared to state an unqualified right
against search or seizure; note the absence of “unreasonable” or
any other qualifying adjective in the right to be “free from
search or seizure.” Yet, the drafters plainly did not intend to
create an absolute right because they went on to identify the
standards for assessing arrest and search warrants. Hence, the
invocation of the right appears to have been a somewhat overstated rhetorical device.
It is possible, however, that the persons-houses-paperspossessions formula may also have served a practical purpose:
namely, it defined the boundary of right in a way that corresponded with the common-law protection of the house and its
contents but omitted ships, which were “personalities” under
the civil law of admiralty—a significant consideration in a state
that had the largest port in North America and a strong interest
in effective customs collections.333
The warrant standard set out in the Pennsylvania provision, testimony “affording sufficient foundation,” appears to
have been comparable to the “[s]upported by evidence” standard
in the Virginia committee draft (the Pennsylvania Framers may
not have been aware of the use of “evidence of a fact committed”
in the final Virginia declaration).334 The change in language
regarding cause for a warrant may have simply been a byproduct of the revision to recognize that grounds for a warrant
could be stated by “affirmation” as well as by “oath” (the typical
requirement for legal “evidence”).335
In 1777, Vermont acted as a separate state even though its
neighbors had yet to recognize it as such. Because Vermont
seems to have embraced the radically democratic outlook of the
1776 Pennsylvania Constitution, it used the Pennsylvania declaration as a model for its own 1777 constitution.336 Thus it also
See id. at 680-83.
See supra note 316 (noting that the Virginia committee draft was circulated at the
Second Continental Congress which met in Philadelphia).
335 See supra note 147.
336 See THE BILL OF RIGHTS AND THE STATES: THE COLONIAL AND REVOLUTIONARY
ORIGINS OF AMERICAN LIBERTIES 201-02 (Patrick T. Conley and John P. Kaminski eds.,
1992).
333
334
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adopted both the Pennsylvania criminal procedure provision
which forbade deprivation of “liberty, except by the laws [plural]
of the land or the judgment of his peers,”337 and the Pennsylvania ban against too-loose warrants, including the preamble
stating an unqualified “right” of the people “to hold themselves,
their houses, papers and possessions free from search or seizure.”338
F. States that Did Not Adopt Two
Search-and-Seizure Provisions
The Virginia model of two search-and-seizure provisions
was not always followed. In 1776, Delaware adopted a declaration of rights that generally included the rights set out in the
Virginia section on criminal procedure,339 as well as a ban
against too-loose warrants.340 However, Delaware omitted any
direct paraphrase of the “law of the land” provision in Magna
Carta 29; instead, the Delaware declaration stated that its citizens had an affirmative right to “enjoyment of life, liberty, and
property” (a phrasing that may have reflected Blackstone’s rendition of Magna Carta 29).341 While that phrasing could be conSee 9 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 487, 490 (art. X).
See 9 id. at 490 (art. XI).
339 See 2 id. at 197-98 (see especially arts. 13 (trial by jury), 14 (notice of charge,
right to counsel, right to confrontation, right to present witnesses, right to speedy trial,
impartial jury, and unanimous verdict), 15 (right against compelled self-accusation), and
16 (prohibition against excessive bail, fines, or punishment)).
340 See 2 id. at 199 (art. 17). The Delaware warrant provision closely tracked that of
Maryland. Compare 4 id. at 374 (Md. art. XXIII).
341 The relevant Delaware provision read:
337
338

10. That every Member of Society hath a Right to be protected in the Enjoyment of Life, Liberty and Property; and therefore is bound to contribute his
Proportion towards the Expense of that Protection, and yield his personal Service when necessary, or an Equivalent thereto; but no Part of a Man’s Property
can be justly taken from him, or applied to public Uses without his own Consent or that of his legal Representatives; Nor can any Man that is conscientiously scrupulous of bearing Arms in any Case be justly compelled thereto if
he will pay such Equivalent.
See 2 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 198. This provision also appears in the
1776 Pennsylvania Constitution. See 8 id. at 278 (art. VII). It probably cannot be determined which of these neighboring states first drafted this provision, although it is
apparent that the final Pennsylvania text reflects a further development from that
which appears in Benjamin Franklin’s interim draft of the Pennsylvania declaration.
See 22 THE PAPERS OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, supra note 323, at 531 (draft art. 8).
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strued to include a right not to be arrested except in accordance
with common-law standards, it hardly called attention to arrest.
Several of the original states did not adopt declarations of
rights. For example, Connecticut did not adopt a new constitution after independence, but instead continued to operate under
the provisions of its colonial charter. However, in 1776 Connecticut did adopt a brief “Constitutional Ordinance” that included a paraphrase of Magna Carta 29, but with a twist: that
“No Man’s Person shall be arrested [or] restrained . . . unless
clearly warranted by the Laws of this State.”342 The use of “arrested [or] restrained” in this provision in the place of the traditional “taken or imprisoned” confirms that prohibiting arbitrary
arrests remained a salient concern. However, like Pennsylvania, Connecticut only required that “arrest[s]” be authorized
It is possible that this provision was meant to state Magna Carta 29 broadly and
positively in terms of enjoyment of life, liberty, and property, rather than negatively in
terms of prohibiting denial of these enjoyments. In particular, the phrasing may have
been inspired by Blackstone’s summary of Magna Carta 29, which he described as “protecting” the “enjoyment” of life, liberty and property:
And, lastly, (which alone would have merited the title that it bears, of the
great charter,) [Magna Carta] protected every individual of the nation in the
free enjoyment of his life, his liberty, and his property, unless declared to be
forfeited by the judgment of his peers or the law of the land.
4 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1769), supra note 135, at 417 (emphasis added).
342 The relevant paragraph read:
2. . . . That no Man’s Life shall be taken away: No Man’s Honor or good Name
shall be stained: No Man’s Person shall be arrested, restrained, banished,
dismembered, nor any Ways punished: No Man shall be deprived of his Wife or
Children: No Man’s Goods or Estate shall be taken away from him, nor any
Ways indamaged under the Colour of Law, or Countenance of Authority;
unless clearly warranted by the Laws of this State.
See 2 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 143. There was a precedent: Connecticut
had earlier prefaced its colonial code with “a portion of Magna Carta.” See MOTT, supra
note 91, at 95 n.36 and accompanying text. Compare this language to the earlier text of
the 1641 Massachusetts Body of Liberties, set out infra note 359.
The 1776 Connecticut Ordinance also set out an explicit recognition of the right to
bail—subject to legislative revision:
4. And that no Man’s Person shall be restrained, or imprisoned, by any authority whatsoever, before the Law hath sentenced him thereunto, if he can
and will give sufficient Security, Bail, or Mainprize for his Appearance and
good Behaviour in the mean Time, unless it be for Capital Crimes, Contempt
in open Court, or in such Cases wherein some express Law doth allow of, or
order the same.
See 2 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 143.
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by the “Laws of this State.” The plural “Laws” which connoted
statutes may have implied some legislative authority to set arrest standards, but like Pennsylvania, Connecticut had also
used “laws” in earlier colonial provisions based on Magna Carta
29.343 Connecticut did not adopt any warrant provision.
New Jersey adopted a constitution in 1776, but did not
adopt a declaration of rights and did not include any law of the
land provision in the constitution. Instead, the New Jersey
Constitution provided for a continuation of common law unless
altered by the legislature.344 New Jersey did not adopt any provision regarding warrants. The only right explicitly placed beyond the legislature’s control was the right to trial by jury.345
New York adopted its initial constitution in 1777. It did not
adopt a declaration of rights at that time, but did include a provision for a continuation of common law, subject to legislative
alteration.346 In addition, the 1777 New York Constitution also
343 The Connecticut use of “Laws” likely had specific roots in early attempts in the
New England colonies to codify definitions of criminal offenses so as to curb the discretion of the magistrates to define new offenses. See, e.g., SOURCES, supra note 104, at
143-47. Note, however, that these authors concluded that these early controversies
arose when there was little legal learning in the colonies and that, subsequently, “the
common law of England, especially Magna Carta, came more and more to be considered
as the main source of the liberties of the subject.” Id. at 146.
344 See 6 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 449-53 (setting out the New Jersey
Constitution of 1776). The continuation of common law was provided for in article XXII.
See 6 id. at 452.
345 See 6 id. at 452 (art. XXII) (stating, in relevant part, “that the inestimable right of
trial by jury shall remain confirmed as a part of the law of this Colony, without repeal,
forever”). An earlier provision, which appears to be the only other criminal procedure
provision, provided: “XVI. That all criminals shall be admitted to the same privileges of
witnesses and counsel, as their prosecutors are or shall be entitled to.” See 6 id. This
would appear to address the features of trial by jury that were still not firmly settled by
common law; thus, it appears to be another example of the American Framers focusing
on the unsettled aspects of common law. See supra text accompanying notes 28-34.
346 See 7 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 168, 177 (art. XXXV) (providing for
the continuation of “such parts of the common law of England, and of the statute law of
England and Great Britain” that were included in the law of the colony of New York on
April 19, 1775 [the date of the Battle of Lexington], subject to legislative revisions). This
constitution also provided that “trial by jury, in all cases in which it hath heretofore
been used in the colony of New York, shall be established and remain inviolate forever,”
and banned future “acts of attainder.” See 7 id. at 179 (art. XLI). It also expressly provided for defense counsel in criminal cases brought on indictment. See 7 id. at 177 (art.
XXXIV). Note that the latter provision reflects an expectation of continued use of grand
jury indictments, even though there was no express provision regarding grand jury
indictment.
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included a provision that drew upon Magna Carta 29 by prohibiting deprivation of “rights or privileges secured” by the state
constitution except according to “the law of the land.”347 However, that phrasing did not use the traditional “taken or imprisoned” language and thus does not appear to have constitutionalized arrest standards. New York did not adopt any warrant
provision.
South Carolina did not initially adopt any rights provisions,
but it added a traditional paraphrase of Magna Carta 29, using
the traditional “taken, or imprisoned” phrasing, when it revised
its constitution in 1778.348 However, it did not adopt a ban
against general warrants.
Georgia also did not adopt a declaration of rights in its 1776
constitution. However, it did adopt several provisions that were
related to pretrial criminal procedure, including one which set
minimum sizes for grand juries (thus implying continued use of
indictments),349 one which banned excessive bail or punishment,350 and one that stated that “the principles of the habeascorpus act shall be a part of this constitution.”351 Because habeas corpus was used to enforce common-law arrest and impris347

This provision read:
XIII. . . . that no member of this State shall be disfranchised, or deprived of
any of the rights or privileges secured to the subjects of this State by this constitution, unless by the law of the land, or the judgment of his peers.

See 7 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 175 (art. XIII). The records of the New
York convention in 1777 indicate that the initial proposal was for a provision prohibiting
the disenfranchisement of persons “unless by act of the legislature of this state.” See
MOTT, supra note 91, at 169-70, n.11 (citing 1 C.Z. LINCOLN, CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY
OF NEW YORK 522 (1906)). However, that proposal was amended to read “No member of
this State shall be disenfranchised, or deprived of any of the rights or privileges secured
to the subjects of this State by this Constitution, unless by law of the land, or the judgment of his peers.” Id.
348 See 8 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 468, 475 (art. XLI):
XLI. That no freeman of this State be taken or imprisoned, or disseized of his
freehold, liberties, or privileges, or outlawed, exiled, or in any manner destroyed or deprived of his life, liberty, or property, but by the judgment of his
peers or by the law of the land.
This provision was repeated in the South Carolina Constitution of 1790. See 8 id. at
476, 481 (art. IX, sec. 2).
349 See 2 id. at 443, 448 (art. XLV).
350 See 2 id. at 449 (art. LIX).
351 See 2 id. at 449 (art. LX).
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onment standards, this latter provision would seem to rest on
the implicit premise of a settled standard for lawful arrests and
commitments to jail to await trial;352 hence, this provision likely
would have been understood to imply a continuation of commonlaw arrest standards. Georgia did not adopt any provision that
explicitly addressed warrants.
G. The 1780 Massachusetts Provisions
The framing of a state constitution took longer in Massachusetts than in other states because the Massachusetts legislature submitted a proposed constitution to the people for ratification in 1778, and it was rejected. The rejection was based, in
substantial measure, on the omission of a declaration of
rights.353 Massachusetts tried again with another constitutional
convention in 1779, and the constitution and declaration of
rights then proposed was adopted in 1780. John Adams was the
principal drafter.354 Adams obviously used the Virginia criminal
procedure provisions as a starting point when he drafted the
comparable Massachusetts provisions, but he elaborated to
make the meaning of the provisions plainer and more complete.355 Like the Virginia declaration, Adams drafted two provisions that dealt with search-and-seizure topics: a “law of the
land” provision, and a ban against general warrants.
See infra note 406.
RONALD M. PETERS, JR., THE MASSACHUSETTS CONSTITUTION OF 1780: A SOCIAL
COMPACT 18-19 (1974) (noting that “the largest number of objections [to the 1778 proposed constitution] was lodged on the grounds that the plan contained no bill of rights.”).
354 Id. at 20-21. Peters notes that “[l]ittle is known of the deliberations” of the committee charged with the drafting, and that “Adams’s original draft was not preserved,
and the only evidence of the committee’s activities is the proposal which they eventually
laid before the Convention.” Id.
355 Id. at 14:
352
353

Adams’s prolixity was an undisguised blessing. The [Massachusetts] Constitution [of 1780] stands in sharp contrast to the Federal Constitution of 1787,
by virtue of the depth of its exposition. Where the Federal Constitution settles
for a word or a phrase, the Massachusetts Constitution takes up a sentence or
even a paragraph . . . Adams chose to develop in his draft of the Massachusetts
Constitution the reasoning behind many of its provisions . . . It is this very attention to explanation, as well as the classic form and completeness of the
Massachusetts Constitution, that distintinguishes it among the other American constitutions . . .
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1. The Massachusetts “Law of the Land” Provision
Adams’s “law of the land” provision is of particular importance, because he made the meaning of that provision more explicit by substituting the word “arrested” for the more traditional “taken”:
XII. No subject shall be held to answer for any crimes or no offence until the same is fully and plainly, substantially and
formally, described to him; or be compelled to accuse, or furnish evidence against himself; and every subject shall have a
right to produce all proofs that may be favourable to him; to
meet the witnesses against him face to face, and to be fully
heard in his defence by himself, or his counsel at his election.
And no subject shall be arrested, imprisoned, despoiled, or deprived of his property, immunities, or privileges, put out of the
protection of the law, exiled, or deprived of his life, liberty, or
estate, but by the judgment of his peers, or the law of the land.
And the legislature shall not make any law that shall subject
any person to a capital or infamous punishment, excepting for
the government of the army and navy, without trial by jury.356

The italicized language makes it clear that the “law of the
land” provision addressed arrests.
Like the earlier provisions, that language does not explicitly
indicate whether that clause was meant to constitutionalize
common-law arrest standards. However, there is some evidence
that common-law protections were discussed prior to the drafting of the 1780 constitution.357 Additionally, there is no doubt
See 5 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note 62, at 92, 94 (art. XII) (emphasis added).
For example, in late 1778, when people in Massachusetts were discussing the
adoption of a state constitution and declaration of rights, a Boston newspaper published
an article that quoted a speech that a Georgia Tory had made to a grand jury in that
state that was considering whether to indict him for refusal to swear allegiance to the
new state government. The former Tory invoked the common-law arrest requirement of
an oath by an accuser as follows:
356
357

That nothing can be more alarming, than the establishing of a power to take
away liberty and property out of the usual and due course of Law, by a power
distinct from and in opposition to the only legal and constitutional judiciary
department . . . If a man be taken up without any previous accusation upon
oath, all liberty is at an end. If a man may be condemned without any public
tryal, or presence of violation of a law, all law is at an end. . .
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that Adams was well aware of Coke’s explication of the “law of
the land” guarantee of Magna Carta 29.358 The fact that the
second paragraph of this provision explicitly recognized legislative authority to define the substance of criminal offenses, but
that there was no reference to legislation in the first paragraph,
also suggests that the earlier paragraph invoked common-law
standards. Additionally, it is noteworthy that Adams used the
term “law of the land” in the paraphrase of Magna Carta 29 in
contrast to earlier Massachusetts colonial declarations that had
referred to “laws” (statutes).359 Taken in combination, these
features suggest that Adams and the other 1780 Massachusetts
Framers meant to incorporate common-law pretrial criminal
procedure.
2. The Massachusetts Warrant Provision
Adams also included a detailed ban against general warrants, which is notable for introducing “unreasonable” into the
search-and-seizure lexicon—that term had not appeared in any
of the six earlier state provisions that banned general warrants:

PETERS, supra note 353, at 161 (quoting an article published in the Continental Journal
on November 27, 1778).
358 See, e.g., HOWARD, supra note 103, at 156-64 (noting that “[t]hroughout his legal
career, Adams was to be steeped . . . in Magna Carta” and that Coke’s works were “well
represented in Adams’s library,” and also recounting Adams’s citations to Coke’s chapter
on Magna Carta 29 during his representation of John Hancock during the latter’s smuggling trial in the Boston vice-admiralty court in 1768-1769).
359 There was precedent for the Massachusetts “law of the land provision” of 1780 in
the Massachusetts Body of Liberties of 1641. See 5 STATE CONSTITUTIONS, supra note
62, at 12 (identifying document 7 as the 1641 Body of Liberties); 5 id. at 46-67 (setting
out the Body of Liberties). The relevant article reads:
1. No mans life shall be taken away, no mans honor or good name shall be
stayned, no mans person shall be arrested, restrayned, banished, dismembred,
nor any wayes punished, no man shall be deprived of his wife or children, no
mans goods or estaite shall be taken away from him, nor any way indammaged under colour of law or Countenance of Authoritie, unlesse it be by vertue or equitie of some expresse law of the Country waranting the same, established by a generall Court and sufficiently published, or in case of the defect of
a law in any parteculer case by the word of God. And in Capitall cases, or in
cases concerning dismembring or banishment according to that word to be
judged by the Generall Court.
See 5 id. at 46-47 (art. 1).
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Art. XIV. Every subject has a right to be secure from all unreasonable searches and seizures of his person, his houses, his papers, and all his possessions. All warrants, therefore, are contrary to this right, if the cause of foundation of them be not
previously supported by oath or affirmation, and if the order in
the warrant to a civil officer, to make search in suspected
places, or to arrest one or more suspected persons, or to seize
their property, be not accompanied with a special designation
of the persons or objects of search, arrest, or seizure; and no
warrant ought to be issued but in cases, and with the formalities, prescribed by the laws.360

Why did Adams incorporate the Pennsylvania preamble?
The most likely reason is that he liked the rhetorical style of
stating the larger purpose of the ban against general warrants.361 Additionally, it is possible that he recognized that it
was useful to define the scope of the warrant protection to reach
common-law interests associated with the “houses,”362 but exclude ships because Boston, like Philadelphia, was a major port
for international shipping, and customs collections would be an
important source of government revenue.363
However, Adams was too good a lawyer to have overlooked
the absolutist tone of the right asserted in the Pennsylvania
preamble,364 so he added the qualifier “unreasonable” searches
and seizures.
How did Adams understand “unreasonable
searches and seizures”?
There is no indication that Adams intended the preamble to
create a free-standing, comprehensive search and arrest standard along the lines of the modern construction of the first
See 5 id. at 95 (art. XIV) (emphasis added).
See supra note 355.
362 It should be noted that Adams referred to a subject’s “houses” (plural). I overlooked that in my previous discussion. See Davies, supra note 2, at 684 (incorrectly
quoting the provision as “his house,” rather than as “his houses”). Adams’s use of the
plural may indicate that he used the term “houses” to refer generally to buildings, and
thus may have extended the protection to warehouses as well as residences. The common-law “privilege of house” appears to have applied to residences, but there is some
ambiguity as to whether the term “houses” in this provision referred only to residences,
to residences plus related out-buildings, or to any buildings. See also Davies, supra note
2, at 680-83.
363 See Davies, supra note 2, at 681 n.369.
364 See supra text following note 332.
360
361
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clause of the Fourth Amendment. Adams’s draft was noteworthy for being more detailed and concrete than the earlier state
declarations, yet the operative language in this provision dealt
exclusively with warrants, and the preamble reference to “unreasonable searches and seizures” was linked to these specific
standards with a “therefore.” Moreover, because the remainder
of this provision set out the specific standards for warrants, and
because the earlier “law of the land” provision addressed warrantless arrest, there was no role for a free-standing “reasonableness” standard to play.
Instead, it is highly probable that Adams simply used “unreasonable searches and seizures” as a pejorative label for
searches or seizures conducted under general warrants.365 In
the late eighteenth century, common law was viewed as the perfection of reason;366 hence, at least when used in a legal context,
“unreasonable” connoted a gross violation of a fundamental legal principle. For example, that is how Coke had used “against
reason” in his famous ruling on the invalidity of a statute in Dr.
Bonham’s Case.367 Thus, to say that general warrants were
“unreasonable” was to say that they were so illegal that even
legislation could not authorize them. “Unreasonable searches
and seizures” was a fitting pejorative label for the gross illegality of searches under general warrants.
Indeed, Adams did not have to look far for a precedent.
During the 1761 Writs of Assistance Case, Adams’s mentor,
James Otis, had quoted Coke’s statement in Dr. Bonham’s Case
when Otis asserted that any statute that authorized general
writs of assistance would be “against common right and reason”
and “void”—and Adams had personally recorded Otis’s argu-

365 I have previously discussed this point in somewhat greater detail. See Davies,
supra note 2, at 684-93.
366 See e.g., 2 COKE, supra note 13, at 179 (treating common law as the perfection of
reason).
367 8 Coke Rep. 113b, 118a, 77 Eng. Rep. 646, 652 (C.P. 1610) (ruling that “the common law will controul Acts of Parliament” and that a statute that was “against common
right and reason” was “void”). Discussing that ruling, Blackstone later updated “against
reason” to “unreasonable.” See 1 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1765), supra note 135, at 91. See
also Davies, supra note 2, at 698 n.398 (noting that John Locke also replaced Coke’s
“against reason” with “unreasonable”).
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ment on that occasion.368 Moreover, Adams was well versed in
Coke’s writings himself and later cited Coke’s “against reason”
when he, along with Otis, argued that the Stamp Act was
void.369 In the intervening years, Blackstone had updated Coke’s
“against reason” to “unreasonable,”370 and Adams did likewise
when he drafted the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights.
There is an additional possible influence along the same
lines. As noted above, some of the common-law authorities
sometimes stated the requirements for criminal search or arrest
in terms of (1) a sworn assertion that a felony had been committed in fact and (2) “reasonable” or “probable” cause to suspect a
particular place or person.371 Thus, the pejorative “unreasonable” would also have connoted that general warrants lacked
the requisite demonstration of individualized cause for an arrest
or search warrant. In this context, Adams likely was also aware
that Coke had condemned an arrest not based on a charge of a
specific crime as “without reason” (and that Blackstone had also
updated that passage to “unreasonable”).372 Thus, John Adams
would have understood that “unreasonable” denoted a violation
of basic principle and would also have appreciated that that
term was specifically appropriate for condemning general warrants. Hence, although John Adams introduced the term “unreasonable searches and seizures,” he was not the father of the
Fourth Amendment reasonableness standard.
It is also worth noting that Adams did not adopt Virginia’s
“evidence of a fact committed” standard,373 but instead forbade
issuance of warrants “if the cause or foundation of them be not
previously supported by oath or affirmation.” This formulation
clearly required a sworn (or affirmed) statement of cause for
368 See Davies, supra note 2, at 680-91. Otis expressed this same notion when he
later argued that “acts [that is, parliamentary statutes] against the fundamental principles of the British constitution are void” because “it is contrary to reason that the supreme power should have the right to alter the constitution.” MOTT, supra note 91, at
127 n.14 (quoting JAMES OTIS, THE RIGHTS OF BRITISH COLONISTS ASSERTED AND
PROVED (3d ed. 1776)). As a protege of Otis, Adams would also have been familiar with
Otis’s argument.
369 See Davies, supra note 2, at 691, n.414.
370 See supra note 260.
371 See supra note 232
372 See supra note 178 and accompanying text.
373 See supra note 309.
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issuance of a warrant, but did not attempt to specify precisely
what level of cause had to be shown. I speculate that Adams
was too good a lawyer to ignore the point that different kinds of
warrants called for different kinds of cause. As noted above,
framing-era legal authorities indicated that while a theft-in-fact
was still a requisite for a search warrant for stolen goods, a felony-in-fact may not have been strictly necessary for a felony
arrest warrant.374 Additionally, the Virginia “evidence of a fact
committed” standard would not have been a practical standard
for customs search warrants in particular—there often was no
complainant in such cases, so requiring a sworn allegation of
crime-in-fact might have obstructed issuance of customs search
warrants.375 Thus, Adams’s formulation appears to have left
some room to recognize that different cause standards would be
applicable depending on the nature of the warrant.
Adams also added a novel final passage to the warrant provision requiring that issuance of warrants comply with the
“laws”—that is, with statutes. This provision appears to recognize that the purposes for which warrants could be issued was a
proper subject for legislation.376 The juxtaposition of that
statement regarding statutory authority for the uses of warrants with the earlier standard of “adequate cause or foundation
supported by oath” suggests that the “cause or foundation” was
set by common-law standards—that is, Adams did not simply
write that warrants could be issued on the basis of “such cause
as required by the laws.” Thus, Adams’s provision appears to
indicate that valid warrants had to satisfy both common-law
standards of cause and particularity and statutory standards
regarding authorized purposes.

See supra notes 232-34 and accompanying text.
“Probable cause” had emerged as the standard for customs search warrants. See
infra notes 513-17 and accompanying text.
376 I have previously speculated that this clause may have been prompted by Lord
Camden’s earlier statement that warrants could be issued only for purposes recognized
in the “law books.” See Davies, supra note 2, at 684 n.381.
374
375
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H. The 1784 New Hampshire Provisions
New Hampshire copied the two Massachusetts search-andseizure provisions when it adopted a declaration of rights in
1784. In particular, it followed the Massachusetts “law of the
land” formulation by explicitly including the term “arrested.”377
Additionally, it also included a right against “unreasonable
searches and seizures” in the preamble to the ban against general warrants.378
Although the New Hampshire provisions were not distinctive, they are noteworthy insofar as they were the subject of one
of the few post-framing judicial constructions of the relative contents of the two search-and-seizure provisions. The 1817 case
Mayo v. Wilson379 involved a challenge to the constitutionality of
a recently enacted state statute that prohibited unnecessary
travel on the Sabbath and authorized parish officers to detain
violators. The plaintiff, who had been detained under the statute, asserted that the statute was unconstitutional.380 Notably,
the state supreme court analyzed the statute’s constitutionality
under the state “law of the land” provision, which the judges

377

See 6 STATE CONSTITUIONS, supra note 62, at 344, 346:
XV. No subject shall be held to answer for any crime or offence, until the same
is fully and plainly, substantially and formally, described to him; or be compelled to accuse or furnish evidence against himself. And every subject shall
have a right to produce all proofs that may be favourable to himself; to meet
the witnesses against him face to face, and to be fully heard in his defence by
himself, and counsel. And no subject shall be arrested, imprisoned, despoiled,
or deprived of his property, immunities, or privileges, put out of the protection
of the law, exiled, or deprived of his life, liberty, or estate, but by the judgment
of his peers or the law of the land.

378

See 6 id. at 346:
Art. XIX. Every subject hath a right to be secure from all unreasonable search
and seizures of his person, his houses, his papers, and all his possessions. All
warrants, therefore, are contrary to this right, if the cause or foundation of
them be not previously supported by oath, or affirmation; and if the order in
the warrant to a civil officer, to make search in suspected places, or to arrest
one or more suspected persons, or to seize their property, be not accompanied
with a special designation of the persons or objects of search, arrest, or seizure;
and no warrant ought to be issued but in cases, and with the formalities prescribed by the laws.

379
380

1 N.H. 53 (1817).
Id. at 54.
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characterized as being “a literal translation from Magna Carta,
c. 29”381 and the equivalent of a “due process of law” provision.382
In the due process of law analysis, the judges treated the
detention as an arrest383 and reviewed the treatment of common-law standards for warrantless arrests set out in Sullivan’s
treatise,384 while noting that “Coke in his commentary upon
Magna Carta, gives the same explanation” of arrest authority.385
However, the judges then jumped past the question whether the
“law of the land” provision had constitutionalized the commonlaw standards they had just discussed and instead simply asserted that any arrest that was authorized by statute was constitutional—thus they completely ignored the common-law limitations on warrantless arrests that they had just summarized!386
Although Mayo is hardly a shining example of an independent judiciary at work, it does show that the New Hampshire
judges understood that arrest was addressed in the state law of
the land provision. Toward the end of their opinion, they
brushed aside the relevance of the New Hampshire warrant
provision by asserting that the provision “does not seem intended to restrain the legislature from authorizing arrests with-

Id. at 55.
Id.
383 Id.
384 Id. at 56. Sullivan’s discussion of the law of arrest included in “the law of the
land” is set out supra note 257.
385 1 N.H. at 56.
386 After reviewing the common-law standards set out by Sullivan and Coke, the
judges begged the important issue by simply asserting:
381
382

[i]t seems clear that an arrest if authorized by the statute or common law,
though without writ or warrant in deed, has always been considered in England as warranted per legem terrae, by due process of law, within the meaning
of magna carta, and we have no doubt, that any arrest here authorized by our
common or statute law must be considered an arrest by the land of the land,
by due process, within the meaning of our constitution. We think that the
15th article in our bill of rights, was not intended to abridge the power of the
legislature, but to assert the right of every citizen to be secure from all arrests
not warranted by law.
Id. at 57. The judges then launched into an essay on the validity of legislative law making, but never mentioned the important question of whether a declaration of rights was
meant to limit legislative power. Id. at 57-59.
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out warrant, but to guard against the abuse of warrants issued
by magistrates.”387
I. New York’s Shift to “Due Process of Law”
One further state declaration of rights was adopted prior to
the framing of the Federal Bill of Rights when New York
adopted a statutory bill of rights in 1787.388 That enactment
made a significant alteration in terminology when it substituted
“due process of law” for the traditional “law of the land” in
paraphrasing Magna Carta 29. The story of how that change
came about sheds some light on how “due process of law” was
understood only two years before the framing of the Federal Bill
of Rights.
As noted above, New York had not adopted a declaration of
rights when it initially adopted a state constitution in 1777, but
had included a provision in the constitution itself that set out a
variant on Magna Carta 29:
XIII . . . that no member of this State shall be disfranchised, or
deprived of any of the rights or privileges secured to the subjects of this State by this constitution, unless by the law of the
land, or the judgment of his peers.389

This provision became the subject of a constitutional controversy in the aftermath of the Revolutionary War.
1. The Contested Interpretation of “Law of the Land”
Because New York City had been occupied by the British
army for virtually the entire Revolutionary War, many of the
inhabitants of the city had remained Loyalists or neutrals and
had been spared much of the hardship of the war. Unsurprisingly, citizens from other parts of the state were resentful of the
Id. at 60.
See Laws of the State of New York, passed by the Legislature at their 10th Sess.
(Chapter 1, An Act concerning the rights of the citizens of this State, passed January 26,
1787); reprinted in 2 New York Laws 1. Unfortunately, this statutory declaration of
rights does not seem to be included in most of the compilations of state constitutions.
The most accessible source is COMPLETE BILL, supra note 62, at 353 (entry 10.1.3.6.c).
389 See supra note 347 and accompanying text.
387
388
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former Tories, and the more radical elements in the legislature
sought to disenfranchise and disappropriate wealthy former Tories in New York City.390
Alexander Hamilton, who counted former Tories among the
clients of his law practice,391 and who led the more conservative
faction in the legislature, opposed the punitive legislation.
When the radical faction sought to enact statutes that would
strip former Tories of rights or property, the Hamiltonian faction asserted that such legislation would violate the “law of the
land” guarantee of the 1777 state constitution.392 However, the
radical faction responded that a statute passed by the legislature would constitute a “law of the land,” so the 1777 provision
could not bar the proposed punitive legislation.393
Hamilton disputed that interpretation in a 1784 pamphlet
in which he quoted Coke and asserted that the 1777 “law of the
land” guarantee meant that no one could be deprived of their
rights except by “due process of law” in the form of a valid
criminal prosecution and conviction:
The thirteenth article of the [1777 New York] Constitution declares, “that no member of the State shall be disenfranchised,
or defrauded of any of the rights or privileges sacred to the subjects of this State by the Constitution, unless by the law of the
land or the judgment of his peers.” If we inquire what is meant
by the law of the land, the best commentators will tell us, that
it means due process of law; that is by indictment or presentment of good and lawful men[*] and trial and conviction in
consequence.394
390 See, e.g., 1 LAW PRACTICE OF ALEXANDER HAMILTON 197-223 (Julius Goebel, Jr.
ed., 1964) (discussing the post-Revolutionary War situation in New York and punitive
legislation aimed at former Loyalists, including the 1779 “Confiscation Act,” the 1782
“Citation Act,” and the 1783 “Trespass Act”).
391 See Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 409, n.574.
392 See MOTT, supra note 91, at 140-41 n.64.
393 See Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 409, n.575.
Note that this interpretation
harkened back to the earlier debate during the 1777 New York Constitutional Convention, discussed supra note 347.
394 Alexander Hamilton, Letter 1, Letters from Phocion (1784), in 4 THE WORKS OF
ALEXANDER HAMILTON 230, 231-32 (Henry Cabot Lodge ed., 1904). This 1784 pamphlet
was one of several that Hamilton wrote in opposition to the move to “disenfranchise”
former Tories by statute. [In the reprinted version cited, a footnote appears at the asterisk in the quoted passage that cites “Coke upon Magna Carta, chap. 29, page 50”—that
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Thus, Hamilton defined both “law of the land” and “due
process of law” to refer to the requisites for initiating a valid
criminal prosecution. However, he specifically invoked “due
process of law” because that was still a term of art that was
used virtually only as Coke had used it, and thus was not susceptible to being interpreted as a reference to statutory law.395
2. The 1787 Statutory Declaration of Rights
In January 1787, the Hamiltonian faction in the legislature
succeeded in enacting a statutory declaration of rights which
substituted “due process of law” for the previous “law of the
land” terminology. After an opening provision that declared
that all authority in New York had to be derived from the people
of the state, the 1787 declaration of rights set out four criminal
procedure provisions (numbered “Second” through “Fifth”) that
clearly drew upon Magna Carta 29.
The initial criminal justice provision (numbered the “Second”) was a straightforward paraphrase of Magna Carta 29 that
departed from those adopted by other states only insofar as it
used “due process of law” where the other state provisions had
used “law of the land”:
Second, That no Citizen of this state shall be taken or imprisoned, or be disseised of his or her Freehold, or Liberties, or
Free-Customs; or outlawed, or exiled, or condemned, or otherwise destroyed, but by lawful Judgment of his or her Peers, or
by due Process of Law.396

is, the chapter on Magna Carta in Coke’s Second Institute. I suspect that this footnote
was added by Lodge when he edited Hamilton’s papers, but I have not had access to an
original copy of Hamilton’s pamphlet.]
After the passage cited, Hamilton went on to argue that even the use of parliamentary bills of attainder for high treason in England had been limited to named individuals, not whole classes of persons. He concluded that the New York Constitution
prohibited disenfranchisement except upon “trial and conviction of offences known by
laws previously established, declaring the offence and prescribing the penalty” and
commented that “[t]his is a dictate of natural justice, and a fundamental principle of law
and liberty.” Id. at 232.
395 See supra note 246 and accompanying text.
396 See COMPLETE BILL, supra note 62, at 353 (entry 10.1.3.6.c) (emphasis added).
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The next three provisions then set out further variations on
Magna Carta 29 that do not seem to have been modeled on any
of the prior state declarations. Although these provisions may
initially appear to be rather abstract or even redundant, closer
inspection suggests that each was meant to address a specific
procedural stage in a criminal prosecution. The next provision
(numbered the “Third”) dealt specifically with arrest and imprisonment:
Third, That no Citizen of this State shall be taken or imprisoned for any Offence upon Petition or Suggestion, unless it be
by indictment or Presentment of good and lawful Men of the
same Neighborhood where such Deeds be done, in due Manner,
or by due Process of Law.397

Notably, this provision required that arrest (a person being
“taken or imprisoned”) either be based on a valid indictment or
otherwise comport with “due Process of Law.” Significantly,
this provision omitted any reference to “lawful judgment of his
peers.”
The next provision (numbered the “Fourth”) then specified
that no one could be tried (“put to answer”) except upon a valid
criminal charge.398 Then the final criminal procedure provision
(numbered the “Fifth”) stated that no person could be subjected
to any criminal punishment unless they were “brought” to trial
by “due Process of Law,” and subsequently convicted in accordance with “due Course of Law”:
Fifth, That no Person, of what Estate or Condition soever,
shall be taken, or imprisoned, or disinherited, or put to death,
without being brought to answer by due Process of Law; and
that no Person shall be put out of his or her Franchise or
Freehold, or lose his or her Life or Limb, or Goods and Chattels, unless he or she be duly brought to answer, and be foreSee id. (emphasis added).
“Fourth, That no Person shall be put to answer without Presentment before Justices, or Matter of Record, or due Process of Law, according to the Law of the Land; and
if any Thing be done to the Contrary, it shall be void in Law, and holden for Error.” See
id. Note that this provision uses “Law of the Land” to refer generally to the law of the
state, presumably including statutes, and thus gives that term a broader meaning than
“due Process of Law” itself.
397
398
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judged of the same, by due Course of Law; and if any Thing be
done to the Contrary, it shall be void in Law, and holden for
None.399

The shift in this provision from the reference to pretrial
requisites as “due Process of Law” to the reference to trial procedure as “due Course of Law” is consistent with settled framing-era usage.400 Thus, it is apparent that the Hamiltonian faction understood that “due Process of Law” pertained to pretrial
aspects of criminal procedure, including arrest.
3. Subsequent Controversies
The new state declaration of rights apparently did not settle the earlier controversy. Shortly after its enactment, the legislature passed an act on qualifications for office that barred
former Tories from holding office. During the debate on that
bill, Hamilton again reiterated his argument that the “law of
the land” provision of the 1777 constitution prohibited legislative “disenfranchisement” of a class of persons. Adopting the
posture of explaining “a sentence in the constitution, which
seems not well understood by some gentlemen,” he again argued, citing Coke, that the “law of the land” guarantee required
compliance with “due process of law” and thus precluded any
legislative deprivation of any person’s right “under the constitution”:
In one article of [the 1777 New York Constitution], it is said no
man shall be disenfranchised or deprived of any right he enjoys under the constitution, but by the law of the land, or the
judgment of his peers. Some gentlemen hold that the law of
the land will include an act of the legislature. But Lord Coke,
that great luminary of the law, in his comment upon a similar
clause, in Magna Charta, interprets the law of the land to
mean presentment and indictment, and process of outlawry, as
contradistinguished from trial by jury. But if there were any
doubt upon the constitution, the bill of rights enacted in this
very session removes it. It is there declared that, no man shall
399
400

See id. (emphasis added).
See supra note 200 and accompanying text.
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be disenfranchised or deprived of any right, but by due process
of law, or the judgment of his peers. The words “due process”
have a precise technical import, and are only applicable to the
process and proceedings of the courts of justice; they can never
be referred to an act of legislature.401

This passage clearly shows that Hamilton understood “due
process of law” to be a “precise technical” term for pretrial aspects of criminal procedure rather than criminal trial procedure.
That much is clear from Hamilton’s discussion of the requisite
of a “presentment and indictment” for a valid criminal prosecution, “as contradistinguished from trial by jury.” Likewise, this
passage shows that Hamilton viewed “due process of law” as a
label for matters falling within judicial rather than legislative
authority—indeed, that “due process of law” can never be satisfied by a statute.
Overall, Hamilton’s statement suggests that “due process of
law” invoked common-law pretrial requisites. Forms of process
such as “presentment and indictment” and “process of outlawry”
were defined by common law and administered by judges.
Moreover, because “due process of law” referred to judicial
rather than legislative formulations, that term implied reference to common-law standards. Thus, although Hamilton did
not actually say that the New York “due process of law” protection constitutionalized common-law pretrial standards or procedures, the logic of his treatment of “due process of law” would
seem to imply as much. That implication seems especially plausible because it is apparent that the 1787 declaration was
meant to curb legislative power; hence, it makes sense to infer
that “due process of law” was meant to place existing commonlaw pretrial criminal standards beyond legislative authority,
and that conclusion implies that “due process of law” was understood to constitutionalize common-law standards. Indeed,
Hamilton’s assertion that “due process of law” referred to judicial rather than legislative authority would seem to imply that
the provision in the 1787 declaration that required that no per401 Remarks of Alexander Hamilton in the New York Assembly Regarding an Act for
Regulating Elections (Feb. 6, 1787), in 4 The PAPERS OF ALEXANDER HAMILTON 34-35
(Harold C. Syrett & Jacob E. Cooke eds., 1962) (emphasis added).
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son be “taken” except according to “due process of law” meant
that arrests had to comport with judicial standards—that is,
with common-law arrest standards.
However, this conclusion rests on inferences rather than direct evidence. The specific controversy that had arisen in New
York did not require Hamilton or anyone else to follow through
to the ultimate destination of the logic of “due process of law.”
Indeed, the specific controversy did not involve issues relating
to arrests at all. Rather, in the context of the actual controversy, the gist of Hamilton’s claim was simply that punishments
could be inflicted on individuals only by courts enforcing criminal law according to criminal procedure, not by legislative fiat.
Moreover, we cannot be sure how widely Hamilton’s analysis
was accepted. Thus, like the earlier state “law of the land” provisions, we can draw inferences that seem to indicate that “due
process of law” connoted common-law standards, but we lack
anything like conclusive statements to that effect.
IV. SEARCH-AND-SEIZURE PROVISIONS
IN THE FEDERAL BILL
The Federal Bill of Rights differed from the state declarations of rights insofar as the federal legal system was a new entity, whereas the state legal systems were continuations of the
earlier colonial legal systems—indeed, that seems to be why it
was denoted a “bill” rather than a “declaration.” Notwithstanding that theoretical difference, however, the framing of the Federal Bill of Rights was largely a replay of the framing of the
state declarations and drew upon the same understanding of
common-law rights as the state declarations had.
A. The Demand for a Federal Bill of Rights
In October 1787, the Constitutional Convention proposed a
new Federal Constitution that did not include a bill of rights as
such, but did include several important criminal procedure protections among the limitations placed on the power of the Federal Congress. These included a provision that limited Con-
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gress’s power to suspend habeas corpus to times of genuine national emergency,402 a ban against legislative bills of attainder
or ex post facto definitions of crimes,403 a requirement that all
criminal trials be by jury in the state in which the crime had
been committed,404 and a set of provisions that dealt specifically
with treason.405 The provisions dealing with habeas corpus, bills
of attainder, and ex post facto legislation appear to reflect the
delegates’ continuing awareness of the Whig canon of earlier
criminal procedure abuses in English constitutional history—
including arrests and imprisonments without valid criminal
charges.406 Indeed, the recognition of the importance of habeas
corpus in the Constitution indicates that the Framers were well
aware of the earlier history of arbitrary arrest and imprisonment.407
Notwithstanding the inclusion of these important protections, there was a last-minute proposal to include a more complete bill of rights. In particular, George Mason argued that
without an expanded bill of rights, the people would not be protected in their common-law privileges.408 However, that pro402 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 9 (“The Privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be
suspended, unless when in Cases of Rebellion or Invasion the public Safety may require
it.”).
403 Id. (“No Bill of Attainder or ex post facto Law shall be passed.”). The Constitution
also forbids state legislatures from passing bills of attainder or enacting ex post facto
definitions of crime. See U.S. CONST. art. I, § 10.
404 U.S. CONST. art. III, § 2.
405 U.S. CONST. art. III, § 3.
406 The provision limiting suspension of habeas corpus would appear to rest upon an
implicit expectation of a continuation of common-law arrest standards. As a practical
effect, the limitation on Congress’s power to suspend the availability of habeas corpus to
test the legality of an arrest and imprisonment would have been meaningless if Congress were thought to possess the power to simply relax the standard for lawful arrests
to authorize arrests on mere suspicion or discretion. See supra notes 283-86 and accompanying text (discussing George Mason’s draft for the Virginia declaration). Hence, the
adoption of the Habeas Corpus Suspension Clause suggests that the Federal Framers
assumed that the habeas corpus remedy would enforce a fixed arrest standard—namely,
the common-law standard. For example, Jefferson would have included “unremitting
force of the habeas corpus laws” in a bill of rights, but did not mention general warrants
or due process. See DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 8. See also supra notes 351-53.
407 See supra note 214.
408 At the conclusion of the Constitutional Convention, Mason began his discussion of
his objections to the proposed Constitution by stating:

[t]here is no Declaration of Rights, and the laws of the general government being paramount to the laws and constitution of the several States, the Declara-
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posal failed. Thereafter, Antifederalists made the omission of a
federal bill of rights a central issue in the ratification debates of
1787-1788. 409
In particular, Antifederalists voiced alarm over the potential for Congress to interfere with the basic liberties that were
then guaranteed in the state declarations.410 With regard to
criminal procedure, Antifederalists called for a wide variety of
rights that again reflected two distinct sets of criminal procedure concerns. One set involved a general, diffuse concern with
the possibility that the new Federal Congress might enact abusive criminal justice procedures.411 In response to that concern,

tion of Rights in the separate States are no security. Nor are the people secured even in the enjoyment of the benefit of the common law (which stands
here upon no other foundation than its having been adopted by the respective
acts forming the constitutions of the several states).
See 2 MAX FARRAND, THE RECORDS OF THE FEDERAL CONVENTION OF 1787, at 637 (2nd
prtg. 1974) (emphasis added). For a discussion of the proposals for a bill of rights toward the end of the Constitutional Convention, see DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 4-6.
409 Federalists responded to the call for a federal bill of rights by arguing that such a
bill was unnecessary because, unlike the state governments, the Federal Congress
would only possess limited powers specifically delegated to it rather than plenary power.
Antifederalists then asked why, if that was the case, some protections of specific rights
had been included, such as the provision assuring the availability of habeas corpus, and
argued that the identification of these few rights in the Constitution might be construed
to mean that no other rights existed. The Federalists rejoined that it would be impossible to list rights comprehensively. See, e.g., LASSON, supra note 45, at 87-91;
DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 6-10.
410 Mott noted that during the ratification debates “[i]t was a favorite contention that
the power of Congress over both the states and the individuals was too great” and that
“[t]o prevent the majority trampling the rights of the minority under foot in an arbitrary
manner, it was considered necessary to limit the legislative body by principles of liberty
that were based on the common law and Magna Carta.” MOTT, supra note 91, at 148-49;
see also sources cited supra notes 20-22. Likewise, Mott concluded that during the state
ratification conventions, “it is evident that, in the main, the fear of oppressive governmental action was confined to Congress.” MOTT, supra note 91, at 151.
411 For example, during the Massachusetts ratification convention, Abraham Holmes
raised numerous objections to the failure of the Constitution to set out criminal procedure protections including: the failure to provide for “trial in the vicinity where the fact
was committed”; the omission of a requirement of an indictment by a grand jury, allowing prosecutions to be commenced by information “in consequence of which the most
innocent person in the commonwealth may be taken by virtue of a warrant issued in
consequence of such information, and dragged from his home, his friends, his acquaintances, and confined in prison, until the next session of the court”; the absence of provisions for the picking of an impartial jury; the absence of a provision for the right to
counsel or to confrontation at trial; the absence of a prohibition of “cruel and unheard of
punishments”; and the absence of a right against self-accusation or a presumption of
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Antifederalists called for a bill of rights to generally assure
common-law criminal procedure standards. Thus, Richard
Henry Lee, a leading Antifederalist, summed up the contents of
the rights that had not been secured in the Federal Constitution
as “[a] reservation in favor of the Press, Rights of Conscience,
Trial by Jury in Civil Cases, or Common-Law securities.”412
In addition, Antifederalists also voiced an intense and specific fear that the new Congress would permit abusive searches
of houses under general warrants to enforce the customs or excise collections that would be the principal sources of revenue
for the new national government. This concern—fed by the
broader concern about the potential for oppressive federal taxation—became a staple of the parade of horrors that Antifederalists presented in opposition to ratification of the new Constitution.413 In this context, Antifederalists sometimes called for a
ban against “hasty and unreasonable search warrants.”414
innocence. See 2 ELLIOT’S DEBATES, supra note 263, at 109-11. Holmes concluded by
noting that the 1780 Massachusetts Declaration of Rights:
took particular care to prevent the General Court from authorizing the judicial
authority to issue a warrant against a man for a crime, unless his being guilty
of the crime was supported by oath or affirmation, prior to the warrant being
granted; why it should be esteemed so much more safe to intrust Congress
with the power of enacting laws, which it was deemed unsafe to intrust our
state legislature with, I am unable to conceive.
See 2 id. at 111-12.
412 Letter from Richard Henry Lee to Samuel Adams (October 27, 1787), in 2 THE
LETTERS OF RICHARD HENRY LEE 456-57 (James Curtis Ballagh ed., Da Capo Press
1970) (1914) (emphasis added). See also supra notes 263-64 and accompanying text
(quoting statements by George Mason and Edmund Randolph). Patrick Henry also
called for a bill of rights to protect common-law rights during the Virginia ratification
convention:
You have a bill of rights to defend you against the state government, which is
bereaved of all power, and yet you have none against Congress, though in full
and exclusive possession of all power! . . . What barriers have you to oppose to
this most strong, energetic government? To that government you have nothing to oppose. All your defence is given up. This is a real, actual defect. It
must strike the mind of every gentleman. When our government was first instituted in Virginia, we declared the common law of England to be in force.
See 3 ELLIOT’S DEBATES, supra note 263, at 445-46 (emphasis added).
413 See Davies, supra note 2, at 609-11.
414 Some proponents of Fourth Amendment “reasonableness” have seized on calls for
a ban against “unreasonable searches and seizures” in Antifederalist pamphlets, as
though those calls endorsed a free-standing reasonableness standard. However, those
calls simply used that term as a shorthand for bans against too-loose warrants. See id.
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Thus, as in the state declarations, Antifederalists tended to call
for both a specific ban against general warrants and a broad
“law of the land” protection that could also apply to arrests.415
There was no significant opposition to ratification in the
smaller states. However, there was substantial opposition to
ratification in the larger states, and Antifederalists in those
state ratification conventions put forward specific proposals for
a federal bill of rights.
B. State Ratification Convention Proposed Amendments
Unsurprisingly, the Antifederalists in the larger states
drew proposals for criminal procedure protections from the provisions that had previously been set out in the state declarations. As a result, the proposals for amendments that emerged
from these ratification conventions typically included two
search-and-seizure proposals: an invocative “law of the land”
provision, and a more specific and detailed ban against general
warrants.
The first contest over federal rights amendments occurred
in the Pennsylvania convention in December 1787. The Antifederalist minority proposed rights amendments, but failed to
gain the convention’s endorsement. Nevertheless, the minority
at 596-99 (discussing the interchangeability of calls for bans against “unreasonable
searches and seizures” and “unreasonable search warrants” in the Antifederalist pamphlets “Letters from the Federal Farmer”).
415 For example, in a discussion of the rights to be included in a federal bill of rights
in one of the Letters from The Federal Farmer, a widely distributed Antifederalist publication, the Federal Farmer began by discussing a variety of common-law criminal trial
rights, and then included a ban against too-loose warrants and a “law of the land” clause
as follows:
. . . that all persons shall have a right to be secure from all unreasonable
searches and seizures of their persons, houses, papers, or possessions; and that
all warrants shall be deemed contrary to this right, if the foundation of them
be not previously supported by oath, and there be not in them a special designation of persons or objects of search, arrest, or seizure: and that no person
shall be exiled or molested in his person or effects, otherwise than by the
judgment of his peers, or according to the law of the land. A celebrated writer
observes upon this last article, that in itself it may be said to comprehend the
whole end of political society . . .
Federal Farmer, Letter No. XVI (Jan. 20, 1788), in 2 THE COMPLETE ANTI-FEDERALIST
328 (Herbert J. Storing ed., 1981). The term “molested in his person” would include
arrest.
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set out their proposed amendments in a minority report.416
Among other criminal procedure provisions, the minority called
for a paraphrase of Magna Carta 29 to the effect that no man
was to be “deprived of his liberty, except by the law of the land
or the judgment of his peers.” Notably, this provision focused on
“liberty,” which emphasized arrest and imprisonment, and also
used the traditional singular “law” rather than the plural “laws”
that had been used in the 1776 Pennsylvania Declaration of
Rights. That phrasing suggests that the Pennsylvania Antifederalists wanted to leave no doubt that they were asserting
common-law standards—including common-law arrest standards.417
The minority also called for a ban against unparticularized
“warrants unsupported by evidence.” Unlike the warrant provision in the 1776 Pennsylvania declaration, the warrant provision the Antifederalists proposed did not include any preamble
referring to a “right” regarding searches and seizures. Instead,
it appears to have been based on the 1776 Virginia committee
draft or the 1776 Maryland provision.418 Apparently, the Pennsylvania minority did not think “unreasonable searches and seizures” added anything to the substance of the protection.
In February 1788, the Federalist and Antifederalist delegates to the Massachusetts ratification convention struck the
initial compromise under which the state convention would ratify the Constitution with the understanding that amendments
would promptly be made by the new Congress once the Constitution went into effect. However, the proposals agreed to were
not for a bill of rights as such, but for the most part were proposals to alter or add to various clauses of the original Constitution;419 the only criminal procedure proposal was a requirement
of a grand jury indictment as a requisite for felony prosecutions,
but with an exemption for military justice.420 In June 1788, the
See DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 173-75.
See id. at 173 (number 3).
418 See id. (number 5).
419 See id. at 175-77 (setting out nine proposed amendments).
420 See id. at 175-76 (Article “Sixthly”). The exemption for military justice had previously been included in the 1780 Massachusetts criminal procedure provision. See supra
text accompanying note 357.
416
417
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New Hampshire ratification convention adopted essentially the
same proposed amendments as those endorsed by the Massachusetts convention.421
In April 1788, the Maryland ratification convention also
proposed amendments; those relating to criminal justice involved standards for jury trials, a protection against doublejeopardy, an exemption for military justice, and a ban against
general warrants.422 Because this last proposal was based upon
the warrant provision in the 1776 Maryland declaration, it also
did not include any preamble reference to “unreasonable

There also was a last minute, unsuccessful attempt to add a brief bill of rights to
the proposed amendments. The first of the proposed amendments adopted by the convention was a forerunner of the Federal Tenth Amendment: “First, That it be explicitly
declared that all Powers not expressly delegated by the aforesaid Constitution are reserved to the several States to be by them exercised.” Id. at 175. Toward the end of the
Massachusetts ratification convention, Samuel Adams introduced a proposal to expand
this provision to include a brief listing of several specific rights. Adams proposed adding
the following to this proposed amendment:
And that the said Constitution be never construed to authorize Congress to infringe the just liberty of the Press, or the rights of Conscience; or to prevent
the people of the United States who are peaceable citizens, from keeping their
own arms; or to raise standing armies, unless when necessary for the defence
of the United States, or of some one or more of them; or to prevent the people
from petitioning in a peaceable and orderly manner, the Federal Legislature,
for redress of grievances; or to subject the people to unreasonable searches and
seizures of their persons, papers, or possessions.
Amendments proposed to the Massachusetts ratifying convention by Samuel Adams, in
JOHN K. ALEXANDER, SAMUEL ADAMS: AMERICA’S REVOLUTIONARY POLITICIAN 207
(2002). The inclusion of a ban against general warrants in the form of “unreasonable
searches and seizures” in his proposal, but the absence of any other criminal procedure
provision, probably reflects the intense opposition to general warrant revenue searches
among Massachusetts Antifederalists. See Davies, supra note 2, at 721-22.
Adams introduced his proposed amendments on February 6, 1788. See 2 ELLIOT’S
DEBATES, supra note 263, at 162 (noting that “The Hon. Mr. ADAMS introduced some
amendments” but withdrew them after discussion; but not setting out either the proposed “amendments” or the discussion). One source reports that Adams withdrew his
proposal after it caused consternation in the convention (probably because it threatened
to undo the convention’s progress and the larger compromise) but that other Antifederalists renewed the proposal and forced a vote in which it failed. See JOHN C. MILLER,
SAM ADAMS: PIONEER IN PROPAGANDA 383 (1936).
421 See DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 181-82.
422 See id. at 177-80 (including trial by jury in criminal cases, “[no] second trial after
acquittal”, and an exemption for “cases as may arise in the government of the land or
naval forces” (article 2), and a ban against general warrants (article 8)).
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searches and seizures.”423 The Maryland proposals did not include any “law of the land” provision.
In June 1788, the Virginia ratification convention endorsed
a more extensive set of proposed amendments.424 The proposals
that involved criminal procedure included trial rights and selfaccusation;425 a paraphrase of Magna Carta 29 “[t]hat no freeman ought to be taken, imprisoned . . . but by the law of the
land”;426 a provision that effectively guaranteed the availability
of the remedy of habeas corpus (which came immediately after
the “law of the land” provision);427 a provision that banned excessive bail or punishment;428 and, finally, a detailed warrant
standards provision. This last provision included a preamble
statement of a right against “unreasonable searches and seizures” that “therefore” commanded that unparticularized general warrants, or warrants lacking “legal and sufficient cause . .
. ought not be granted.”429 Notably, during the Virginia convenSee id. at 178 (art. 8).
See id. at 182-89. This proposal called for twenty amendments relating to rights,
and another twenty that were modifications or additions to the body of the original
Constitution.
425 See id. at 183-84 (art. 8).
426 See id. at 184:
423
424

Ninth. That no freeman ought to be taken, imprisoned, or disseised of his
freehold, liberties, privileges or franchises, or outlawed or exiled, or in any
manner destroyed or deprived of his life, liberty or property but by the law of
the land.
This expanded phrasing referred to arrest (“taken, imprisoned”) even more explicitly
than had the “deprived of liberty” formulation in the 1776 Virginia declaration. See
supra text accompanying note 289. See also DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 22, n.40 (noting that this ninth article in the Virginia convention proposals was “an expansion of the
last clause of Article 8 of the Virginia Bill of Rights” and stating that the Virginia convention endorsed “a due process clause, reminiscent of Magna Charta, and now familiar
in the form embodied in the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States
Constitution”).
427 See id. at 184 (art. 10).
428 See id. (art. 13).
429 See id. at 184 :
Fourteenth, That every freeman has a right to be secure from all unreasonable
searches and siezures of his person, his papers and his property; all warrants,
therefore, to search suspected places, or sieze any freeman, his papers or property, without information upon Oath (or affirmation of a person religiously
scrupulous of taking an oath) of legal and sufficient cause, are grievous and
oppressive; and all general Warrants to search suspected places, or to apprehend any suspected person, without specially naming or describing the place
or person, are dangerous and ought not to be granted.
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tion, Edmund Randolph argued that Magna Carta 29 addressed
only criminal procedure, but not procedure in civil trials.430 In
August, 1788, the North Carolina ratification convention also
proposed essentially the same set of criminal procedure
amendments as Virginia had.431
The New York convention also endorsed extensive proposed
amendments in July, 1788.432 The New York criminal procedure amendments were generally similar to those proposed by
Virginia (probably because both sets were drawn from common
Antifederalist sources), except that New York added a more extensive set of protections regarding venue and other aspects of
criminal trials than had previously been proposed.433 Among
the proposed amendments dealing with criminal justice, New
York proposed a paraphrase of Magna Carta 29 that, consistent

430 See HOWARD, supra note 103, at 228 (quoting 3 ELLIOT’S DEBATES, supra note
263, at 573).
431 See DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 198, 200-01 (articles 8, 9, 10, 13, and 14).
432 See id. at 189-98 (proposed amendments not numbered).
433 The New York ratification convention proposed the following amendment regarding criminal jury trials:

That (except in the Government of the Land and Naval Forces, and of the Militia when in actual Service, and in cases of Impeachment) a Presentment or Indictment by a Grand Jury ought to be observed as a necessary preliminary to
the trial of all Crimes cognizable by the Judiciary of the United States, and
such Trial should be speedy, public, and by an impartial Jury of the County
where the Crime was committed; and that no person can be found Guilty without the unanimous consent of such Jury. But in cases of Crimes not committed within any County of any of the United States, and in Cases of Crimes
committed within any County in which a general Insurrection may prevail, or
which may be in the possession of a foreign Enemy, the enquiry and trial may
be in such County as the Congress shall by Law direct; which County in the
two Cases last mentioned should be as near as conveniently may be to that
County in which the Crime may have been committed. And that in all Criminal Prosecutions, the Accused ought to be informed of the cause and nature of
his Accusation, to be confronted with his accusers and the Witnesses against
him, to have the means of producing his Witnesses, and the assistance of Council for his defense, and should not be compelled to give Evidence against himself.
That the trial by Jury in the extent that it obtains by the Common Law of
England is one of the greatest securities to the rights of a free People, and
ought to remain inviolate.
See DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 190-91 (emphasis added). The italicized language
became Madison’s proposed Sixth Amendment. See infra note 457 and accompanying
text.
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with its 1787 Declaration of Rights,434 used “due process of law”
rather than “the law of the land”:
That no Person ought to be taken imprisoned or disseised of
his freehold, or be exiled or deprived of his Privileges, Franchises, Life, Liberty or Property but by due process of Law.435

New York also endorsed essentially the same detailed ban
against too-loose or general warrants, including the prefatory
reference to “unreasonable searches and seizures” as Virginia
had.436 Notably, although New York set out the criminal procedure provisions in a procedural sequence running from pretrial
to trial protections, it placed the ban against general warrants
at the end of those provisions, rather than integrating it into the
procedural sequence.437
Thus, the treatment of search and seizure in the state ratification convention proposals typically mirrored the two provisions included in the earlier state declarations: (1) a provision
commanding, among other things, that no person be “taken”
except according to “the law of the land” or “due process of law”;
and (2) another more detailed provision setting out minimum
standards for valid warrants.
C. Madison’s Proposals for a Bill of Rights
After the Constitution was ratified and the First Congress
began meeting in New York City in the spring of 1789, James
Madison, a member of the House of Representatives, took on the
task of drafting proposed amendments. He had considerable
434
435
436

See supra notes 396-99 and accompanying text.
See DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 190.
See id. at 191:
That every Freeman has a right to be secure from all unreasonable searches
and seizures of his person his papers or his property, and therefore, that all
Warrants to search suspected places or seize any Freeman his papers or property, without information upon Oath or Affirmation of sufficient cause, are
grievous and oppressive; and that all general Warrants (or such in which the
place or person suspected are not particularly designated) are dangerous and
ought not to be granted.

See id.
437 See id. at 190-91. For the ordering of the New York criminal procedure proposals,
see infra note 456.
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background for the task, having been a member of the committee that had framed the 1776 Virginia Declaration of Rights,438 a
member of the committee that had drafted the brief bill of rights
in the 1787 Northwest Ordinance,439 a delegate to the Constitutional Convention, and a delegate to the Virginia ratification
convention.440 Although Madison had earlier expressed doubts
as to the practical value of a bill of rights,441 he had endorsed
such a bill during his campaign for Congress.442
Whatever Madison’s sense of the ultimate value of a bill of
rights, it appears that he took the drafting seriously. He plainly
drew upon state ratification convention proposals as well as earlier state declarations of rights as a starting point, but he also
made several adjustments and innovations in phrasing that had
not appeared in the prior proposals or provisions.443 Because he
thought that enactment of a bill of rights was important for political stability, he sought to include “those essential rights,
which have been thought in danger,”444 but also undertook to
avoid unnecessary controversy that might impair passage.
Madison presented his proposals for amendments to the
House in a speech on June 8, 1789.445 In that speech, he identified most of the amendments he proposed as comprising a “bill
of rights,” but also proposed several additional amendments
See supra note 287.
See infra note 475.
440 See 3 ELLIOT’S DEBATES, supra note 263, at 616-20, 626-27.
441 See, e.g., DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 7-8.
442 See, e.g., id. at 23 n.42, 33.
443 Madison innovated in phrasing the Fifth Amendment protection against selfaccusation as a protection against being a “witness against himself.” See Davies, Fifth
Amendment, supra note 19, at 1008-09. He also shifted from “law of the land” to “due
process of law,” discussed infra text accompanying note 466. He also innovated in
phrasing the ban against general warrants, discussed infra notes 502-04 and accompanying text.
444 Letter from James Madison to Thomas Mann Randolph (Jan. 13, 1789), in 11 THE
PAPERS OF JAMES MADISON, supra note 287, at 415-16 (Robert A. Rutland, et al. eds,
1977) (endorsing a bill of rights that would include “the clearest, and strongest provision
. . . for all those essential rights, which have been thought in danger, such as the rights
of conscience, the freedom of the press, trials by jury, exemption from general warrants,
&c.”). For discussion of Madison’s goal of avoiding controversial amendments, see
DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 28, 34.
445 James Madison, Speech to the House of Representatives (June 8, 1789), in 12 THE
PAPERS OF JAMES MADISON, supra note 287, at 197-210 (Charles F. Hobson, et al. eds,
1979) [hereinafter Madison’s Speech].
438
439
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which did not involve rights.446 Like the state ratification convention proposals and the earlier state declarations, Madison
included among his proposals for a “bill of rights” a “due process
of law” provision and another, more detailed provision directed
at banning general warrants. Moreover, his proposals made it
clear that both of these provisions were aimed at limiting congressional power.
1. Aimed at Congress
The most underappreciated fact about the Federal Bill of
Rights is that it did not start out to be a supplemental document
at the end of the Constitution. Madison conceived the bill as a
limit on legislative power,447 and he expressed special concern
446 Commentators have sometimes ignored the distinction Madison drew among his
proposed amendments. For example, Professor Amar has advanced a “structural” interpretation of the Bill of Rights in which he describes provisions of the Bill as having been
aimed at empowering “democratic” structures rather than protecting individuals from
government.
See AKHIL REED AMAR, THE BILL OF RIGHTS: CREATION AND
RECONSTRUCTION (1998). However, Amar based that claim largely on two proposed
amendments, neither of which was ratified, and neither of which Madison nor anyone
else included in discussions of a “bill of rights.” One of the amendments had to do with
the allocation of seats in House of Representatives, and the other had to do with the pay
of legislators. Id. at 8-9, 18.
The most notable feature of Amar’s historical claim is that he offered no evidence
that anyone treated either of the two failed amendments as part of the Bill of Rights.
The evidence is to the contrary. Madison clearly distinguished the two failed proposed
amendments from his proposals for a “bill of rights.” He used that label when describing
the amendments that now constitute the first nine amendments, which he addressed
first because he characterized them as being of the first importance. See Madison’s
Speech, supra note 445, at 203-07. After that discussion, Madison presented the two
failed amendments as other proposals that Congress should consider. Id. at 207-08 (introducing the proposal regarding allocation of House seats with “in the next place,” and
the proposal regarding legislative pay as one of “several lesser cases”). Likewise, Madison described the Tenth Amendment as only a “superfluous” and “unnecessary,” but
harmless provision that was redundant to the express description of the powers of Congress already stated in Article I of the Constitution. Id. at 209.
447 Madison’s understanding of a bill of rights as a limit on legislative power is also
evident in his earlier suggestions for a Kentucky constitution. He wrote:

If it were possible it would be well to define the extent of the Legislative power
but the nature of it seems in many respects to be indefinite. It is very practicable however to enumerate the essential exceptions. The Constitution may
expressly restrain them from medling with religion—from abolishing Juries,
from taking away the Habeas corpus—from forcing a citizen to give evidence
against himself, from controuling the press, from enacting retrospective laws
at least in criminal cases, from abridging the right of suffrage, from seizing
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regarding the need to curb congressional power when he introduced his proposals for amendments in the House on June 8,
1789.448 To make good on that concern, he proposed inserting
most of the rights amendments, including the proto-Fifth and
proto-Fourth Amendments, into the limits on the power of Congress previously set out in Article 1, Section 9, of the Constitution.449 Additionally, Madison proposed revising and expanding
the Criminal Jury Trial Clause in Article III, Section 2, to explicitly state several rights that pertained to such matters as
criminal venue, the requirement of unanimous jury verdicts, the
requirement of a grand jury indictment for felony prosecutions,
and a provision exempting military justice from such protections.450
The eleven-member Vining committee which initially reviewed Madison’s proposal generally accepted his plan to insert
amendments into the limitations on the power of Congress in
Article I and to also revise Article III, but the committee made
one change by moving his proto-Sixth Amendment dealing with
criminal trial and evidence rights to the proposed revision of the
Criminal Jury Trial Clause in Article III instead of inserting it
into Article I.451
When the committee reported, there was a motion to convert the amendments to a supplementary format, but it was
voted down. The full House then began to debate the contents
of the proposed rights amendments under the format Madison
and the committee had proposed. Thus, the House considered
the proposed amendments with the understanding that they
were limitations on Congress. However, after the House had
private property for public use without paying its full Valu, from licensing the
importation of Slaves, from infringing the Confederation &c. &c.
Letter to Caleb Wallace, (Aug. 23, 1785), in 8 THE PAPERS OF JAMES MADISON, supra
note 287, at 350-51 (Robert A. Rutland, et al. eds, 1973).
448 See Davies, supra note 2, at 700 nn.437-38.
449 See Madison’s Speech, supra note 445, at 201-02 (proposing amendments to be
inserted “in article 1st, section 9, between clauses 3 and 4”).
450 Madison’s proposed revision and expansion of the Criminal Jury Trial Clause is
set out infra note 457.
451 See Amendments Reported by the Select Committee (July 28, 1789), in
DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 210-12 (showing that the proposals for a “due process of
law” guarantee and for warrant standards were to be inserted in “Art. I, Sec. 9”).
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debated the proto-Fifth and proto-Fourth Amendments, the
House decided to scrap Madison’s idea of altering the text of the
Constitution itself and instead decided to set out the rights
amendments in a “supplementary” format.452
The apparent reason for the change to the supplementary
format was that some members of the House were strongly opposed to altering the language of the original Constitution.453
Significantly, however, there is no indication in the record of the
debate of any change in the understanding that the rights
amendments were aimed at limiting congressional power.
Thus, although the point is frequently overlooked by commentators and Justices, there is no doubt that both the Fifth Amendment’s “due process of law” clause and the Fourth Amendment’s
ban against too-loose warrants were aimed at limiting the powers of Congress.454
2. Madison’s Criminal Procedure Proposals
Madison proposed inserting four provisions that involved
criminal procedure into the limitations on congressional power
in Article I. His four proposed provisions eventually became the
Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth Amendments—but that is not
the order in which he proposed them. The four criminal justice
provisions that Madison proposed (for simplicity, I refer to his

See Davies, supra note 2, at 715-16, n.475.
See Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 408 n.570.
454 This basic fact is often completely overlooked in commentaries.
For example,
Lasson never mentioned it in his book on the Fourth Amendment. See LASSON, supra
note 45. Likewise, Mott, in his book on due process, concluded that, beyond the due
process of law clause in the Fifth Amendment, only the First, Second, Ninth, and Tenth
Amendments “could possibly be construed to limit Congress.” MOTT, supra note 91, at
160. Thus, he apparently construed the Third, Fourth, Fifth (except for the due process
clause), Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Amendments as not being aimed at Congress. Notably, however, he never mentioned Madison’s proposal to insert the first eight Amendments in the limitations on Congress, or the Vining committee’s endorsement of that
proposal; hence, it appears he overlooked those facts.
Discussions of the Bill of Rights in Supreme Court opinions also typically omit the
basic fact that the Bill of Rights was meant to limit the power of Congress. See, e.g.,
Justice Souter’s seeming endorsement of legislative “sovereign[ty]” regarding arrest
standards in his opinion for the Court in Atwater v. City of Lago Vista, 532 U.S. 335
(2001), discussed in Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 401-02.
452
453
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proposals as the “proto-Fifth Amendment,” etc.)—in the order
he proposed them—were as follows:
[The proto-Fifth Amendment:] No person shall be subject, except in cases of impeachment, to more than one punishment or
one trial for the same offence; nor shall be compelled to be a
witness against himself; nor be deprived of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law; nor be obliged to relinquish his property, where it may be necessary for public use,
without a just compensation.
[The proto-Eighth Amendment:] Excessive bail shall not be
required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual
punishments inflicted.
[The proto-Fourth Amendment:] The rights of the people to be
secured in their persons, their houses, their papers, and their
other property, from all unreasonable searches and seizures,
shall not be violated by warrants issued without probable
cause, supported by oath or affirmation, or not particularly describing the places to be searched, or the persons or things to
be seized.
[The proto-Sixth Amendment:] In all criminal prosecutions,
the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial,
to be informed of the cause and nature of the accusation, to be
confronted with his accusers, and the witnesses against him; to
have a compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor;
and to have the assistance of counsel for his defence.455

Note that, in contrast to the inverted procedural ordering
(starting with trial rights) that had been used in most of the
prior state declarations and proposals, Madison followed the
New York proposals in setting out the criminal procedure provisions in a forward-looking sequence that tracked the stages of a
criminal prosecution (starting with arrest and pretrial aspects).456 Likewise, Madison also drew on the New York proSee DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 206, 207-08.
One peculiar feature of the clusters of criminal procedure clauses that had been
included in the earlier Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts state declarations
was that they addressed the rights associated with the various stages in a criminal
prosecution in an inverted order—they started with jury trial and unanimous verdict,
then addressed self-incrimination, and then concluded with arrest and indictment in the
455
456
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posal for criminal trial rights, putting some of those protections
in the proto-Sixth Amendment as limitations on congressional
power, and fashioning the rest into his proposal to revise and
enlarge the Criminal Jury Trial Clause in Article III of the Constitution.457
“law of the land” provisions. See supra text accompanying notes 289, 356. The proposals adopted by the Virginia ratifying convention in 1788 still used that inverted procedural ordering. See supra text accompanying notes 425-29.
However, the slightly later 1788 New York ratification convention innovated by
rearranging the criminal procedure proposals in a forward-looking procedural sequence
starting with “due process of law” (and arrest), as had the 1787 New York Declaration of
Rights. Specifically, New York’s ratification convention proposals (which were not numbered) set out criminal procedure protections in the following order: the guarantee of
“due process of law” (regulating arrest); the prohibition against double jeopardy (that is,
protection against initiation of a redundant prosecution); habeas corpus (the remedy for
invalid arrest or prosecution); bail (also pertinent to arrest and pretrial imprisonment);
court proceedings, including grand jury indictment, venue, and the right to a speedy and
public jury trial; rights pertaining to evidence and counsel at trial; and, finally, a ban
against general warrants. See DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 190-91. However, the New
York proposals also did not attempt to integrate the ban against general warrants into
the criminal procedure sequence, but simply attached that provision at the end of the
criminal procedure provisions.
457 Madison obviously drew heavily on the New York proposal for trial rights, quoted
supra note 433, but he subdivided those rights into two sets. He revised the italicized
parts of the New York proposal, quoted supra note 433, into the proto-Sixth Amendment
(which he placed among the limits on the powers of Congress). See supra text accompanying note 455. He moved the right against compelled self-accusation to the proto-Fifth
Amendment. He then revised the remainder of the New York provisions into his proposed revision of the Criminal Jury Trial Clause in the third clause of Article III, Section 2, of the Constitution as follows:
The trial of all crimes (except in cases of impeachments, and cases arising in
the land or naval forces, or the militia when on actual service, in time of war
or public danger) shall be by an impartial jury of freeholders of the vicinage,
with the requisite of unanimity for conviction, of the right of challenge, and
other accustomed requisites; and in all crimes punishable with loss of life or
member, presentment or indictment by a grand jury shall be an essential preliminary, provided that in cases of crimes committed within any county which
may be in possession of an enemy, or in which a general insurrection may prevail, the trial may by law be authorized in some other county of the same
State, as near as may be to the seat of the offence.
In cases of crimes committed not within any county, the trial may by law be in
such county as the laws shall have prescribed. In suits at common law, between man and man, the trial by jury, as one of the best securities to the
rights of the people, ought to remain inviolate.
See DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 208-09.
The final paragraph of Madison’s revision of the Criminal Jury Trial Clause in
Article III had a more direct relation to criminal procedure than may now be apparent.
Because unlawful actions by an officer, such as an unlawful arrest, were understood to
constitute personal trespasses rather than governmental acts, this final paragraph
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For present purposes, the most important feature of this
ordering is that Madison put the “due process of law” protection
among the rights that related to the initiation of criminal prosecution in the proto-Fifth Amendment. By doing so, he clearly
distinguished the “due process of law” protection from both
criminal trial rights in the proto-Sixth Amendment and the ban
against general warrants in the proto-Fourth Amendment.
D. The Framing of the “Due Process of Law”
Clause in the Fifth Amendment
As finally adopted by Congress, the Fifth Amendment provides:
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise
infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a
Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces,
or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offence
to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb, nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor
be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law; nor shall private property be taken for public use, without
just compensation.

Modern commentators have expressed puzzlement over this
collection of five clauses. For example, Professor Leonard Levy
dismissed the Fifth Amendment as a “miscellaneous” collection
of clauses.458 That label may seem justified if one assesses the
modern content assigned to those clauses. The clauses that pertain to grand jury indictment, double jeopardy and selfincrimination clearly pertain to various stages in criminal
prosecutions. In contrast, the Due Process Clause now carries
ensured that trespass suits for damages brought against abusive officers would be decided by a jury rather than by a judge. This final paragraph evolved into the Seventh
Amendment during the House deliberations. See id. at 212 (Select Committee of Eleven
revision of language to “In suits at common law the right of trial by jury shall be preserved”); id. at 215 (proto-Seventh Amendment set out as a separate amendment in the
proposed amendments sent to the Senate).
458 See LEVY, supra note 102, at 180 (“As originally proposed by James Madison, . . .
the Fifth Amendment’s self-incrimination clause was part of a miscellaneous article . .
.”).
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broad and diffused meanings that seem to relate at least as
much to civil as criminal matters, and the final Takings Clause
seems entirely civil rather than criminal in character.
However, the organizing theme of Madison’s proto-Fifth
Amendment is plain enough if one pays attention to the ordering of his proposals and to the meanings the clauses carried in
1789. The criminal procedure protections, including “due process of law,” related to the initiation of a criminal prosecution,
and the final Takings Clause prohibited a form of forfeiture that
might otherwise have evaded the requisites for a criminal
prosecution.459
1. Madison’s Proto-Fifth Amendment
Madison’s proposal for the proto-Fifth Amendment did not
include the Grand Jury Indictment Clause that appears at the
beginning of the Fifth Amendment itself—that clause was inserted later by the Senate.460 Rather, Madison’s proto-Fifth
Amendment consisted of four protections: the ban against double jeopardy; the ban against compelled self-incrimination; the
“due process of law” protection; and the takings provision:
No person shall be subject, except in cases of impeachment, to
more than one punishment or one trial for the same offence;
nor shall be compelled to be a witness against himself; nor be
deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law; nor be obliged to relinquish his property, where it may be
necessary for public use, without a just compensation.461

The first two clauses in Madison’s proto-Fifth Amendment
clearly applied to criminal matters. Moreover, as understood in
1789, they applied to the earliest stages in a prosecution. The
protection against double-jeopardy may initially seem like a
topic that might come at the end of a listing of criminal procedure rights insofar as it arises because of a previous acquittal or
conviction. However, the operative importance of that ban lies
459 The relationship of the Takings Clause is discussed infra text accompanying
notes 479-82.
460 See infra note 488.
461 See supra text accompanying note 455.
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in prohibiting the later reinitiation of a redundant prosecution.
Thus, the protection afforded really pertains to the outset of a
prosecution.
Similarly, what we now call the right against compelled
self-incrimination was still important primarily before trial in
1789. The term “self-incrimination” is modern: “incrimination”
does not appear in framing-era works, but the verb “criminate”
does; it meant “accuse.” Thus, the more apt historical shorthand is to speak of the right against compelled selfaccusation.462 The salient meaning of the right during the framing-era was that, as Blackstone put it, the evidence that formed
the basis for a criminal charge was to be obtained from sources
other than the interrogation of a suspected person.463 Moreover,
the modern conception of a “right to be silent” at trial had not
yet emerged.464 Thus, there was a sound basis for Madison’s
See Davies, Fifth Amendment, supra note 19, at 1002.
1 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1765), supra note 135, at 68; 4 id. (1st ed. 1769) at 293;
United States v. Burr, 25 F. Cas. 38, 39-40 (C.C.D. Va. 1807) (No. 14,692e) (Marshall,
C.J., presiding) (“every witness is privileged not to accuse himself” and “[i]t is a settled
maxim that no man is bound to criminate himself”).
As of 1789, official pretrial interrogation was limited to the post-arrest “examination” of an arrestee, conducted by a judicial officer, usually a justice of the peace, under
the Marian statutes. However, common law forbade the taking of an arrestee’s examination under oath (a form of legal compulsion). Significantly, authority for this examination arose only after a named complainant had charged the arrestee with the actual
commission of a crime. Thus, the examination did not constitute the sort of investigation now associated with police interrogations. Peace officers such as constables had no
authority to interrogate either before or after an arrest in 1789. See Davies, Fifth
Amendment, supra note 19, at 1001-07.
464 In contrast to modern doctrine, as of 1789 there was no conception that a defendant had a “right to be silent” at trial. To the contrary, the arrestee’s statements or
silence during his post-arrest Marian examination were admissible as evidence at his
trial. Moreover, although a defendant was not compelled to speak at trial, his silence
would be considered against him. Indeed, trial before the petit jury (which came after a
grand jury had already concluded that there was prima facie proof of guilt) constituted
the defendant’s opportunity to rebut the evidence against him. Id. at 999-1000.
The modern understanding that the Fifth Amendment creates a “right to be silent” at trial appears to have emerged only well after the framing, as the increasing
presence of defense counsel altered the criminal trial. Id. at 1041-43. Thus, Madison’s
phrasing of the right against self-accusation as a right not to be compelled “to be a witness against himself” does not mean that the right was intended to be only a “trial
right,” as Justice Thomas’s opinion for the Court erroneously claimed in Chavez v. Martinez, 538 US. 760, 767 (2003). Rather, Madison’s stylistic innovation simply recognized
that if a defendant’s pretrial statements were admitted at trial, what he had said previously had the same practical effect as if he had made the statements as a “witness”
462
463
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decision to place the right against compelled self-accusation in
the proto-Fifth Amendment rather than among the trial rights
in the proto-Sixth Amendment; the right against compelled selfaccusation was primarily a pretrial right.465
Madison’s “due process of law” clause obviously drew on the
earlier provisions and proposals that paraphrased Magna Carta
29. As noted above, those earlier provisions pertained to such
pretrial matters as arrests and indictments. Madison’s inclusion of this clause in his initial criminal procedure provision
indicates that he also understood that “due process of law” involved pretrial criminal protections.
2. Madison’s Choice of “Due Process of Law”
Of course, Madison obviously followed Hamilton’s and the
New York ratification convention’s proposals in substituting
“due process of law” for the more traditional “law of the land”
formulation.466 He had an obvious motive for making that substitution: the phrase “the law of the land” had already been
used—in the broader sense in which it connoted national law—
in the Supremacy Clause in Article VI of the Constitution.467
Hence, although in 1789 “the law of the land” could carry two
distinct meanings depending on the context in which it was
testifying against himself during his trial. See Davies, Fifth Amendment, supra note 19,
at 1008-09.
465 This was a deliberate choice by Madison insofar as he did not include that right
among the trial right provisions he fashioned from the New York ratification convention
proposals. See supra note 457.
The Vining committee that reviewed Madison’s proposals apparently shared his
understanding of the pretrial importance of the right against compelled self-accusation.
As noted above, that committee moved Madison’s proto-Sixth Amendment from the
limits on congressional power to be inserted into Article I to the proposed revision and
expansion of the Criminal Jury Trial Clause in Article III, thus consolidating all of the
proposals that pertained to criminal trials in the latter. See supra note 451 and accompanying text. However, the Vining committee did not move the right against compelled
self-accusation to the trial rights; rather, it left the right against compelled selfaccusation among the pretrial rights in the Fifth Amendment. See DUMBAULD, supra
note 62, at 210-12.
466 See supra notes 394-401 and accompanying text; see also text accompanying note
435. Mott was apparently unfamiliar with the 1787 New York statutory Declaration of
Rights and the New York ratification convention’s proposals because he treated Madison’s use of “due process of law” as though it were “an innovation in America.” MOTT,
supra note 91, at 17.
467 U.S. CONST. art. VI (“supreme Law of the Land”).
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used, it nevertheless would have been awkward to use that
phrase in a different sense in the Fifth Amendment than in the
Supremacy Clause. Using “due process of law” in the protoFifth Amendment solved that problem.
Additionally, it seems likely that Madison would have been
familiar with the reason why the substitution of terms had been
made in New York, and that he would have been sympathetic to
the concerns that prompted the change. Madison not only was
in New York City when he made his proposals, but he had recently been collaborating with Hamilton on the Federalist Papers. Hence, it seems likely that he was familiar with the New
York controversy that led to the 1787 New York Declaration of
Rights. Moreover, his concern with the potential for oppression
by a legislative majority paralleled the concerns that Hamilton
had addressed in New York.468 Thus, it is quite plausible that
Madison shared Hamilton’s understanding that the Cokean
term “due process of law” provided a stronger and less ambiguous protection than the traditional “law of the land” formulation.469
Madison also followed Hamilton’s and the New York ratification convention’s proposals when he simply invoked “due
process of law” while omitting the by-then archaic and confusing
alternative reference to “the judgment of his peers” that appeared in traditional paraphrases of Magna Carta 29. Probably
because “judgment of his peers” was included in Magna Carta
29, most of the earlier state declarations had included the
phrase when they paraphrased that historical text. However,
by the framing era, the phrase “judgment of his peers” had been
corrupted into a label for jury trial,470 so the rote inclusion of
See Davies, supra note 2, at 700 n.438.
See supra text accompanying notes 394, 401. See also Davies, Arrest, supra note
3, at 414-15.
470 As noted above, Coke had construed “judgment of his peers” to refer only to the
right of nobles of the realm (literal “peers”) to be tried in the court of the king’s steward
rather than in the common-law courts. Thus, the disjunctive reference to judgment of
his peers “or” the law of the land was not merely a drafting quirk; rather, it reflected an
intentional distinction between what amounted to two different criminal procedures:
“judgment of his peers” referred to criminal procedure for nobles, while “law of the land”
referred to criminal procedure for commoners. By the eighteenth century, however, the
notion of a separate criminal justice system for nobles had become archaic; hence, writers of that period (who seem to have been loathe to delete historical verbiage) corrupted
468
469
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that phrase in some of the state “law of the land” provisions
tended to obscure the pretrial content of that protection. However, Madison avoided that association by deleting the phrase.
Thus, it is evident that he understood the “due process of law”
guarantee to refer at least primarily to the pretrial requisites
for criminal prosecutions rather than to trial rights.
3. The Brevity of Madison’s “Due Process of Law” Clause
Madison’s “due process of law” clause was also shorter than
almost all of the earlier paraphrases of Magna Carta 29. His
paraphrase was simply that “no person shall . . . be deprived of
life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.” The brevity of that rendition is evident if one compares it to the more
complete paraphrase of Magna Carta 29 which had been included in the “due process of law” provision proposed by the
New York ratification convention. Madison’s draft used only the
portion of that fuller rendition that is italicized below:
That no Person ought to be taken imprisoned or disseised of his
freehold, or be exiled or deprived of his Privileges, Franchises,
Life, Liberty or Property but by due process of law.

This rendition omitted the usual references to a person’s being “arrested,” “taken,” or “imprisoned.” Likewise, it did not
focus solely on deprivation of “liberty” (as the 1776 Virginia “law

“judgment of his peers” into a label for trial by a jury of one’s equals or neighbors. However, the continued use of that term in paraphrases of Magna Carta 29 introduced considerable confusion or redundancy in declarations of rights that included other explicit
confirmations of the right to a criminal jury trial.
Probably for that reason, several of the earlier state provisions and proposals had
dropped the archaic reference to “the judgment of his peers.” The 1777 North Carolina
declaration had omitted “judgment of his peers” and simply used “the law of the land”
when it paraphrased Magna Carta 29. See supra text accompanying note 320. Likewise
the provision in the 1787 New York declaration that dealt with arrest (referring to a
person being “taken or imprisoned”) omitted “judgment of his peers” and used only “due
process of law” (although it also used “due Course of Law” in a later provision that dealt
with the criminal trial itself). See supra text accompanying notes 397, 399. Similarly,
the proposals endorsed by the 1788 Virginia and New York ratification conventions had
also deleted “judgment of his peers” and simply referred to “the law of the land” or “due
process of law.” See supra text accompanying notes 426, 435.
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of the land” provision had471). Rather, the brevity and breadth
of this paraphrase gave it a very abstract appearance.472
Why did Madison adopt that phrasing? The most likely answer is suggested by the 1787 Northwest Ordinance.473 The Ordinance included a short bill of rights that included a provision
that “no person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property, but
by the judgment of his peers or the law of the land.” 474 Madison
was surely aware of that language because he was on the committee that developed the Ordinance (though he was not the
principal drafter).475 Hence, it appears likely that he simply
borrowed that approach, albeit substituting “due process of law”
for the Ordinance’s “law of the land.”
See supra text accompanying notes 289-91.
In that context, it may be significant that the Antifederalist “Federal Farmer”
had written in a pamphlet that the law of the land protection in Magna Carta 29 “may
be said to comprehend the whole end of political society.” Letters from The Federal
Farmer XVI, in 2 THE COMPLETE ANTI-FEDERALIST, supra note 415, at 328.
473 The Ordinance was adopted in the summer of 1787, virtually on the eve of the
Constitutional Convention, by the Continental Congress, which was still sitting under
the Articles of Confederation, and provided for the self-government of that federal territory prior to admission to statehood. See SOURCES, supra note 104, at 387-98 (discussing the historical background and setting out the Ordinance).
474 The bill of rights included in the Ordinance read:
471
472

Article II. The inhabitants of the said territory shall always be entitled to the
benefits of the writs of habeas corpus, and of the trial by jury; of a proportionate representation of the people in the legislature, and of judicial proceedings
according to the course of the common law. All persons shall be bailable,
unless for capital offences, where the proof shall be evident, or the presumption great. All fines shall be moderate; and no cruel or unusual punishment
shall be inflicted. No man shall be deprived of his liberty or property, but by
the judgment of his peers, or the law of the land, and should the public exigencies make it necessary, for the common preservation, to take any person’s
property, or to demand his particular services, full compensation shall be
made for the same. And, in the just preservation of rights and property, it is
understood and declared, that no law ought ever to be made or have force in
the said territory, that shall, in any manner whatever, interfere with or affect
private contracts, or engagements, bona fide, and without fraud previously
formed.
See SOURCES, supra note 104, at 392, 395 (emphasis altered). Curiously, this provision
did not refer to deprivation of “life.”
475 ROBERT A. RUTLAND, THE BIRTH OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS: 1776-1791, at 101-03
(1955, reprinted 1991) (indicating that the draft of the Ordinance was in the handwriting of Nathan Dane, but the committee also consisted of Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, James Monroe, and Rufus King). Madison also participated in a discussion of the
bill of rights in the Ordinance during the Constitutional Convention. See SOURCES,
supra note 104, at 390.
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There is no indication that the language of the Ordinance
was intended to eliminate the traditional arrest protections of
“the law of the land.” To the contrary, because this paraphrase
addressed deprivation of “liberty or property,” it still reached
the full scope of the traditional guarantee, and the reference to
“liberty” was sufficient to include arrest. (The Ordinance had
not included any ban against general warrants, so its “law of the
land” clause was the only provision in its bill of rights that could
address search and seizure at all.)476
Nevertheless, it is possible that the short paraphrase was
chosen to deemphasize the pretrial criminal procedure content
of “the law of the land” so as to give more visibility to the protection of property interests. By 1787, Madison and other members of the American elite had become concerned with the potential that radically populist state legislatures might disappropriate property or forgive debts.477 That had been the nature of
the New York controversy that occurred earlier in 1787. That
concern also seems to be reflected in the content of the Northwest Ordinance’s bill of rights; although that bill was quite brief
overall, it nevertheless included a takings clause and a noninterference with contract clause immediately after the “law of
the land” provision.478 As a result, it is plausible that the
shorter phrasing of the “law of the land” clause may have been
intended to allow more emphasis on property protection.
Of course, the bill of rights in the Northwest Ordinance
probably also sheds light on why Madison included the Takings
Clause after the due process of law clause in the Fifth Amendment. As noted, a takings clause had been included in the
Northwest Ordinance immediately after the paraphrase of
476 The fact that this bill of rights set out protections regarding bail and habeas corpus as well as the “law of the land” guarantee indicates that the drafters of the Ordinance were familiar with the historical concern of arbitrary arrest and imprisonment.
Moreover, because other statements in the bill explicitly guaranteed “trial by jury” and
“judicial proceedings according to the course of the common law,” it seems apparent that
its enactors did not regard the “law of the land” protection as a statement of trial rights.
It is also significant that the Ordinance did not include any prohibition against general
warrants, or any reference to “unreasonable searches and seizures.”
477 See, e.g., JACK N. RAKOVE, DECLARING RIGHTS: A BRIEF HISTORY WITH
DOCUMENTS 103-04 (1998) (discussing Madison’s concerns regarding the potential for
majoritarian attacks on property rights).
478 See supra note 474.
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Magna Carta 29—in fact, the “law of the land” clause was bundled together in the same sentence with the takings clause,
rather than with several earlier criminal justice clauses,479 and
Madison likely followed that model when he drafted the protoFifth Amendment. Additionally, there was a substantive link
between takings and the content of Magna Carta 29. Magna
Carta 29 had commanded that no man “shall be disseised of his
freehold” except by “the law of the land.”480 Moreover, the broad
principle of the “due process of law” provision that Hamilton
had invoked in the then-recent New York controversies was that
a citizen could not be subjected to a forfeiture of rights or property by punitive legislation because a forfeiture could be legally
imposed only as a punishment resulting from a valid criminal
prosecution481 (forfeiture of property being a traditional punishment for a felony482). However, the prohibition against legislative forfeitures was vulnerable to subversion if a legislature
could disappropriate a person’s property under another guise,
such as requisitioning private property for public purposes.
Hence, adding a takings provision that forbade government
requisitions except in the form of valid purchases tended to reinforce the due process principle that punishments such as forfeiture of property could be imposed only through criminal justice.
4. Subsequent Congressional Action on “Due Process of Law”
The Vining committee that initially reviewed Madison’s
proposals adopted his proto-Fifth Amendment with only minor
changes in phrasing and made no changes to the “due process of
law” clause itself.483 The only action by the committee that
sheds any light on the Fifth Amendment was that, as noted
above, it left the proto-Fifth Amendment among the provisions
to be inserted into the limits on Congress’ power in Article I,
while it moved the trial rights in the proto-Sixth Amendment to
See supra note 474.
See supra text accompanying note 109.
481 See supra text accompanying note 401.
482 See, e.g., 4 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1769), supra note 135, at 94-95 (stating that the
defining feature of a “felony” was the penalty of forfeiture of one’s estate).
483 Compare DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 210-11 (report of the Vining committee)
with id. at 206-07 (Madison’s proposals).
479
480
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the proposed revision of Article III.484 Thus, it appears that the
Vining committee also understood that “due process of law” referred at least primarily to pretrial rather than trial procedure.
The debate on the proposed rights amendments in the full
House during August 1789 sheds no further light. Although
some small clarifications were made in other provisions of the
proto-Fifth Amendment, there is no record of any debate or discussion regarding the “due process of law” clause itself.485 Similarly, the Senate made no change in that clause, and the meager
records of the Senate debate do not indicate whether it was discussed.486
There was one late legislative development that affected
the final text of the Fifth Amendment—the addition of the
Grand Jury Indictment Clause. On its face, this addition presents a bit of a puzzle. As quoted above, in 1787 Alexander
Hamilton had followed Coke in defining “due process of law”
primarily in terms of the requirement of a grand jury indictment as a requisite for a criminal conviction. Thus, the Fifth
Amendment “due process of law” clause already contained an
implicit grand jury indictment requirement. Why was a seemingly redundant Grand Jury Indictment Clause added as well?
As quoted above, Madison’s proposal for the proto-Fifth
Amendment had not included the opening Grand Jury Clause;
rather, he had located that clause in his proposals to revise and
expand the Criminal Jury Trial Clause in Article III. Given the
format in which he proposed his amendments, the “due process
of law” clause in the proto-Fifth Amendment prohibited ConId. at 211-12.
See 5 BERNARD SCHWARTZ, THE ROOTS OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS 1111 (1980) (reprinting the House debate and indicating discussions of the language in the doublejeopardy and self-accusation clauses but not recording any discussion of the due process
of law clause). See also Davies, Fifth Amendment, supra note 19, at 1009-18 (discussing
the insertion of “in any criminal case” in the ban against compelled self-accusation).
486 The entire record of the discussion of the proto-Fifth Amendment in the Senate is
as follows:
484
485

The eighth article [proto-Fifth Amendment] was then considered, and after a
successful motion to strike out these words: “except in case of impeachment,
to more than one trial, or one punishment”; and substitute these words: “be
twice put in jeopardy of life or limb by any public prosecution”; it was agreed
to.
Senate Journal (August-September, 1789), in 5 SCHWARTZ, supra note 485, at 1149.
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gress from disturbing the grand jury indictment requisite, while
the grand jury provision in the revision of the Criminal Jury
Trial Clause in Article III would have also precluded judicial
relaxation of that requisite. However, when the decision was
made to set out the Bill of Rights in a “supplementary” format,
Madison’s proposed revision of Article III was restated as an
additional proposed amendment. Although the House endorsed
that amendment and included it among those sent to the Senate, the Senate rejected almost all of it—except for the Grand
Jury Indictment Clause and the exemption for military justice.
There is no legislative record as to why those aspects were retained. I speculate that the Grand Jury Indictment Clause may
have been viewed as being of such importance that it deserved
explicit inclusion,487 and that clause may have also provided a
convenient textual vehicle for inserting the necessary exemption
for military justice.488 Whatever the precise motivation, the in487 This was the only criminal procedure amendment proposed by the Massachusetts
ratification convention. See supra text accompanying note 420.
488 The inclusion of the Grand Jury Clause at the outset of the Fifth Amendment now
tends to obscure the point that the later “due process of law” clause itself made a grand
jury indictment a requisite of a valid felony prosecution. Indeed, a century after the
framing, the Supreme Court opined that the initial Grand Jury Clause demonstrated
that the “due process of law” clause in the Fifth Amendment could not have been meant
to require grand jury indictment, because the Framers would not have included redundant provisions. See infra text accompanying note 617. However, that ignores the convoluted route by which the Grand Jury Clause arrived in the Fifth Amendment.
As noted above, several states had previously called for a specific guarantee of
grand jury indictment. Indeed, that was the only criminal procedure provision that the
Massachusetts ratification convention had called for. Madison complied by including a
grand jury indictment requirement in his proposed revision and expansion of the Criminal Jury Trial Clause in Article III. That clause also served the purpose of defining the
scope of the grand jury indictment requirement to include only “all crimes punishable
with loss of life or member”—that is, felonies. (In contrast, the Massachusetts and New
York proposals for amendments had called for grand jury indictment as a requisite for
“all” federal trials.) Additionally, Madison’s proposed grand jury clause (for his proposed
revision of Article III) also excepted impeachments and military justice. The Vining
committee changed the language defining the scope of the indictment requirement to
reach only cases involving “a capital, or otherwise infamous crime.” See DUMBAULD,
supra note 62, at 212.
After the House decided to scrap the original plan of inserting rights amendments
into the text of the Constitution itself and instead decided to use the supplementary
format, the proposed revision of the Criminal Jury Trial Clause in Article III was restated as two separate amendments addressing trial provisions. What Madison had
included in his proto-Sixth Amendment was again separated out from the other trial
court provisions. The two proposed trial amendments read:
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Article the Ninth [the proto-Sixth Amendment]:
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and
public trial, to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation, to be confronted with the witnesses against him, to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the assistance of council for his defence.
Article the Tenth:
The trial of all crimes (except in cases of impeachment, and in cases arising in
the land or naval forces, or in the militia when in actual service in time of War
or public danger) shall be by an Impartial Jury of the Vicinage, with the requisite of unanimity for conviction, the right of challenge, and other accostomed
requisites; and no person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherways infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment by a Grand Jury; but if a
crime be committed in a place in the possession of an enemy, or in which an
insurrection may prevail, the indictment and trial may by law be authorised in
some other place within the same State.
See DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 213, 214-15 (the italicized language would become the
Grand Jury Clause of the Fifth Amendment). Note that, at that stage, the Grand Jury
Indictment Clause, with the definition of its scope and exceptions, was retained in the
latter proposed amendment.
However, when the Senate reviewed the House proposals for amendments, it
made several changes (for example, changing the language of double jeopardy to the
even-then archaic formulation “be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb. . .”). See 5
SCHWARTZ, supra note 485, at 1149. In particular, the Senate struck almost all of the
proposed amendment fashioned from Madison’s proposed revision of the Criminal Jury
Trial Clause in Article III (the “Article the Tenth” quoted supra), except for the grand
jury indictment requirement and the related exceptions for military justice and less
serious offenses. See id. at 1154 (stating that “The last named article . . .” and “the tenth
article [Madison’s criminal jury trial revision; see id. at 1123, plate 127] was stricken
out”). The Senate then added the grand jury indictment requirement, along with the
exception for military justice, to the beginning of the proto-Fifth Amendment proposed
by the House: “No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous
crime, unless on a presentment or indictment by a grand jury.”
Unfortunately, there is no legislative record as to why the Senate deleted the bulk
of that proposed amendment, or why it preserved the Grand Jury Clause itself. It is
possible, however, that the clause was retained largely as a vehicle for making it explicit
that indictment was only required for felonies, and as a vehicle for inserting the exception for military justice. It is noteworthy that the Senate put the Grand Jury Clause
among the other pretrial provisions in the Fifth Amendment, rather than among the
trial stage provisions in the Sixth Amendment. (A conference committee subsequently
added back in two other aspects of Madison’s proposed revision of the Criminal Jury
Trial Clause: the requirement of an “impartial jury” and the venue standard that required that criminal trials be held in “the State and district wherein the crime shall
have been committed.” However, those provisions were inserted among the trial rights
in the Sixth Amendment. Compare DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 220, 221 (“Article the
eighth”) (Conference report), with id. at 218 (“ARTICLE THE EIGHTH”) (Amendments
passed by Senate)).
Thus, although it is true that the Grand Jury Clause added to the beginning of
the Fifth Amendment was redundant insofar as the “due process of law” clause already
required indictments to the extent the common law required them, it may be that the
Grand Jury Clause was deemed to be such an important protection that the indictment
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clusion of the Grand Jury Indictment Clause in the Fifth
Amendment was something of an afterthought and did not reflect any alteration of the content of the due process of law
clause itself.
5. The Federal Framers’ Understanding of “Due Process of Law”
How exactly did Madison and the Federal Framers understand the contents of the “due process of law” guarantee? There
is no doubt that Madison’s language conveyed the basic principle that Hamilton had asserted in 1787—that an individual
could be punished only through a criminal prosecution and conviction, but not by a legislative enactment. There also does not
seem to be any doubt that Madison and the Federal Framers
understood that the Fifth Amendment generally, and the “due
process of law” clause specifically, addressed pretrial criminal
procedure.
The more difficult question is whether Madison and the
other Framers understood “due process of law” as actually incorporating common-law standards, including common-law arrest standards, or whether they understood the provision to
merely mean that criminal prosecutions had to comport with
whatever pretrial standards Congress might set. Madison’s
language does not answer that question: it is broad enough to
include common-law protections, but it does not call attention to
arrest. Likewise, the legislative history of the Bill of Rights in
Congress also does not shed direct light on the question.
Nevertheless, there are grounds that suggest that the Federal Framers understood that “due process of law” connoted
common-law pretrial standards. One is that the Antifederalists
who agitated for a federal bill of rights had sought guarantees of
requirement should be stated explicitly. There is no reason to assume the Framers were
as averse to redundancy as Hurtado later claimed. See infra note 612 and accompanying text.
Additionally, it seems likely that the Grand Jury Clause provided a convenient
textual vehicle for clarifying that the indictment requirement did not extend to lesser
offenses and also for inserting the exception for military justice at the outset of the
criminal procedure protections: “except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in
the militia, when in actual service in time of war of public danger.” Without the latter
provision, the constitutional basis for a distinct system of military justice might have
been questioned.
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“common-law securities” comparable to those in the state declarations.489 Another is that Madison drafted the provisions of the
Bill of Rights as limits on congressional power, and the House
debated the provisions of the Bill with that understanding.
Given that focus, it seems likely that “due process of law” connoted standards beyond legislative reach. Indeed, as Hamilton
had previously argued, the term “due process of law” denoted
judicial standards rather than legislative authority490—and judicial standards implied common law.
In addition, both the framing of the Bill of Rights and early
federal legislation seem to reflect an unstated assumption that
settled common-law standards and forms would continue. For
example, common law still supplied the meaning of “habeas corpus” in the Suspension Clause of the Constitution. Likewise,
the prohibition against excessive bail in the Eighth Amendment
seems to have rested on the assumption that the common-law
treatment of the availability of bail would continue. Similarly,
as I discuss below, the statement of warrant standards in the
Fourth Amendment appears to rest on the assumption that
warrants would be required to justify house searches, and common law was the source of the privilege of the house. Thus, it
seems likely that the Federal Framers, like the State Framers,
assumed that common-law standards for warrantless arrests
would continue when they framed the Fifth Amendment’s “due
process of law” clause.
However, it must be conceded that other facts call that inference into question. The fact that Madison chose an extremely brief paraphrase of Magna Carta 29 that did not contain any term that specifically referred to arrest—and that no
one attempted to add such a term during the deliberations in
Congress—raises a serious question as to whether warrantless
arrests were a matter of much concern during the federal framing. Indeed, the framing of the Federal Bill occurred in a different situation from that in which the state declarations had been
framed. At the time of the state framings, revolutionary Amer489 See supra note 412 and accompanying text; see also notes 263-65 and accompanying text.
490 See supra text accompanying note 401.
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ica was intent on demanding the immemorial rights of Englishmen to the protections of the common law, and the Cokean
conception of fixed common-law rights was salient in that milieu. By 1789, however, it seems likely that ideological orientation had begun to fade. Additionally, it is far from clear that the
Federal Framers would have anticipated that federal officers
would be much involved in ordinary criminal law enforcement;
rather, that was a matter for the states. Instead, it may have
seemed that federal officers would rarely be called upon to make
warrantless arrests. In that regard, it may be significant that
the First Congress made provisions for federal judges to issue
criminal warrants in the Judiciary Act of 1789, as well as for
federal marshals to execute such warrants, but that Congress
did not explicitly bestow statutory warrantless arrest authority
on federal marshals.491
The bottom line is that the original content of the Fifth
Amendment’s due process of law clause is murkier than that of
the earlier state law of the land provisions. Because the Federal
Framers were still conversant with the Cokean tradition of the
common law, I think we can safely conclude that the Federal
Framers would have located common-law arrest authority in the
“due process of law” in the Federal Fifth Amendment if they had
considered the question. However, we cannot be sure that they
actually gave warrantless arrest authority much thought.
What can be said is that, in retrospect, the brevity of the
“due process of law” provision, and the absence of any explicit
491 In 1792, Congress did enact a provision conferring the same powers on federal
marshals that a sheriff in the same state could exercise. Modern Supreme Court opinions and commentaries have suggested that this provision was passed for the purpose of
conferring warrantless arrest authority on federal marshals, but the historical record
shows that the provision, which was part of the “Militia Bill,” was actually aimed at
giving federal marshals the power to call out the local posse comitatus to enforce federal
law, in the event the local sheriff refused to do so. See Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at
355-56. There actually was no need to confer warrantless arrest authority on federal
marshals by statute in 1792, because any person could make a warrantless arrest if a
felony had been committed and the person had probable grounds to suspect the arrested
person. See supra text accompanying notes 221-22. Nevertheless, when state courts
and legislatures began to confer broader warrantless arrest authority on peace officers
(but not private persons) during the nineteenth century (as described infra Part V) it
appears that the 1792 statute had the effect of also conferring that broader warrantless
arrest authority on federal officers.
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reference to arrest in that clause, almost certainly exposed the
warrantless arrest standards in the traditional Cokean understanding of “due process of law” to subsequent loss or distortion.492 Additionally, as I explain below, a change in the final
ordering of the Amendments may also have undermined the
traditional understanding of “due process of law.”493
E. The Framing of the Fourth Amendment
As I have already previewed in Part II, the framing of the
Fourth Amendment was a simpler and more straightforward
matter than that presented in the conventional history of search
and seizure. Like the earlier state warrant provisions, the
Fourth Amendment simply banned too-loose warrants. However, it is worthwhile to reiterate several aspects of that story
which underscore that the Amendment was focused on warrant
standards. It is also worthwhile to address one point that the
conventional history has ignored—the novelty of the “probable
cause” standard for warrants.
It appears that concern with general warrants waned in the
years immediately after the Revolution. Although the state declarations adopted from 1776 to 1784 had included bans against
too-loose warrants, the New York legislature did not include a
warrant standards provision in the declaration of rights it
adopted in 1787, and neither did the Continental Congress
when it included a short bill of rights in the Northwest Ordinance in that same year. The likely reason is that the illegality
of general warrants seemed completely settled.494
492 At least one state legislature seems to have anticipated this vulnerability. When
the Virginia Legislature ratified the Bill of Rights in 1791, it proposed that a fuller
rendition of Magna Carta 29—which, among other things, would have included the
terms “taken” and “imprisoned”—should be included in a more expansive Federal Bill of
Rights. MOTT, supra note 91, at 159 n.68.
493 See infra notes 530-36 and accompanying text.
494 The broad acceptance of the illegality of general warrants is demonstrated by the
earliest reported state search and seizure decision, Frisbie v. Butler, 1 Kirby 213 (Conn.
1785), in which the Connecticut Supreme Court ruled that a warrant to search an entire
village for a stolen pig was illegal. The fact that this decision was rendered in a court in
a state that had not adopted a constitutional ban against general warrants demonstrates the general acceptance of the illegality of general warrants at common law.
Frisbie is the earliest reported case because Kirby’s reports were the first substantial set
of state court reports to be published in an American state.
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However, during the ratification debates of 1787-1788, the
Antifederalists revived fears that the new Congress might authorize general warrants for customs and excise searches.495
The significant feature of the discussions of general warrants
during the ratification debates is that they fed off the larger fear
of federal taxation; the concerns that were expressed were about
revenue searches—criminal arrests or search warrants were
rarely mentioned.496
Given the Antifederalist fear-mongering over federal revenue collections, it is unsurprising that the state ratification conventions included a ban against general warrants among their
proposals for a federal bill of rights. Notably, however, even as
late as 1788, several of those proposals still omitted any preamble reference to a right against “unreasonable searches and seizures.”497 The later Antifederalist proposals from the crucial
states of Virginia and New York did include that preamble, but

See infra note 570.
There were a few instances in which Antifederalists mentioned criminal warrants. For example, during the Virginia ratification convention, Patrick Henry complained that the Constitution insufficiently protected personal rights:
495
496

[f]or instance, general warrants, by which an officer may search suspected
places, without evidence of the commission of a fact, or seize any person without evidence of his crime, ought to be prohibited. As these are admitted, any
man may be seized, any property may be taken, in the most arbitrary manner,
without any evidence or reason. Every thing the most sacred may be searched
and ransacked by the strong hand of power. We have infinitely more reason to
dread general warrants here than they have in England, because there, if a
person be confined, liberty may be quickly obtained by the writ of habeas corpus. But here, a man living many hundred miles from the judges may get in
prison before he can get that writ.
See 3 ELLIOT’S DEBATES, supra note 263, at 588. Note that there is a peculiarity in
Henry’s argument insofar as he focused on the difficulty of obtaining a writ of habeas
corpus (which could be issued only by judges of the then central court in Richmond), but
seems to have assumed that a writ would issue because an arrest on a general warrant
would be illegal. See also supra note 411.
Similarly, an Antifederalist pamphleteer also pointed out that a trespass action
for damages could be brought if “a constable, having a warrant to search for stolen
goods, pulled down the clothes of a bed in which there was a woman.” Essay of a Democratic Federalist, in 3 THE COMPLETE ANTI-FEDERALIST, supra note 415, at 58, 61 (discussed in Davies, supra note 2, at 588-89 n.100). However, that reference also seems to
have assumed that the illegality of such a search was a given.
497 See supra text accompanying note 418 (Pennsylvania Minority); see also supra
text accompanying note 423 (Maryland).
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still addressed only warrant standards under that rubric.498
Consistent with the specific fears regarding federal revenue
searches, however, those ratification convention proposals did
not integrate the calls for bans against general warrants into
the larger set of criminal procedure provisions, but simply
tacked on the provisions banning general warrants at the end of
those provisions. For example, the New York ratification convention proposals set out the criminal procedure provisions in a
clear procedural sequence: arrests, double-jeopardy, habeas corpus, bail, and trial rights—and only then set out the ban against
general warrants.499 The likely explanation is that the warrant
provisions were understood to deal more with customs searches
than criminal procedure.
1. Madison’s Draft
Madison plainly recognized the public concern over general
warrants because several of his letters mentioned “security
against general warrants” as one of the essential provisions that
had to be included among the rights amendments (although he
does not seem to have used the shorthand label of “unreasonable searches and seizures” in his correspondence, or to have
expressed any concern with warrantless intrusions).500 Similarly, he specifically referred to the need to ban “general warrants” at least once, and possibly twice, during his speech to the
House proposing a bill of rights and raised the possibility that a
future Congress might think general customs search warrants
were authorized as “necessary and proper” for revenue collection.501
Madison’s focused concern with banning general warrants
is also evident in the language and format of his proposed protoFourth Amendment:
The rights of the people to be secured in their persons, their
houses, their papers, and their other property, from all unrea498 See supra text accompanying note 429 (Virginia); see also supra text accompanying note 436 (New York).
499 See supra note 456.
500 See Davies, supra note 2, at 699-700, n.435.
501 See id. at 699-700 n.435, 701 n.439.
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sonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated by warrants issued without probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, or not particularly describing the places to be
searched, or the persons or things to be seized.502

Three aspects of the text of Madison’s proto-Fourth
Amendment merit specific attention: (1) its one-clause format;
(2) its reference to a collective right of “the people”; and (3) its
novel use of “probable cause” as a warrant standard.
a. Single-clause format. As noted in Part II, Madison’s single-clause provision plainly did not address anything beyond the
standards for valid warrants: the only violation of the right
against “unreasonable searches and seizures” that it forbade
was “by warrants issued . . .” Thus, as previous commentators
have usually conceded, Madison’s text applied the term “unreasonable searches and seizures” only to invalid warrants.503
Madison did not use that label in a way that suggested he
meant to create a “reasonableness” standard that was distinct
from the warrant standards of cause and particularity. Indeed,
unlike the earlier Pennsylvania and Massachusetts warrant
provisions, he did not even set out the prefatory statement of
the right involved in a separate clause or sentence (probably
because he disliked the “therefore” formulation504). Thus, it is
apparent that Madison did not apply “unreasonable searches
and seizures” to anything other than searches or arrests under
too-loose warrants.
b. “The rights of the people.” Madison also made a significant drafting choice when he phrased the proto-Fourth Amendment as a protection of “the rights of the people” (as in the 1776
Pennsylvania declaration) instead of stating it as a right of an
individual person (as in the 1780 Massachusetts declaration and
the Virginia and New York ratification convention proposals).505
Although there is no direct evidence as to why Madison made
that choice, his contrasting use of the collective term “the peoSee supra text accompanying note 455.
See supra note 72. See also Davies, supra note 2, at 699 n.434.
504 See Davies, supra note 2, at 697 n.433.
505 See supra text accompanying notes 331 (Pennsylvania declaration), 356 (Massachusetts declaration), 429 (Virginia ratification convention proposals), and 436 (New
York ratification convention proposals).
502
503
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ple” in the Assembly and Petition Clause of the First Amendment, in the Second Amendment,506 and in the Fourth Amend-

U.S. CONST. amends. I, II.
The collective character of “the right of the people peaceably to assemble” set out
in the First Amendment is evident. Moreover, although an individual would have possessed a right to petition the government, the historical controversies regarding that
right had involved limitations imposed on the number of persons who could join a petition. See SOURCES, supra note 104, at 228-30, 426. Indeed, Madison’s original proposal
clearly addressed a collective right to petition: “The people shall not be restrained from
peaceably assembling and consulting for their common good; nor from applying to the
Legislature by petitions, or remonstrances, for redress of their grievances.” See id. at
422. Thus, the First Amendment primarily addressed a collective right to petition that
was linked to the right to assemble.
The collective character of the right “of the people” to bear arms in the Second
Amendment is also evident. Although it is possible that some of the state constitutions
may have been intended to preserve a personal right to possess weapons, the legislative
history of the Second Amendment indicates rather clearly that the Federal Framers
were concerned with ensuring the continued existence of the state militias, in large part
because they were fearful of a standing federal army. Hence, it does not appear that the
Federal Framers intended to create a personal right to possess weapons. Indeed, given
that the Federal Bill was drafted and adopted in the aftermath of events such as Shay’s
Rebellion, it is plausible that the Federal Framers might have been hesitant to adopt a
right to bear arms outside of the structure of the organized militias.
That is not to say that there is no evidence of a personal right in the legislative
history of the Second Amendment. Early on, in December 1787, the Antifederalist minority in the Pennsylvania ratification convention did call for an amendment that would
have set out both a collective and personal right to arms:
506

7. That the people have a right to bear arms for the defence of themselves and
their own State, or the United States, or for the purpose of killing game; and
no law shall be passed for disarming the people or any of them, unless for
crimes committed, or real danger of public injury from individuals; and as
standing armies in the time of peace are dangerous to liberty, they ought not
to be kept up; and that the military shall be kept under strict subordination to
and be governed by the civil power.
See DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 174. Similarly, the New Hampshire convention also
called for an amendment that “Congress shall never disarm any Citizen unless such as
are or have been in Actual Rebellion.” See id. at 182.
However, the significant fact is that the reference to a personal right was omitted
from the later and more influential state proposals for federal amendments. For example, in June 1788, the Virginia ratifying convention proposed only a collective right of
the people to bear arms that was linked to the preservation of the militia:
Seventeenth, That the people have a right to keep and bear arms; that a well
regulated Militia composed of the body of the people trained to arms is the
proper, natural, and safe defence of a free State. That standing armies in time
of peace are dangerous to liberty, and therefore ought to be avoided, as far as
the circumstances and protection of the Community will admit; and that in all
cases the military should be under strict subordination to and governed by the
civil power.
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ment, but of individualized references to “the Owner [of a
house]” in the Third Amendment, to a “person” in the Fifth
Amendment (including the “due process of law” clause), and to
“the accused” in the Sixth Amendment,507 strongly suggests that
his choice of the collective “people” for the Fourth Amendment
was deliberate. The apparent explanation for his choice of “the
people” is that a shared right made the most sense in a provision that banned unparticularized general warrants because
such warrants threatened the entire community rather than
only a particular individual. Thus, that choice comported with

See id. at 185. The New York convention proposed a comparable collective protection.
See id. at 189-90 (proposals unnumbered). North Carolina did likewise. See id. at 198,
201 (“17th” proposal).
Madison’s proposal for the proto-Second Amendment was also formulated as a
collective right; indeed, it juxtaposed the collective “right of the people” to bear arms to
preserve the militia against a personal right to conscientious objection to military service: “The right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed; a well armed,
and well regulated militia being the best security of a free country: but no person religiously scrupulous of bearing arms, shall be compelled to render military service in person.” See id. at 207. The inclusion of the conscientious objector provision also underscored the military orientation of the provision.
The Vining committee made the linkage of the bearing of arms to the militia even
more apparent by rearranging the ordering of Madison’s clauses to begin with a reference to the importance of the militia. Thus, the militia became the premise for the subsequent statement of the collective right to bear arms: “A well regulated militia, composed of the body of the people, being the best security of a free State, the right of the
people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed, but no person religiously scrupulous shall be compelled to bear arms.” See id. at 210-11.
The House passed this proposed amendment with only a slight modification of the
conscientious objection clause. See id. at 213-14 (“Article the Fifth”). The Senate then
changed the militia’s “being the best security” to “being necessary to the security” and
deleted the conscientious objector clause altogether. The Second Amendment was then
adopted and ratified in the Senate’s language: “A well regulated militia, being necessary
to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be
infringed.” See id. at 217 (Amendments passed by Senate); see also id. at 220 (“Article
the fourth”; Amendments proposed to the States).
The phrase “well regulated Militia” is also significant. The militia was not an
informal body; rather, state statutes closely organized and regulated the structure and
armaments of the militia, including the nature of the military weapons to be used. For
example, a 1784 Virginia statute provided that officers were to be armed with swords,
and privates with a musket and bayonet, but allowed privates the use of rifles rather
than muskets in the frontier militia units. See An Act for Amending the Several Laws
for Regulating and Disciplining the Militia, and Guarding Against Invasions and Insurrections (Oct. 1784), reprinted in 11 HENING’S STATUTES AT LARGE, at 478-79 (1823).
507 See U.S. CONST. amends. III, V, VI.
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the understanding that the proto-Fourth Amendment was focused on banning too-loose warrants.508
c. “Probable cause.” Madison innovated when he used
“probable cause” as the standard for federal warrants. The earlier state provisions had all made some showing of individualized cause a requirement for the issuance of warrants, but they
had not settled on any precise statement of that standard. Virginia had used the rigorous traditional common-law standard of
“evidence of a fact committed,”509 but later declarations—
perhaps recognizing the varied legal requirements for different
kinds of warrants—had simply required “an oath” or “sufficient
foundation.”510 Madison innovated by stating a different, specific cause requirement—“probable cause.”
As discussed above, “probable cause” alone did not constitute the common-law standard for a criminal search warrant;
rather, the common-law standard for a warrant to search for
stolen goods required both (1) a sworn charge that a theft (felony) had been committed in fact, and (2) reasonable or probable
cause of suspicion as to where the stolen property was located.511 Felony arrest warrants had also once required both of
those prongs, but the requirement of a crime-in-fact had become
somewhat unsettled.512 However, there was one area of law in
which “probable cause” alone had plainly emerged as sufficient
cause for the issuance of a search warrant—customs law.
An early eighteenth century English statute had introduced
“probable cause” as a standard for issuance of an excise search

508 Justice Scalia asserted in his concurring opinion in Minnesota v. Carter, 525 U.S.
83, 92-94 (1998), joined by Justice Thomas, that the use of the possessive “their . . .
houses” in the text of the Fourth Amendment indicated that the Framers intended for
the Amendment’s protections to apply only to the residents of a house, but not to invited
guests. However Justice Scalia ignored the collective nature of a right of the “people”
and even the collective aspect of “their houses” as opposed to “his house.” See also Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 262-64, n.66.
509 See supra text accompanying note 309.
510 See, e.g., supra text accompanying note 316 (Maryland), and text accompanying
note 360 (Massachusetts).
511 See supra notes 152, 222, 239 and accompanying text and note 257.
See also
NELSON, supra note 28, at 99 (noting the application of theft-in-fact requirement for the
issuance of search warrants in early nineteenth century Massachusetts).
512 See supra text accompanying notes 189-91, 232-37.
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warrant in England.513 In addition, the 1764 Sugar Act made
“probable cause” a defense that revenue officers in the American
colonies could raise if they were sued for unlawful customs seizures.514 At that time, Americans protested the relaxation of
the traditional rule that any erroneous revenue seizure was an
actionable trespass. Notably, George Mason, the author of the
1776 Virginia Declaration, had condemned that standard by
asserting that the term “probable cause” was “unknown in the
language and style of Laws.”515
However, the attitude of the American political elite toward
“probable cause” seems to have softened when the revenues
were being collected to finance American governments rather
than that in London. As a practical matter, although the criminal search warrant requirement of crime-in-fact was workable
in instances where a victim of theft would act as a complainant,
it presented an obstacle to enforcement of complainantless offenses, such as smuggling, that depended on investigation by
officers.516 Perhaps for that reason, a 1786 Pennsylvania customs statute had authorized customs search warrants for a national customs collection to be based on “probable cause.”517
Because Madison was knowledgeable about customs law (he
had drafted a 1787 Virginia customs statute518), it is highly
likely that he was aware of the Pennsylvania statute, and virtually certain that he was aware that “probable cause” had be513 See Davies, supra note 2, at 703 n.446. The rationale for allowing customs search
warrants to be issued on a more relaxed standard than search warrants for stolen property appears to have been that the collection of government revenue was deemed to be of
greater importance than the recovery of private property. See Davies, supra note 2, at
703 n.446 (discussing a 1785 statement by Lord Mansfield).
514 See id. at 653 n.295.
515 See Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 370 n.451. Note that Mason’s opposition to
probable cause may have influenced the inclusion of the rigorous “evidence of a fact
committed” standard in the warrant provision added to the 1776 Virginia declaration.
See supra text accompanying note 309. See also NELSON, supra note 28, at 17-18 (quoting a colonial Massachusetts court record that “Probable Cause [was] no Excuse to a[n]
officer making a Seizure”).
516 The customs collections statutes passed by the First Congress followed English
precedents in providing that a court that decided that a revenue seizure was invalid
could immunize the officer from trespass liability by issuing a certificate that “there was
reasonable cause of seizure.” See Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 371 n.455.
517 See Davies, supra note 2, at 703, n.444.
518 See id. at 703 n.443.
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come the usual standard for customs searches and seizures.
Additionally, because customs collections and excise taxes were
to be the principal sources of revenue for the new national government,519 it seems likely that he and the other Framers would
have been particularly concerned to address customs searches—
both because such searches were a specific subject of Antifederalist agitation and because customs searches were the most
likely kind of searches that federal officers would conduct.
Thus, it is quite possible that Madison chose to use the plain
“probable cause” standard (without the requirement of actual
crime) in the Fourth Amendment because it had become the
customs search warrant standard, even though it was not as
rigorous as the common-law standard for criminal search warrants. (Notably, however, state warrant provisions adopted after the ratification of the Fourth Amendment did not consistently adopt “probable cause”; instead, some continued to use
the common-law “evidence of a fact committed” standard.520)
2. Subsequent Legislative History
The Vining committee that reviewed Madison’s proposals
for amendments made a variety of language changes in his
proto-Fourth Amendment when it reported to the House of Representatives but, despite the attention the committee members
paid, they did not alter his one-clause format, his use of the collective term “the people,” or his use of the probable cause standard.521 Hence, it appears that the committee also understood
See Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 371 n.452.
See Davies, supra note 2, at 704 n.449 (noting that Pennsylvania revised its warrant provision to include “probable cause” in 1790; that Kentucky used that standard in
1792; that Indiana did so in 1816; that Mississippi did so in 1717; but that Tennessee
used the “evidence of a fact committed” standard in 1796, and that Illinois did so in
1818; but that Ohio attempted to combine the standards by adopting “probable evidence
of a fact committed” in 1802).
521 The changes the Vining committee made can be identified by comparing Madison’s proposal, set out supra text accompanying note 502, with the proposal the committee reported:
519
520

The right of the people to be secure in their person, houses, papers, and effects,
shall not be violated by warrants issuing, without probable cause supported by
oath or affirmation, and not particularly describing the places to be searched,
and the persons or things to be seized.
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that the proto-Fourth Amendment was concerned only with
warrant standards and primarily with customs search warrants.
During later proceedings in the House, however, two further changes were made. Although neither of the changes
would have significantly altered the meaning of the text at the
time, they both later facilitated the modern reinvention of the
Fourth Amendment. One was a change in Madison’s phrasing
that had the side-effect of dividing the proto-Fourth Amendment into two clauses. The other was a last-minute reordering
of the proposed amendments that moved the proto-Fourth
Amendment ahead of the proto-Fifth Amendment.
a. “[A]nd no Warrant shall issue.” In August 1789, during
the House consideration of the proposals for amendments,
Madison’s phrase “by warrants issuing” was replaced with the
words “and no warrant shall issue.” As a result of this change,
the proto-Fourth Amendment became the final two-clause
Fourth Amendment:
The right of the people to be secure in their person, houses,
papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but
upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and

See DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 211. The most glaring departure from Madison’s
proposal was that the committee report itself omitted the words “all unreasonable
searches and seizures.” It appears, however, that this omission was only a typographical accident. It was later referred to as a “mistake” during the House debate (probably
by Egbert Benson, a member of the committee), and the language was reinserted by
motion—except that the word “all” was again omitted. See Davies, supra note 2, at 715.
Note that the fact that Benson failed to reinsert the word “all” would seem to cut against
any notion that the Fourth Amendment was meant to be a comprehensive search-andseizure provision that would extend beyond warrant standards themselves.
In addition, the Vining committee made a number of small changes in Madison’s
proposed language: Madison’s by warrants “issued” became “issuing”; Madison’s plural
“rights” of the people became “right”; Madison’s “to be secured” became “to be secure”;
Madison’s “their other property” became “effects”; and Madison’s repetitive “their” in
“their persons, their houses, their papers, and their other property” was dropped so that
the formula became “their person, houses, papers, and effects.” Additionally, Madison’s
use of “or not” ahead of the particularity requirement became “and not,” and his “or” in
“places to be searched, or the persons or things to be seized” became “and.”
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particularly describing the places to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.522

As discussed in Part II, the modern interpretation that assigns a broad “reasonableness” standard to the Fourth Amendment is totally dependent upon this small change in language.523 Lasson, for example, asserted that: “[t]he provision as
[the movant] proposed it contained two clauses. The general
right of security from unreasonable search and seizure was
given a sanction of its own and the amendment thus intentionally given a broader scope.”524 However, there is not a shred of
evidence of any such “intention.”
The only statement in the records of the House debate regarding the purpose of this change indicates that the movant,
probably Eldridge Gerry rather than Egbert Benson,525 proposed
this substitution simply to insert a clearer command that tooloose warrants not be issued at all:
Mr. [Gerry] objected to the words “by warrants issuing.” This
declaratory provision was good as far as it went, but he
thought it was not sufficient; he therefore proposed to alter it
so as to read “and no warrant shall issue.”526

Gerry did not voice a general objection. Rather, he objected
only to the “declaratory” reference to “warrants issuing” and
simply tweaked that language into an imperative command that
“no warrant shall issue.” There was nothing novel about the
resulting text; the prior state warrant provisions and proposals
had explicitly commanded that too-loose warrants “ought not be
522 U.S. CONST. amend. IV (emphasis added). This is largely the same text the House
submitted to the Senate, see DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 213-14 (art. 7); the same text
passed by the Senate, see id. at 217-18 (art. 6); and the same text ultimately submitted
to the states for ratification, see id. at 220-21 (art. 6). Note, however, that this final text
includes a few additional changes made in the House in the warrant standards—
specifically “without” was changed to “but upon” and “and not” was changed to “and.”
These changes were the product of another motion passed after the change had been
made from “by warrants issuing” to “and no warrant shall issue.” See Davies, supra
note 2, at 719 n.486.
523 See supra notes 60-73 and accompanying text.
524 LASSON, supra note 45, at 103 (second emphasis added).
525 See supra note 80.
526 See LASSON, supra note 45, at 101 (quoting ANNALS OF CONGRESS) (emphasis
added; “Gerry” substituted for “Benson” as the movant).
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granted.”527 Gerry simply made the Fourth Amendment conform
to the imperative formulation of the earlier state warrant provisions and proposals (and used Madison’s “shall” rather than the
earlier “ought”528).
Thus, the resulting division of the text into two clauses was
nothing more than a by-product of Gerry’s inserting imperative
language in the simplest way. Nothing in the records of the
House debate even hints that the change was made for the purpose of expanding the reach of the proposed Fourth Amendment
beyond setting standards for the issuance of warrants.
Indeed, to the extent that the Federal Framers were actually concerned with warrantless arrests, it seems quite probable
that they would have understood that that concern fell within
the Cokean conception of “due process of law”—and they had
already included that protection in the proposed Fifth Amendment which, following Madison’s ordering, they had previously
debated and approved before taking up the Fourth Amendment.529 Thus, the members of the House would not have had
any reason to address warrantless intrusions under the rubric
of “unreasonable searches and seizures” in the Fourth Amendment.
b. Reordering of the proposed amendments. The other
change that occurred during the proceedings in the House related to the ordering of the proposed amendments. During the
deliberations, the proposed criminal procedure amendments had
been debated in the order Madison had proposed: the protoFifth Amendment (including “due process of law”) came first,
then the proto-Eighth Amendment (probably because it addressed bail), then the proto-Fourth Amendment, and finally
the proto-Sixth Amendment, which set out trial rights.530 In
that order, it was still fairly apparent that the Fourth Amend527 The only variation was the 1780 Massachusetts provision which initially condemned too-loose warrants as being “contrary to this right” but then subsequently ordered that nonconforming warrants “ought not be granted.”
528 Notwithstanding occasional claims to the contrary, “ought” was as imperative as
“shall” in 1789. See supra note 305.
529 HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JOURNAL, Aug. 19-20, 1789, reprinted in 5
SCHWARTZ, supra note 485, at 1122-23.
530 Id.
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ment was distinct from the provisions in the Fifth Amendment
that related to the initiation of a criminal prosecution.
However, at the end of the House deliberations on proposed
constitutional amendments, a three-person committee on style,
chaired by Egbert Benson, was charged with putting the proposed amendments in final form for submission to the Senate.531
That committee moved the proto-Fourth Amendment ahead of
the proto-Fifth Amendment, and also moved the proto-Eighth
Amendment (which banned excessive punishment as well as
excessive bail) back after the criminal trial proposals in the
proto-Sixth Amendment and even after the provision for jury
trials in civil cases in the proto-Seventh Amendment.532
This is among the most undocumented features of the legislative history of the Bill of Rights. There is no record of any deliberation by the Benson committee and, although records indicate the committee reported to the House, there is no record as
to what, if any, explanation it rendered regarding the changed
ordering.533 We can reconstruct what the committee did only by
comparing the order in which the proposed amendments were
deliberated in the House534 to the version actually submitted to
the Senate.535
On its face, it appears that the Benson committee organized
the proposed amendments according to a procedural sequence,
but that it characterized the salient contents of the various
amendments differently than Madison and the Vining committee had. It seems likely that the Benson committee put the
Fourth Amendment ahead of the criminal procedure provisions
in the Fifth and Sixth Amendments because, if there were a
warrant in a criminal case, it likely would be the first occurrence in the proceedings. It also seems likely that they moved
531 The committee was composed of Benson, Sherman, and Sedgwick. See LASSON,
supra note 45, at 101 n.81.
532 See DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 213-16.
533 See, e.g., 5 SCHWARTZ, supra note 485, at 1121-22; see also id. at 1133-38 (reprinting the record of the House debates and showing the appointment of the three-person
Benson committee on Saturday, Aug. 22, 1789, and noting its report on Monday, Aug.
24, 1789, but not indicating anything further except approval of the message transmitting the proposed amendments to the Senate).
534 See supra note 529.
535 See DUMBAULD, supra note 62, at 213-16.
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the Eighth Amendment back after the provisions dealing with
criminal and civil trials in the proto-Sixth and proto-Seventh
Amendments because it dealt with fines and punishments as
well as bail, and punishments came after trials. The bottom
line, however, is that we really do not know why the Benson
committee did what it did.
The Senate subsequently made no changes to either the
language of the Fourth Amendment or the Benson committee’s
ordering of the provisions. Thus, the Fourth Amendment took
its place ahead of the “due process of law” provision in the Fifth
Amendment.536 It is doubtful this change in the ordering of the
Amendments would have seemed significant in 1789. However,
in retrospect, this change gave the Fourth Amendment more of
the appearance of a criminal procedure amendment than of a
provision primarily concerned with search warrants. That shift,
in turn, later facilitated the invention of modern Fourth
Amendment doctrine and, ultimately, the inclusion of warrantless intrusions in its scope.
F. Summary
In sum, there is clear evidence that the Federal Framers
did not intend to address warrantless arrest authority in the
Fourth Amendment; that the Fifth Amendment, including the
“due process of law” clause, was understood to generally address
pretrial criminal procedure; and that the “due process of law”
clause at least required compliance with the legal standards for
arrest. However, the legislative history of the Fifth Amendment
does not provide us with explicit evidence as to whether the
Federal Framers sought to fix the content of those legal requisites. In particular, it does not tell us directly whether the Federal Framers actually intended to constitutionalize common-law
warrantless arrest standards in the “due process of law” clause.
Indeed, because it is unlikely that the Federal Framers expected
that federal officers would engage in ordinary law enforcement,
it may well be that the Federal Framers gave less attention to
warrantless arrest authority than the State Framers had. The
536

See id. at 217-19.
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lack of direct statements about the contents of the warrantless
arrest standards in the Fifth Amendment, like the absence of
any statement regarding when warrants were required in the
Fourth Amendment, probably reflects the degree to which the
Federal Framers went about their work with the implicit assumption that settled common-law rules would continue to control such topics—but they did not articulate that assumption.537
What is clear, however, is that, whatever the Federal
Framers may have thought or intended with regard to these
matters, the Cokean understanding of “due process of law,” and
the inclusion of warrantless arrest standards in that conception,
was lost during later decades. That loss, in turn, cleared the
way for state judges to relax the earlier common-law warrantless arrest standards and drastically expand government
investigatory powers. Likewise, that loss later opened the way
for the Federal Supreme Court to invent modern search-andseizure doctrine by reconstruing the Fourth Amendment as
though it had been intended to be a comprehensive search-andseizure provision based upon a “reasonableness” standard.
V. THE POST-FRAMING TRANSFORMATION
OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
The post-framing history of search-and-seizure doctrine is a
large and complex topic that has received far less attention than
the framing itself. Nevertheless, the broad outlines of the postframing history seem clear enough. In essence, there were
three stages: first, the Cokean understanding of “due process of
law” was lost with the result that warrantless arrest standards
were effectively deconstitutionalized; second, state courts relaxed warrantless arrest standards to facilitate a larger transformation from accusatory to investigatory criminal procedure;538 and, finally, the Federal Supreme Court reinvented
Fourth Amendment doctrine and extended the scope of that
Amendment to reach warrantless searches and, eventually,
even warrantless arrests and detentions. Thus, warrantless
See supra text accompanying notes 28-34.
For an overview of the differences between accusatory and investigatory criminal
procedure, see Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 421-35.
537
538
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arrest standards were ultimately reconstitutionalized—but at a
substantially less rigorous level.
A. The Loss of the Cokean Conception of Due Process of Law
The state and federal legal systems underwent substantial
and increasing change during the decades that followed the
framing of the Federal Bill of Rights. For one thing, the American Revolution had disrupted the bar in the various states and
there seems to have been a general deterioration of the education levels and professionalism of American lawyers during the
early nineteenth century.539 For another, Blackstone’s Commentaries supplanted Coke’s Institutes as the primary work for
legal education, but Blackstone offered only a superficial discussion of criminal procedure generally and of warrantless arrest in
particular.540 These and other changes undermined the earlier
Cokean conception of “due process of law” and the warrantless
arrest standards that were part of that conception.
That is not to say that the Cokean conception disappeared
during the immediate aftermath of the 1789 framing of the Federal Bill of Rights. For example, the Cokean understanding of
“due process of law” was still evident in Republican attacks on
the constitutionality of the 1792 Alien Act.541 Additionally, the
539 See, e.g., 2 ANTON-HERMANN CHROUST, THE RISE OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION IN
AMERICA 129-72 (1965) (discussing the decline of bar organizations and professional
standards during the early nineteenth century).
540 See, e.g., HOWARD, supra note 103, at 268-71; see also generally 4 BLACKSTONE
(1st ed. 1769), supra note 135.
541 The Alien Act of 1792 authorized the President to issue a warrant to arrest and
deport any alien who was suspected of being an enemy of the United States. No commission of a crime was required. Albert Gallatin, a Republican, argued that the act was
a violation of the “due process of law” clause of the Fifth Amendment because a statute
giving such power to the President did not constitute “due process of law.” See JAMES
MORTON SMITH, FREEDOM’S FETTERS 43, 85 (1956). Additionally, the authorization for
the President to issue a warrant appears to have been condemned as a violation of the
Fourth Amendment (still referred to as Article 6 in some sources), and deportation without a trial was condemned as a violation of the jury trial rights set forth in the Sixth
Amendment. See id. at 85-86.
This complaint was also included in the Kentucky Resolutions of 1798, authored
by Thomas Jefferson. See Kentucky Resolutions of 1798, Resolution VI, reprinted in
DOCUMENTS OF AMERICAN HISTORY 180 (Henry Steele Commager ed., 7th ed. 1963)
(asserting that the authority conveyed to the President to imprison aliens “is contrary to
the Constitution, one amendment to which has provided, that “no person shall be deprived of liberty without due process of law”).
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first American edition of Sullivan’s Lectures was published in
1805, and that work repeated virtually verbatim Coke’s description of the warrantless arrests that were permitted under
Magna Carta 29.542 The New Hampshire Supreme Court still
consulted that treatise in 1817 when it analyzed the constitutionality of a statute that permitted warrantless arrests for
traveling on the Sabbath.543 In 1845, the Illinois Supreme
Court construed that state’s due process clause to apply only to
criminal but not civil procedure,544 and in 1857 the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court cited Coke when it ruled that that
state’s “law of the land” clause required that criminal prosecutions be commenced by grand jury indictment.545 Nevertheless,
there are clear signs that the traditional understanding of “due
process of law” was fading and being replaced by decidedly different conceptions.
This change is apparent in the state constitutions that were
written or revised during the nineteenth century. The twoprovision pattern of search-and-seizure provisions generally
persisted, but the linkage of the “due process of law” provisions
to arrest standards became attenuated. Probably because of the
influence of the Federal Fifth Amendment, the state constitutions began to favor “due process of law” in place of “the law of
the land.” Moreover, although some states still included that
provision in a larger criminal procedure article, the trend was to
set out freestanding paraphrases of Magna Carta 29.546 A few
states even omitted “due process” provisions based on Magna
A decade later, St. George Tucker repeated these criticisms of the Alien Act in a
note he added in his annotated edition of Blackstone’s Commentaries. 2 WILLIAM
BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES *137 n.24 (St. George Tucker ed., 1803) (criticizing the act
as unconstitutional, in part, unless “aliens are not persons” and “neither imprisonment,
nor banishment, is any deprivation of personal liberty”—a criticism that clearly invoked
the Fifth Amendment’s command that “no person” shall be “deprived of . . . liberty”
except by “due process of law”). See also In re Dorsey, 7 Port. 293, 303-04 (Ala. 1838)
(argument of counsel).
542 See supra note 257.
543 Mayo v. Wilson, 1 N.H. 53 (1871), discussed supra notes 379-87 and accompanying text.
544 Rhinehart v. Schuyler, 7 Ill. (2. Gilm.) 473, 517-18 (1845).
545 Jones v. Robbins, 74 Mass. (8 Gray) 329 (1857).
546 See HOWARD, supra note 103, at 479-82 (indicating that only ten states still have
due process clauses that are linked more or less explicitly to criminal procedure). See
also MOTT, supra note 91, at 20-25, 26-27.
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Carta 29 altogether.547 Meanwhile, state constitutions increasingly included warrant provisions that copied or closely paraphrased the Federal Fourth Amendment rather than the earlier
state provisions.548
State courts rarely construed either of the search-andseizure constitutional provisions during the nineteenth century.
Because criminal procedure remained primarily a judicial
rather than legislative matter (although states began to codify
existing criminal procedure standards during the mid to late
nineteenth century), and because there usually was only limited
appellate review of criminal convictions, state courts were
rarely called upon to assess the constitutionality of statutes that
dealt with criminal procedure.549 Moreover, because misconduct
by peace officers was not yet recognized as a form of governmental illegality, but was instead still treated only as a trespass for
which the officer was personally liable, state courts rarely construed “due process” in a criminal justice context.550 Federal
courts had even less cause to do so (although counsel invoked
“due process of law” in several early nineteenth-centry Supreme
Court cases involving unusual forms of arrest).551 That lack of
construction probably hastened the loss of the earlier tradition.
547 For example, California did not adopt a due process clause until 1949, and New
Jersey still does not have a due process of law or law of the land clause.
548 See Michael J. Gorman, Survey: State Search and Seizure Analogs, 77 MISS. L.J.
417 (2007).
549 See, e.g., NELSON, supra note 28, at 27.
550 As noted above, constitutional provisions were not applied to the conduct of officers. See supra notes 268-72 and accompanying text. Rather, constitutional provisions
only limited legislation. For example, in his 1829 treatise, William Rawle noted that the
first eight amendments to the federal Constitution—that is, the Bill of Rights—“fall
within the class of restrictions on the legislative power, some of which would have been
implied, some are original, and all are highly valuable. Some are also to be considered
as restrictions on the judicial power.” However, Rawle did not mention the executive
power. WILLIAM RAWLE, A VIEW OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA 120 (2d ed. 1829, reprinted 1970) (emphasis in original).
551 The federal courts were not as involved in criminal law enforcement as the state
courts because federal criminal law was still quite limited. In addition, under the prevailing view, the criminal procedure provisions in the Federal Bill of Rights did not
apply to the states. See infra note 607 and accompanying text.
Even so, it is noteworthy that counsel sometimes invoked the Fifth Amendment
guarantee of “due process of law” in early Supreme Court cases involving unusual forms
of “arrest.” Anderson v. Dunn, 19 U.S. 204 (1821), involved a trespass action brought
against the Sergeant at Arms for the House of Representatives for arresting and imprisoning the plaintiff for contempt of Congress on the basis of a “warrant” issued by the
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Conversely, both state and federal judges began to use the
terminology of “due process of law”—or more commonly, just
“due process”—in civil contexts. In some instances, the phrase
was used simply to refer to proper pleading and proper use of
forms.552 However, state courts also began to assess compliance
with “due process” in a wide variety of matters that involved
some form of government interference with, or regulation of,
property interests. For example, in an 1808 Virginia case involving a dispute over an appointment of a county court clerk,
one man’s loss of his appointment was alleged to be a denial of
“due process of law.”553 During the same period, similar invocations of “due process of law” appeared in a few arguments in the
Federal Supreme Court and also in a few of the Justices’ opinions.554 Indeed, in 1857, Chief Justice Taney made a passing but
Speaker of the House. In addition to arguing that the warrant violated the Fourth
Amendment because it was not based on probable cause supported by oath, id. at 216,
counsel for the plaintiff also argued that the arrest and imprisonment violated various
criminal procedure provisions of the Bill of Rights, including the “due process of law”
clause of the Fifth Amendment. Id. at 218.
Holmes v. Jennison, 39 U.S. 540 (1840), involved the issue of whether Vermont
could arrest and surrender a person for prosecution by a foreign government. Counsel
for the arrestee argued that this would violate the “due process of law” clause of the
Fifth Amendment. Id. at 554-55.
The Fifth Amendment Due Process Clause was also invoked by counsel in 1842 in
Prigg v. Pennsylvania, 41 U.S. 539, 576-77, a case that addressed the issue of whether a
Pennsylvania statute prescribing a required procedure for the return of a fugitive slave
to a slave state was repugnant to the Fugitive Slave Clause in Article IV of the Federal
Constitution and the 1793 Federal Fugitive Slave Act which provided for arrest of an
alleged fugitive slave and removal on the basis of a certificate from a federal judge or
state magistrate. In defense of the Pennsylvania procedural requisites, counsel argued
that allowing arrest of a person presumed to be an escaped slave without procedural
protections to ascertain whether the person was in fact a slave would be violative of the
Fourth Amendment and the “due process of law” clause of the Fifth Amendment. Id.
552 For example, a 1785 Virginia statute of limitations relating to the collection of
debts provided that no action could be brought on an alleged loan if the alleged debtor
had remained in possession for five years “without demand made and pursued by due
process of law on the part of the pretended lender.” E.g., Fitzhugh v. Anderson, 12 Va.
(2 Hen. & M.) 289, 304 (1808).
553 Dew v. The Judges of the Sweet Springs Dist. Court, 13 Va. 1, 28-29 (1808) (noting, in the opinion of Judge Tucker in a case involving a replacement of a clerk of a
court, that it had been asserted that one party, Mr. Stribling, would be “turned out of
office, without that due process of law, which the Constitution and the [statutes] prescribe,” but rejecting that assertion because the party had not actually been denied
notice of the proceeding).
554 The earliest invocation of the Fifth Amendment’s “due process of law” clause in
the records of the Supreme Court (putting aside a few instances in which the term “due
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process” simply referred to the filing or issuance of an appropriate pleading or writ)
appears in an argument that Charles Lee made in United States v. The Schooner Betsey,
8 U.S. 443 (1808), an appeal from a condemnation (forfeiture) of a ship. In the course of
arguing that the case should not have been decided under civil-law admiralty jurisdiction, Lee argued that the claimant (owner) was entitled to trial by jury under the Fifth
Amendment “due process of law” clause and the Seventh Amendment, and that the Fifth
Amendment clause means “due process of the common law.” Id. at 451. Thus, Lee seems
to have treated the “due process of law” guarantee as a guarantee of jury trial at common law in a noncriminal case. Id. However, the Court did not address Lee’s due process argument because it ruled that the case involved admiralty jurisdiction. Id.
The next appearance of a “due process of law” argument occurred in the 1815
argument in United States v. Bryan & Woodcock, 13 U.S. 374. The United States sought
retroactive application of a 1792 statute giving the United States priority in bankruptcy
claims. Id. at 379. Counsel for Bryan and Woodcock, who also had claims in the bankruptcy proceeding, argued that such an application of the statute “would be virtually
taking away private ‘property’ without ‘due process of law.’” Id. However, because the
Court ruled that the statute was not retroactive, it did not address that issue.
In 1819, Justice Johnson’s opinion for the Court in Bank of Columbia v. Okely, 17
U.S. 122 (4 Wheat. 235) (1819), construed Magna Carta 29, in the form of the Maryland
“law of the land guarantee,” to have been “intended to secure the individual from the
arbitrary exercise of the powers of government, unrestrained by the established principles of private rights and distributive justice.” Id. at 126. However, Johnson concluded
that the clause was not violated by a summary foreclosure of a note where the debtor
had agreed to such a proceeding when the note was issued. Id. There was also a passing
reference to “due process of law” in the 1819 opinion of Trustees of Dartmouth College v.
Woodward, 17 U.S. 518, 688 (opinion of Story, J.) (describing the charter of the college
as containing the crown’s pledge that the college would be administered by its trustees
“unless its corporate franchises should be taken away by due process of law”).
In 1837, Justice Baldwin invoked the requirement of “due process of law” as a
rationale for the constitutional prohibition against state legislation that would impair
the obligation of a contract in his opinion in The Proprietors of Charles River Bridge v.
Proprietors of Warren Bridge:
The persons of the members of corporations are on the same footing of protection as other persons, and their corporate property secured by the same laws
which that of individuals; 2 Co[ke’s] Inst[itutes] 46, 7. “No man shall be
taken,” “no man shall be disseised,” without due process of law, is a principle
taken from magna charta, infused into all our state constitutions, and is made
inviolable by the federal government, by the amendments to the constitution.
HENRY BALDWIN, A GENERAL VIEW OF THE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF THE CONSTITUTION
AND GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES 134, 137 (1837) (setting out Baldwin’s opinion
in the Charles River Bridge Case, which is not included in the published report of that
case that appears at 36 U.S. 420).
Compare Mott’s assessment that:
. . . [d]ecisions interpreting the meaning of due process of law or the law of the
land were very scattered in the early annals of the American courts. A mere
handful of cases were decided in which these phrases had been considered at
all, and scarcely any of these undertook to give even as much as a summary
definition of their meaning . . .
MOTT, supra note 91, at 192.
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now infamous assertion that a slave owner had been denied
“due process of law” in Dred Scott v. Sanford.555
During this same period, state courts were occasionally
called upon to construe or assess the validity of state statutes
that authorized issuance of search warrants for various novel
purposes.556 However, in arrest cases the state courts brushed
aside claims that the state warrant provisions were meant to
require use of warrants for arrest, and instead reiterated that
they were meant only to set standards for the issuance of warrants.557 The occasions when federal courts addressed the
Fourth Amendment also seem to have involved warrants of
various types.558 Thus, the state and federal warrant provisions
were construed as not reaching warrantless intrusions.
While state judges were expanding the meaning of “due
process of law” in civil property litigation, commentators began
to give differing accounts of the content of “due process.” Some
treatises continued to discuss “due process of law” in terms of
criminal procedure, and even indicated that “the law of the
land” and “due process of law” imposed legal requirements on
arrests. For example, one 1851 treatise stated that “to arrest a
man [arbitrarily] is an act which, being hidden, makes less sensation and for that cause becomes more dangerous to public liberty,” and thus “[t]he constitution has wisely provided that no
person shall ‘be deprived of his life, liberty, or property without
due process of law.’“559 However, other American commentators
had already begun to assert other understandings.
William Rawle’s 1829 constitutional treatise asserted that
the Fifth Amendment’s due process of law clause was merely a
summary restatement of the other, more specific criminal pro-

60 U.S. (19 How.) 393, 450 (1856).
See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Dana, 43 Mass. (2 Met.) 329 (1841) (upholding a statute creating search warrants for lottery violations); Fisher v. McGirr, 67 Mass. (1 Gray)
1, 28-33 (1854) (concluding that a state statute pertaining to warrants to seize liquors
violated the Massachusetts provision banning general warrants).
557 See, e.g., Wakely v. Hart, 6 Binn. 315, 318 (Pa. 1814); Mayo v. Wilson, 1 N.H. 53,
59-60 (1817); Rohan v. Sawin, 59 Mass. (5 Cush.) 281, 284-85 (1850).
558 See Davies, supra note 2, at 613, n.174.
559 1 JOHN BOUVIER, INSTITUTES OF AMERICAN LAW 90 (Philadelphia 1851).
555
556
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cedure provisions set out in the Bill of Rights.560 Rawle also
treated the term “unreasonable searches and seizures” in the
Fourth Amendment as an implied warrant requirement for
searches, but otherwise construed the Amendment as addressing only warrant standards.561 Thus, Rawle did not identify any
provision in the Bill as a regulation of warrantless arrest or
search authority.
Justice Joseph Story gave a somewhat different interpretation in his 1833 Commentaries on the Constitution. Like Rawle,
he treated the Fourth Amendment simply as a warrant provision,562 but he folded the Fifth Amendment’s guarantee of “due
process” into the broader guarantee of a fair jury trial563—a
560 Rawle discussed the specific criminal procedure protections in the Fourth, Sixth,
and Eighth Amendments, and the other specific clauses in the Fifth Amendment.
RAWLE, supra note 550, at 127-32. Rawle then wrote the following regarding the Fifth
Amendment guarantee of “due process of law”:

It follows from all the antecedent precautions [that is, all of the criminal provisions in the Bill], that no one can be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; and the repetition of this declaration, is only valuable,
as it exhibits the summary of the whole, and the anxiety that it should never
be forgotten.
Id. Rawle had served as the United States Attorney for the District of Pennsylvania
and, in that position, had earlier been the prosecutor in Whiskey Rebellion trials.
561 After quoting the text of the Fourth Amendment, Rawle wrote the following:
Here again we find the general terms which prohibit all violations of these
personal rights, and of course extend to both the state and the United States.
The term unreasonable is used to indicate that the sanction of a legal warrant
is to be obtained, before such searches or seizures are made, but when upon
probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, such a warrant is issued, not
only may other effects, but the papers of the accused be taken into the custody
of the law.
Id. at 127.
562 2 JOSEPH STORY, COMMENTARIES ON THE CONSTITUTION 679 [§ 1902] (3d ed. 1858)
(describing the Fourth Amendment as “little more than the affirmance of a great constitutional doctrine of the common law” and stating that “its introduction into the amendments was doubtless occasioned by the strong sensibility excited, both in England and
America, upon the subject of general warrants almost upon the eve of the American
revolution”).
563 Story discussed the clauses of the Fifth Amendment after discussing the trial
rights in the Sixth Amendment; with regard to the due process of law clause itself, Story
wrote only that it
is but an enlargement of the language of magna charta, “nec super eum
ibimus, nec super eum millimus, nisi per legale judicium parium suorum, vel
per legem terrae,” neither will we pass upon him, or condemn him, but by the
lawful judgment of his peers, or by the law of the land. Lord Coke says, that
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treatment that effectively conflated “due process of law” with
the earlier usage of “due course of law”564 and ignored the
placement of “due process of law” in the Fifth Amendment
rather than among the trial protections in the Sixth Amendment. Thus, although Rawle and Story still associated the Fifth
Amendment’s due process of law clause with criminal procedure, they both treated the clause as though it were surplusage
that lacked independent content.
By the middle of the nineteenth century, however, Thomas
Cooley’s 1868 treatise Constitutional Limitations announced a
very different view of due process of law. Cooley drew on accumulating state court rulings to describe “due process” primarily
as a stricture against governmental interference with property
rights.565 Additionally, Cooley described the Fourth Amendthese latter words, per legem terrae, (by the law of the land,) mean by due
process of law, that is, without presentment or indictment, and being brought
in to answer thereto by due process of the common law. So that this clause in
effect affirms the right of trial according to the process and proceedings of the
common law.
STORY, supra note 562, at 595 [§ 1789]. However, Story quoted Magna Carta rather
selectively. While it could be said that what he quoted referred only to trial, he omitted
the earlier part of Magna Carta 29 that included the statement that no man would be
“taken or imprisoned” or otherwise destroyed except by the law of the land. See supra
note 109 and accompanying text (see full text of chapter). Thus, although Story generally described the provisions of the Bill of Rights as being in affirmance of the common
law, he omitted any discussion of arrest standards when discussing “due process of law”
in the Fifth Amendment. However, he did discuss arrest to a limited degree in an earlier discussion of the Habeas Corpus Suspension Clause. STORY, supra note 562, at 23638 [§ 1342].
Mott, however, viewed Story’s description as being incorrect insofar as it construed Fifth Amendment due process of law as a criminal justice provision, and claimed
that Story “adopted the loose ideas of uncritical thinkers in this regard” and “misled the
legal profession.” MOTT, supra note 91, at 180.
564 See supra note 200.
565 THOMAS COOLEY, CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITATIONS 351-60 (1868). Mott described
Cooley’s influence as follows:
Cooley, almost single-handedly, caused a shift of emphasis from personal to
property rights. The writers who preceded him had looked upon the protection
of property rights by due process as distinctly subordinate to the protection of
rights of person. Cooley, however, with his careful study of judicial decisions,
saw that since property rights were more apt to cause litigation, the phrase
was bound to become the bulwark of the propertied classes. . . . [H]e went further [than the courts] and suggested that the powers of police [that is, regulation], taxation, and even eminent domain might come under the limitation of
the Fourteenth Amendment [Due Process Clause].
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ment simply as a restriction on the issuance and use of warrants566 and implied the absence of constitutional standards for
warrantless arrests.567
The overall effect of this diversity of views was that the earlier connection between “due process of law” and common-law
warrantless arrest standards was gradually weakened and
eventually severed. Moreover, because there still was no notion
that the Fourth Amendment regulated more than warrant
standards, that provision did not stand in for the loss of the arrest standards that had been associated with “due process of
law.” The result was that the commentaries effectively deconstitutionalized warrantless arrest standards. The state courts
did likewise.
B. The Relaxation of Common-Law Warrantless Arrest
Standards and the Emergence of Investigatory
Criminal Procedure
As noted above, the framing-era common-law standards for
warrantless arrests left little room for governmental investigation of crime. Arrest authority was accusatory in the sense that
it was dependent upon a named and potentially liable complainant having made (or at least being prepared to make) an
accusation that a crime had actually been committed. Likewise,
although constables and similar peace officers had the full
power of the law when they executed a judicial warrant, in the
absence of a warrant they usually had only the same arrest authority that any private person possessed.568 Thus, the framingera constable was regarded primarily as a “ministerial” officer
who carried out the commands of justices of the peace, rather

MOTT, supra note 91, at 185 (footnotes omitted).
566 See COOLEY, supra note 565, at 299-308 (discussing the Fourth Amendment under the heading of “Unreasonable Searches and Seizures” but discussing only warrant
searches).
567 See id. at 303 (referring the reader to works on criminal procedure).
568 The principal difference was that a constable could require bystanders to assist in
making an arrest, whereas a private person could not. See Davies, supra note 2, at 62021.
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than as a law enforcement officer who ferreted out crime on his
own initiative.569
At common law, a warrantless misdemeanor arrest could be
made only during the commission of the offense by someone who
witnessed the offense; otherwise, a warrantless arrest for a misdemeanor was unlawful.570 Additionally, a warrantless felony
arrest was unlawful (and thus constituted a trespass), unless
the arresting person could prove at least that the felony for
which the arrest was made had been committed.571 That felonyin-fact standard would have been easily met in some situations—for example, when a homicide victim’s body had been
discovered. However, the felony-in-fact requirement may have
posed special difficulties for justifying warrantless arrests for
theft (the most frequently prosecuted felony) because, unless
stolen goods were recovered, proof that there had been an actual
theft, as opposed to some other form of loss, could be problematic.572 Moreover, a conviction for a misdemeanor would not
satisfy the felony-in-fact standard.573
Additionally, warrantless felony arrests were justifiable
only if they were made by a person who personally had knowledge that a felony had actually been committed and personally
had grounds to suspect the arrestee to be the felon.574 Other
persons, including constables, could assist that person in making the warrantless arrest; however, if they did, they became as
vulnerable to trespass liability as the arresting person if it
turned out that the arrest was actually invalid. If the warrantless arrest was later judged to be unlawful, everyone involved in the arrest, including any constable who assisted, was
personally liable for trespass damages.575
See id. at 626-27.
See supra notes 167, 223 (especially entries 4 and 5).
571 See supra notes 152, 222, 239 and accompanying text and note 257.
572 See infra text accompanying note 580.
573 See Davies, supra note 2, at 632-33 n.227.
574 See supra text accompanying note 224; see also Davies, supra note 2, at 633 n.229.
575 See NELSON, supra note 28, at 41 (noting that, in Massachusetts, an action for
malicious prosecution could be brought not only against the person who charged another
with a crime but also against the officer who made the arrest); see also Davies, supra
note 2, at 633-34 n.230. However, this rule did not apply to “hue and cry” arrests. See
supra note 222 (entry 6).
569
570
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However, during the nineteenth century, these relatively
strict warrantless arrest standards were substantially relaxed
as a response to increasing public fears of crime, particularly
property crime. The changes began in England when the central court judges became increasing alarmed at riots and robberies in London. In response, the English judges relaxed warrantless arrest authority standards for peace officers in ways
that conferred substantially greater warrantless arrest authority on peace officers than private persons and thus permitted
the development of modern policing. Indeed, those changes corresponded to the creation of the London police force in 1829.
A comparable change occurred in early nineteenth century
America. Although it appears that state courts may have
tended to bolster the protections afforded persons accused of
crime during the first decade or so after independence,576 there
was a change of attitudes in later decades as the public became
increasingly concerned with the threat of crime and disorder,
especially with theft crimes.577 American courts responded by
importing the relaxed English warrantless arrest standards under the sometimes-ambiguous rubric of “common law.”
English and American judges expanded the warrantless arrest authority conferred on peace officers in essentially two
steps. The first effectively immunized peace officers (but not
private persons) who assisted another person in making an arrest if the other person “charged” that a felony had been committed (even if that turned out not to be the case). The second
step allowed police officers (but not private persons) to justify an
arrest made on his own initiative by showing that he had “probable cause” to believe a felony had been committed, even if no
crime, or only a misdemeanor, had actually been committed.578

See, e.g., NELSON, supra note 28, at 97-101.
See, e.g., id. at 117-21 (noting the sharp increase in theft prosecutions in Massachusetts between 1790 and 1830).
578 Much of the following discussion is based on Davies, supra note 2, at 620-42.
After reconstructing the post-framing expansion of the peace officer’s warrantless arrest
authority from the historical sources, I discovered that Professor Jerome Hall had previously described that same development in English law in a rarely cited article. See
Davies, supra note 2, at 628 n.214 (citing Jerome Hall, Legal and Social Aspects of Arrest Without a Warrant, 49 HARV. L. REV. 566 (1936)).
576
577
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1. The Adoption of the “On Charge”
Warrantless Arrest Standard
The initial expansion of the peace officer’s warrantless arrest authority occurred in the 1780 Court of King’s Bench decision, Samuel v. Payne.579 In Samuel, Hall, a private person,
suspected that Samuel had stolen some of his laces. Hall, therefore, procured a warrant to search for the stolen laces. The warrant authorized the arrest of Samuel only if the laces were
found in his possession, but not otherwise. Payne, a constable,
assisted in executing the search warrant. Although Hall and
Payne found no stolen laces, Hall nevertheless asserted that
Samuel was a thief, and Constable Payne assisted Hall in making a warrantless arrest of Samuel. After a magistrate released
Samuel for lack of evidence of theft, Samuel sued both Hall and
Payne for trespass.
Lord Mansfield, the chief justice of King’s Bench, presided
at the trespass trial and followed the traditional rule by instructing the jury that a constable could not justify a warrantless arrest based on an unsworn charge by another person.
Thus, if the arrest was unlawful, a constable who assisted was
just as liable for trespass damages as the person who initiated
the arrest. On the basis of that instruction, the jury then found
both Hall and Constable Payne liable for trespass damages.580
Constable Payne, however, moved for a new trial before the
full Court of King’s Bench. The full court, including Mansfield,
then decided to recognize a “charge” of felony as a sufficient justification for a warrantless arrest by an officer, even if no felony
was proven. The judges described the earlier rule as “inconvenient.”581 Nevertheless, they did not relax the rule that a private
person could not justify making a warrantless arrest or assist-

1 Dougl. 359, 99 Eng. Rep. 230 (K.B. 1780).
Id. at 359-60, 99 Eng. Rep. at 230-31.
581 Id. at 359-60, 99 Eng. Rep. at 230-31. Five years later, Mansfield summed up the
post-Samuel law of warrantless felony arrest as follows: “When a felony has been committed, any person may arrest on reasonable suspicion. When no felony has been committed, an officer may arrest on a charge.” Cooper v. Boot, 4 Dougl. 339, 342, 99 Eng.
Rep. 911, 913 (K.B. 1785).
579
580
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ing unless a felony had actually been committed.582 This novel
distinction between the warrantless arrest authority of a peace
officer and that of a private person was the seed from which the
discretionary arrest authority of the modern police officer developed.583
Although Samuel was decided in 1780, it could not have influenced the framing of the American state search-and-seizure
provisions because the case report was not published until
1782,584 and few English law books would have been imported
during or immediately after the years of the Revolutionary War.
Moreover, because the 1780 Massachusetts Declaration of
Rights had previously prohibited “arrest[s]” except according to
“the law of the land” and had already announced the “right to be
secure” against “unreasonable searches and seizures” in the ban
against general warrants, it is clear that Samuel could not have
been part of the original understandings of either of those provisions. It is possible that some of the Federal Framers may have
heard of Samuel by 1789, but, if so, they would have understood
it to be a novel English ruling rendered after American independence (and thus not part of the common law absorbed by the
American states).585
582 Despite its novelty, Samuel preserved trespass accountability by confining the “on
charge” justification to the officer, while still holding the person who made the unproven
charge of felony accountable for damages for false arrest. Samuel, 1 Dougl. at 360, 99
Eng. Rep. at 231 (“He that makes the charge should alone be answerable”). On retrial,
Constable Payne was found not liable, but Hall, the accuser, was again found liable for
trespass. Id. at 360 n.8, 99 Eng. Rep. at 231 n.8.
583 Professor Hall also observed that “We are able to trace definitely in the cases the
origin of the rule which augmented . . . [the officer’s warrantless arrest authority].
Samuel v. Payne is the pivot upon which the legal cycle turns.” Hall, supra note 578, at
570 (citation omitted).
584 See 1 MAXWELL, supra note 13, at 299 (entry 44) (1 Douglas published 1782).
585 The descriptions of Samuel that were available by 1789 explicitly portrayed the
King’s Bench ruling as novel. For example, a note on Samuel in Thomas Leach’s 1787
edition of Hawkins’s widely used treatise made it clear that the ruling was novel. See 2
LEACH’S HAWKINS, supra note 217, at 120 n.(a) (describing Samuel as “the first determination of the point” that a constable could arrest “on charge” even in the absence of an
actual felony). Likewise, descriptions of Samuel in justice of the peace manuals also
demonstrated its novelty. For example, a discussion in a 1785 edition of Burn’s manual
described both the initial imposition of liability on the constable at the trial presided
over by Mansfield and the new rule adopted by the Court of King’s Bench. See 1 BURN
(1785 ed.), supra note 159, at 102-03 (noting the different rules applied by Mansfield at
trial and by the King’s Bench on motion for new trial). Descriptions of Samuel during
the 1790s still noted the novelty of the ruling. In particular, the difference between the
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In fact, American courts appear to have been slow to endorse Samuel’s innovation. For example, the 1814 Pennsylvania decision in Wakely v. Hart, a leading American authority
on the warrantless arrest authority of a constable, did not even
hint of the “on charge” standard or of the idea that an officer
might possess distinctive ex officio (as opposed to personal) warrantless felony arrest authority.586 Rather, the 1829 New York
decision Holley v. Mix—decided four decades after the 1789
framing—appears to have been the earliest American case to
adopt the “on charge” justification.587 However, during the remainder of the nineteenth century, it appears that American
jurisdictions generally adopted the “on charge” justification for
warrantless arrests by officers, and thus began to recognize that
peace officers could possess broader warrantless arrest authority than private citizens.588

trial and appellate rulings was still recognized in a 1797 edition of Burn. See 1 BURN
(1797 ed.), supra note 159, at 129-30. For a virtually identical description of the two
proceedings in Samuel, see WILLIAM WALLER HENING, NEW VIRGINIA JUSTICE 36-37
(entered 1794, printed 1795). Although it was published well after the framing, the
report of Samuel reprinted in the English Reports also described it as “the first determination of the point.” See Samuel, 99 Eng. Rep. at 231 n.7.
586 6 Binn. 315 (Pa. 1814); discussed in Davies, supra note 2, at 615-16. In particular, Wakely still analyzed the arrest authority of a high constable of Philadelphia in
terms of the inherent arrest authority possessed by any person rather than in terms of
ex officio arrest authority. See Davies, supra note 2, at 629 n.218. Additionally, Wakely
still emphasized the traditional requirement of a felony-in-fact for a warrantless arrest.
See id. at 633 n.227. There may have been a specific reason why Wakely did not discuss
Samuel—an 1810 Pennsylvania statute prohibited citation of English decisions rendered
after July 4, 1776. See HOWARD, supra note 103, at 259-60.
587 3 Wend. 350, 353 (N.Y. 1829) (citing Samuel).
The slowness of the American
adoption of Samuel is also evident in the fact that Nathaniel Dane still described it as
an innovative case in 1824: “[i]f this case be law, it settles the long agitated point, and
proves a peace officer may arrest on a reasonable suspicion of felony without a warrant,
though no felony has been committed.” 3 NATHAN DANE, DIGEST OF AMERICAN LAW 72
[ch. 75, art. 6, § 4] (volume published 1824).
588 See, for example, the inclusion of the “on charge” justification in the 1887 South
Dakota arrest statute quoted in Elk v. United States, 177 U.S. 529, 535 n.1 (1900) (providing that an officer could make a warrantless arrest “(4) On a charge made [by another person] upon reasonable cause of the commission of a felony by the party arrested”); quoted in Davies, supra note 2, at 628).
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2. The Adoption of the Bare “Probable Cause”
Warrantless Arrest Justification
The second and more far-reaching English import was the
elimination of the felony-in-fact requirement through the recognition of “probable cause” alone as a justification for a peace officer’s warrantless felony arrest. In the 1827 ruling in Beckwith
v. Philby, English judges used Samuel as a springboard for that
further expansion of the ex officio arrest authority of a peace
officer. Beckwith permitted an officer (but not a private person)
to justify a warrantless arrest if he could show he had had “reasonable ground to suspect . . . [that a] felony [had] been committed,” even if none had been589—that is, on probable cause
alone.590
Moreover, because it appears that this bare probable cause
standard was understood to allow the officer to form probable
cause from unsworn information provided by other persons, this
reduced standard effectively freed peace officers from the old
rule that warrantless arrests could be made only by persons
who had personal knowledge of the crime. Instead, the “probable cause” standard permitted officers to arrest on the basis of
hearsay information provided by informants, even though such
unsworn statements would not have been admissible as evi589 6 B. & C. 635, 638-39, 108 Eng. Rep. 585, 586 (1827). Philby, a high constable,
was told that Beckwith was acting suspiciously and suspected, from various circumstances, that Beckwith had stolen a horse. Philby arrested Beckwith on that basis.
However, no horse had been stolen. Beckwith, therefore, sued for trespass (false arrest)
under the traditional rule that a felony arrest could not be justified if there had not been
an actual felony. However, Lord Tenterden, C.J., ruled that an officer could arrest upon
reasonable ground to suspect a felony. A similar ruling was announced in Davis v. Russell, 5 Bing. 354, 130 Eng. Rep. 1098 (C.C. 1829). The timing of the Beckwith decision is
notable because it came just two years prior to the creation of the London Metropolitan
Police in 1829. The expansion of a peace officer’s discretionary arrest authority in
Beckwith may well have been a crucial step in making a police force feasible.
590 Samuel destabilized the law regarding warrantless arrests by officers, and a
number of English decisions issued after Samuel contained language that anticipated
the even broader reasonable (or probable) ground to suspect commission of a felony
standard announced in Beckwith. See Hall, supra note 578, at 571-75. Nevertheless,
Beckwith appears to be the first case that actually upheld the lawfulness of an officer’s
warrantless arrest in circumstances in which no felony had been committed. See id. at
575 (assessing that Beckwith was the first case “closely representing the ultimate doctrine” that an officer can arrest on reasonable (that is, probable) grounds to suspect a
felony has been committed).
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dence in a criminal trial, or even to support an application for
an arrest warrant.591
Adoption of the bare probable cause justification for warrantless felony arrests was a more radical enlargement of the
officer’s arrest authority than the “on charge” justification had
been. By replacing the felony “in fact” requirement with only a
probable felony standard, while at the same time not requiring
that anyone make (and be accountable for) an explicit charge
that a felony had been committed, Beckwith provided the officer
with a substantial degree of discretion to judge the appropriateness of a warrantless felony arrest. As a result, an officer enjoyed much broader latitude for erroneously arresting persons
who were innocent of any crime or for erroneously making warrantless arrests of persons who were actually guilty only of misdemeanors.592 In effect, Beckwith’s adoption of the probable
cause standard for warrantless felony arrests opened the way
for peace officers to begin to investigate for possible crimes.
American lawyers and judges probably became familiar
with the English Beckwith probable cause standard by the early
1830s. Even so, it appears that the first American reported decisions to endorse the bare probable cause standard for warrantless arrests by officers were the 1844 Pennsylvania decision
Russell v. Shuster593 and the 1850 Massachusetts decision Ro591 I have not yet been able to track this change specifically in the cases, but I have
determined that, except for the dying declaration of a murder victim, hearsay exceptions
regarding admission of evidence in criminal trials were not created until the early to
mid nineteenth century. See Davies, Hearsay, supra note 3, at 418-22, 456-62.
592 A large majority of the “felony arrests” made in American jurisdictions today are
disposed of without any felony complaint being filed. See, e.g., Thomas Y. Davies, A
Hard Look at What We Know (And Still Need to Learn) About the “Costs” of the Exclusionary Rule: The NIJ Study and Other Studies of “Lost” Arrests, 1983 AM. B. FOUND.
RES. J. [now LAW & SOC. INQUIRY] 643 n.172. As discussed above, warrantless arrests
for misdemeanors were subject to more restrictions than those for felonies. See supra
note 167 and accompanying text; see also infra note 659 and accompanying text.
593 8 Watts & Serg. 308, 309 (Pa. 1844). Defendants Russell and Downer (apparently
constables, though the report does not say) arrested Shuster on the ground that Shuster’s trunk, which he permitted the constables to examine, contained burglar’s tools, and
thus showed that he “was addicted to burglary.” Id. at 308. When no charges were
brought, Shuster sued for trespass. At trial, the defendants were not permitted to admit
evidence regarding Shuster’s trunk, and the verdict was for Shuster. The Supreme
Court reversed and ruled that the evidence regarding the trunk should have been admitted because the issue was “probable cause.” Id. at 310. Chief Justice Gibson recited
that “[a] constable may justify an arrest for reasonable cause of suspicion alone; and in
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han v. Sawin.594 Although neither of these rulings acknowledged the novelty of the probable cause standard, that standard
sometimes sparked some controversy and was adopted unevenly
by other American jurisdictions.595 Nevertheless, it appears
that a majority of American state courts adopted the probablecause-to-suspect-felony standard as a defense to trespass suits
for unlawful warrantless arrests during the remainder of the
nineteenth century—sometimes even though the state statute
codifying arrest standards had not been amended and still
stated the felony-in-fact requirement for a warrantless arrest by
an officer.596
this respect he stands on more favourable ground than a private person, who must
show, in addition to such cause, that a felony was actually committed.” Id. at 309.
Justice Gibson cited no authorities. However, counsel for the defendant officers cited
Wakely, 6 Binn. 316 (Pa. 1814); Samuel, 1 Dougl. 359, 99 Eng. Rep. 230 (K.B. 1780); and
Beckwith, 6 B. & C. 635, 108 Eng. Rep. 585 (1827). Id. Nothing in the opinion acknowledged the departure from the explicit felony-in-fact requirement that had been set out in
the Pennsylvania court’s earlier ruling in Wakely (discussed supra note 586).
594 59 Mass. (5 Cush.) 281, 284 (1850) (reciting that “[p]eace-officers without a warrant may arrest suspected felons,” citing Samuel and Beckwith, and incorrectly asserting that the 1814 Pennsylvania ruling in Wakely “is to the same effect”).
595 For example, a North Carolina judge dissented from an 1856 decision adopting
Samuel and Beckwith because those cases “go very far in the justification of officers, who
apprehend suspected persons without warrants . . . farther than is compatible with that
personal liberty, of which English jurists are so fond of boasting.” Brockway v. Crawford, 48 N.C. (3 Jones) 433, 439-40 (1856) (Battle, J., dissenting).
The less-than-uniform adoption of the probable cause standard is also evident in
legislative arrest standards. For example, New York decisions interpreted the state
warrantless arrest statute to reject probable cause of felony as a justification for a warrantless arrest by an officer as late as 1939. See, e.g., Morgan v. N.Y. Cent. R. Co., 9
N.Y.S. 2d 339, 341 (N.Y. App. Div. 1939) (interpreting state statute to permit warrantless felony arrest by officer only when a felony had in fact been committed). See also
N.Y. CRIM. PRO. LAW § 177 (quoted in United States v. Di Re, 332 U.S. 581, 589 n.7
(1948)). Likewise, Congress still employed the felony-in-fact standard, not the probable
cause of felony standard, when it initially addressed the warrantless arrest authority of
federal marshals in 1935. See 49 Stat. 377, 378 (1935) (providing that federal marshals
could “make arrest without warrant” for federal offenses “committed in their presence”
or “in cases where such a felony has in fact been or is being committed and they have
reasonable grounds to believe that the person to be arrested has committed or is committing it”).
596 In some instances, state legislatures endorsed the reasonable cause standard for
warrantless felony arrests by officers by adding a reasonable cause or probable cause
justification to the state statute that codified common-law warrantless arrest standards.
See, e.g., the 1887 South Dakota arrest statute quoted in Elk v. United States, 177 U.S.
529, 535-36 n.1 (1900) (including a “reasonable cause” justification for a felony arrest by
an officer) (quoted and discussed in Davies, supra note 2, at 628). In other instances,
however, state courts adopted a probable cause standard as a defense to an officer’s
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Thus, by the early twentieth century, the probable cause
standard had effectively become the predominant standard for
warrantless felony arrests by officers in the American states—
and court opinions and commentators began to describe probable cause, by itself, as though that had always been the common-law standard.597 Notably, this relaxation of warrantless
arrest standards was not the result of legislation, as the Framers had feared, but was instead accomplished by judges, whom
the Framers had not expected to engage in law making.
3. The Transformation to Investigatory Criminal Procedure
By allowing a police officer to rely on unsworn information
provided to him by other persons, even when no one else actually made a felony “charge,” the probable cause justification undercut the adverse consequences that had previously inhibited
peace officers from making warrantless arrests. The protection
of personal liberty earlier afforded by common-law accusatory
procedure had consisted largely of the requirement that a warrantless arrest be initiated only by a named complainant who
could be held personally accountable if he could not establish
that a felony had actually been committed and that he had substantial grounds for suspecting the arrestee. However, under
the new probable cause standard, no particular person was
clearly responsible for the validity of the arrest. The officer was
not accountable for actually “charging” the commission of a felony, because he could act on the basis of information provided
by others. Likewise, the informant who provided the information on which the officer acted was not responsible because he
had not actually initiated the arrest. There no longer need have
been a complainant in the full sense of the term. Thus, the
trespass liability even though the state arrest statute had not been amended to include
it. See, e.g., State v. Hum Quock, 300 P. 220, 221 (Mont. 1931) (upholding an arrest by a
prosecutor’s special investigator based on probable cause, even though the state arrest
statute provided officers only with equal authority as private persons and still required
observation of the offense, actual guilt of a felony, or reasonable cause “when a felony
has in fact been committed”).
597 See Davies, supra note 2, at 639-40 n.252 (tracing the appearance and development in opinions and commentaries of the myth that probable cause, alone, was the
historical common-law warrantless arrest standard).
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probable cause standard blurred accountability for a mistaken
arrest, and that change appears to have severely undercut the
viability of the trespass remedy as a means of enforcing warrantless arrest standards. In addition, because an innocent person could not readily appraise whether an officer who attempted
an arrest was justified by “probable cause,” the common-law
right to forcibly resist an unlawful arrest also became unworkable and gradually collapsed.598 Hence, during the period in
which American cities were replacing constables with new police
departments, it appears that adoption of the bare probable
cause standard had the practical effect of conferring discretionary arrest power on the new police officers.
This expansion of the warrantless arrest authority of local
peace officers, which also indirectly expanded the authority of
federal officers,599 constituted a virtual revolution in criminal
justice authority. One direct result was that warrantless felony
arrests displaced the previous reliance on arrest warrants, and
justices of the peace ceased to play a significant role in supervising arrests. Although historical data is virtually nonexistent, it
seems likely that police in some jurisdictions virtually stopped
obtaining warrants.600
598 The common-law right to resist an unlawful arrest or search was fairly robust
(though not without ambiguity) at the time of the framing. See Davies, supra note 2, at
625 n.204. However, that right was undercut when the officer was given greater leeway
for error; a person who was the target of an attempted arrest could usually apprise
whether he was guilty of a crime, but he could not readily assess whether the officer had
information that made it reasonable to suspect he might be guilty of a crime. Thus, the
shift to probable cause made it riskier to resist arrest. Moreover, the appearance of
police departments and the presence of multiple officers and eventually of armed officers
also made resistance less feasible. It is difficult to pinpoint exactly when the right to
resist unlawful arrest collapsed—but it clearly did.
599 The federal marshal statute in effect during the nineteenth century linked the
authority of federal officers to that of a state sheriff in the state in which the federal
marshal served. See supra note 491. As a result, the changes in state warrantless arrest law were probably understood to automatically expand the warrantless arrest authority of many federal officers without any federal legislation or federal court decisions.
See Davies, supra note 2, at 611-12 n.171.
600 It is unlikely that historical data regarding the use of arrest or search warrants
could be compiled because warrants were not typically docketed the way court cases
were. See, e.g., Richard Van Duizend, L. Paul Sutton, & Charlotte A. Carter, THE
SEARCH WARRANT PROCESS: PRECONCEPTIONS, PERCEPTIONS, PRACTICES 2 (National
Center for State Courts, 1984) (noting that in several cities studied modern search warrants were usually kept “in envelopes or boxes kept separately from other court records”
although a few cities now have search warrant logs).
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The expansion of ex officio felony arrest authority also expanded the opportunities for officers to make warrantless
searches incident to arrest. Indeed, police may have begun to
search houses in which warrantless arrests had been made.
Thus the relaxed standards for warrantless arrests and the resulting disuse of warrants made the power to search incident to
arrest more significant than it had been during the framing
era.601
Moreover, because the probable cause standard for warrantless arrests permitted officers to investigate potential crime
and potential suspects, that standard also appears to have created a new opportunity for police interrogation of suspects and,
thus, to have been the doctrinal catalyst for the emergence of
modern police interrogation practices. In contrast to the framing-era requirement that a complainant be prepared to prove an
arrestee’s guilt before an arrest was made, the probable cause
standard allowed police to build the case against the defendant
by interrogating him after the arrest.602
In addition, the allowance of use of hearsay information to
establish probable cause for a warrantless arrest also seems to
have eventually undermined the common-law requirement that
arrest and search warrants be based on the sworn testimony of
persons with direct personal knowledge of the facts of the crime.
As a result, the constitutional requirement that warrants be
One fact that is well documented is that search warrants were very infrequently
used in American jurisdictions in the decades prior to the 1961 ruling in Mapp v. Ohio,
but use of search warrants increased substantially after that ruling. See, e.g., id. at x-xi;
STEPHEN L. WASBY, THE IMPACT OF THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT: SOME
PERSPECTIVES 163-64 (1970). Although those statistics deal primarily with search warrants, it seems likely that arrest warrants would have followed the same pattern.
601 Reported decisions regarding the allowable scope of searches incident to arrest
first became evident during the late nineteenth century. For example, Professor Taylor
reported that he found only three cases raising issues as to the lawfulness of searches
incident to arrest “prior to 1920” and cited state cases from 1866, 1887, and 1897.
TAYLOR, supra note 46, at 188 n.77. Taylor interpreted that fact to mean that courts
were beginning to question the authority for warrantless searches made incident to
arrest at that time. See id. at 45. It seems more likely that the issue appeared in reported cases at that time because officers were increasingly testing the limits of their
expanded authority to make warrantless arrests and warrantless searches incident to
them. Warrantless searches of houses based on a search incident to arrest rationale
were sometimes made. See, e.g., Harris v. United States, 331 U.S. 145 (1947) (upholding
search of four-room apartment as a search incident to arrest).
602 See Davies, Fifth Amendment, supra note 19, at 1030-34.
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issued only upon “oath” was degraded to merely require an officer’s attestation to having received unsworn hearsay information from someone else.603
In sum, although trial protections afforded criminal defendants may have been strengthened in some ways during the
nineteenth century,604 legal constraints on government search603 The Supreme Court still expressed skepticism regarding the use of hearsay information to establish probable cause for a search warrant as late as Grau v. United
States, 287 U.S. 124, 128 (1932) (“A search warrant may issue only upon evidence which
would be competent in the trial of the offense before a jury.”). However, the restrictive
use of hearsay to establish probable cause for warrants was in tension with the permissive allowance of the use of hearsay information to provide probable cause for warrantless arrests, as permitted in Beckwith and its progeny. The Supreme Court resolved
the tension by rejecting the general proposition that probable cause for a warrantless
arrest must be based on evidence that would be admissible at trial. Draper v. United
States, 358 U.S. 307, 311-12 n.4 (1959) (disapproving the standard stated in Grau and
asserting that allowance of hearsay evidence to establish probable cause is consistent
with the treatment of probable cause in Brinegar v. United States, 338 U.S. 160, 172-74
(1949)).
In 1960 the Justices also ruled that an affidavit for a search warrant is not to be
deemed invalid because “it sets out not the affiant’s observations but those of another”
because it would be “incongruous” to apply different standards for probable cause for
warrantless arrests and search warrants. Jones v. United States, 362 U.S. 257, 269-70.
The Supreme Court’s allowance of hearsay to show probable cause was anticipated in
earlier lower federal and state court rulings. However, the earlier cases that permitted
probable cause for an arrest or search to be based on hearsay information from an informant tended to require that the informant be identified, notwithstanding the general
“informant’s privilege” recognized in the law of evidence. See 8 JOHN HENRY WIGMORE,
EVIDENCE IN TRIALS AT COMMON LAW 769 n.9 (John T. McNaughton rev., 1961) (citing
cases). The Supreme Court, however, also effectively rejected a rule of disclosure of the
identity of an informant who provided the information constituting probable cause for
an arrest or search warrant in 1960 in Jones, 362 U.S. at 272 (although defendant objected that the warrant affidavit did not name informants, the Court ruled that informants need not be produced before the commissioner authorized to issue search warrant).
The Court subsequently rejected a claim that a defendant was entitled to know,
for purposes of challenging the validity of an arrest and search, the identity of the person who allegedly provided the information that constituted probable cause. See
McCray v. Illinois, 386 U.S. 300 (1967). Although McCray involved a warrantless arrest, it has been understood—in light of the Court’s earlier statement in Jones that it
would be “incongruous” if the standard for probable cause for a warrant were higher
than for a warrantless intrusion—to also mean that the identity of an informant need
not be disclosed in a warrant application based on hearsay information, or in subsequent
suppression proceedings.
604 There is no doubt that, during the nineteenth century, criminal trial procedure
and the law of evidence became more complex and generally offered more protections to
defendants than had been the case earlier. See, e.g., Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at
420-21. However, it is presently unclear whether the relaxation of arrest standards was
related to the change in the criminal trial—for example, whether state judges were
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and-seizure power were severely reduced. The recognition of
bare probable cause as a justification for a warrantless arrest by
an officer marked a drastic departure from the common-law regime of accusatory criminal procedure that was familiar to the
Framers. Before that change, arrest authority arose only when
a named complaint made an accusation of crime-in-fact; after
that change, government officers acquired authority to investigate whether there had been a crime, and to arrest and search
on a probability of a crime, even if there had been no actual
crime. The enlarged ex officio authority of the officer, coupled
with the organizational might of the new police departments,
fundamentally changed arrest and search doctrine and practice
by conferring a substantial degree of discretionary authority on
the ordinary peace officer. Thus, investigatory procedure displaced accusatory procedure, and the modern police officer and
aggressive policing had become realities by the end of the nineteenth century.605 As a result, the warrant ceased to be the
usual mode of arrest, and possibly even the usual mode of
search, and the “ministerial” label disappeared from the literature on law enforcement officers.606
Moreover, during the nineteenth century neither the state
nor federal courts identified any constitutional standard for
warrantless arrests or attempted to reimpose any constitutional
limitations on the warrantless arrest authority of the new police
officer.607 Thus, by the beginning of the twentieth century, the
police officer’s badge had virtually become the functional
equivalent of a framing-era general warrant.

inclined to relax arrest standards because they perceived that trial procedure offered
more protections against wrongful convictions—or whether the two developments
merely coincided with each other.
605 For a discussion summarizing the differences between accusatory and investigatory procedure, see Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 419-33.
606 Prior to the mid-nineteenth century, peace officers and even sheriffs were typically described as “ministerial officers,” meaning that they simply executed the commands of justices of the peace and courts, but did not exercise their own judgment or
discretion. However, that label disappeared by the late nineteenth century. See Davies,
supra note 2, at 626 n. 208, 639.
607 See, e.g., Bad Elk v. United States, 177 U.S. 529 (1900) (discussing legality of a
warrantless felony arrest without mentioning any constitutional standard).
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C. The Supreme Court’s Reinvention of
Search-and-Seizure Doctrine
Partly because federal law did not recognize any writ of error from a federal criminal conviction until the late nineteenth
century, the Supreme Court had few occasions to address criminal procedure during the early nineteenth century.608 In addition, under the doctrine of Baron v. Baltimore, the federal courts
did not apply the provisions of the Federal Bill of Rights to state
proceedings.609
In 1868, however, the Fourteenth Amendment created an
additional “due process of law” guarantee that was applicable to
the states. Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment represented
a revolution in American constitutional law insofar as it imposed broad national limits on state governments. In relevant
part, it reads:
No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge
the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States;
nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within
its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.610

Of course, the language of the Due Process Clause in this
Amendment tracks that in the “due process of law” clause of the
Fifth Amendment.611
The legislative history of the Fourteenth Amendment sheds
little light on how the term “due process of law” was understood
in 1868, because the Amendment was presented and debated
largely in terms of the “privileges and immunities” of citizens.
On a subsequent occasion, one of the proponents of the Fourteenth Amendment associated the term “due process of law” in
that Amendment with Magna Carta and defined it to require
See ERWIN C. SURRENCY, HISTORY OF THE FEDERAL COURTS 312-14 (2d ed., 2002).
Baron v. Baltimore, 32 U.S. (7 Pet.) 243 (1833). However, state courts sometimes
treated the Federal Bill of Rights as being applicable to state proceedings. See Jason
Mazzone, The Bill of Rights in the Early State Courts, MINN. L. REV. (forthcoming 2007).
610 U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, §1.
611 Compare text accompanying note 610 (setting out U.S. CONST. amend. XIV) with
supra text preceding note 458 (setting out U.S. CONST. amend. V).
608
609
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“an impartial trial according to the laws of the land.”612 However, it is unclear if that understanding of the Fourteenth
Amendment’s Due Process Clause was widely shared—or
whether any particular interpretation was widely shared. What
is clear is that the Justices of the Supreme Court soon imposed
their own interpretation on the Due Process Clause—and it did
not include the common law requisites for pretrial criminal procedure.

612 See, e.g., Adamson v. California, 332 U.S 46, 111 (1946) (appendix on the legislative history of the Fourteenth Amendment attached to Justice Black’s dissenting opinion) (quoting an 1871 statement by Representative Garfield regarding the meaning of
the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment).
Although there is some evidence that the Congressional Framers of the Fourteenth Amendment intended for that Amendment to make the first eight amendments
to the Constitution binding on the States, the discussions of that point were usually
phrased in the terms of the “privileges and immunities” of citizens. See, e.g., id. at 10506 (quoting statement of Senator Howard); id. at 115 (quoting statement of Representative Bingham). Although Justice Black argued in Adamson that the Due Process Clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment should be construed to incorporate and make binding on
the states the first eight amendments to the Constitution, he did not identify any statement in the legislative history that actually phrased the incorporation of the Bill of
Rights in terms of “due process of law.” Rather, he asserted in his dissenting opinion
that the legislative history indicated “that one of the chief objects that the provisions of
the Amendment’s first section, separately, and as a whole, were intended to accomplish
was to make the Bill of Rights, applicable to the states.” Id. at 71-72 (emphasis added).
Other commentaries on the legislative history of the Fourteenth Amendment also
indicate that the incorporation of the Bill of Rights was usually presented in terms of
“privileges and immunities.” See generally WILLIAM E. NELSON, THE FOURTEENTH
AMENDMENT: FROM POLITICAL PRINCIPLE TO JUDICIAL DOCTRINE (1988); IRVING
BRANDT, THE BILL OF RIGHTS: ITS ORIGIN AND MEANING 318-43 (1965).
Mott has also noted that:

The lack of any intelligent discussion of the due process provision in the Fourteenth Amendment is most noteworthy. It was the least discussed of any of the
provisions in the [Fourteenth A]mendment. Practically no attention was paid
to its meaning, although the other clauses in the same section were carefully
scrutinized. Bingham seems to have been the only member of Congress who
had occasion to tell what he considered due process of law to mean, and he
very probably expressed the general feeling of the House when he declared in
answer to a question regarding its meaning, “the courts have settled [the
meaning of due process of law] long ago, and the gentlemen can go and read
their decisions.”
MOTT, supra note 91, at 164.
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1. The Supreme Court’s Construction of
Fourteenth Amendment “Due Process”
It is evident that, during the late nineteenth century, the
majority of the Justices of the Supreme Court wanted nothing to
do with reviewing state criminal proceedings under the Due
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. It is also evident
that at least a number of the same Justices did want to impose
federal constitutional restrictions on state regulation of business enterprises. The net result was that the Justices interpreted “due process of law” in the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment quite differently from what the Framers of the Fifth Amendment might have anticipated that term
would mean.
a. Stripping away criminal procedure. In 1884, in Hurtado
v. California,613 the Justices heard a challenge to California’s
practice of commencing felony prosecutions with an information
brought by a prosecutor’s office rather than by an indictment
handed down by a grand jury. Specifically, Hurtado, who had
been sentenced to death for murder, argued that his conviction
was a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment because he had
been prosecuted only by an information rather than by the
grand jury indictment which was a requisite of “due process of
law.”614 The Justices rejected that challenge seven to one.615
Writing for the majority, Justice Matthews asserted that grand
jury indictment had not always been a requirement of a criminal prosecution in English law.616 Additionally, he asserted that
the inclusion of the Grand Jury Indictment Clause at the outset
of the Fifth Amendment demonstrated that the 1789 Framers
could not have understood that an indictment was required by
“due process of law”—otherwise, the Grand Jury Indictment
110 U.S. 516 (1884).
Id. at 519.
615 Id. at 538.
616 Id. at 524-26. Justice Matthews’s argument on this point was composed largely of
a specious conflation of the settled requirements for misdemeanor and felony prosecutions; common law, however, had not required indictment as a requisite of misdemeanor
prosecutions, but had required indictments as a requisite for felony trials. Justice Matthews merely rebutted the strawman argument that all criminal prosecutions required
indictment.
613
614
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Clause would have been a redundancy.617 However, Justice
Matthews’s former claim consisted of misdirection and highly
edited quotations,618 and his latter redundancy claim ignored
the actual legislative history of the Fifth Amendment.619
As Justice Harlan correctly pointed out in his lone dissent
in Hurtado, the Framers must have understood “due process of
law” to refer to “those settled usages and modes of proceeding
existing in the common and statute law of England [which had
been adopted and treated as law in the American colonies],”620
and it was a settled common-law rule, at the time of the adoption of the Bill of Rights, that “no person could be arraigned for
a capital offence except upon the presentment or indictment of a
grand jury.”621 Justice Harlan articulated the authentic history,
but the majority rewrote the history to fit the desired result.
617 Id. at 534-35.
Actually, Madison himself expressed the view that redundant
provisions in amendments to the Constitution were harmless. See supra note 446.
618 Justice Matthews generally asserted that “due process of law” did not require any
particular procedures and specifically argued there could not be any fixed requirement
of a grand jury indictment because misdemeanors could be prosecuted by information—
ignoring the fact that the case at hand was a murder conviction for which the death
penalty had been imposed. For example, Justice Matthews concluded his analysis by
quoting a passage from Blackstone which asserted the validity of prosecutions by informations “as to those offenses in which informations were allowed as well as indictments
. . . .” Id. at 538 (quoting 4 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1769), supra note 135, at 305). However, Justice Matthews omitted to note that Blackstone, in that discussion, clearly
stated that informations were permissible only for misdemeanors, including “gross misdemeanors.” Indeed, Justice Matthews evaded what Blackstone had written immediately before the passage that Justice Matthews did quote:

But these informations (of every kind) are confined by the constitutional law to
mere misdemeanors only: for, wherever any capital offence is charged, the
same law requires that the accusation be warranted by the oath of twelve men
[that is, an indictment], before the party shall be put to answer it [that is, be
made to stand trial].
4 BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1769), supra note 135, at 305 (emphasis and bracketed language
added). Moreover, Blackstone had used the term “due process of law” in stating “that no
man shall be put to death without being brought to answer by due process of law.” 4
BLACKSTONE (1st ed. 1769), supra note 135, at 313 (quoted supra text accompanying
note 248). Blackstone plainly did not endorse the legality of a capital prosecution based
on an information, and did not in any way suggest that a capital prosecution initiated by
information could satisfy “due process of law.”
619 See supra note 488.
620 110 U.S. at 542 (quoting Den ex. Dem Murray v. Hoboken Land & Improvement
Co. (Murray’s Lessee v. Hoboken, etc., Co.), 59 U.S. (18 How.) 272, 276-77 (1855)).
Murray is discussed supra note 22 and accompanying text.
621 Id. at 544. See also id. at 544-45 (citing statements by Blackstone, Hawkins, and
Hale regarding the requirement of indictment in capital cases).
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The important effect, for present purposes, is that the Supreme
Court’s construction of the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment further obscured the original criminal procedure connotations of the “due process of law” clause of the
Fifth Amendment. Thus, by the end of the nineteenth century,
neither of the two Due Process clauses retained any significant
criminal procedure content.622
b. Due Process as a protection of property rights. The Justices were not content to simply strip away the earlier criminal
procedure content of “due process of law.” They also had other
uses for the term. During the latter part of the nineteenth century, a number of Justices on the Supreme Court seem to have
been determined to use the Federal Constitution to impose limitations on state regulation of business enterprises. Although
the Privileges and Immunities Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment might have provided a platform for developing a
doctrine of economic liberty, a closely divided Court had read
that Clause almost out of existence in 1873 in the Slaughterhouse Cases.623 Perhaps for that reason, the Justices instead
used the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment as
the principal platform for that program,624 and treated the Due
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment as a broad license
for judicial assessment of the “reasonableness” of government
regulations of property or business.625 Of course, this treatment
622 In rulings after Hurtado, the Justices continued to strip away the criminal procedure content of “due process of law.” In Maxwell v. Dow, 176 U.S. 581, 602-05 (1900),
the Justices ruled that a noncapital criminal trial by a twelve-person jury was not sufficiently fundamental to be required by the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment. The Justices also reached the same conclusion regarding the right against
compelled self-accusation in Twining v. New Jersey, 211 U.S. 78, 99-100 (1908). The
Justices finally did conclude that there had been a violation of due process in a sham
trial in which the death penalty was imposed in Powell v. Alabama (Scottsboro Case),
287 U.S. 45 (1932), but then subsequently concluded that the right against double jeopardy was not sufficiently fundamental to be required by due process in Palko v. Connecticut, 302 U.S. 319, 324-28 (1937).
623 Butcher’s Benevolent Ass’n of New Orleans v. Crescent City Live-Stock Landing
and Slaughter-House Co. (Slaughterhouse Cases), 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36 (1873).
624 In fact, Justice Bradley’s dissenting opinion in the Slaughterhouse Cases invoked
the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment as well as the Privileges and
Immunities Clause. See 83 U.S. at 114-15 (Bradley, J., dissenting).
625 See supra note 92. Mott, writing in the sycophantic style of academic commentary in the early twentieth century, then announced that this was the true meaning of
“due process” because that term had carried broad and diffuse meaning since Magna
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comported to a significant degree with the state courts’ earlier
broad interpretation of regulations as “deprivations” or forfeitures of property.
Hence, when the Justices of the Supreme Court subsequently concluded that it was necessary to address and limit the
new discretionary authority of the new law enforcement officer,
they had already eviscerated the criminal procedure content of
the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and
given that provision a different meaning. Instead, the Justices
turned to the Fourth Amendment and expanded its original content to reach warrantless searches and, ultimately, warrantless
arrests.
D. The Supreme Court’s Reinvention and Expansion of
Fourth Amendment Doctrine
The Supreme Court developed modern Fourth Amendment
doctrine in the course of making search-and-seizure rulings during the early decades of the twentieth century. However, I
think that the basic tenets of modern search-and-seizure doctrine can be traced to three cases.
1. Boyd v. United States (1886)
The foundation for the modern construction of the Fourth
Amendment was laid in 1886 in Justice Bradley’s majority opinion in Boyd v. United States.626 The issue in Boyd was the constitutionality of a federal statute which provided that a federal
court, in a customs enforcement proceeding, could issue an order
commanding an importer to produce an invoice for the imported
goods at issue.627 Although this order has often been referred to
as a “subpoena,” that is not quite accurate, because the statute
actually required government prosecutors to make a particularized showing of cause for the particular records sought. Thus,
Carta. Thus, the Cokean criminal procedure content of “due process of law”—including
the law of arrest—was effectively obliterated. Other commentators took differing views
of due process. See Mott’s complaints about the “failure” of the other commentators.
MOTT, supra note 91, at 189-91.
626 116 U.S. 616 (1886).
627 Id. at 622.
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the requisites for the issuance of the court order to produce invoices were essentially the same as the requisites for issuance of
a search warrant.628
The majority of the Justices ruled that the statute was “unconstitutional and void” and that the government’s inspection of
the invoice produced under the statute and the admission of the
invoice into evidence “were erroneous and unconstitutional proceedings.”629 However, Justice Bradley’s majority opinion did
not claim that the order was the equivalent of an unparticularized general warrant, which it plainly was not. Instead, Justice
Bradley made the novel claims that the court order to produce
amounted to a search for papers and that a search for papers
also amounted to compelled self-accusation; thus he asserted
that the court order constituted an “unreasonable” seizure of
papers in violation of the Fourth Amendment as well as a violation of the Fifth Amendment.630 Notably, by that date the Jus628 See Davies, supra note 2, at 728 n.514. The 1874 statute at issue had replaced a
Civil War-era statute that had authorized search warrants for such invoices, and the
court order provided for in the 1874 statute required a specific allegation that virtually
amounted to the probable cause and particularity required for a warrant.
629 Boyd, 116 U.S. at 638.
630 Id. at 622, 630-33. Justice Bradley’s analysis in Boyd appears to have been inspired by an assertion that Thomas Cooley had made in his 1868 constitutional commentary to the effect that both the Fourth Amendment and the “spirit” of the Fifth
Amendment’s prohibition against self-incrimination precluded government searches of
papers. Specifically, Cooley asserted that, “except in a few special cases” a search warrant could not authorize an invasion of a person’s privacy “for the [sole] purpose of obtaining evidence against him.” COOLEY, supra note 565, at 305-06. Cooley also asserted,
in an accompanying footnote, that the Fourth Amendment would ban such a search:

The fourth amendment to the Constitution of the United States, found also in
many State constitutions, is very specific in its protection. . . . [U]nder this
amendment, the seizure of one’s papers, in order to obtain evidence against
him, is clearly forbidden; and the spirit of the fifth amendment, that no person
shall be compelled, in a criminal case, to be a witness against himself, would
also forbid such seizure.
Id. at 305-06 n.5. Cooley also asserted that “it would generally be safe . . . to regard all
those searches and seizures ‘unreasonable’ which have hitherto been unknown to the
law” including “a search-warrant for libels.” Id. at 307; see also id. at 307 n.1.
Cooley appears to have derived his claim about the Fourth Amendment banning
searches of papers from Lord Camden’s statements in the published case reports of the
English Wilkesite cases, especially in the version of Entick v. Carrington published in
the State Trials case reports. See id. 300-03 (citing “Entinick [sic] v. Carrington, 2 Wils.
275 and 19 [How.] State Trials, 1030”). Cooley noted that Camden had declared in Entick that the common law did not authorize search warrants for papers and had condemned search warrants for papers as a “dangerous and unconstitutional practice.” Id.
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tices had already begun to use “reasonableness” as the standard
for assessing government regulation of business enterprises under the Fourteenth Amendment Due Process Clause.631
To justify the ruling in Boyd, Justice Bradley relied primarily upon statements that Lord Camden had made in 1765 in one
of the later English Wilkesite cases, Entick v. Carrington.632 In
particular Justice Bradley relied upon passages in which Lord
Camden had stated that a search warrant for papers was not
recognized in English law and that a search of papers was tantamount to compelled self-accusation.633 Justice Bradley seized
on those statements, which he described as being well known by
the Framers, to declare that the court order to produce invoices
was “unreasonable” under the Fourth Amendment and also violated the spirit of the Fifth Amendment protection against selfincrimination634—an altogether remarkable conclusion given
that the text of the Fourth Amendment would seem to anticipate the issuance of search warrants for “papers.”635
Indeed, Justice Bradley’s reliance on Lord Camden’s statements was an early instance of fictional originalism. The case
report of Entick that he treated as evidence of the Framers’ understanding was actually published too late to have significantly
informed the Framers’ understanding of the phrase “unreasonable searches and seizures.”636 The specific assertion by Lord
at 300-03 n.1 (discussing the Wilkesite cases, including Entick). Because he did not
offer any other basis for his claim that the Fourth Amendment precluded search warrants for papers, it appears that he drew that notion from Entick. See id. at 307 n.1. As
I explain below, the reports of Entick that Cooley cited actually had somewhat different
contents. See infra note 637.
631 See, e.g., Davies, supra note 2, at 732 n.528.
632 Boyd, 116 U.S. at 626-30 (quoting and discussing Entick). For a discussion of the
Wilkesite cases, see supra text accompanying note 53.
633 Boyd, 116 U.S. at 629.
634 Id. at 630, 631-32, 633, 634.
635 See, e.g., supra note 561 (quoting Rawle’s earlier view that the Fourth Amendment permitted specific search warrants for papers).
636 The specific statements in Entick that Justice Bradley relied upon had not appeared in the report of that case that had been available in America when the prerevolutionary controversy was at its height. Rather, they were added to a longer report of
Entick that was not published in London until 1783, after John Adams had introduced
the phrase “unreasonable searches and seizures” in the warrant provision in the 1780
Massachusetts Declaration of Rights. See Davies supra note 2, at 727 n.512. Thus,
Justice Bradley erred in insisting that Camden’s statements were central to the Fram-
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Camden that Bradley cited—that a search of papers amounted
to compelled self-accusation—had not been included in the earlier report of Entick that the Framers would have been familiar
with, and that assertion also went well beyond the doctrine of
the time.637 Boyd, in short, was a classic example of unbridled
judicial activism conducted under the cover of “history.” Notably, its creatively expansive construction of the Fourth Amendment came only two years after the same Justices had jettisoned
the actual historical content of “due process of law” in Hurtado.638
2. Weeks v. United States (1914)
Boyd’s aftermath appears to provide a classic example of
the law of unintended consequences. The ruling in Boyd appears to have so thoroughly precluded the use of court orders or
search warrants to obtain business records that it provoked federal prosecutors to develop alternative tactics for gaining access
to such records. One tactic appears to have been the invention
of the investigative grand jury.639 Another tactic was that some
prosecutors exploited the fact that Boyd had said nothing about
federal officers making warrantless seizures of papers, so they
simply resorted to seizing business records without any warrant
or court order at all. The Justices’ encounter with a specific instance of the latter approach in 1911640 may well have prompted
the Justices to expand the Fourth Amendment’s reach to warrantless searches in the seminal 1914 ruling in Weeks v. United
States.641
ers’ thought—it is unlikely the Framers were familiar with the statements Bradley
quoted.
637 See Davies, supra note 2, at 726-28.
638 Hurtado v. California, 110 U.S. 516 (1884) (discussed supra notes 613-22 and
accompanying text).
639 During the framing era, American grand juries simply assessed charged offenses
but did not investigate whether additional crimes had occurred until the late nineteenth
century. See Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 427-28.
640 See Davies, supra note 2, at 729 n.516 (discussing the Court’s review, in 1911, of
an episode in which a federal prosecutor in New York City had simply made a warrantless seizure of an importing company’s business records and then resisted a federal
judge’s order to return the papers).
641 232 U.S. 383 (1914).
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Weeks is now known primarily as the case that first fully
articulated the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule. Actually,
however, the announcement of the exclusionary rule rested on
deeper changes that Weeks made in the content of Fourth
Amendment doctrine.
The facts in Weeks were straightforward. Weeks was arrested for unlawfully using the mails to promote a lottery.642
Shortly after the arrest, a federal marshal had participated in a
warrantless search of Weeks’s house during which a variety of
papers relevant to the charge were seized.643 Before trial,
Weeks’s attorney moved for the return of the papers, but the
trial judge denied the motion, and Weeks was convicted.644 The
Supreme Court reversed Weeks’s conviction on the ground that
the motion should have been granted and the papers not admitted in evidence.
Justice Day’s majority opinion broke new ground when it
ruled that the marshal’s warrantless search of Weeks’s residence and seizure of papers violated the Fourth Amendment.645
That was the first occasion on which the Fourth Amendment
was applied directly to a warrantless search, and also the first
occasion on which the Fourth Amendment was applied to assess
the constitutionality of an ordinary officer’s conduct, rather than
of a statute, warrant, or court order.646
Additionally, the ruling in Weeks was the first to articulate
the Fourth Amendment “warrant requirement.” As noted
above, there had been a common-law rule that only a warrant
could justify “breaking” a house (that is, entering through a
closed door)647—indeed, Coke had treated that rule as a facet of
the “law of the land” chapter in Magna Carta.648 However, although the Framers almost certainly assumed that that principle would persist, they had not actually stated it in the Fourth
Amendment or in any of the earlier state warrant provisions.
Id. at 386.
Id.
644 Id. at 388-89.
645 Id.
646 See Davies, supra note 2, at 729-30. See also supra notes 267-72 and accompanying text.
647 See supra note 228 and accompanying text.
648 See supra notes 181-83 and accompanying text.
642
643
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Justice Day’s opinion was the first occasion on which the common-law warrant requirement was explicitly construed to be a
facet of the Fourth Amendment itself.649
Likewise, Justice Day’s opinion was the first to require the
exclusion of evidence seized in an unconstitutional search.
There was nothing particularly novel about the logic of the nullity of an unconstitutional search that Justice Day employed.650
Rather, the reason that Weeks was the first case to fully articulate the exclusionary rule was simply that it was the first case
to treat an officer’s unlawful warrantless search as an instance
of unconstitutional government action. Hence, contrary to
claims made by some critics of exclusion, the exclusionary rule
was not “late” in arriving; rather, it arrived at the same time
that the modern conception of officer misconduct as a form of
governmental illegality arrived.651
The fundamental innovations that Weeks made in Fourth
Amendment doctrine have been widely overlooked in commentaries because the innovative character of those rulings is not
immediately apparent on the surface of Justice Day’s opinion.
As judges are wont to do, Justice Day did not admit to the novelty of the rulings; rather, he finessed these points quite
nicely.652 Notably, however, Justice Day did not attempt to
make a historical case for these novel assertions themselves.
Rather, he merely referred in the most general way to Boyd’s
earlier discussion of the Amendment’s history.653 Thus, I think
it is clear that the Justices who decided Weeks were quite aware
that their rulings were innovations in constitutional search-andseizure doctrine.

649 See Davies supra note 2, at 730. Note, however, that Rawle had previously asserted that the ban against “unreasonable searches and seizures” implied a warrant
requirement. See supra note 561.
650 Of course, the classic statement of the nullity of an unconstitutional government
action is Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 180 (1803). Boyd had previously
ruled that invoices produced under an unconstitutional statute could not be admitted as
evidence, but had treated that ruling as though it were self-explanatory. See Boyd v.
United States, 116 U.S. 616, 638 (1886).
651 See Davies, supra note 271, at 622-25.
652 See Davies, supra note 2, at 730 n.519.
653 Weeks v. United States, 232 U.S. 383, 389-91 (1914).
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The announcement in Weeks of the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule created a meaningful remedy for unconstitutional searches, and that, in turn, created a steady flow of federal search litigation during the early decades of the twentieth
century. As a result, Weeks set the development of modern
Fourth Amendment doctrine in motion.654
In particular, because Weeks announced a Fourth Amendment search warrant requirement, it prompted further litigation regarding possible “exceptions” to the warrant requirement.
Perhaps because dicta in Weeks recognized that common law
had long permitted warrantless searches to be made incident to
lawful arrests,655 it appears that initially was the primary exception. However, the search incident to arrest exception
turned out to be incapable of justifying a warrantless search of
an automobile in the 1925 Prohibition case, Carroll v. United
States.656
3. Carroll v. United States (1925)
In Carroll, police officers, who had “probable cause” to believe that a car was being used to transport illegal liquor,
stopped and searched the car, seized illegal liquor from it, and
arrested the occupants.657 In the Supreme Court, Chief Justice
Taft’s majority opinion recognized that the search could not be
justified as a search incident to a lawful arrest.658 The reason
was that the Prohibition statute made the offense a misdemeanor, but the situation did not meet the common-law standard that still applied to a warrantless misdemeanor arrest.
Specifically, a warrantless misdemeanor arrest was permitted
only when an offense was being committed “in the officer’s pres654 It is generally recognized that the development of modern Fourth Amendment
law effectively began with Weeks. See, e.g., United States v. Robinson, 414 U.S. 218, 224
(1973) (opinion of the Court by Rehnquist, J.) (“Because the rule requiring exclusion of
evidence obtained in violation of the Fourth Amendment was first enunciated in Weeks
v. United States . . . it is understandable that virtually all of this Court’s search-andseizure law has been developed since that time.”).
655 Weeks, 232 U.S. at 392.
656 267 U.S. 132 (1925).
657 Id. at 160-61. Carroll applied an extremely weak notion of “probable cause.” See
Davies, supra note 2, at 731 n.524.
658 Carroll, 267 U.S. at 168.
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ence.”659 However, the officers in Carroll had not actually observed the commission of any crime prior to the search, so they
did not have grounds for a warrantless arrest until after they
found and seized the liquor. Thus, Chief Justice Taft acknowledged that the search could not be justified as a search incident
to arrest.660
Notably, Chief Justice Taft did not suggest that the standard for a valid warrantless arrest was either derived from, or
subject to, the Fourth Amendment. Indeed, although he ruled
that the police had “probable cause” to believe that there was
illegal liquor in the car, he concluded that did not justify the
misdemeanor arrest. Likewise, he did not suggest that the Supreme Court could alter that arrest standard to fit the circumstances. Indeed, he wrote nothing in Carroll that might suggest
that the Fourth Amendment regulated a warrantless arrest.
Instead, Chief Justice Taft announced that, because automobiles presented an exigency that made obtaining a search warrant impractical in the circumstances, probable cause alone
would suffice to justify a warrantless search of the car, even
though it was not sufficient to justify a warrantless arrest of the
occupants.661
To bolster that decidedly novel and rather peculiar claim,
Chief Justice Taft also asserted that this new automobile exception to the Fourth Amendment warrant requirement actually
comported with the expectations of the Framers of the Fourth
Amendment. Specifically, he pointed to the fact that the First
Congress that had framed the Fourth Amendment had also
passed statutes authorizing a customs officer to make a warrantless search of a ship on the basis of the officer’s own assessment of probable cause of a customs violation.662 However,
659 Id. at 156-57 (“a police officer . . . may only arrest without a warrant one guilty of
a misdemeanor if committed in his presence”). See also supra note 233.
660 Carroll, 267 U.S. at 153 (recognizing that defendants were correct insofar as they
argued that the seizure of the liquor could not be justified as a search incident to valid
arrest).
661 Id. at 158-59. Note that the situation in Carroll presented a genuine exigency in
1925 because police did not have radios to call for backup at that time. Notably, the
Justices did not revisit that characterization when radios and even telephonic warrants
appeared.
662 Id. at 149-51.
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that claim comprised another instance of fictional originalism,
because it is apparent that the Framers did not include ships
within the scope of the Fourth Amendment’s protections of “persons, houses, papers, and effects.” Hence, the historic ship
search statutes that the Chief Justice cited did not shed any
light on the Framers’ understanding of the protections of the
Fourth Amendment itself.663
Although Chief Justice Taft’s opinion in Carroll did not invoke a relativistic reasonableness-in-the-circumstances standard in so many words, the exigent circumstances rationale he
offered nevertheless effectively extended Boyd’s earlier “reasonableness” analysis to a circumstantial appraisal of whether a
warrant should or should not be required for a search. Thus,
the rationale in Carroll effectively launched modern, relativistic
Fourth Amendment “reasonableness” analysis.664
4. The Expansion of the Fourth Amendment
to Warrantless Arrests
The search incident to arrest exception from the warrant
requirement continued to be a subject of litigation after Carroll,
and in such cases the Supreme Court typically assessed the le-

663 It does not appear that anyone had suggested prior to Carroll that ships fell
within the Fourth Amendment’s formula of “persons, houses, papers, and effects.”
Rather, because the Framers were well versed in the controversy regarding the appropriate scope of admiralty jurisdiction, they were undoubtedly aware that ships, as civil
law personalities in admiralty, fell outside of the common law’s protection. Thus, it
would not have occurred to the members of the First Congress that the warrant standards in the Fourth Amendment had any relevance to ship searches. That is also the
likely explanation why none of the roughly one hundred ship seizure cases the Supreme
Court decided prior to Carroll ever mentioned the Fourth Amendment. See Davies,
supra note 2, at 604-08. Nevertheless, Carroll’s fictional claim regarding the ship search
statutes has been invoked in more recent opinions applying the Fourth Amendment.
See, e.g., Wyoming v. Houghton, 526 U.S. 295, 300-02 (1999); Florida v. White, 526 U.S.
559, 563-65 (1999).
664 Carroll, 267 U.S. at 132. Although Boyd had previously ruled a statute to be
“unreasonable” and therefore a violation of the Fourth Amendment, that assessment
was based on a statement of a formal limit on government authority, not on a relativistic
appraisal of the circumstances. Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616 (1886). Thus, modern reasonableness-in-the-circumstances analysis began with Carroll, not Boyd. See
Davies, supra note 2, at 728, n.514.
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gality of the arrest as a preliminary matter.665 However, as had
been the case in Carroll, the Justices assessed the validity of the
arrest in terms of then-prevailing common-law or statutory
standards, rather than in terms of the requirements of the
Fourth Amendment itself.666 The reason for that focus appears
to be that, in the federal cases that reached the Supreme Court
during the first half of the twentieth century, the applicable
common-law and statutory standards for assessing warrantless
arrests still were more rigorous than the “probable cause” standard for arrest warrants set out in the Fourth Amendment.
665 The lawfulness of the arrest was part of the common-law search incident to arrest
doctrine itself. Thus, this was not really a “fruit of poisonous tree” analysis under
Fourth Amendment.
666 For example, in United States v. Di Re, 332 U.S. 581 (1948), counterfeit gasoline
coupons had been found on the defendant in a search of his person following a warrantless arrest. Although Di Re had been sitting in a car prior to his arrest, Justice
Jackson’s opinion for the Court ruled that the search did not fall under the automobile
exception announced in Carroll, and also ruled that the search was not justified as a
search incident to a lawful arrest because the police officers had no information regarding Di Re’s criminal conduct at the time of the arrest. Id. at 587, 591-92. The significant point for present purposes is that, although Justice Jackson referred to the Fourth
Amendment in assessing the invalidity of the search under Carroll, and although he
referred generally to “our Constitution . . . plac[ing] obstacles in the way of a too permeating police surveillance” at the end of the opinion, he referred only to statutory authority when assessing the invalidity of the arrest. Id. at 587, 595.
Justice Jackson’s discussion of “the circumstances and the law of arrest” was
somewhat complex because the government had offered shifting justifications for the
arrest. Id. at 587. The government ultimately argued that the warrantless arrest had
been for the federal felony offense of conspiracy. Id. at 591. Justice Jackson concluded
that no act of Congress provided “a rule for arrest without warrant . . . which controls
such a case as we have here and none that purports to create a general rule on the subject.” Id. at 590. See also id. at 591 (stating that “[n]o act of Congress lays down a general federal rule for arrests without warrant for federal offenses”). Thus, he concluded
that “in the absence of an applicable federal statute the law of the state where an arrest
without warrant takes place determines its validity.” Id. at 589.
Because the arrest had occurred in New York and the government argued that
the arrest was for a felony, the relevant New York statutory provision was that “[a]
peace officer may, without a warrant, arrest a person . . . when a felony has in fact been
committed, and [the peace officer] has reasonable cause for believing the person to be
arrested to have committed it.” Id. at 589 n.7 (indicating that the government relied on
this statutory section). Thus, Justice Jackson concluded that “the New York statute
provides the standard by which this arrest must stand or fall.” Id. at 591. In discussing
“that law,” Justice Jackson referred to the “reasonable grounds” required in the statute,
then shifted to “probable grounds,” and then concluded that “probable cause” could not
be based merely on Di Re’s presence in an automobile and the absence of any protest of
innocence to the officers. Id. at 591-94. Thus, in the structure of the opinion, Justice
Jackson’s references to the lack of “probable cause” to support the warrantless arrest
referred only to the New York statutory standard, not to the Fourth Amendment itself.
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The difference between statutory arrest standards and the
Fourth Amendment probable cause standard was especially evident in the initial federal statutory provisions regarding warrantless arrests. Prior to the 1930s, there were no federal
statutory standards for warrantless arrests by federal officers;
rather, such arrests were subject to the law of the state in which
the arrest was made.667 When Congress began to enact federal
warrantless arrest statutes in the 1930s, it did not follow the
state courts that had adopted bare probable cause standards,
but rather returned to the earlier and more rigorous commonlaw standards. Specifically, the federal warrantless arrest statutes initially required both (1) the commission of a felony-in-fact
and (2) reasonable cause of suspicion that the arrestee had
committed the felony668—that is, the old common-law standard
See supra note 491.
In a 1950 opinion, Chief Judge Learned Hand described the historical development of federal statutory authority for warrantless arrests by Federal Bureau of Investigation agents as follows:
667
668

Until 1934 no federal law gave any power to agents of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation to arrest either with or without warrant, although there had
been on the books since 1795 a statute giving to marshals the powers of arrest
without warrant possessed by state sheriffs and their deputies. In 1934 Congress passed the law which is now § 3052 of the Criminal Code, and which,
when introduced in the House, granted power to agents of the Bureau as follows: “to make arrests without warrant for felonies cognizable under the laws
of the United States, in cases where the person making the arrest has reasonable grounds to believe that the person so arrested is guilty of such felony.”
This bill was referred to the Judiciary Committee, which reported it out favorably, but with the addition of the words: “and where there is a likelihood of
the person escaping before a warrant can be obtained for his arrest . . . .” In
this form it passed the House without comment, but in the Senate it was still
further amended by the addition after the word, “felonies,” of the phrase,
“which have been committed”; and in that form it passed . . . .
United States v. Coplon, 185 F.2d 629, 634 (2d Cir. 1950). (I assume that the “1795”
statute Chief Judge Hand referred to is the statute discussed supra notes 491, 599).
Thus, the 1934 provision was originally drafted to provide for warrantless arrests based
simply on probable cause that a federal felony was committed, but a felony-in-fact requirement was added to it before final passage.
Justice Jackson also noted the statutory felony-in-fact requirement for warrantless arrests by federal officers in his 1948 majority opinion in United States v. Di
Re., 332 U.S. 581. In that case, federal officers had seized counterfeit gasoline coupons
from Di Re during a search incident to a warrantless arrest. The government initially
argued that the arrest was lawful under a New York statute, but then shifted and argued that Di Re’s arrest was valid under federal law. Id. at 588-89. Justice Jackson
described the state of federal statutory authority for warrantless arrests as follows:
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for a warrantless felony arrest.669 However, there was a discrepancy: the federal statute that made an unlawful arrest by a
federal officer a misdemeanor offense made the officer’s “reasonable grounds” to suspect commission of a felony a defense to
that offense, even if there were no actual felony.670 Thus, the
defense to the federal crime of false arrest was broader than the
statutory authority for a federal officer to make a warrantless
arrest. Some of the initial federal warrantless arrest statutes
also limited the warrantless arrest authority of certain federal
officers to instances in which the officers had reasonable
grounds to fear that the person to be arrested would escape
while an arrest warrant was being obtained.671
However, the federal arrest statutes were subsequently
amended to enlarge the warrantless arrest authority of federal
officers. In 1948, the felony-in-fact requirement was deleted
and federal officers were authorized to arrest without warrant
Turning to the Acts of Congress to find a rule for arrest without warrant, we
find none which controls such a case as we have here and none that purports
to create a general rule on the subject. If we were to try to find or fashion a
federal rule for arrest without warrant, it appears that the federal legislative
materials are meager, inconsistent, and inconclusive. Federal Bureau of Investigation officers are authorized only “to make arrests without warrant for
felonies which have been committed and which are cognizable under the laws
of the United States, in cases where the person making the arrest has reasonable grounds to believe that the person so arrested is guilty of such felony and
where there is a likelihood of the person escaping before a warrant can be obtained for his arrest, but the person arrested shall be immediately taken before a committing officer. [Footnote citing “48 Stat. 1008, 49 Stat. 77, 5 U.S.C.
§ 300 (a).”] However, marshals and their deputies “shall have the power to
make arrests without warrant for any offense against the laws of the United
States committed in their presence or far any felony cognizable under the laws
of the United States in cases where such felony has in fact been or is being
committed and they have reasonable grounds to believe that the person to be
arrested has committed or is committing it” [footnote citing “49 Stat. 378, 28
U.S.C. § 504 (a)”], and they are also given the same powers as sheriffs in the
same state may have, by law, in executing the laws thereof [footnote citing 1
Stat. 425, 12 Stat. 282, 28 U.S.C. § 504”].
Id. at 590 (emphasis added).
669 See supra notes 222, 239 and accompanying text, and note 257.
670 Justice Jackson’s opinion in Di Re also noted that the federal statute that made
an unlawful arrest by an officer a misdemeanor provided that it should not apply to an
officer who made a warrantless arrest of a person “who has committed, or who is suspected on reasonable grounds of having committed, a felony.” 332 U.S. at 590-91 (citing
49 Stat. 877, 18 U.S.C. § 53 (a)).
671 See supra note 670.
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when a federal offense was committed “in their presence” or
when they had “reasonable grounds to believe that the person to
be arrested has committed or is committing” a federal felony.672
Shortly thereafter, in 1950, Congress also eliminated the limitation of warrantless arrest authority to instances in which obtaining a warrant would create a risk of escape.673
However, it was not until 1959, in Draper v. United
States,674 that the Supreme Court announced that the “reasonable grounds” standard in the amended federal warrantless arrest statutes was equivalent to the Fourth Amendment’s “probable cause” standard. The warrantless arrest in Draper was
made under the authority of Section 104(a) of the Narcotic Control Act.675 Justice Whittaker’s opinion stated that
The crucial question for us then is whether knowledge of the
related facts and circumstances gave [the arresting officer]
“probable cause” within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment, and “reasonable grounds” within the meaning of § 104(a)
672 See Coplon, 185 F.2d at 634 (noting that “the recension of Title 18 which became
effective in 1948 . . . struck out the phrase [‘which have been committed’]”). Thereafter,
FBI agents could make warrantless arrests simply on probable cause that a felony had
been committed. See also 18 U.S.C. § 3052 (statutory warrantless arrest authority for
FBI officers).
673 The statutory requirement that there be reasonable grounds to believe that the
person to be arrested was likely to escape before a warrant could be obtained was deleted in 1950 in response to a ruling earlier that year in an espionage case by the Second
Circuit Court of Appeals in United States v. Coplon. 185 F.2d 629 (2d Cir. 1950). In
Coplon, Chief Judge Learned Hand’s opinion concluded that a warrantless arrest by FBI
agents was illegal because the federal statute then in effect did not permit FBI agents to
make a warrantless felony arrest unless there were reasonable grounds to believe that
the person to be arrested was likely to escape before a warrant could be obtained. Id. at
633-35. Chief Judge Hand noted that at common law any private person could make a
warrantless arrest for a felony committed in his presence. Id. at 634. However, he
construed the existing federal statutory authority to disallow such a warrantless arrest
by a federal agent unless the agent had reason to fear that the person to be arrested
would escape. Id. Thus, he concluded that the statute gave FBI agents a more limited
warrantless arrest authority than that possessed by a private person. Id. at 634-35.
Because there was no basis for such a fear in the facts, the court concluded that the
arrest was illegal, and evidence seized during the arrest was inadmissible.
Congress quickly responded and deleted the risk of escape requirement later in
the same year. Instead, Congress substituted explicit statutory authority for federal
officers to arrest for federal felonies committed in their presence. See Coplon v. United
States, 191 F.2d 749, 753-55 (D.C. Cir. 1951).
674 358 U.S. 307 (1959).
675 Id. at 310 (citing 26 U.S.C. (Supp. V) § 7607, added by § 104 (a) of the Narcotic
Control Act of 1956, 70 Stat. 570).
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. . . to believe that petitioner had committed or was committing
a violation of the narcotic laws.676

The Court found that the facts did satisfy that standard
and also announced that “[t]he terms ‘probable cause’ as used in
the Fourth Amendment and ‘reasonable grounds’ as used in §
104(a) of the Narcotic Control Act, 70 Stat. 570, are substantial
equivalents of the same meaning.”677 Thus, after Draper warrantless arrests by federal officers were assessed simply in
terms of the probable cause standard of the Fourth Amendment
itself.
Of course, the federal constitutional standard for warrantless arrests gained heightened importance after the Fourth
Amendment was incorporated and made applicable to the states
in Elkins v. United States678 in 1960 and Mapp v. Ohio679 in
1961.680 Thereafter, statements in the 1976 ruling in United
States v. Watson681 also made it clear that probable cause alone
would suffice to meet the Fourth Amendment constitutional
standard for a warrantless arrest by a state officer.682
Id. at 310.
Id. at 311 n.3. Justice Whittaker cited two court of appeals decisions to the same
effect: United States v. Walker, 246 F.2d 519, 526 (7th Cir. 1957), and United States v.
Bianco, 189 F.2d 716, 720 (3rd Cir. 1951). See also Henry v. United States, 361 U.S. 98,
100 (1959):
676
677

The statutory authority of FBI officers and agents to make felony arrests
without a warrant is restricted to offenses committed “in their presence” or to
instances where they have “reasonable grounds to believe that the person to be
arrested has committed or is committing” a felony. 18 U.S.C. § 3052, 18
U.S.C.A. § 3052. The statute states the constitutional standard, for it is the
command of the Fourth Amendment that no warrants for either searches or
arrests shall issue except “upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation . . . .”
Id. (emphasis added).
678 364 U.S. 80 (1960).
679 368 U.S. 871 (1961).
680 Commentaries frequently assert that the Fourth Amendment was incorporated
into the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause and applied to the states in Wolf
v. Colorado, 338 U.S. 69 (1949). I do not think that is accurate. See Davies, supra note
271, at 626 n.24.
681 423 U.S. 411 (1976).
682 Watson also made it clear that there was no constitutional requirement that an
arrest warrant be obtained if it was feasible for the arresting officers to do so. Id. Earlier federal warrantless arrest statutes had included that requirement. See supra note
670.
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The arrest by the federal postal officer in Watson was made
pursuant to a federal postal statute that authorized arrests on
probable cause that a crime had been committed, without any
requirement that a crime actually have been committed.683 Justice White’s opinion for the Court asserted that the statutory
standard was valid because “common law generally authoriz[ed]
felony arrests on probable cause, but without a warrant”89—a
statement that finessed the historical facts that common law
had limited lawful warrantless felony arrests to instances in
which a felony had been committed in fact,684 and that that requirement had been included in the initial federal warrantless
arrest statutes.685
Dicta in Watson also endorsed the constitutionality of the
then recently proposed Model Code of Pre-Arraignment Procedure, which called for permitting state officers to make warrantless arrests “if the officer has reasonable cause to believe
683 The warrantless arrest in Watson was based not on the federal statutes that
authorized FBI agents or federal marshals to make warrantless arrests, but was instead
based on a recent statute that provided that postal officers were authorized to “make
arrests without warrant for felonies cognizable under the laws of the United States if
they have reasonable grounds to believe that the person to be arrested has committed or
is committing such a felony.” Watson, 423 U.S. at 415 (quoting 18 U.S.C. § 3061(a)(3)).
Justice White’s opinion in Watson indicated that the statutory authority for postal officers to make warrantless felony arrests on probable cause dated back to 1955, but had
been the subject of “confusion” until a statutory revision in 1968. Id. at 415 n.4.
Justice White’s opinion in Watson relied upon a statement in Carroll v. United
States, which did not involve a warrantless felony arrest, in which Chief Justice Taft
stated loosely that “The usual rule is that a police officer may arrest without warrant
one believed by the officer upon reasonable cause to have been guilty of a felony, and
that he may only arrest without a warrant one guilty of a misdemeanor if committed in
his presence.” 267 U.S. 132, 156 (1925); see also Watson, 423 U.S. at 417 (quoting Carroll). Although White’s opinion in Watson did not call attention to the earlier felony-infact requirement, the requirement was apparent in another statement in Carroll, which
provided that “the reason for [the broader authority for] arrest without warrant on a
reliable report of a felony was because the public safety and the due apprehension of
criminals charged with heinous offenses required that such arrests should be made at
once without warrant.” Justice Taft’s reference to a “reliable report of a felony” may
have referred to the common-law requirement that a felony had been committed in fact.
684 Justice White also referred to the “the ancient common-law rule that a peace
officer was permitted to . . . arrest for a felony not committed in his presence if there was
reasonable ground for making the arrest.” Watson, 423 U.S. at 418 (citing historical
commentaries and the English decisions in Samuel and Beckwith, discussed supra at
notes 579-83, 589-92 and accompanying text). Note that Justice White’s phrasing finessed the earlier felony-in-fact requirement: it mentioned “a felony” but did not call
attention to the requirement of an actual felony.
685 See also supra note 669 and accompanying text.
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that such person has committed” a felony, but without requiring
that a felony actually have been committed.686 In effect, that
proposed model endorsed broad state warrantless arrest authority for any offense that might be classified a felony.687 Thus,
Draper and Watson indicated that statutory authority for a warrantless arrest would pass constitutional muster provided only
that the statute required that an arresting officer have probable
cause that a crime had been or was being committed. In effect,
the Justices extended the probable cause standard that the
Fourth Amendment explicitly required for issuance of an arrest
warrant to also suffice to justify a warrantless arrest made on
an officer’s own initiative.
In addition to endorsing bare probable cause as the only
requisite for a constitutional arrest, several additional Supreme
Court rulings during the latter half of the twentieth century
further expanded the breadth of police discretion by significantly relaxing the traditional threshold of the “probable cause”
standard itself, particularly with regard to the use of secondhand hearsay information from informants. In the 1959 ruling
in Draper, the Justices explicitly rejected the common-law requirement that an arresting person have personal suspicion and
instead permitted probable cause for a warrantless arrest to be
based on hearsay information that an officer learned from an
informant.688 A year later, the Justices also explicitly approved
the use of hearsay information to establish probable cause for
issuance of a warrant.689 A few years later, the Warren Court’s
423 U.S. at 422-23, nn.11-12.
The shift to the probable cause alone standard is especially significant in modern
arrest practice because modern criminal law defines many more offenses as felonies
than was the case in 1789, and it appears that most “felony” arrests are prosecuted only
as misdemeanors. See supra note 592. Hence, the deletion of the requirement that a
felony had been committed “in fact” appears to have cleared the way for police to avoid
the more stringent “committed in the presence of the officer” standard for misdemeanor
arrests by making arrests under the felony probable cause arrest standard even when
the offense for which probable cause existed would likely be prosecuted only as a misdemeanor.
688 See supra note 603. Because it appears that hearsay was already widely used to
establish probable cause for warrantless arrests by the time Draper was decided, see
supra note 603, this ruling is best understood as simply removing any issue regarding
the constitutionality of the existing practice.
689 See id.
686
687
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1967 ruling in McCray v. Illinois also allowed police officers to
base probable cause for a warrant on hearsay information without disclosing the identity of the informer to the issuing magistrate.690 As a practical matter, that ruling made it virtually impossible for a defendant to challenge the factual validity of allegations made in a warrant affidavit and effectively opened the
way for police to invent imaginary informants and manufacture
probable cause. As a result, the Fourth Amendment “oath or
affirmation” requirement was stripped of any significant meaning.
The Burger Court also relaxed the threshold for probable
cause when it later ruled, in 1983 in Illinois v. Gates—a case
involving information from an anonymous informant—that
“probable” cause required only a showing of a “substantial
chance” that criminal activity was occurring or had occurred.691
Indeed, the Gates majority found there was probable cause for
issuance of a search warrant even though the police investigation of the anonymous tip disclosed that the informant’s information was incorrect in several significant ways.692 Hence,
Gates reduced “probable” cause to a rather minimalist standard—one that effectively allows police officers to exercise a
significant level of discretionary arrest authority.
The relaxed definition of probable cause also appears to
portend an expansion of police misdemeanor warrantless arrest
authority. In 2001, the Justices ruled that the Fourth Amendment “reasonableness” standard does not bar custodial arrests
for minor traffic violations,693 and language in that and several
other recent Supreme Court decisions seems to endorse replacing the traditional common-law restriction of warrantless misdemeanor arrests to instances in which the offense was committed in the presence of the arresting officer with a simple probable cause standard.694 Thus, it appears that the Court is
386 U.S. 300 (1967).
462 U.S. 213 (1983). See also supra note 41 and accompanying text.
692 Gates, 462 U.S. at 246.
693 Atwater v. City of Lago Vista, 532 U.S. 318 (2001). I have previously criticized
both the purportedly originalist analysis and the policy claims made in this decision.
See Davies, Arrest, supra note 3.
694 See Davies, Arrest, supra note 3, at 367-87.
690
691
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poised to permit police officers to make warrantless arrests for
even minor regulatory offenses on the basis of second-hand
hearsay information from an undisclosed informer.
Of course, the extension of the Fourth Amendment to warrantless arrests has also meant that arrest standards have become subject to a relativistic “Fourth Amendment reasonableness” analysis. In 1968, the Warren Court drew upon the modern reasonableness standard to create an entirely new doctrine
of constitutional “detentions” and “frisks” in Terry v. Ohio.695
Although any interference with a person’s liberty had been regarded as “arrest” and “imprisonment” at common law,696 the
Justices ruled in Terry that the Fourth Amendment permits
police to make a temporary warrantless detention of a person—
that is, a seizure less than a full “custodial arrest”—provided
the police have “reasonable suspicion” that the person had been,
was, or was about to be, engaged in criminal activity. Additionally, Terry also authorized police to conduct a limited warrantless frisk for weapons provided they had “reasonable suspicion” that the suspected person who was being detained was
armed or dangerous.697
Moreover, Terry presented “reasonable suspicion” as a
lower threshold than “probable cause” and indicated that it
would be satisfied provided the officer could articulate some fact
or observation that gave rise to suspicion. Although the Warren
Court Justices may have viewed Terry primarily as an extension
of federal constitutional regulation to previously unregulated
street encounters between police and citizens, the minimal
threshold for “reasonable suspicion” created in that decision also
has had the effect of constitutionalizing discretionary police
conduct. That is especially so because later cases have defined
“reasonable suspicion”—which also can be based on hearsay information from undisclosed informants—rather minimally.698
392 U.S. 1 (1968).
The distinction drawn in Terry between “detentions” and “arrests” is inconsistent
with the framing-era understanding that any restraint of personal liberty was an arrest
and an imprisonment. See supra note 284. See also Davies, supra note 2, at 629 n.216.
697 The Terry “frisk” doctrine has also been extended to automobiles. See, e.g., Michigan v. Long, 463 U.S. 1032 (1983).
698 See. e.g., Alabama v. White, 496 U.S. 325 (1990); Adams v. Williams, 407 U.S. 143
(1972); but see Florida v. J.L., 529 U.S. 266 (2000).
695
696
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Although the discussion in this Part has focused on the expansion of police warrantless arrest authority itself, it should be
noted that that expansion has occurred in the context of a much
broader enlargement of government investigative power. Recent Supreme Court decisions also have restricted the scope of
Fourth Amendment protections by adopting narrow definitions
of “search”699 and “seizure,”700 as well as by adopting a flexible
and undemanding definition of “consent” to search.701 Similarly,
recent decisions have relaxed Fourth Amendment standards by
adopting expansive views of the various exceptions to the warrant requirement,702 by removing prior prohibitions against pretextual police conduct,703 by permitting suspicionless administrative inventory searches of impounded vehicles and arrestees,704 and by permitting suspicionless searches on the basis of
the “special needs” of various government institutions.705
In addition, recent decisions have severely restricted enforcement of Fourth Amendment standards by adopting a narrow conception of the personal “standing” required to contest a
Fourth Amendment issue,706 by generally permitting unconstitutionally seized evidence to be admitted in the various procedural stages of a criminal prosecution other than the prosecutor’s case-in-chief at trial,707 and by creating several exceptions
to the exclusionary rule that even permit use of unconstitution-

699 See, e.g., Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735 (1979); Florida v. Riley, 488 U.S. 445
(1989).
700 See, e.g., California v. Hodari D., 499 U.S. 621 (1991); United States v. Drayton,
536 U.S. 194 (2002).
701 See, e.g., Schneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 218 (1973); Illinois v. Rodriguez,
497 U.S. 177 (1990).
702 See, e.g., California v. Carney, 471 U.S. 386 (1985); Thornton v. United States,
541 U.S. 615 (2004).
703 See, e.g., Whren v. United States, 517 U.S. 806 (1996).
704 See, e.g., South Dakota v. Opperman, 428 U.S. 364 (1976); Illinois v. Lafayette,
462 U.S. 640 (1983).
705 See, e.g., Nat’l Treasury Employees Union v. Von Raab, 489 U.S. 656 (1989); Bd.
of Educ. of Indep. Sch. Dist. No. 92 of Pottawatomie County v. Earls, 536 U.S. 822
(2002).
706 See, e.g., United States v. Payner, 447 U.S. 727 (1980); Rawlings v. Kentucky, 448
U.S. 98 (1980).
707 See, e.g., United States v. Calandra, 414 U.S. 338 (1974); United States v. Havens, 446 U.S. 620 (1980).
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ally seized evidence in the prosecutor’s case-in-chief at trial.708
Additionally, recent decisions have given a broad interpretation
to the independent source doctrine.709 Indeed, in a 2006 ruling
endorsing a broad notion of the doctrine that the taint of unconstitutional police conduct can become too “attenuated” to require
exclusion, four Justices indicated their inclination to abolish the
exclusionary rule entirely.710
The bottom line is that, although the Supreme Court resurrected search-and-seizure rights in the form of the Fourth
Amendment during the early part of the twentieth century, the
Justices have subsequently dismantled the substance of those
rights, especially during the last four decades. The net result is
that search-and-seizure doctrine now increasingly amounts to
merely a hollow rhetoric of rights.
VI. CONCLUSION
The authentic history of constitutional search-and-seizure
doctrine is not the story of a fixed or continuous understanding.
In contrast to the conventional account of Fourth Amendment
history, authentic search-and-seizure history is a story of
change, transformation, and discontinuity. Indeed, in a very
real sense it is a story of a constitutional failure.
It appears that the State and Federal Framers probably
perceived common-law arrest standards to be uncontroversial
and permanent. Probably for that reason, the Framers thought
that constitutional provisions invoking the traditional formulations of “the law of the land” or “due process of law” would generally be adequate to constitutionalize the common-law limitations on arrest and search authority. However, because there
had been specific controversies over the validity of general warrants, and because general warrants threatened to breach the
common law’s general disapproval of discretionary arrest or
search authority, the Framers also adopted additional provisions that banned such warrants by explicitly setting minimum
708 See, e.g., United States v. Leon, 468 U.S. 897 (1984); Illinois v. Krull, 480 U.S. 340
(1987).
709 See, e.g., Murray v. United States, 487 U.S. 533 (1988)
710 Hudson v. Michigan, 547 U.S. 586 (2006).
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standards of cause and particularity for the issuance of warrants. The combination of those two types of provisions probably appeared to be sufficient to ensure the persistence of common-law search-and-seizure standards.
However, during the nineteenth century, judges abandoned
the Cokean common-law tradition that had informed the original understandings of the “law of the land” and “due process of
law” constitutional provisions. The historical evidence indicates
that the accusatory warrantless arrest standards had withered
by the middle of the nineteenth century, and had largely collapsed by its end, as state courts undertook to facilitate more
aggressive forms of policing. Meanwhile, judges continued to
view the warrant provisions simply as bans against too-loose
warrants. Hence, warrantless arrest standards were effectively
deconstitutionalized.
Viewed from the perspective of our own time, the collapse of
the rigorous common-law arrest standards has an air of inevitability about it. English Whigs had developed the common-law
warrantless arrest standards to blunt the prerogative power of
the English crown. However, while those standards may have
been adequate for enforcing criminal law in a close-knit society
in which the inhabitants generally knew one another and one
another’s business, it seems fairly apparent that rigorous accusatory standards were inappropriate and unworkable for an urbanizing society in which persons increasingly interacted as
strangers.
Thus, the shift in outlook toward criminal justice in the
decades following the framing era also seems understandable
from a modern perspective. When the Framers drafted and
adopted constitutional provisions, they were still preoccupied
with the fear of government oppression that had animated the
Revolutionary period. However, by the mid-nineteenth century
the political and legal elite had lost that fear and instead became preoccupied with suppressing crime in fast-growing cities.
As a result, the perceived imperatives of law enforcement overcame the earlier concern with individual liberty, and the earlier
constitutional limitations on the arrest power of peace officers
were either conveniently forgotten or deliberately abandoned.
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The difficulty is that the state courts did not formulate any
alternative meaningful regulation of the new governmental investigatory power. Instead, the Federal Supreme Court eventually stepped in to reconstruct constitutional search-and-seizure
doctrine—but did so under the Fourth Amendment, rather than
under the Due Process Clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments. However, although the Justices initially attempted to formulate rules to regulate searches, that project
soon lapsed into a relativistic assessment of the “reasonableness” of police conduct. Unsurprisingly, as crime control imperatives again took center stage during the latter half of the
twentieth century, the flexible “reasonableness” formulation
provided a platform for the Justices to largely undo the earlier
set of Fourth Amendment rules. The result is that, once again,
there are few meaningful constitutional constraints on police
power.
What implications does this history hold for the way we
should now think about search-and-seizure doctrine? Readers
likely will draw their own implications. I suggest three.
A. The Fictional Character of Recent “Originalist”
Search-and-Seizure Claims
One implication of the authentic history is that it reveals
that an “originalist” methodology cannot resolve contemporary
search-and-seizure issues. The originalist claims that have appeared in recent search-and-seizure decisions are typically cast
as corrections to relatively recent and discrete deviations from
the intended meaning of the Fourth Amendment. Indeed, one
recent search-and-seizure opinion has asserted that there can
be an “unchanging Constitution” even though that Constitution
“refers to other bodies of law that might themselves change.”711
However, that notion simply is not realistic.
711 Georgia v. Randolph, 547 U.S. 103, 144 (2006) (Scalia, J. dissenting). It is worth
noting that Randolph illustrates the essential triviality of much of what now passes for
Fourth Amendment rights. In that case, the majority ruled that where two co-residents
are present when police seek to search a house, and one consents but the other objects,
there is no consent. However, that ruling is qualified to apply only when the objecting
co-resident “is in fact at the door” but does not “impose a requirement [of seeking out
any co-resident to learn his or her wishes]” before acting on the other co-resident’s con-
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The salient historical fact is that state and federal judges
have been deviating from earlier understandings, and announcing novel standards, for more than two centuries since the framing era. There is irony in the fact that judges transformed
search and seizure. The Framers had perceived that legislatures posed the primary threat to the preservation of commonlaw securities, but expected courts to preserve those rights
against legislative incursions. In actuality, judges made the
doctrinal changes that destroyed the accusatory protections the
Framers thought they had preserved. The fact that changes
were made is not apparent on the face of the individual opinions, because the judges rarely acknowledged the innovations
they made. However, the changes are plain enough if one compares the rules announced in earlier cases with the standards
announced in later cases.
Of course, there have also been drastic changes in criminal
justice institutions. In particular, the modern police officer, and
the modern police department, bears little resemblance to the
framing-era constable working under the direction of the justice
of the peace.
Hence, the authentic history of search-and-seizure reveals
that a large gulf separates framing-era doctrinal conceptions
and criminal justice institutions from our current conceptions
and institutions. The story is not one of simple changes in particular rules or standards; rather it is a story of a fundamental
transformation amounting to a paradigm shift. Modern investigatory procedure confers powers on police officers that contravene and violate not only the specific rules of framing-era common law, but also the basic principles and values that led the
Framers to endorse accusatory procedure.
The bottom line is that there is no way that we can now “return” to the original understanding of the constitutional limits
on government arrest and search power—and it is quite doubtful that it would be desirable to do so, even if we could. Too
much has changed.

sent. Hence, while the opinion recognizes the right of the objecting co-resident in form,
that right is hardly of any operational significance, and police can easily avoid it.
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B. The Overall Trajectory of Constitutional
Search-and-Seizure Doctrine
Although authentic history cannot provide us with a basis
for deciding the specific search-and-seizure issues that arise
today, it does provide a broader perspective on where we have
come from, and where we seem to be going. The conventional
account of Fourth Amendment history has tended to legitimize
the current content assigned to “Fourth Amendment reasonableness” by falsely assuring us that constitutional search-andseizure has always involved a relativistic balancing of individual rights against government interests. Indeed, the conventional history has smoothed the way for further expansions of
government power under that rubric. In contrast, the authentic
history suggests a far more skeptical outlook.
The authentic history reveals a doctrinal trajectory that has
turned away from an insistence on an individual’s right to be
secure from unnecessary government intrusions and toward an
acceptance of an ever-enlarging sphere of government authority
to intrude. That trajectory warns us that we should not be confident that current doctrine has reached the right relationship
between the individual and the state—especially because the
recent construction of “Fourth Amendment reasonableness” has
often been justified by fictional history. While there is little
doubt that some enlargement of governmental search-andseizure power was necessary, that general conclusion does not
answer the question of how much enlargement of power was
appropriate. Thus, the recovery of the authentic history invites
us to disregard the distractions of fictional originalism and instead refocus attention on the important question—whether
current doctrine provides an adequate “right to be secure” from
excessive and unnecessary government power.
C. Whether State Courts Should be Free to
“Depart” from Current Federal Doctrine
Finally, the recovery of the authentic history holds an implication for the larger issue of the present symposium—
whether it is legitimate for state courts, interpreting state constitutional provisions, to “depart” from the search-and-seizure
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rulings announced by the Federal Supreme Court under the
Fourth Amendment. Because that is a multifaceted inquiry,
authentic search-and-seizure history cannot provide a comprehensive answer. Nevertheless, the authentic history does remove a factor that may have seemed to weigh against the legitimacy of state court “departures.”
It is evident that the search-and-seizure provisions in the
declarations of rights adopted by the original states and those
included in the Federal Bill of Rights drew upon the same common-law foundations. Likewise, it is evident that the searchand-seizure provisions in the declarations of rights that the
later states adopted were largely modeled on those in the Federal Bill. Hence, if it were the case that the Fourth Amendment
decisions of the Federal Supreme Court articulated an accurate
rendition of an original content that was shared by the state
and federal constitutional search-and-seizure provisions, that
might seem to be a factor that would weigh heavily against the
legitimacy of state court “departures.” However, that is not the
case. Instead, the authentic history shows that both state and
federal rulings long ago departed from the original understanding of the search-and-seizure provisions.
Current Fourth
Amendment doctrine is only the product of relatively recent,
ideologically-driven judicial choices, not a rendition of the original understanding.
Hence, if state judges come to the conclusion that their citizens should be entitled to stronger search-and-seizure protections than those currently provided by federal rulings, authentic
search-and-seizure history should not impede them from acting
on that judgment.

